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Abstract
On the island of Barra in the Outer Hebrides, Scotland, the challenges and forces
conditioning the community are natural and social. Buffeted by the Atlantic sea and
perched at the periphery of the most westerly inhabited islands in Scotland,
linguistically different to mainland Scotland, religiously distinct from much of the
rest of the Hebrides and bearing the psychological legacy of nineteenth century
Highland Clearances, this case-study illustrates how a social-ecological system
responds to the dominant narrative of conservation in the marine policy environment.
This thesis explores the cultural depths of a conflict between the local community
and the Scottish Government around the creation of two marine Special Areas of
Conservation (mSAC) off the coast of the island. Barra’s rich maritime heritage
suggested the presence of embedded values that appeared to be colliding with values
driving the mSAC designation process. Visual participatory methods were used to
understand what 'conservation' means for the islanders and to find a way of
connecting the worldviews of decision-makers with the marine environment lived
and experienced by the local community. The story of Barra exposes the perils of
isolating the human dimension of conservation and planning that ensures sustainable
livelihoods from the natural ecosystem conservation dimension. It considers how
challenging the dominant narrative of conservation through the articulation of
competing realities can create space for different narratives to emerge. It provides
insights into the role played by competing value systems in natural resource
management and conservation conflicts.
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1

Barra

This research explores the cultural depths of a conflict between members of a small
island community and the Scottish Government over the creation of two marine
Special Areas of Conservation off the coast of the island archipelago of Barra. It
considers the presence of embedded values on Barra that appeared to be colliding
with the values underpinning a policy driven conservation process for the marine
environment off the coast of the island. It questions whether understanding the
connections, values, interests and roles being played out on Barra could help to shed
light on some of the unseen dynamics of the conflict. This questioning provides
insights into the role played by competing value systems for natural resource
management and conservation conflicts generally.

This thesis argues that a perception of conservation as a separating process which
excludes people and prioritises non-human nature is counter-productive to the
sustainable management of natural resources. It supports an inclusive approach that
involves members of the local community and the policy environment working
together to acknowledge and include the strong and particular local relationships
with the sea as a meaningful part of the conservation and natural resource
management process. The path of this research is therefore embedded in an
exploration of the relationship to place for members of the Barra community. The
following emergent hypotheses 1 have been used to explore the dynamics of the
conflict and its implications for natural resource management:


Making visible a local community’s relationships with their local marine
environment facilitates engagement with the related policy environment;



Articulating and making visible the worldviews of members of a local
community helps those members to feel listened to by ‘outsiders’ to the
community;



Feeling listened to helps members of the community to ‘hear’ and ‘see’ the
policy environment rather than to push it away.

1

Rather than being preconceived or deductive, these hypotheses emerged by logical inference during the course of the data
analysis.

1

As an interdisciplinary piece of work, this thesis draws from, and brings together, the
social sciences, natural sciences and the arts. The first half of Chapter 1 describes in
depth the historical and social context of Barra. It thereby foregrounds the context of
the conflict explored by this research before introducing the reader to its details. This
structure was deliberately chosen in order to signal to the reader the importance of
understanding the context of the conflict and in order to reflect the contextualised
and transdisciplinary nature of the mixed method approach used to carry out this
research. It is also an indication of the authority accorded to the voices of the people
of Barra throughout this research.

1.1 Arriving
The island of Barra forms part of the Outer Hebrides, a long chain of islands off the
west coast of Scotland, stretching through the North Atlantic Ocean for a hundred
miles. From north to south ‘the Long Island’, as it is known, is composed of the Isles
of Lewis, Harris, Scalpay, Berneray, North Uist, Benbecula, South Uist, Eriskay,
Barra and Vatersay. Lewis and Harris are joined by land. Berneray, North Uist,
Benbecula, South Uist and Eriskay are joined by causeways, as are Barra and
Vatersay (Plate 2 above). In Scottish Gaelic, this area is called Na h-Eileanan Siar
(the Western Isles) or Innse Gall (the islands of the foreigners), the latter providing a
clue to its Norse heritage (Crawford 1987, Mackenzie 1914). Lewis and Harris (in
the north) are the largest and most populous of the inhabited islands, with a
combined population of 21,031 (GRO 2013c). While all the islands are connected by
the strong influence of Gaelic culture and language, each island and each community
has its own distinctive character (HIE 2014). The most striking difference involves
the religious divide between the southern (predominantly Roman Catholic) and
northern (mainly Free Presbyterian) island groups. While more than two-thirds of
residents in the most southerly islands (Vatersay, Barra, Eriskay and South Uist) and
43% in North Uist are Roman Catholic, less than 10 per cent of residents are Roman
Catholic in each of the remaining (northerly) islands. More specifically, 80.2% of
residents on Barra and 68.1% of residents on Vatersay are Roman Catholic (GRO
2003). References to ‘community’ in this thesis are not intended to suggest the
existence of a homogenous community on Barra. The term ‘community’ has long
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been recognised as being open to many different interpretations and constructions
(Hillery 1955, Olson 2005) and will be discussed further in Chapter 2.2
It takes about five hours to make the 70 nautical mile crossing from Oban to Barra on
the Caledonian MacBrayne car ferry. The smaller inhabited island of Vatersay (Plate
3 above) has been joined to Barra by a short causeway since 1991 and its population
(of less than 100 people) uses the shops, schools, post-office and other services on
Barra, none of which exist on Vatersay anymore. Its primary school was closed in
1992 when only 4 pupils were left in the school.
The origin of the name Barra is unclear. MacCulloch (1824 in Campbell 1998) 3
attributes the name to St Bar, a bishop of Caithness. Writing about the Norse placenames on Barra, Borgström (1936) believed that the name Barra was pre-Viking. The
name is also attributed by some to the Irish St Finbarr, the 6th century Bishop of
Cork. A ruined 12th century church in the north of the island is called Cille Bharra
(the church of Finbarr).

Figure 1.1 Ferry leaving Castlebay harbour. Image: Stephen Hurrel

2

See section 2.6.
Account taken from Highlands and Western Isles of Scotland 1824, Vol. III. Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Browne, and
Green: London.
3

3

As the ferry arrives into Castlebay, the main settlement on Barra, one of the first
things that hits the eye is that the land is full of rocky outcrops (Figure 1.1). A ring
road of about 15 miles in circumference curves around the west and east of the
island, while another road stretches north, out past the airport and towards the
community wind turbine at Scurrival Point at the northern tip of the island. Barra’s
airport is unique in that the plane from Glasgow (there is only one plane) lands on
the beach (the Tràigh Mhòr, meaning big beach). Its schedule is therefore determined
according to the tides. The cockles, which have been gathered by people on Barra for
hundreds of years, help to keep the sand firm enough to allow the plane to land.
Gathering cockles with a hand rake still continues today (Figure 1.2). While in the
past, cockles would have formed part of the subsistence diet on Barra, today people
gather cockles mainly at their leisure. A handful of cockle-gatherers sell the small
crustaceans to local restaurants and the nearby Barratlantic fish processing factory.

Figure 1.2 Cockling on the Tràigh Mhòr Images: Ruth Brennan

1.2 The people – past to present
Writing about Barra in the nineteenth century, the Rev. Alexander Nicolson
remarked upon Barra’s strong fishing heritage:
‘The inhabitants are of the middle size, patient and hardy in enduring cold and
fatigue. They are expert seamen, and considered the best boatmen in the Western
Isles. No instance has occurred of a Barra boat being lost for upwards of twenty
years, although boats are generally at sea both summer and winter’ (Nicolson 1845
in Campbell 1998: 159).4

4

Account taken from the New Statistical Account of Scotland, 1845, Vol. 14, 198-236.
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The collapse of the kelp industry in the 1820s (when prices of kelp fell drastically)
led to raised rents on Barra and, eventually, eviction of much of its (by then) povertystricken population. The Clearances (as these evictions became known) resulted in a
population decrease on Barra of approximately 21% (from 2363 to 1873) between
the censuses of 1841 and 1851 (Campbell 1998). During the Clearances, the lairds
(landlords, often absentee) cleared their lands of the crofting families living and
working on them, replacing the people with more lucrative sheep farms and parks to
hunt deer. This historical context and its lasting effect on the psyche of the people is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Scottish Gaelic5 was the main language spoken on Barra for several centuries, with a
decline setting in after the Second World War. However, Gaelic is still widely
spoken on Barra today and the decline appears to have slowed down considerably.
Evidence of support for the native language is found in the Gaelic medium education
in Castlebay primary school and the introduction of Gaelic pre-school education
since the 1980s (Duwe 2005). It is also more widely visible in the prevalence of
Gaelic media (radio, television and newspapers). More than 60% 6 of Barra’s
population speaks Gaelic (GRO 2013a) which is an indication of the continuing
significance of the language on the island, particularly when this figure is compared
to the Gaelic speaking population of Scotland as a whole, which is just 1.1% (GRO
2013b).

1.3 Population profile
The 2011 census puts the population of Barra at 1264, a slight increase from 1172 in
2001 (GRO 2013c). These figures include the population of Vatersay. 7 A recent
report (CBAB 2010a, CBAB 2010b) shows that Barra’s population is being
maintained by adult returners or in-migrants relocating to Barra to raise their
children. While regional statistics show a decline in the population of the Hebridean
islands since 1901, examination at local level reveals a stabilisation of Barra’s
population in the last decade. This emphasises the importance of widening
5

Hereinafter referred to as ‘Gaelic’.
Census figures from 2011 show that 62.5% of persons aged 3 and over on Barra speak Gaelic. I calculated this percentage
from the ‘Language’ table for Barra which shows 1137 people on Barra aged 3 and over, out of which 711 ‘can speak Gaelic’
(GRO 2013a).
7
2001: Barra 1078; Vatersay 94; 2011: Barra 1174; Vatersay 90 (GRO 2013c).
6
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employment opportunities on the island - if there are no opportunities for families to
come back to or for people already living on the island, the population will go into
decline as people leave and fail to return (CBAB 2010b, OHMS 2007). The latest
census figures (GRO 2013c) confirm this analysis. Tables 1.1-1.2 and Figure 1.3
show that the overall decline in Barra’s population over the previous century (-54%
in 2001) has started to reverse in the last decade (-50% in 2011). This mirrors the
overall population trend in the Outer Hebrides, although the populations of some
islands (such as North and South Uist) are still declining (GRO 2013c).
Year

1901

1911

1921

1931

1951

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

2011

Barra

2545

2620

2456

2250

1884

1467

1090

1339

1282

1172

1264

% Change 19012011
-50%

Outer

4617

4670

4400

3900

3500

3250

2990

3180

2933

2650

2768

-40%

Hebrides

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

Table 1.1 Population change in Barra and the Outer Hebrides 1901-2011 (with values taken from GRO 2003,
2013c, OHMS 2007)

Year

1901

1911

1921

1931

1951

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

2011

Barra

-

-3%

-4%

-12%

-26%

-42%

-57%

-47%

-50%

-54%

-50%

Outer

-

-1%

-5%

-16%

-24%

-30%

-35%

-31%

-36%

-43%

-40%

Hebrides

Table 1.2 Percentage population change in Barra and the Outer Hebrides 1901 to 2011, indexed at 1901 levels
(with values taken from GRO 2003, 2013c, OHMS 2007)

Figure 1.3 Percentage population change in Barra and the Outer Hebrides 1901 to 2011, indexed at 1901 levels
(with values taken from OHMS 2007, GRO 2003, 2013c)

1.4 Economic structure
‘The maritime environment is highly important to the Southern Outer Hebrides,
as it sustains a significant proportion of the employment in the local economy, either
directly or indirectly’ (Halcrow 2010: 19).
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1.4.1 Main employers
The Western Isles economy is unusual in that it has high public sector employment,
both locally and regionally, followed by transport and communications. Other
industries providing employment are construction, manufacturing, fishing, retail,
trade and repairs and hotels/restaurants. As the economy is dominated by the public
sector and relies on primary industry (mainly fishing), it is vulnerable to market
fluctuations. Environmental impacts (such as depletion of fish stocks) and
international pressures (such as changing European legislation) particularly affect the
fishing and fish farming industries (CBAB 2010b). The designation of the Western
Isles (excluding Stornoway and its environs on the isle of Lewis) as economically
fragile underscores the need for sustainable development opportunities which
combine economic, social, cultural and environmental attributes (HIE 2014).

On Barra, most economic activity centres on the relatively narrow industrial base of
fishing, fish-processing and aquaculture, alongside tourism and the public sector
(Figure 1.4, CBAB 2010a, Halcrow 2010). As ‘a population in a specific territorial
location which relies upon the fishing industry for its continued economic, social and
cultural success’ (Brookfield et al. 2005: 57), Barra can be said to fall within the
definition of a fisheries-dependent community. According to 2001 census figures,8
8.7% of the working population on Barra is directly employed in fishing, compared
to 5.8% for the Outer Hebrides and 0.3% for the whole of Scotland. When the fishprocessing sector is taken into account, fisheries-related employment in Barra
accounts for 17.7% of the working population. This figure is even higher when the
involvement of Barratlantic (the local fish processing factory) in the haulage sector is
taken into account (CBAB 2010a).

In Scotland as a whole, fisheries-related

employment (in the catching, farming and processing sectors) accounts for 0.9% of
Scottish employment and even in coastal regions the figure is only 2.6% (Brookfield
et al. 2005, Thomson 2002). A recent report (Halcrow 2010: 19) reflects these
figures, finding that ‘as many as a quarter of the working population of Barra is
involved in fisheries; either directly as fishermen, or working in the fish processing
sector, or indirectly in sectors such as administration, transport, equipment
maintenance and marketing. This equates to around 200 people within a working
population of around 800’.
8

2011 Census figures not yet available in this level of detail at time of writing.
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Figure 1.4 Sectorial employment analysis: local, regional and national comparison (CBAB 2010a)

There are questions over the long-term future of the capture fishing industry on Barra
in light of landings decline over the last decade and a shift to fishing smaller mixed
shellfish (CBAB 2010b). Aquaculture is becoming increasingly important - the
opening of a salmon fish farm by Marine Harvest in the Sound of Barra, on the east
coast of the island, has provided 6 full-time jobs on Barra since 2012. While a
number of privately owned fish farms used to exist on Barra, these smaller
companies were forced out of business due to market prices and economies of scale
(CBAB 2010a). On a smaller scale, a local entrepreneur has successfully been
farming Pacific oysters in the Sound of Barra since 2009 and, since 2013, has been
working in partnership with a local fisherman to expand Isle of Barra Oysters (Oban
Times 2012).

While regional statistics suggest that unemployment on Barra is not much greater
than regionally or nationally, these unemployment rates may not reflect out-
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migration of the unemployed, off-island employment, 9 part-time employment and
self-employment. They also mask seasonal unemployment related to the tourism and
fishing seasons. As such the regional statistics suggest artificially high employment
overall for Barra (CBAB 2010b).

1.4.2 An economy characterised by pluriactivity
Fishermen on Barra are often crofter-fishermen (a crofter is a small-holder farmer),
meaning that the fishing is supplemented by crofting (usually sheep-farming).
According to one local crofter-fisherman, several locals have stopped farming sheep
in recent years because of increased regulation and bureaucracy.10 While fishing is
still a main occupation on Barra, many people on the island have more than one job
in order to generate enough income to survive on the island. One example is a former
fisherman who works on the ferry from Barra to the neighbouring island of Eriskay
and who is also the chief of the local fire station. These observations are supported
by CBAB (2010b) and by a recent Highland and Island Enterprise (HIE) community
survey where 104 people out of a sample of 143 people surveyed indicated that they
had more than one paid job (HIE 2010: 10).

1.4.3 Barra Wind
While crofting is ‘in decline’ (CBAB 2010b: 2), a newcomer to the economic picture
in Barra’s future is renewable energy. Marine Scotland11 have identified two medium
term options for offshore wind energy in close proximity to Barra as well as a
number of proposed wave and tidal areas. There is potential to tap into the need for
supporting infrastructure for the renewables energy sector by developing an
operation and maintenance base at Caolis on the Sound of Vatersay, which could
create long-term local employment. (CBAB 2010b). A community group in Barra
has already been set up to establish a port at Caolis to provide the specialised hub
activity of cable storage (CBAB 2010a).

9

Over 10% of those in full-time employment work off-island (CBAB 2010b).
Fieldnotes 20.9.11.
Marine Scotland is the part of the Scottish Government which manages Scotland’s seas. It was formally established on 1
April 2009.
10
11
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The local community has not waited for regional and national developments to
provide them with opportunities. Over the last 8 years, CBAB has successfully
driven forward a community-led project which has resulted in the unveiling, in
February 2014, of an onshore wind turbine (Guth Bharraidh 2014c).12
The community wind turbine (known as Spàgan (Lanky Legs)) is a 900kW Enercon
E-44 wind turbine which has been installed at the most northerly point on the island.
The project, which was conceived in 2005, cost approximately £2.45 million and was
mainly funded by the ethical bank Triodos13 whose ethos values both environmental
and community aspects of the project. CBAB set up a subsidiary company to build
and operate the turbine and the project was managed and driven by CBAB employee
and local islander Euan Scott. The intention is that the local community will benefit
from the income stream from the turbine (projected at £50,000-£100,000 per
annum)14 which will be used for investment in local developments. It is a testament
to the drive and ambition of the Barra community that this community wind turbine
project was successfully undertaken entirely in-house.

1.5 Community cohesion
‘Where people know one another, interact with one another each week at choir
practice or sports matches, and trust one another to behave honorably, they have a
model and a moral foundation upon which to base further cooperative enterprises.
Light-touch government works more efficiently in the presence of social capital…. In
effect, in a community rich in social capital, government is “we”, not “they”. In this
way social capital reinforces government legitimacy’ (Putnam 2000: 346-347).

1.5.1 Social capital
Sections 1.5-1.7 provide a brief overview of the social networks (formal and
informal) on Barra. Such networks are referred to by theorists as ‘social capital’,
based on the idea that ‘social networks have value’ (Putnam 2000: 19). Putnam
(1993, 2000, 2004) describes social capital as networks of social connection, and the
associated norms of reciprocity that arise from such networks, which can facilitate
12

See Appendix 1, Figure A1.1.
https://www.triodos.co.uk/en/personal/?gclid=CMbsrYKTvMMCFcjHtAodgTYAXg Accessed 28.4.15.
14
Personal communication from Euan Scott, Barra & Vatersay Wind Energy Ltd. 4.2.15.
13
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coordinated action within society. Halpern (2005: ix) subscribes to a broader
understanding of social capital as ‘social fabric’, by extending the concept beyond
‘personally known social networks into the generalized ‘habits of life’, or national
and regional culture, that make it possible for people to get along.’ Patterns of social
capital affect, and are affected by, state actions. Thus, local initiatives or
organisations can be encouraged by wise public policy and, equally, stimulate and
shape more effective policy (Putnam 2004).

While different forms of social capital can be enabling or pro-social, they may also
be constraining or anti-social (Putnam 2000, 2004, Hardin 2006). Examples of the
positive consequences of social capital are ‘mutual support, cooperation, trust and
institutional effectiveness’ (Putnam 2000: 22). Potential negative consequences can
more easily arise from ‘bonding’ (exclusive) as opposed to ‘bridging’ (inclusive)
social capital. This is because bridging social networks cut across various social
boundaries (linking people of different races, ages, classes etc.). In contrast, bonding
social networks fall within a given social boundary, and may therefore create strong
antagonism against outsiders as well as strong in-group loyalty. While the distinction
is important, there is no reliable way of measuring whether something is bonding or
bridging social capital (Putnam 2000, 2004). Indeed, ‘under many circumstances
both bridging and bonding social capital can have powerfully positive social effects’
(Putnam 2000: 23).

Indicators of the existence of a high level of social capital on Barra can be found in
its multiple formal and informal social structures (described in sections 1.6-1.7) and
in the HIE community survey, where 127 of the 143 respondents felt part of their
community to ‘some extent’ or to a ‘great extent’ (Figure 1.5, HIE 2010: 4).
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Figure 1.5 Overall, to what extent do you feel part of the community? –Barra and Vatersay (HIE 2010: 4)

This feeling of embeddedness within the Barra community is reflected in the
significant level of local involvement in community groups. The HIE community
survey showed that over half the sample (76 of the 143 respondents) were actively
involved with the community in some way (Table 1.3, HIE 2010).
Level of involvement

%

Committee member/office holder of a community group and actively involved

33

Committee member/office holder but with limited involvement

7

Actively involved but not a committee member/office holder

13

Aware of community groups but not involved

45

Not aware of any community groups

1

Total

100

Table 1.3 Involvement in Local Community Groups in the last 12 months (Adapted from HIE 2010: 5)

1.6 Island-level governance structures
Island-level governance on Barra operates via two main formal structures: (i)
community councils supported by two local community companies (Voluntary
Action Barra and Vatersay (VABV) and Coimhearsachd Bharraigh agus Bhatarsaigh
Ltd (CBAB)) and (ii) Common Grazings Committees.

12

1.6.1 Community councils, VABV and CBAB
Community councils form part of the local government structure. Barra has two such
councils – one in Northbay and one in Castlebay. Each of these councils can have up
to 6 elected members and their remit is broadly defined as anything relevant to the
interests of the community. The councils highlight areas and services within the local
authority (Comhairle nan Eilean Siar/Western Isles Council) which are lacking or
needing improvement within the community. In practice, the work of the community
councils is more focussed on campaigning and raising awareness of relevant issues
rather than delivery of change, which tends to be carried out by community
companies VABV and CBAB.15

VABV started out as a council of social services in the late nineteen sixties, became
a charitable body in voluntary action services in 1984 and a company limited by
guarantee in 1996.16 CBAB is a community-owned company which is managed by a
volunteer board of directors elected from its members (residents of Barra and
Vatersay whose names appear on the voting register). CBAB supports community
development on Barra and Vatersay and employs 2 full-time and one part-time
staff.

17

The remit of VABV is somewhat broader, including community

development, community radio (SIAR Media), community transport (Bus Bharraigh)
and the local newsletter (Guth Bharraidh) which has reached more than 1500 issues
since it was first published on 15 October 1984. VABV employs 12 full-time staff
and has an elected board of 9 trustees drawn for its membership of local individuals
from community groups, clubs and public bodies. The common link between both
companies (they work closely together) is to support community development in
order to bring about practical change within the community (such as the Spàgan
wind turbine described in section 1.4.3 above).

The board members of the community councils, VABV and CBAB overlap (in that
some members of the community councils also sit on the boards of VABV and
CBAB). However, the overlapping members do not represent the relevant
community council when sitting on the board of other entities. The three structures
respond to a variety of needs need and do not necessarily hinder each other.
15

Conversation with RP-2.4. Fieldnotes 29.7.14.
http://www.vabv.org.uk/ Accessed 28.4.15.
17
http://www.isleofbarra.com/coimhearsachdbharraigh.htm Accessed 28.4.15.
16
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However, it is largely the same people moving between all the different structures on
Barra (this contention is supported by the HIE community survey (HIE 2010: 4)).
One respondent suggested that a more streamlined local governance structure would
strengthen the island’s ability to push forward concerted action on different issues
and noted that, at present, some of this momentum is arguably lost by many of the
same people needing to be members of a variety of different organisations.18

1.6.2 Common Grazings Committees
The primary purpose of Common Grazings Committees is to manage and ensure the
equitable use of a shared property resource (common land used as rough grazing for
sheep and cattle) by those entitled to a share in it (the shareholders). Crofting has
been regulated by legislation since 1886. The Crofters Common Grazing
Regulations, which date from 1891, provide for the appointment of Common
Grazings Committees to regulate the fair use of the grazings by the shareholders.
Management of common grazings is currently governed by the Crofters (Scotland)
Act 1993 (the 1993 Act), pursuant to which each set of shareholders can appoint
from its members a Grazings Committee. The size of the committee is decided by the
shareholders and may include non-crofters. The Committee then appoints a
Chairman and a Grazings Clerk (Reid 2003). While the responsibilities of the
Grazings Committees (set out in s48 of the 1993 Act) 19 are clearly limited to
management and maintenance of the common grazings, in practice this management
structure is used to discuss broader issues relating to the township. Indeed the
township expects the Committee to discuss and deal with more general township
issues such as the increased demand for the use of both crofted and decrofted land for
building houses.20
Historically, every township21 on Barra and Vatersay had a cow or cows to provide
milk for its inhabitants. With the advent of supermarkets, this has changed.
Nowadays, the smaller townships (who have no cattle and very few sheep) do not

18

Conversation with RP-2.4. Fieldnotes 29.7.14.
The responsibilities of the Grazings Committee under Section 48 of the 1993 Act are to: ‘make and administer the regulations
for the management and use of the grazings; maintain the common grazings and if necessary replace the fixed equipment
required; and carry out improvements to the grazings or the fixed equipment or to plant trees’ (Reid 2003: 10).
20
Conversation with RP-2.4. Fieldnotes 29.7.14.
21
The Crofting Commission was unable to provide a map of townships as it is not a map-based organisation. Despite repeated
requests to the Scottish Government office on Benbecula, no map of Barra townships was forthcoming.
19
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have Common Grazings Committees as these committees, like other governance
structures on Barra, respond to a need. Demand for use of the common land dictates
how vocal and active a Common Grazings Committee needs to be. If there is a lot of
land use occurring within a township the relevant Common Grazings Committee will
be very active. For example, an increased demand for land for housing over the last
three decades has re-invigorated some Common Grazings Committees as they
respond to this need. There are currently 12 Common Grazings Committees on
Barra.22
1.7 A myriad of social networks
In addition to the island-level governance structures described in Section 1.6, a
myriad of other formal and informal structures on Barra facilitate social networking
and/or provide support within the community. Box 1.1 and Figure 1.6 illustrate some
of these networks in different ways. They include public structures (eg churches,
schools and youth clubs), private structures (e.g. hotels, cafes and other small
businesses) and public events (eg annual competitions in fishing, potato growing and
running). Sections 1.7.1-1.7.5 give a flavour of some of the social actors, informal
networks and conflicts that can arise within and between them.
Churches (Catholic and
Church of Scotland)
Guth Bharraidh
(local newsletter)
Fish van
Castlebay Bar
Craigard Round Table
(Sunday music session)
Heritage Centre and
Committee
Barratlantic
SHAMED
Buth Bharraigh (local
produce shop)
Airport Cafe

Hotels: Castlebay, Craigard,
Heathbank, Isle of Barra
Island Produce Market
Chippy Van
Youth Group (older teens)

Youth Café (youth club
for younger teens)
Screen Machine (mobile
cinema)
Fisherman’s Mass
Potato Competition
Fishing Competition

Isle of Barra Oysters

Heaval Race

Bus Bharraigh
Drama group
Ceilidhs

Barrathon
Barrafest
Feis Bharraigh
Barra Games

Heritage Cafe

Cobhair Bharraigh and Men’s
Club (elderly social clubs)
Medical Practice and Patient
Practice Participation Group
Lifeboat

Kisimul Cafe

Mod Bharraigh

Tartan Cafe

Co-op supermarket

Cockling
Schools: Eoligarry and
Castlebay
Barra Children’s Centre

Box 1.1 A selection of some of the social networks on Barra (in no particular order)

22

Crofting Commission personal communication from Margaret MacMillan, 9.9.14.
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Figure 1.6 A rich picture (Checkland and Poulter 2006) of some of the social networks on Barra

1.7.1 The influence of the Catholic church on Barra
As mentioned in Section 1.1, 80.2% of residents on Barra and 68.1% of residents on
Vatersay are Roman Catholic (GRO 2003). The influence of the Catholic Church
extends beyond the religious and spiritual into the political and social fabric of the
community. For example, when I attended Mass in Northbay Church on 16 October
2011, the priest’s sermon was about the campaign of the Church against same sex
marriages. He exhorted his parishioners to take home protest leaflets laid out at the
back of the Church, to have them signed by each adult in the family and to return
them the following Sunday so they could be submitted en masse to the Scottish
Government. As well as being struck by the power of the position a priest has in a
community like this I was struck by how this was essentially political lobbying from
the pulpit. 23 It is also a good example of an attempt to reinforce bonding social
capital within the community and reflects the essentially conservative nature of the
community on Barra.

1.7.2 Bus Bharraigh – an informal social network
The local bus provides more than a transport service – it is also a vehicle for
spreading ideas more informally than organised meetings.
23

Fieldnotes 16.10.11.
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“Sitting on a bus and chatting to people. Some people, some of the locals…they can
be very persuasive in their arguments and they can sit on a bus with you into
Castlebay and then you’ve got a 10, 15 minute drive into Castlebay and they’ll chat
to you and they’ll put their opinion and their views across in such a way that you’ll
walk away from that thinking ‘god you know I hadn’t thought of it like that, she’s
right you know.’ And then before you know it she’ll go and sit on the other bus going
home and tell so and so, and a lot of stuff gets spread around the island like that
rather than it being ‘come along to this meeting and we’ll discuss it’.”24

1.7.3 Drama group
The local drama group has a reputation for being ‘outrageous’ and if they put on a
play it is always well attended. 25 Many of the members of the local Heritage
Committee are also members of the drama group and the main script writer is one of
the local historians on Barra. The plays, which tend to have a historical context, are
usually performed in a mixture of Gaelic and English. The reputation for
outrageousness stems from the liberal amount of improvisation which the actors
employ while on stage. Thus the drama group uses satire and dark humour to convey
messages and provoke thought, reflecting the role of the bard 26 in Celtic society
(Neat and MacInnes 1999). During the 2010 Clan Gathering (when the Clan MacNeil
gather on Barra from different parts of the world for a week of events organised by
locals within the community), the drama group performed a play about the Clan
MacNeil. However, it appears that the usual outrageous humour for which the drama
group is renowned on Barra did not sit well with the visiting MacNeils, some of
whom took offence. Two years later, at the 2012 Clan MacNeil Gathering, the drama
group were in the process of rehearsing a play about the history of the now
uninhabited island of Mingulay (south of Barra) and were unable to use their usual
rehearsal space (the local hall) which was booked for Clan Gathering events. It
appears that the Clan Gathering is perceived by certain locals as an elitist event for
wealthy ‘strangers’ from overseas.27 When I attended the Clan MacNeil ceilidh in
24

Excerpt from interview with IRP-1.25.
RP-2.6. Fieldnotes 29.9.11.
26
Bards were the bearers of traditional oral culture e.g. storytelling, poetry, song and, through their eloquence, wielded great
political and social power in Celtic society.
27
Conversation with IRP-1.23. Fieldnotes 3.12.12.
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2012, even though it was advertised in the local newsletter as an event open to the
whole community, it was noticeable that very few local people attended other than
those delivering performances for the Clan MacNeil.

1.7.4 Barratlantic – a source of finance for fishermen
The local fish processing factory, Barratlantic, provides cheap (and sometimes
interest free) loans to fishermen as part of funding packages to buy fishing boats,
provided that the fishermen land their catch back to them.28

1.7.5 Social capital extending beyond the system
In 2012, several islanders refused to accept the inability of the local Co-operative
supermarket (the Co-op) to provide for their food needs (Guth Bharraidh 2012c).29
Instead, the islanders arranged for internet orders from a different chain of
supermarkets (ASDA) to be delivered to the island (Guth Bharraidh 2012d, Guth
Bharraidh 2012e) 30 by availing of local fish processor Barratlantic’s refrigerated
lorries which regularly return empty from the mainland.

Once again, Barratlantic features as an enabling agent within the community, and
more than simply a fish processing factory which provides employment. This
example illustrates Barra as a society connected to the mainland, in contrast to the
usual perception of isolated and peripheral. This connectedness harks back to Barra’s
history as an important seafaring community and is beautifully illustrated by an
eighteenth century map of seafaring routes in the Doge’s Palace in Venice (Figure
1.7). The map features Barra (‘Burra’) and is an example of how, in the past, it was
very much connected to the world beyond Barra.

28

Interview with RP-2.3 11.4.12.
See Appendix 1, Figure A1.2.
30
See Appendix 1, Figures A1.3 and A1.4.
29
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Figure 1.7 Map on wall of Doge’s Palace, Venice. Photo credit: Anon.31

Despite these current and historical connections to the world beyond Barra, and the
forward thinking nature of many people living on Barra, there are occasions when
there is a tendency to push this world away and to tell it:
“Get out of our hair! Go away!”32

1.8 Conflict on Barra
The nature conservation conflict explored by this research centres around proposals
by the Scottish Government’s nature conservation body, Scottish Natural Heritage
(SNH), to designate two marine Special Areas of Conservation (mSAC) in the waters
off the island of Barra in order to fulfil UK obligations under the European Habitats
Directive (92/43/EEC). 33 These proposed designations have been resisted by
members of the local community on Barra due to fears that these EU-driven
conservation areas will impose limitations on development, planning and change of
31

Thanks to Dr Margherita Pieraccini, University of Bristol Law School, who obtained this image from Stefano Marra, who in
turn got it from his aunt who is a museum guide, who in turn got it from a Scottish client who took the photograph. A
photograph of the entire map was not available.
32
IRP-1.16. Excerpt from interview 5.10.11.
33
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:01992L0043-20070101&from=EN Accessed 28.4.15.
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the designated (and surrounding) areas and could impede existing uses (such as
fishing). The high level of community cohesion on Barra (as described in Sections
1.5-1.7) provides a rich context for this conflict, the background to which is
described in detail in Section 1.11 below.

1.9 A complex policy landscape frames the dispute

Figure 1.8 Overview of the policy framework for marine Special Areas of Conservation

The policy framework for the mSAC designations operates at several different scales
- international, European, UK and national (Figure 1.8 above). On an international
level, the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) requires contracting
parties to establish a system of protected areas. 34 While the CBD does not
specifically mention the marine environment, since 1995 there have been various
Conference of the Parties (COP)35 decisions made regarding marine protected areas
(MPAs) and the sustainable use of marine and coastal biological diversity.
Significantly, the Fifth Conference of the Parties to the CBD endorsed a description

34
35

Article 8(a) CBD.
http://www.cbd.int/cop/ Accessed 28.4.15.
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of the Ecosystem Approach to conservation which explicitly includes a link to
cultural diversity. They also recommended 12 principles (known as the ‘Malawi
Principles’) as an adaptable framework to guide the practical application of the
Ecosystem Approach (CBD 2000). These are discussed further in Chapter 2.36
The 2002 Johannesburg Declaration of the World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) called for the establishment of ‘marine protected areas
consistent with international law and based on scientific information, including
representative networks by 2012’ and thus provided the basis for an ecologically
coherent network of MPAs on a global scale.37 Under the OSPAR Convention, the
OSPAR Commission is required to ‘develop means, consistent with international
law, for instituting protective, conservation, restorative or precautionary measures
related to specific areas or sites or related to particular species or habitats’38 and,
since 2003, has recommended the establishment of a well-managed and ecologically
coherent network of MPAs. 39 The initial deadline of 2010 for this network was
extended to 2012 for ecological coherence and to 2016 for the implementation of
management measures for sites designated by 2010.40
The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (2008/56/EC)41 establishes a framework
within which Member States take the necessary measures to achieve or maintain
good environmental status in the marine environment by the year 2020 at the latest.42
It identifies marine protected areas as ‘an important contribution to the achievement
of good environmental status’43 and specifically refers to SACs under the Habitats
Directive as contributing to coherent and representative networks of MPAs 44
(Pieraccini 2013).

On a European level, the Habitats Directive (Article 3) responded directly to the
CBD by requiring the establishment of a network of marine protected areas as part of
Natura 2000, an ecologically coherent network of special areas of conservation, both
36

See section 2.3.3(i).
See paragraph 31(c) of the Plan of Implementation of the WSSD.
38
Article 3(1)(b)(ii) of the Oslo-Paris (OSPAR) Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment in the North-East
Atlantic. http://www.ospar.org/html_documents/ospar/html/ospar_convention_e_updated_text_2007.pdf Accessed 28.4.15.
39
OSPAR Recommendation 2003/3 on a Network of Marine Protected Areas.
40
OSPAR Recommendation 2010/2 on amending Recommendation 2003/3 on a Network of Marine Protected Areas.
41
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32008L0056&from=EN Accessed 28.4.15.
42
Article 1(1) Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD).
43
See MFSD Preamble paragraph 6.
44
Article 13(4) MSFD.
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terrestrial and marine. The Habitats Directive is implemented in England and Wales
by the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (1994 Regulations), as
consolidated by the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitats
Regulations 2010). In Scotland, the Habitats Directive is implemented through a
combination of the Habitats Regulations 2010 (in relation to reserved matters) and
the 1994 Regulations. Offshore European sites are established under the Offshore
Marine Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 2007. The process for
selecting and designating SACs in the UK is described in Section 1.10 below.

At the national level, the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 and the Marine
(Scotland) Act 2010 provide for the creation of an ecologically coherent network of
marine protected areas in the UK which include marine SPAs (Special Protection
Areas) and SACs, Ramsar sites (for wetlands of international importance), the
marine component of SSSIs (Sites of Special Scientific Interest), Marine
Conservation Zones (a new type of MPA under s116 of the 2009 Act) and Nature
Conservation MPAs (a new type of MPA under s67 of the Marine (Scotland) Act
2010). In July 2014, 17 Nature Conservation MPAs were designated, covering more
than 10% of Scottish territorial waters. A map of the various marine designations in
Scottish waters (mSACs, Nature Conservation MPAs and marine SPAs) is shown in
Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9 Marine designations in Scottish waters (Map courtesy of Marine Scotland Science, 2015)
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1.10 Site selection criteria under the different policy instruments
SACs, both terrestrial and marine, are selected for the protection of certain habitats
and species listed in Annex I (habitat types) and Annex II (species) of the Habitats
Directive. Scotland and the rest of the UK fall within the Atlantic Biogeographical
Region, one of nine biogeographical regions recognised by the Directive. The
selection and designation process is iterative and analytically complex (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10 Overview of SAC selection process in the UK (DEFRA 2001)

Stage 1 requires a Member State (in practice, the relevant statutory nature
conservation agency) to:


identify sites with Annex 1 habitats and Annex II species;



assess their relative importance against a predetermined set of criteria set out
in Annex III while taking into account the requirements and qualifications of
Articles 2-4 of the Directive;



classify sites according to their relative value for each habitat type and
species;



formally advise the relevant government of the list of sites (draft SACs
(dSACs); and
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hold a public consultation for sites formally approved by government
(possible SACs (pSACs)).

After consultation, the Member State is required to submit a list of sites (candidate
SACs (cSACs)) to the European Commission (McLeod et al. 2005).

Stage 2 is a moderation process where the Member State and the European
Commission assess the overall importance of cSACs in the context of the relevant
biogeographical region and the EU as a whole, again taking into account the
requirements and qualifications of Articles 2-4 of the Directive, and select sites to
adopt as Sites of Community Importance (SCIs). SCIs become SACs when they have
been adopted by the European Commission and formally designated by the
government of the relevant Member State (McLeod et al. 2005).

In the UK, the implementation of this process is complicated by the devolution (since
1999) of the implementation of the Habitats Directive to, respectively, the Scottish
Executive, Welsh Assembly Government and the Northern Irish Executive. The four
statutory nature conservation agencies (SNH, Countryside Council for Wales,
Northern Ireland Environment Agency and Natural England) advise the relevant
government on site selection for SACs in their territory. The Joint Nature
Conservation Committee co-ordinates the work of these agencies to ensure the
maintenance of common standards for site selection throughout the UK (McLeod et
al 2005).

While the rationale for site selection has evolved over the years following internal
peer review, it has continued to be based solely on assessment of scientific criteria
with a heavy reliance on specialist knowledge of the relevant nature conservation
agency staff (DEFRA 2001). It has not been ‘constrained by consideration of socioeconomic factors’ (DEFRA 2001: 15, emphasis added).
Under the Habitats Directive, site selection must be based on scientific criteria45 and
best expert judgement (McLeod 2005, European Commission DGXI 1995). Several
decisions from the Court of Justice of the European Communities have confirmed
45

See Article 4(1), Article 5(1) and Annex III.
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that social and economic criteria cannot be taken into account when selecting and
designating sites,46 even though Article 2(3) of the Directive states that ‘measures
taken shall take account of economic, social and cultural requirements and local
characteristics.’ While social and economic considerations can inform the
development of a management plan for a site, there is no obligation to create a
management plan under the Directive47 and, in practice, very few mSACs have one.

Similarly, Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) are to be designated on
scientific grounds only, 48 as are Ramsar sites. 49 In contrast, OSPAR takes into
account the social dimensions of marine protected areas by recommending a
‘comparatively high potential level of support from stakeholders and political
acceptability’ as a practical criterion/consideration in developing a prioritised list of
sites.50 In practice, however, this recommendation is academic, as OSPAR sites are
largely comprised of Natura 2000 sites (see OSPAR 2008: 10).

Recent UK legislation for the marine environment provides for the consideration of
social and economic consequences when designating MCZs

51

and Nature

Conservation MPAs.52 The more socially and ecologically sensitive processes under
the UK legislation and OSPAR Convention underline the outdated nature of the
designation process under the Habitats Directive in its failure to consider the coupled
social-ecological system at the initial stages of site selection and designation.

1.11 “People have been here from time immemorial, watching the sea”
The words above were spoken by a local on Barra when he showed me a photograph
of the remains of a Norse broch at Scurrival, in the north of the island (Figure 1.11).
The image and words evoke a sense of the continuity of the relationship between
humans and the marine environment on Barra – people have existed here for a long
time (although not necessarily always sustainably). The history of Barra (and the
Highlands and Islands in general) is replete with instances of outsiders imposing
46
See, for example, Case C-355/90 Commission v Spain [1993] ECR I-4221; Case C-67/99 Commission v Ireland.
ECR I-5793 and Case C-71/99 Commission v Germany ECR I-5814.
47
See Article 6.
48
S28 Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
49
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance 1971.
50
OSPAR Agreement 2003-17 Appendix 2 criterion 3.
51
s117(7) Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
52
s68(8) Marine (Scotland) Act 2010.
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changes on the local population (see Chapter 5). The Sound of Barra and East
Mingulay mSACs fall squarely within this historical pattern, at least from the
perspective of many of the islanders. What follows is the story of how the current
dispute over the designation of these two mSACs began.

Figure 1.11 “People have been here from time immemorial, watching the sea” (Norse broch, Scurrival) (Brennan
2012b) Image: William Douglas

1.11.1 Sound of Barra mSAC - part 1
In 2000, SNH proposed the designation of the Sound of Barra as a possible Special
Area of Conservation (pSAC) under the Habitats Directive. The common seal
(Phoca vitulina) 53 was identified as the primary interest feature and sub-tidal
sandbanks54 as a secondary significant feature. SNH sent consultation documents to
all owners, occupiers and other interested parties on 25 September 2000, and
requested responses by 20 December 2000. A consultation meeting was held by SNH
in Northbay Hall on Barra on 24 October 2000 where, amongst other matters, local
attendees raised the point that ‘there was no point in any consultation as local people
did not have the expertise to lodge a scientific objection’ (SNH 2002: 12). The local
53
54

An Annex 2 species under the Habitats Directive.
An Annex 1 habitat under the Habitats Directive.
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councillor asked whether the Barra community would be compensated for ‘their loss
of rights and restrictions on development especially as the people of Barra did not
want SNH interfering’ (SNH 2002: 12).

Even though the Scottish Government has a policy of gathering and documenting
social and economic considerations, it is not permitted to take these into account in
making its decision to designate.55 This makes for quite a fraught process when SNH
approaches a community to consult them on their views on a pSAC. It is also worth
pointing out that the Sound of Barra is a hub of social and economic activity on
Barra, including the airport, Barratlantic fish processing factory, the Eriskay ferry,
and local cockle gatherers. The Oitir (which means a sandy sheltered area) in the
Sound of Barra provides important fishing grounds for local creel fishermen56 –
most seasoned creelers fish in these sheltered waters during bad weather and in
wintertime, when less sheltered conditions outside the Sound of Barra would risk a
loss of fishing gear. The Oitir is also a ‘nursery area’ for the younger creel fishermen
as this safe area is where they learn their trade. While the designation of an mSAC
would not necessarily mean all or any of this activity would have to stop, or even be
affected in any way, the potential threat of outsiders having control over the way
local resources are managed has brought into the foreground (consciously or
unconsciously) an extremely sensitive historical context of changes being imposed
from the outside.

SNH received five formal objections to the pSAC (including one from each of
Castlebay and Northbay Community Councils) indicating concern over the potential
social and economic impact of the designation of the Sound of Barra and the
potentially detrimental impact of seal populations on fishing interests. In September
2001, after the consultation period had closed, SNH received a sixth formal objection
to the pSAC prepared by Scottish author and activist Ian Mitchell on behalf of the
Western Isles Fishermen’s Association. SNH took this objection into account (on the
instructions of the Scottish Government, then the Scottish Executive) even though it
was received almost a year after the end of the initial consultation period in 2000
(SNH 2002).
55

See section 1.10 above.
Creeling is a static fishing method that uses ‘fleets’ of small cages or baskets (called creels) to capture shellfish. In Barra,
creels are used to fish for crabs and lobsters.

56
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Despite SNH’s recommendation to designate, the Scottish Government decided not
to designate the Sound of Barra as an mSAC at this point, and called for further
scientific research to be carried out into seal behaviour and population dynamics.
Some of the formal objections had pointed out that the construction of the causeway
between Eriskay and South Uist (which began in May 2000 in the Sound of Barra)
involved lengthy periods of blasting which had disturbed the local seal population
and the change in tidal currents as a result of the causeway could mean that the seals
who had left might not return. On this basis there might not be a seal population
which would qualify for protection under the Habitats Directive. The proposed
designation of the Sound of Barra therefore went into abeyance for several years,
during which time it retained its status as a ‘possible SAC’. The community were not
entirely triumphant at this point, because they were worried that the process could reopen at any time. There was also a history of conflict with SNH in relation to
terrestrial designations on Barra.57

The site designation process was interpreted by members of the Barra community as
a ‘tick the box’ exercise – the species and features exist in the Sound of Barra,
therefore the mSAC should be designated there as an ‘easy’ way to fulfil Scottish,
UK, European and international legal and policy requirements. This ‘tick the box’
argument was to raise its head again with the proposal of the East Mingulay mSAC.
By this time, the European Commission had placed the UK under pressure to revise
its site lists and identify additional features and species.

1.11.2 European Commission criticises UK over inadequate list of SACs
At meetings held in 1999 as part of the Stage 2 moderation process to assess the lists
of candidate SACs submitted by Members States for the Atlantic Biogeographical
Region, the European Commission had criticised the UK for listing only habitats and
species considered to be of outstanding European importance. The Commission
required every significant occurrence of an Annex I habitat or Annex II species to be
included. In addition, the sites proposed were not considered to provide adequate
coverage of geographical range or ecological variation and the proportion of the
national resource in relation to some interest features needed to be increased
57

Interview with RP 2.4, 26.9.11; Interview with RP 2.3, 20.10.11.
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(McLeod et al. 2005). As the four UK nature conservation agencies discussed (via
the JNCC) where the gaps could be filled on the basis of existing data, this coincided
with a research team from the Scottish Association for Marine Science (SAMS)
identifying a reef complex 14 nautical miles off the coast of Mingulay as the cold
water coral reef Lophelia pertusa. It is important to note that the SAMS scientists
‘identified’ rather than ‘discovered’ this reef complex because the mobile fishermen
(otter trawlers) on Barra had known about the existence of this reef for years,
although they did not necessarily appreciate its ecological significance. They avoided
it because they knew that the sharp coral would destroy their nets. Lophelia pertusa
happened to be one of the species that the UK was looking for to fulfil its
requirements under the Habitats Directive.

1.11.3 East Mingulay mSAC
In November 2008, SNH held open meetings on Barra and South Uist to inform the
local communities that an area at East Mingulay was under consideration as a draft
SAC to protect this cold water coral reef complex, as the only known inshore
example of Lophelia pertusa in the UK (Figure 1.12, SNH 2009). While there is not
as much activity around the East Mingulay area compared to the Sound of Barra,
trawling takes place around (but not over) the reef. In addition, the mSAC boundary
around the reef complex impacts on one of the tows (a trawler route). At the same
meeting, SNH also informed the local community that the Sound of Barra was again
under consideration as a draft SAC (SNH 2012a). During the summer of 2010, a
draft Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment (BRIA) was carried out by Marine
Scotland for both the East Mingulay and Sound of Barra mSACs. Marine Scotland
also ran a consultation on the BRIA at the same time as the pSAC consultation. On
29 October 2010, the Minister for Environment (then Roseanna Cunningham)
announced the proposal to take forward a public consultation over East Mingulay as
a possible SAC (SNH 2011a).
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Figure 1.12 East Mingulay candidate SAC revised map (SNH 2011b)

Unsurprisingly, this breathed new life into the mSAC conflict on Barra. So incensed
did certain members of the community feel at the proposal of a second mSAC off
their coast that several islanders came together in 2008 to create a protest group
called SHAMED (Southern Hebrides Against Marine Environmental Designations).
As the scientific surveys indicated that the Lophelia pertusa reef complex was in
near pristine condition, and as local fishermen had been fishing around it for years
and had done no damage to it, locals asked why protect it when there is no threat to
it? It was seen as another ‘tick-the-box’ exercise to plug a gap and the SHAMED
campaign made very clear that SNH should search for and locate a cold water coral
reef complex elsewhere. Another detail that riled locals is that the scientists had
apparently renamed features around the reef when mapping it – for example a reef
known to fishermen as ‘The Pinnacle’ had been mapped as ‘Banana Reef’ by the
scientists. “Why did they not just ask us what the names were?” commented one local
fisherman to me. 58 This lack of awareness of, and apparent insensitivity towards,
traditional local names, did not help matters.

58

Interview with RP-2.3, 20.10.11
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The SNH consultation for the East Mingulay pSAC ran from 16 November 2010 to
22 February 2011. SNH held a public consultation meeting in Castlebay Hall on
Barra on 26 January 2011 which was attended by approximately 70 angry islanders,
a large turn-out on Barra. SNH received 27 written responses to the formal
consultation, of which 17 raised objections or concerns about the proposal, both
scientific and socio-economic, and some of which raised concerns about the
consultation process. One of the responses called for an enquiry into the consultation
process (SNH 2011a). On 19 August 2011, the Scottish Government announced that
the East Mingulay site had been approved by Scottish Ministers as a Special Area of
Conservation. 59 It was submitted to the European Commission for approval in
September 2011 and on 16 November 2012, East Mingulay became a Site of
Community Importance (SCI). This means that East Mingulay has been adopted by
the Commission but not yet formally designated by the Scottish Government.60

1.11.4 Sound of Barra mSAC – part 2
Having forewarned the local community at the open meeting in November 2008 that
the Sound of Barra was again under consideration as a draft mSAC, the proposal to
take forward a public consultation on the Sound of Barra mSAC was formally
announced by the then Minister for Environment and Climate Change, Stewart
Stevenson, on 19 August 2011. During this second round, SNH re-proposed the
Sound of Barra as an mSAC (Figure 1.13) to represent sub-tidal sandbanks, sub-tidal
rocky reefs and harbour seals, on the basis of new scientific research. Previously the
Sound of Barra had been proposed for harbour seals (primarily) and sandbanks
(secondarily), but not reefs. This time, sandbanks were the primary reason for
proposal of the site in light of the representation of all four sub-categories of sandbanks in the Sound of Barra. Rocky reefs came next, followed by harbour seals as a
less important reason for designation (SNH 2014a). The scientific re-ranking of the
importance of the site’s features and species contributed to a perception that the
designation process was a ‘tick-the-box’ exercise.

59

http://wayback.archive-it.org/3011/20130202201209/http://www.scotland.gov.uk/News/Releases/2011/08/19160842#
Accessed 28.4.15.
60
http://www.snh.gov.uk/protecting-scotlands-nature/protected-areas/notices-and-consultations/east-mingulay/ Accessed
28.4.15.
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The formal consultation period ran from 9 September to 9 December 2011, with an
extension to 16 January 2012 at the request of Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western
Isles Council) and others. Public meetings (which I attended) were held on 3 October
2011 in Castlebay Hall, Barra, and on 4 October 2011 on Eriskay. 61 In addition,
consultation surgeries were held on Barra on 17 and 18 November (SNH 2012a).

Figure 1.13 Sound of Barra candidate SAC revised map (SNH 2014b)

SNH received 81 written responses to the formal consultation on the Sound of Barra
mSAC, 43 of which objected to or raised concerns about the proposal, both scientific
and socio-economic. Some of the responses also called for an enquiry into the
consultation process. Thirty responses were supportive (twenty-five of these called
for the inclusion of bottle-nose dolphins as a qualifying feature) and eight neutral.
The objections received included the local MSP62 and MP,63 every local councillor
(31 in total) in Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, a variety of community organisations, a
fishermen’s association and two individual businesses (SNH 2012a). The extent of
local resistance to the designation is clearly recognised in paragraph 1.4 of the SNH
Consultation Report (SNH 2012a: 2):
61

See Chapter 6 for further detail.
Member of Scottish Parliament – Alasdair Allan.
63
Member of Parliament – Angus Brendan MacNeil.
62
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‘In response to the strength of the responses received, we have considered the issues
and our advice in detail. We acknowledge that in any selection process there are
judgements to be made about alternatives. We have tried to be clear where this is so
and to explain how we reached those conclusions. In this case we have concluded
that this is the best site overall to designate.’
The Scottish Minister for Environment and Climate Change 64 approved the
designation of the Sound of Barra mSAC in August 2013 and it was sent to the
European Commission for approval on 21 August 2013 (SNH 2014b).

1.12 What this research will explore
In a letter to the editor of a local newspaper in April 2010, the Chairman of the local
action group, SHAMED, painted a stark picture:
‘The choice facing our community is clear: today the use and care of our natural
resources are under local control and this control is vital to our social and economic
wellbeing. Once land or water becomes an EU site, conservation becomes the
primary purpose and management decisions are controlled by scientists and
powerful environmental interests within the EU, whether based here or not. If more
EU sites go ahead, we lose more control’ (MacLeod 2010).
The words ‘more EU sites’ refer to two existing Special Protection Areas (SPAs) on
Mingulay/Berneray and Eoligarry respectively. The statement of the SHAMED
Chairman above could be understood as a struggle between local and EU control
over resources. It could also be seen as articulating a perception of conservation as a
process which necessarily excludes people and prioritises non-human nature. Yet this
runs contrary to the understanding of conservation shared by many people on Barra
(including members of SHAMED) which reflects humans and nature as an
intertwined system (see Chapter 5). Conservation as a separating process also runs
contrary to different conceptions of ‘nature’ that identify and question the social
construction of a nature-culture dichotomy (see, for example, Castree 2005). This is

64

There have been four different Scottish Environment Ministers since 2008: Roseanna Cunningham, Stewart Stevenson, Paul
Wheelhouse and (since November 2014) Aileen McLeod. See Appendix 19.
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discussed further in Chapter 2. As noted earlier, the Sound of Barra has been
approved for designation as an mSAC. Yet, contrary to the fears expressed by the
Chairman of SHAMED above, an innovative, community-led approach to
management of this ‘EU site’ is, at the time of writing, in the process of
development. This research traces the mSAC designation process, as it has unfolded
on Barra. In doing so, it explores what has been lying beneath the apparently
polarised conflict on the surface. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, my initial
conversations with people on Barra in 2011 suggested that they have strong and
particular relationships with the sea which are part of a bigger ‘conservation’ picture
which includes both humans and the natural environment as an intertwined system,
working together. The path of this research has therefore been embedded in an
exploration of the relationship to place of members of the Barra community.

The work of Theodori and Kyle (2013) emphasises the importance of analysing a
community’s relationship to place, through understanding the meanings and values
that local residents attribute to their place, if effective decision-making at local
community level is to take place. The interactional theory of community (Kaufman
1959, Wilkinson 1970) views community as an interactional phenomenon whereby
‘a community field interlinks and organizes the various social action fields and binds
the knowledge, experiences, resources and energy of multiple social fields for the
common good’ (Theodori and Kyle 2013: 64). A ‘community field’ has to be nurtured
into being by community development at various scales (e.g. local, regional,
national, international). It consists of ‘place-oriented collective actions’ which refer
to the ‘process of interrelated actions through which people express a shared sense
of identity while working together to address common concerns in the locale and
society’ (Theodori and Kyle 2013: 63).
The positive social capital described in sections 1.5-1.7 above can be seen as
providing examples from Barra of ‘place-oriented collective actions’ to address a
common concern. The innovative community-led approach to management of the
Sound of Barra mSAC (described in detail in Chapter 5) shows how the community
field on Barra is being strengthened by a collaborative process involving various
scales of governance – local, regional and national. The following emergent
hypotheses have been used in this research to explore the dynamics of the mSAC
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conflict and its implications for natural resource management:


Making visible a local community’s relationships with their local marine
environment facilitates engagement with the related policy environment;



Articulating and making visible the worldviews of members of a local
community helps those members to feel listened to by ‘outsiders’ to the
community;



Feeling listened to helps members of the community to ‘hear’ and ‘see’ the
policy environment rather than to push it away.

By exploring different value systems, ways of knowing and cultural diversity on
Barra, along with underlying (and usually unarticulated) social norms and
assumptions around natural resource management and conservation, this research
articulates different ways of framing human-nature relationships in order to create
opportunities to shift perspectives beyond traditional frames of reference in natural
resource management and to expand the ‘field of what is possible’ (Hayward 1998:
12).
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2

Thinking about how we think about ‘nature’

‘[T]he field of ecology…must embrace the human mind as an integral part of any
ecosystem it would study fully, if only because the values that reside in that mind
determine the relations between people and their environment. Where a judgment
must be reached and a change made in our relations with that environment, there
must be the power of great conviction, the emotional force that art or religion can
provide. As science matures through these higher and subtler levels of
understanding, it integrates culture into its view of the universe. And culture – our
culture – is both the cause and the prospective cure of the environmental crisis.’
Roszak (2001: 46-47)
2.1 Introductory framework
This Chapter presents the literature that has helped this research grapple with the
conceptual difficulties presented in attempting to understand and explore the conflict
on Barra outside the mainstream frames of contemporary conservation policy
described in Chapter 1 (sections 1.9 and 1.10) and in sections 2.2-2.5 below.
Following Flyvberg (2006), the aim of this Chapter is to relate this research project
to a range of philosophical positions rather than to fit it within one particular
discipline or theoretical path. This provides the potential for different interpretations
of the case study, depending on the perspective, or theoretical stance, adopted by the
reader. It also aligns with the goal of this research to articulate different ways of
framing human-nature or nature-culture relationships as a means of opening up the
potential to shift perspectives beyond traditional frames of reference (see Brennan
and Valcic 2012, Lakoff 2010).

The use of the term ‘nature’ in this thesis refers to the mainstream understanding of
nature as non-human, unless indicated otherwise. This research has, however, been
carried out with an awareness that there exist different conceptualisations of ‘nature’
that identify and question the social construction of a nature-culture dichotomy (see,
for example, Castree 2005). While a detailed discussion of the meanings of ‘nature’
is beyond the scope of this thesis, more nuanced understandings of ‘nature’ on Barra
are explored empirically in Chapter 5.
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Unless indicated otherwise, the term ‘values’ in this thesis is understood to mean
what people deeply believe and are ready to take action for (Kluckhohn 1958,
Zayadskaya and Welzel 2013)
The term ‘worldview’ in this thesis refers to ‘a collection of attitudes, values, stories
and expectations about the world around us, which inform our every thought and
action….A worldview is how a culture works out in individual practice’ (Gray 2011).

Recent years have witnessed several paradigm shifts in social and natural science in
the fields of conservation and development and in natural resource and
environmental management (Dove, Sajise and Doolittle, 2011, Berkes 2015).
However, conservation policy and practice still tends to treat humans and nature as
essentially separate by assuming that non-human nature can be defined separately
from human culture (Brechin et al. 2002, Peterson et al. 2010). This dualistic
worldview shapes conservation and environmental management legislation, policy
processes and mainstream debates, reinforcing a Cartesian divide between nature and
culture. While no single conceptualisation can claim to express the ‘truth’, it is
important to acknowledge that different conceptualisations exist which do not
assume a separation between humans and nature. This recognition would encourage
critical thinking about how the framing of nature as non-human shapes the research
carried out (Castree 2005, Ingold 2000, Nightingale 2014). It may also open up
different possibilities in environmental management through, for example,
encouraging power-sharing arrangements between policy-makers and local
communities in relation to the control and management of natural resources (see
Chapter 5).

Much of conservation thinking is dominated by the assumption that the protection of
biodiversity is ‘good’. Yet, what is ‘good’ is a value judgement and a matter of
societal choice (Mee et al. 2008).. The unquestioned assumption that biodiversity
conservation is ‘good’ means that environmental managers and policy-makers alike
are largely focused on how to resolve or address those conflicts with a view to
achieving a conservation goal, resulting in a polarised framing of conflicts into
conservation vs. development camps. The reality is far messier. Challenging the
assumption that biodiversity conservation is ‘good’ provides space for raising
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questions of social equity – which conservation outcomes are ‘good’, for whom are
they desirable and what voices or perspectives might they marginalise? Asking these
questions requires us to foreground the subjectivities inherent in competing value
systems. This offers the potential for new approaches to conservation to surface that
reflect a plurality of values, rather than a stand-off between ecocentric and
anthropocentric values.

While it is encouraging to see a recent call for reconciliation between divided schools
of thought about culture and conservation in a leading journal on conservation
biology (see Shoreman-Ouimet and Kopnina 2015), the authors’ plea to social
scientists not to demonise ‘conservation’ uncritically adopts the value-laden
assumption that protection of biodiversity is ‘good’. More helpful literature in this
regard involves social scientists who have actively engaged with ecological data in
their research as opposed to treating nature as simply a context for disputes over
resources (e.g. Ingold 2000, Knudsen 2009, Knudsen 2013, Nightingale 2003,
Zimmerer 1994). Another example is the literature generated by the KnowSeas
project65 which involved natural and social scientists working together to apply a
systems approach to the management of Europe’s regional seas (see Mee et al.
2015). These researchers are putting into practice the reconciliation called for by
Shoreman-Ouimet and Kopnina (2015) but without the moralistic tone. They are not
only incorporating the ‘new ecology’ (Scoones 1999) into their conceptualisations,
they are also challenging both natural and social scientists to be more reflexive by
developing an awareness of the underlying assumptions or ‘myths’ (Gunderson and
Holling 2002, Midgely 2004) shaping their epistemologies and ontologies.

This thesis focuses in particular on the perceived separation between nature and
culture and how this contributes to conflict in the implementation of conservation
policy (Chapter 5). This Chapter does not set out to provide a review of the
conservation and development literature or the natural resource and environmental
management literature. That is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, this Chapter
identifies shifts in the conservation discourse in the academic and policy
environments towards the consideration and conceptualisation of cultural and
biological diversity in an intertwined way. It also identifies increased calls for the
65
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consideration of different value systems in shaping natural resource management
decisions. It indicates how these shifts are leading towards a more complex and
nuanced understanding of what conservation is and how the discourse may develop.
Section 2.2 considers why it is important to think about how we conceptualise nature.
Section 2.3 discusses the separation of humans and nature in the mainstream
conservation discourse and policy environment and the trend towards integrating
biological and cultural diversity in conservation approaches. In particular, Section
2.3 considers the trajectory of the Ecosystem Approach and takes a critical look at
the related concept of ecosystem services. Section 2.4 considers how the mapping of
the marine environment has tended to reinforce the conceptualisation of humans and
nature as separate. Section 2.5 takes a step back to consider how universalising
concepts mask and exacerbate struggles in underlying value systems and worldviews.
Section 2.6 describes related research that has been carried out in the Outer Hebrides
over the last two decades. Section 2.7 indicates how this thesis contributes to a more
complete understanding of human relations with the marine environment in the
context of a conservation conflict.

2.2 Why it is important to think about how we conceptualise ‘nature’
The recent paradigm shifts in social and natural science have led to a more dynamic
and complex view of the field of conservation and development. The importance of
taking into account the wider socio-ecological and political context in order to
understand local environmental relations is now widely accepted (post-localism);
systems thinking in ecology challenges former assumptions of steady state and
equilibrium in nature and highlights flux, uncertainty and surprises both in nature and
in society-environment relations (post-equilibrium); the concepts of nature and
culture, and the perceived separation between them, are increasingly questioned
(post-structural/postmodern/post-natural); and Western concepts of conservation and
development are challenged

(post-Western) (Castree 2005, Dove, Sajise and

Doolittle, 2011). In the context of natural resource and environmental management,
Berkes (2015) similarly points to the significance of the shift in ecology from
reductionism to a systems view. He also highlights recent paradigm shifts in
governance: participatory management is becoming the norm and the role of
technical expertise is being redefined through the recognition of local stakeholders as
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experts. Finally, Berkes (2015) identifies the paradigm change in commons theory
from Hardin’s (1968) ‘tragedy of the commons’ assumptions that resource
degradation necessarily ensues from common-pool resource use to the commons
theory of Ostrom (1990), which recognises the ability of an identifiable community
of resource users in a common property regime to self-organise and self-regulate.
Even within these paradigm shifts, there appears to be continued movement towards
recognition of further complexity. For example, Ostrom’s work identifies, and
underlines the importance of, diverse forms of self-governance systems for common
pool resources based on trust, cooperation and collective action, both individual and
institutional. The complexities of each case dictate at what scale a common pool
resource problem can be addressed most efficiently and sustainably. Such scales can
range from large-scale institutional arrangements to smaller-scale, informal,
individual solutions (Ostrom 1990, 2010). This highlights the importance of
acknowledging and attending to complexity in social-ecological systems and moving
away from the presumption that people working with common pool resources are all
self-interested individuals. Yet, Ostrom’s work has been critiqued for reflecting a
traditional idea of community as ‘small, cohesive and bounded’ (Olson 2005: 260).
This notion of community is challenged in Section 2.4 which considers
representations of dynamic and unbounded social relations and networks in the
marine space. Many of these paradigm shifts are reflected in an emerging sub-field in
geography which explores marine resource management as a politically and
culturally driven process (see Levine, Richmond and Lopez-Carr 2015). The rest of
this section considers some of the ways in which the nature-culture dichotomy is
being called into question, and the importance of doing so.

The way we think about and conceptualise nature and respond to it shapes how we
think about and conceptualise culture and society (Castree 2005, Nightingale 2014).
‘Contra appearances, nature is always entangled with culture and society. To
negotiate the structure of one is to negotiate the structure of the others’ (Law 2004:
121). This line of thinking argues that it is important to think about how we think
about and conceptualise nature, so that we have some insight into the forces shaping
societal (and nature-society) concepts. ‘Part of the challenge is to recognise that
ideas about nature are as important as the realities they purport to describe and
explain’ (Castree 2005: xxii).
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What we know about nature is not the same as the natural world itself. Our
knowledge acts as a filter that shapes how we understand nature and guides how we
act towards ‘natural’ things (Figure 2.1). Like any filter, it is necessarily selective
and never neutral (Castree 2005).

Figure 2.1 Knowledge as a filter structuring our understanding of nature (Castree 2005, xviii)

Types of knowledge or ideas produced about nature (e.g. by academics, the state,
mass media, the entertainment industry, the tourist industry, businesses and nongovernmental organisations) are more than passive reflections of nature – they
actively shape how we collectively perceive and understand nature. This makes it
important to question what forces shape these forms of knowledge and what kinds of
realities they are trying to create (Castree 2005). Philosopher Mary Midgley similarly
calls for an awareness of the ‘myths’ or beliefs that shape our thoughts:
‘The way in which we imagine the world determines what we think important in it,
what we select for our attention among the welter of facts that constantly flood in
upon us. Only after we have made that selection can we start to form our official,
literal, thoughts and descriptions. That is why we need to become aware of these
symbols’ (Midgley 2011: 3).
Questioning how we think about nature brings up a long-standing philosophical
debate between realist and relativist traditions of thought. The latter maintain that
there is no such thing as absolute truth since different perceptual filters lead to
different understandings of reality. According to this perspective, nature can only be
properly understood through social representations and forces. Realists criticise this
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reasoning as resulting in the conclusion that all perspectives on reality are equally
valid. They argue that some ways of understanding the world (such as science) are
more objective, value-free and, therefore, more valid. Realists focus on
environmental ‘realities’. These ‘realities’ may be affected by people, but exist
independently of people as opposed to being socially constructed by them. While
realists view objective ‘facts’ about nature as separate from moral claims about
nature, relativists point to value-laden assumptions underpinning discussions of
‘facts’ about nature. Relativists believe that human perceptions and ideas determine
what is real; the human mind thus plays a crucial part in creating different and coexisting realities or worlds through a variety of perceptual filters. Realists, on the
other hand, believe that there is only one ‘real’ biophysical world, independent of
human minds, while acknowledging that that description may change with increasing
knowledge (Castree 2005). Rather than try to resolve these opposing ideologies, it is
perhaps more fruitful to accept that‘[n]ature continues to be understood in a
multitude of ways, many of them incompatible.’ (Castree 2005: xvii). This is reflected
in the ‘new cultural geography’ which emerged during the 1980s and revealed
‘multiple and contested meanings of nature and natural landscapes’ (Neumann
2011: 845).

Both realism and relativism proceed on the basis of an assumed separation between
society and nature: they imagine ‘a world of separate spheres’ that either ‘‘interact’
and ‘collide’’ (realism) or where ‘the character of one is ‘constructed’ and
‘determined’ by the other’ (relativism) (Castree 2005: 224). So-called relational or
post-natural thinkers present an alternative to seeing the world as consisting of
different combinations of natural and social things. They seek to overcome this
society-nature dualism by viewing the world as made up of networks of phenomena
and by focusing on the relationships between specific actors (both human and nonhuman) rather than on bounded categories of social and natural (Castree 2005). For
example, Ingold (2000: 4-5) has proposed a ‘relational-ecological-developmental’
conceptualisation of humans and nature by characterising the human being as ‘a
singular locus of creative growth within a continually unfolding field of
relationships’ where such relationships are both human and non-human.
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‘A network metaphor gets us looking at the indissoluble links between multiple
different phenomena. The actions and effects of one phenomenon are part of others in
the network. Nothing exists in isolation which is why it is mistaken to separate out
different classes of phenomena, like ‘social’ and ‘natural’ ones’ (Castree 2005: 227,
emphasis in original).

The network metaphor above relates most clearly to actor-network theory which
asserts that the world cannot be simplified along the lines of a nature-society divide,
but consists instead of networks of human and non-human phenomena. The role of a
phenomenon depends on both its intrinsic properties and its relationship to other
phenomena in the network (Castree 2005, Latour 1993). So, for example, Scotland’s
Marine Atlas (Baxter et al. 2011) defines and measures fishing effort in ‘kW days’,
whereby fishing capacity is multiplied by fishing activity. Thus engine size (kW) is
multiplied by days spent at sea fishing. This realist measurement of fishing effort
sees the fisherman and fish as belonging to separate, but interacting, spheres. The
actions of the fisherman (catch rates) impact the level of the stock. A relativist
approach might see the marine environment as simply a context where social
relations are played out. From the perspective of actor-network theory, a fisherman is
defined by his boat-engine (along with other phenomena such as weather and tides).
The efficiency of the boat-engine does not figure in the Marine Atlas calculation, but
it does impact on how much time at sea is required to reach a particular location and
to achieve particular catch rates. A more efficient boat engine means less fuel is
needed to travel the same distances (Smith and Brennan 2012).

The ‘new ecology’ of systems thinking extends ecological concepts such as
resilience to the analysis of human-environment dynamics (Cote and Nightingale
2011). Such systems thinking has enabled geographers ‘to regard human actors as
already part of complex and changeable biophysical systems’ and to see the world as
‘a mesh of multi-scalar and unstable knottings of people (with their varied outlooks,
economic practices, etc.), plants, animals, soils, water, forests and much more’
(Castree 2005: 235, emphasis in original). From a natural resource management
perspective, an Ecosystem Approach to management integrates, and recognises the
strong interdependences between, ecological, social, economic and institutional
perspectives (Janssen et al. 2014). The ‘systems’ approach thinks critically about
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whether, and to what extent, people and nature should be treated as separate systems
(Westley et al. 2002) and uses theoretical frameworks that reflect a world of multiscalar and overlapping social-ecological systems characterized by flux and
uncertainty. The emphasis on feedback loops and dynamics connecting and shaping
social and ecological systems presents a holistic rather than dualistic view of humannature relationships. However, the application of resilience concepts to social change
(social resilience) has been criticised for a lack of attention to the power and
competing value systems underpinning human activities within a social-ecological
system and how these systems are integral, rather than external, to social-ecological
systems (Cote and Nightingale 2011). The authors suggest that the conceptualisation
of normative issues in resilience thinking needs to better account for the dynamics of
social change by broadening the focus beyond social institutional factors that result
in conservation or depletion of resources. The extent to which ecological outcomes
such as the conservation or depletion of resources constitute a problem depends on
subjective value judgements and socio-cultural processes. These contexts need to be
recognised and articulated in the application and development of the concept of
social resilience because ‘power operates in and through socio-environmental
systems in ways that link together the social and environmental at conceptual as well
as empirical levels’ (Cote and Nightingale 2011: 481).

Calls for the consideration of different value systems in shaping natural resource
management decisions in resilience and social-ecological systems thinking are
echoed by similar calls in, for example, the ecosystem services discourse (section
2.3), and debates on biodiversity offsetting (section 2.5). Morales and Harris (2014:
704) make a similar argument in relation to participatory resource governance,
calling for explicit consideration of emotional and subjective dimensions of
participatory resource governance. They highlight a ‘need to attend to the more
subtle ways in which power dynamics function, such as through social norms and
expectations, as well as to broader political and economic contexts, which together
influence the processes and outcomes of participatory management.’ These
observations indicate an increased awareness of the politicised nature of the contexts
in which natural resource management is embedded and the concomitant need to
make transparent a plurality of value systems in order to achieve social equity as well
as environmental sustainability.
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The consideration of competing value systems inevitably raises questions of power
and knowledge. Who decides which values prevail? What are the implications of not
recognising competing value systems? How do power and knowledge shape values
and influence perceptions and awareness of values? Adopting the three dimensions
of power elaborated by Lukes (1974), Gaventa (1980) analysed the interrelationships
between different aspects of community life in a Central Appalachian mining
community in America. Using historical and comparative analysis along with
participant observation, he showed how the hidden faces of power can prevent
conflict arising where the ‘powerful’ manipulate worldviews of the ‘powerless’.
Lukes (1974) had theoretically expanded the understanding of the scope of power
beyond the one- and two-dimensional approaches of Dahl (1957) and Bachrach and
Baratz (1970), respectively. In the one-dimensional approach, power was understood
as being played out between actors (winners and losers) with recognised grievances
and access to a decision-making arena. This was commonly played out as the battle
of the experts presenting expert knowledge where the ‘better’ (more objective,
rational and credible) knowledge takes precedence. Knowledge was seen as a
resource to inform public debate. There was no consideration of how knowledge is
produced and how this could impact on awareness. The two-dimensional approach
recognised that (hidden) power was also played out by keeping certain actors and
issues from reaching the decision-making table. These silenced non-issues were
considered as important as the visible issues in analysing the power relations at play.
The two-dimensional approach involved consideration of who decides which
knowledge is legitimate, for example, ‘expert’ knowledge versus ‘local’ knowledge.
It revealed how control over production of knowledge can determine the agenda that
is set. The three-dimensional approach considered how knowledge production can be
used to influence the awareness of grievances in the first place, linking to Gramsci’s
(1971) concept of hegemony. The powerless may not even realise that they are
powerless as the way that knowledge is produced and used by the powerful (for
example, via the media and education) can influence worldviews and social
awareness of issues. The question of not being able to access the decision-making
arena appears irrelevant because conflict does not even arise (Gaventa 1980, Gaventa
and Cornwall 2001, Lukes 1974). The three dimensional approach has been critiqued
for assuming that power is a resource that is necessarily held by actors. Hayward
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(1998: 1) re-conceptualised power as a ‘network of social boundaries that constrain
and enable action for all actors – “powerful” and “powerless” alike.’ This drew on
Foucault’s (1978) view of power as residing in the positions occupied by individuals
vis-à-vis others, and the ways in which they access these positions, rather than as
residing in individuals themselves. From this perspective, the focus moved to
identifying underlying social norms which can shape and constrain possibilities for
action. Hayward (1998) thus moved away from a conceptualisation of power as
domination of a victim by an oppressor to a more holistic and networked
understanding of power as a relational force which defines fields of possibility:
Power’s mechanisms are best conceived, not as instruments powerful agents use to
prevent the powerless from acting freely, but rather as social boundaries that,
together, define fields of action for all actors. Power defines fields of possibility. It
facilitates and constrains social action. Its mechanisms consist in laws, rules, norms,
customs, social identities, and standards that constrain and enable inter- and intrasubjective action… Freedom enables actors to participate effectively in shaping the
boundaries that define for them the field of what is possible’ (Hayward 1998: 12)
This relational view of power situated knowledge as a resource within the power
field, rather than simply a tool of oppression:
‘Knowledge, as much as any resource, determines definitions of what is conceived as
important, as possible, for and by whom. Through access to knowledge, and
participation in its production, use and dissemination, actors can affect the
boundaries and indeed the conceptualization of the possible. In some situations, the
asymmetrical control of knowledge productions of others can severely limit the
possibilities which can be either imagined or acted upon; in other situations, agency
in the process of knowledge production, or co-production with others, can broaden
these boundaries enormously’ (Gaventa and Cornwall 2001: 72).
By exploring different value systems, ways of knowing and cultural diversity on
Barra, along with underlying (and usually unarticulated) social norms and
assumptions around natural resource management and conservation, this research
articulates different ways of framing human-nature relationships in order to create
opportunities to shift perspectives beyond traditional frames of reference in natural
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resource management and to expand the ‘field of what is possible’ (Hayward 1998:
12). The epistemological challenge is to hold in tension the necessarily separating
and dualistic effects of thought processes, concepts and language on the one hand,
and, on the other, the awareness that nature and culture exist as a messy, intertwined
and constantly shifting whole.
2.3 Steps towards integrating nature and culture in conservation and natural
resource management
2.3.1 The influence of social-ecological systems thinking on marine protected areas
as a management tool
There is evidence that fully protected marine reserves can help restore ecosystem
structure and function and protect marine biodiversity and associated ecosystem
services (National Research Council 2001, Palumbi 2002, Roberts et al. 2003, Sobel
and Craig 2004, Lester et al. 2009). Recent research on a Scottish no-take zone
(Howarth et al. 2015) supports the contention that fully protected marine reserves
can have a positive impact on benthic habitat restoration.

There is also increasing evidence that social factors are key to MPA success
(Rossiter and Levine 2014, Bell et al. 2010). In a chapter co-authored by the
researcher with Valcic (in Bell et al. 2010: 17-18), it was noted that marine protected
areas (MPAs)
‘exist at the interface of complex social and ecological linkages (Pollnac et al.
2010)…. Social and cultural, and political conditions shape the ways in which
humans use and manage resources, including the identification, designation, and
management of protected areas (Bruner et al. 2001). For example, while it is
necessary for marine protected areas to have a solid foundation in ecology (Roberts
et al. 2003) their success hinges upon user compliance (National Research Council
2001), which in turn depends on factors including the MPA features, enforcement
capabilities, community monitoring, the level of adaptive management, consultation
and training (Pollnac et al. 2010). If MPAs are established without stakeholders as a
part of the process, it is most likely that conservation objectives will not be achieved
because those who perceive the process as unfair will have an incentive to
undermine the system (Hanna 1996, Pálsson & Helgason 1996).’
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A better understanding of human relationships with, and perceptions of, the relevant
marine space is an essential precursor to the implementation of MPAs (Brennan, Mee
and Potts 2011, Levine and Feinholz 2015, Rossiter et al. 2015). It is also essential to
consider the power relations that are at stake in mapping protected areas for
conservation (Harris and Hazen 2006), both terrestrial and marine (see section 2.4).

The environmental management literature does recognise the importance of social
acceptability of MPAs and the influence of social, economic and political factors on
their implementation (see for example Grantham et al. 2013). However, such
literature frames biodiversity and humans as separate categories, and both as zones of
impact (biodiversity impacted by human activities and ‘communities’ and ‘humanuse objectives’ impacted by biodiversity conservation measures such as MPAs). This
is not intended to be a dismissive critique of such work. There are important
developments being made within the field of environmental management. For
example Yates, Schoeman and Klein 2015 have tried to devise an ocean-zoning
approach for conservation, fisheries and marine renewable energy that considers colocation opportunities. While they recognise the existence of priorities broader than
simply conservation and fishing, this recognition remains within the polarised frame
of ecological and socio-economic goals. Such a framework is useful and necessary as
an analytical tool, but if it is not combined with recognition of alternative ways of
conceptualising human-nature relationships, important complexities will remain
masked and often unconscious. This can fuel conflict and baffle policy makers,
industry and scientists why a zoning approach and trade-off analysis may work for
one community but not be replicable for another.

2.3.2 Biocultural diversity
It is recognised that local cultural context has considerable influence on conservation
outcomes so that understanding and adapting to this cultural context is important for
conservation success (Brechin 2002, Peterson et al. 2010, Waylen et al. 2010).
Peterson et al. (2010) use four different vantage points to describe three decades of
practice, study and research in integrating cultural perspectives into conservation
efforts: (i) conflicts rooted in culture – related to the need to reveal the value-based
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assumptions that underlie perceptions and uses of the natural world; (ii)
incorporating local cultural resources (metaphysical, social and cultural) into
conservation work through creatively applying the wisdom and insight of the past to
present and future challenges; (iii) going beyond empirical research – to include
investigation into culturally defined, religious, spiritual and metaphysical realms that
shape human/land/sea relations and (iv) hearing local voices speak by including them
in academic writings.

The linking of biological diversity with cultural diversity is well documented in the
literature (e.g. Kelbessa 2015, Maffi 2007, Pretty et al. 2009, Redford and Brosius
2006, Schroll and Walker 2011). During the 1990s, anthropologist Luisa Maffi
developed the concept of ‘biocultural diversity’, which views human knowledge,
language and practices as intertwined with nature. Maffi

(2007: 269) defines

biocultural diversity as comprising ‘the diversity of life in all of its manifestations:
biological, cultural and linguistic, which are inter-related (and possibly co-evolved)
within a complex socio-ecological adaptive system.’ Pretty et al. (2009: 102) identify
four bridges linking biological and cultural diversity and important to cultural
continuity: ‘beliefs and worldviews, livelihoods and practices, knowledge bases and
languages, and norms and institutions’. The acknowledgement of common drivers of
biological and cultural diversity has led to calls for more integrative conservation
policies (see Pretty et al. 2009). This is echoed in the recognition by United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) that ‘[b]iodiversity also incorporates human
cultural diversity, which can be affected by the same drivers as biodiversity, and
which has impacts on the diversity of genes, other species and ecosystems’ (UNEP
2007: 160). To a considerable extent, however, the policy environment still reflects
the separation between nature and culture described in section 2.1.

2.3.3 Human-nature separation in the policy environment and shifts towards linking
biological and cultural diversity
The different ways of conceptualising human-nature relationships described in
section 2.1 are simply ways of perceiving and understanding such relationships.
However, the perceived separation between humans and nature becomes problematic
when the conservation policy framework proceeds on the unquestioned assumption
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that clear boundaries can be drawn between social and natural systems. The
embeddedness of such an assumption risks elevating such separation to the status of
unquestioned fact or the whole ‘truth’ and undermines the power of different
perspectives or ‘ways of knowing’ to encourage critical thinking where they do not
accord with the unquestioned assumption. Chapter 1 (sections 1.9 and 1.10)
described how the process of site selection and designation of SACs under the
Habitats Directive effectively isolates the natural dimension of ecosystem
conservation from the human dimension. It does not reflect the Ecosystem Approach,
which is generally seen as evidence of a shift towards a more integrated approach to
conservation and management of biodiversity and natural resources. The Ecosystem
Approach is often assumed to be an empirical observation about the way nature
works when in fact it is simply a conceptualisation, ‘an a priori intellectual
structure, a specific way of looking at nature. The paradigm emphasizes and focuses
on some properties of nature, while ignoring and de-emphasizing others’ (O’Neill
2001: 3276). It is therefore unsurprising that divergent views exist on what the
Ecosystem Approach encompasses and how it should be operationalised. Each view
has a slightly different focus and some reflect humans and nature through more
divided lenses than others.

2.3.3(i) The Ecosystem Approach
The Ecosystem Approach has been described as ‘a holistic process for integrating
and delivering in a balanced way the three objectives of the Convention on
Biological Diversity: conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity and equitable
sharing of the benefits’ (Maltby 2000).

In 2000, the Fifth Conference of the Parties to the 1992 Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) endorsed a description of the Ecosystem Approach that explicitly
includes a link to cultural diversity:
‘The ecosystem approach is a strategy for the integrated management of land, water
and living resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use in an equitable
way…. An ecosystem approach…recognizes that humans, with their cultural
diversity, are an integral component of many ecosystems’ (CBD 2000: n.p.).66
66

COP 5 Decision V/6, Annex A, paras 1 and 2.
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The same Parties also recommended 12 principles (known as the ‘Malawi
Principles’) as an adaptable framework to guide the practical application of the
Ecosystem Approach and provide it with meaning. These principles were developed
at a workshop on the Ecosystem Approach, organised in Malawi in 1998, in
association with the Fourth Conference of the Parties to the CBD. The Malawi
Principles (and the rationale behind each principle) reflect the three objectives or
pillars of the CBD referred to above (conservation, sustainable use and benefit
sharing) and post-equilibrium systems thinking (see CBD 2000).

The Malawi Principles (CBD 2000) make explicit the link between biological and
cultural diversity. For example, the rationale behind Principle 1 acknowledges that
‘[d]ifferent sectors of society view ecosystems in terms of their own economic,
cultural and societal needs…. Both cultural and biological diversity are central
components of the ecosystem approach, and management should take this into
account. Societal choices should be expressed as clearly as possible. Ecosystems
should be managed for their intrinsic values and for the tangible or intangible
benefits for humans, in a fair and equitable way’ (CBD 2000: n.p.).67
The rationale behind Principle 10 identifies ‘a need for a shift to more flexible
situations, where conservation and use are seen in context and the full range of
measures is applied in a continuum from strictly protected to human-made
ecosystems’ (CBD 2000: n.p.).68

The balanced and integrated nature of the Malawi Principles’ approach is arguably
not reflected in other understandings of the Ecosystem Approach. In particular, while
the Malawi Principles refer to the idea of benefits for humans (see Principle 4 and the
rationale behind Principle 1 above), this concept seems to have been abstracted from
the integrated context of the Malawi Principles and gained a disproportionate
prominence within the academic and policy environments. This trend is reflected by
the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, which are framed in terms of protection of
biodiversity to ensure the continued flow of benefits to humans. The Strategic Plan
for Biodiversity 2011-2020, which contains the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, is
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described as a ‘ten-year framework for action by all countries and stakeholders to
save biodiversity and enhance its benefits for people’ (CBD 2010: 1). It is interesting
that Target 18 refers to the integration of traditional knowledge and practices in
implementing the CBD. In terms of its premises, such knowledge is generally
consistent with the post-positivist paradigms of social constructivism and complexity
(Berkes 2012) and does not reflect the positivist-reductionist underpinning of the
concept of nature as a provider of benefits to humans. Target 18 could also be seen as
addressing Berkes’ (2004: 628) call for a ‘more nuanced understanding of the nature
of people, communities, institutions, and their interrelations at various levels’ and
recognition that humans respond to the pressures and incentives of the larger systems
within which they are embedded. Berkes (2012) suggests that scientific knowledge
and traditional ecological knowledge are probably best pursued in parallel, rather
than trying to integrate them. It could be argued that this is what the CBD is doing.
However, there is a danger that the dominance of the conceptualisation of nature as a
benefit-provider for humans (as characterised by the ecosystem services concept)
will result in it being accepted as the most valid way of perceiving the human-nature
relationship. And that might be the ‘right track to solving the wrong problem…. In
our eagerness to be quick, to scale up, to produce measurable results, to turn risks
into opportunities and to get everyone on board, it is important to continuously ask
whether we are, in fact, addressing the real problem. If the right track is the wrong
path, we might end up exactly where we do not want to be!’ (O’Brien 2015).

The focus on understanding the relationship between human society and the
ecosystems that support it have, in some cases, been reduced to an overly narrow
economic focus. Thus, some definitions of the Ecosystem Approach focus on the
economic aspect of the human link to ecosystems and frame the environment
exclusively as a resource that provides goods and services to humans. For example:
‘The Ecosystem Approach to conservation…emphasizes the ways that habitats
deliver well-being in the demonstrable provision of a range of ecosystem goods and
services (EGSs). These EGSs can be characterized in terms of their use (direct and
indirect), and non-use value (NUV)’ (McVittie and Moran 2010: 413).
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The definition adopted by the Regional Seas Conventions of OSPAR and HELCOM
has a similar focus on goods and services: it describes the Ecosystem Approach as
‘the comprehensive integrated management of human activities based on the best
available scientific knowledge about the ecosystem and its dynamics, in order to
identify and take action on influences which are critical to the health of marine
ecosystems, thereby achieving sustainable use of ecosystem goods and services and
maintenance of ecosystem integrity’ (OSPAR 2003).

The UK High Level Marine Objectives take the view that ‘the core of the approach
lies in integrating and managing the range of demands placed on the natural
environment in such a way that it can indefinitely support essential services and
provide benefits for all’ (DEFRA 2009: 9). This view is reflected in both the UK
Marine Policy Statement (UK MPS 2011) and Scotland’s National Marine Plan (SG
2015). These policy documents adopt a ‘practical interpretation of the ecosystem
approach…set out in regulation 5 of the Marine Strategy Regulations 2010 which
transpose the Marine Strategy Framework Directive’ (UK MPS 2011: 4, fn. 6). The
UK Government, Scottish Government, Northern Ireland Executive and Welsh
Assembly Government thus define the Ecosystem Approach as ‘an approach which
ensures the collective pressure of human activities is kept within the levels
compatible with the achievement of good environmental status; that does not
compromise the capacity of marine ecosystems to respond to human induced
changes; and that enables the sustainable use of marine goods and services’ (UK
MPS 2011: 4, fn. 6, SG 2015: 11, fn. 27).

Other understandings of the Ecosystem Approach emphasise the connections
between human and non-human elements of the ecosystem. The Ontario Biodiversity
Council has defined the Ecosystem Approach as ‘resource planning and
management activities that take into account the relationships among and between
all organisms, including humans, and their environment’ (OBC 2011: 59). The
European project KnowSeas69 has emphasised that the Ecosystem Approach ‘does
not simply identify the natural and human elements, but brings these together in
69
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analysis and decision making’, defining it as ‘a resource planning and management
approach that integrates the connections between land, air and water and all living
things, including people, their activities and institutions’ (Farmer et al. 2012: 6). The
UK Marine Science Strategy acknowledges the integrated nature of the Ecosystem
Approach in practice by defining it as ‘a strategy for the integrated management of
land, water and living resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use in
an equitable way’ (MSCC 2010: 19).

Albrecht et al. (2008: 57) focus on ecosystem health, both human and non-human.
The authors take the view that the ‘ecosystem approach uses ecological thinking to
explore the interconnections between the health of environments and human health
with the aim of finding ways of optimizing both.’ From this angle of ecosystem
health, Albrecht et al. (2008) reflect an integrated understanding of the Ecosystem
Approach. This is rooted in a new transdisciplinary synthesis of health psychology
and conservation psychology where researchers have moved from viewing the health
of ecosystems as a precondition of human health towards focussing on how
environmental, social and economic factors interrelate to influence ecosystem and
human health (Albrecht et al. 2008). For example, the concept of ‘solastalgia’ refers
to pain or distress caused by lack of solace connected to the negatively perceived
state of one’s home environment (Albrecht 2005, Albrecht et al. 2007). While
Albrecht has applied the concept of solastalgia to situations (such as mining or
drought) where environmental destruction is visible, the concept could arguably be
extended to apply to the invisible destruction or threat of destruction of what
Albrecht calls the ‘home-heart-environment relationship’ in a situation where the
environment is being protected (for example, by a conservation designation) rather
than exploited.

More recently, understanding of the Ecosystem Approach has evolved to take
account of further complexities in human-nature relationships, such as choke points.
Choke points are defined as ‘social, cultural, political, institutional, or psychological
obstructions of social-ecological systems that constrain progress toward an
environmental objective’ (Potts et al. 2015: 28). This highlights the need for tools to
take account of a variety of, at times, irreconcilable ideologies.
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The variety of ways in which the Ecosystem Approach has been conceptualised and
understood illustrates a range of ideologies through which the Ecosystem Approach
is being perceived. Some of these clashing ideologies have provoked bitter debate
over, for example, whether nature should be conserved for its own sake (intrinsic
value) or because of its value to humans (instrumental value). The vitriol has led to a
call for ‘inclusive conservation’ (see Tallis and Lubchenco 2014).
Midgley (2011: 7) describes thought as ‘an ecosystem trying painfully to adapt itself
to changes in the world around it’. The context for this assertion is the observation
that out-dated patterns of thought do not simply become obsolete but continue to
exert an influence until reshaped or balanced by other thought-patterns. This is
because thought-patterns consist of habits and structures that shape our thinking
(Midgley 2011). It is possible that the clash between ecocentric and anthropocentric
worldviews is exacerbated by a lack of understanding of how our thought/knowledge
acts as a selective and non-neutral filter that shapes how we understand nature.
Arguably such worldviews, and the thoughts, values and belief systems which shape
such worldviews, are themselves part of an ecosystem. At the same time, they are
responsible for the concept of an ecosystem, what its attributes are and how it should
be perceived and managed – leading to a specific understanding of the Ecosystem
Approach. The concept of cultural ecosystem services recognises that people’s
shared and social values shape how people relate to ecosystem goods and services
and should therefore be taken into account (Kenter and Reed 2014, Kenter et al.
2014, Kenter et al. 2015). This is considered further in section 2.3.3(ii). The idea
and implications of values, worldviews and belief systems as an intrinsic part of an
ecosystem are explored further in Chapter 5, in the concrete context of the Barra
case-study.

2.3.3(ii) Ecosystem Services
Despite its acknowledgement of the relationship between cultural and biological
diversity, the understanding of the ecosystem approach adopted by the CBD adopts
the idea of benefits for humans from ecosystem services. Principle 5 of the Malawi
Principles provides that:
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‘Conservation of ecosystem structure and functioning, in order to maintain
ecosystem services, should be a priority target of the ecosystem approach’ (CBD
2000: n.p.).70

Over the last two decades, the appearance of the term ‘ecosystem services’ in the
conservation literature has increased exponentially (Fisher, Turner and Morling
2009). The concept is based on the idea that nature provides valuable goods/benefits
and services to society, which should be conserved in order to meet human needs.
Ecosystem services have been defined in various ways, with one of the most cited
definitions coming from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, a four year
international work programme which provided an integrated assessment of the
consequences of ecosystem change for human well-being and analysed options
available to enhance the conservation of ecosystems and their contributions to
meeting human needs (MEA 2005).

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment defines ecosystem services as ‘benefits
people obtain from ecosystems’ (MEA 2005: 40) and classifies the services that
relate directly to human well-being into four major service categories. Provisional,
regulating and cultural services ‘directly affect people’ and supporting services ‘are
needed to maintain the other services.’ Cultural services are defined as ‘the
nonmaterial benefits people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual enrichment,
cognitive development, reflection, recreation, and aesthetic experiences’ (MEA
2005: 40). More recent definitions of ecosystem services have distinguished between
services and benefits, in order to avoid the problem of double counting for valuation,
defining ecosystem services as ‘aspects of ecosystems utilized (actively or passively)
to produce human well-being’ (Fisher and Turner 2008: 1168, Fisher, Turner and
Morling 2009: 645).

The conceptual framework for the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment places human
well-being as the central focus for assessment and reflects systems thinking in its
assumption that a dynamic interaction exists between people and ecosystems: the
changing human condition directly and indirectly drives change in ecosystems and
70
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changes in ecosystems cause changes in human well-being. It emphasises the
importance of identifying and conserving ecosystem services for the benefit of
humans: one of the main outcomes of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment was a
call for increased research on mapping ecosystem services in relation to human
welfare (Fisher, Turner and Morling 2009). The idea that the value of ‘nature’ could
be isolated and measured in discrete categories was (and is) appealing to decisionmakers. Many environmental organisations have bought in to the concept as a way of
bringing the corporate world to the environmental table. Its appeal to the policy
environment is reflected by the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES), established in April 2012 with a commitment to
‘building IPBES as the leading intergovernmental body for assessing the state of the
planet's biodiversity, its ecosystems and the essential services they provide to
society.’71

The concept of ecosystem services has been subject to much critical analysis and this
lens has been increasingly challenged. Flint et al. (2013) have provided a
comprehensive overview of the main critiques to date. Economic methods used to
express the value of biodiversity have, in particular, been heavily criticised for their
narrow instrumental focus and failure to recognise the value judgements underlying
the choice of such methods (see Knights et al. 2013). While the ecosystem services
concept makes nature visible to the world of finance, by failing to account for
specific value systems it assumes a clear separation between culture and nature. It
thus renders invisible other ways of knowing and conceptualising non-human nature
(Flint et al. 2013, Gibson 1999, Mackenzie and Dalby 2003, Mackenzie 2004,
Sullivan 2010).

Alternative framings of the human-nature relationship take into account the
relationship between the socio-natural environment and socio-political institutions
and processes and call for conservation tools that are ecologically, socially and
culturally sensitive (e.g. Katz 1998). Sullivan (2014: 6) takes the position that:
‘for humans, ‘the natural’ is also always ‘the social’. We can only approach ‘the
natural’ through social categories, socialised practices and, indeed, myths, and so it
is perhaps more appropriate to always speak of ‘socionature’, or ‘culturenature’.
71
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Indeed, our ‘socialising’ of ‘the natural’ has culminated in the geological epoch of
the ‘Anthropocene’ – in which, by definition, ‘nature’ today is very much entangled
with the modern industrial human. Clearly it is problematic to think in terms of there
being some sort of dividing line between the social and the natural.’

Concepts such as natural capital and ecosystem services reframe non-human nature
in economic and financial terms (Sullivan 2014) and such reframing is at the heart of
the clash in values and ideologies between those who perceive market valuation as
either essential for, or anathema to, biodiversity conservation (Sullivan and Hannis
2014). Flint et al. (2013) have expressed surprise at the lack of explicit discussion
within the ecosystem services literature on how the concept fits (or clashes) with
different framings of human-nature relationships. However, it is clear that the
metaphor of nature as a provider of benefits to humans only partially accounts for the
broad spectrum of human-nature relationships (Flint et al. 2013). For example,
discussion of the social value of marine protected areas in the literature describes
social value as reflecting the individual responses experienced by people in a
particular place (see Pike et al. 2010) and does not consider the (co)existence of
shared values which arise from networks of social relations which may exist at that
place.

The work of academics such as Gibson (1999), Mackenzie and Dalby (2003),
Mackenzie (2004) and Sullivan (2014) argue that the conceptualisation of land as a
commodity is at odds with a collective and intertwined understanding of the
relationship between people and place. Turning non-human nature into ‘natural
capital’ not only fails to take account of possible hybrids such as ‘socionatures’ and
‘naturecultures’ (Castree 2005, Latour 1993, Nightingale 2014), it also means that
the diverse and multiple forms in which hybrids are expressed are rebranded with a
simplifying and universal concept which is applied by actors and institutions with the
relevant ‘expertise’ (Sullivan 2014). Thus the power to decide what is non-human
nature moves away from those engaged with such ‘nature’ on a day-to-day basis and
who have a lived or embodied socionatural experience. Power is instead vested in
those attempting to bound, control and commodify nature as a discrete nonhuman
entity and this ‘way of knowing’ nature shapes, for example, the conservation tools
applied to the marine environment.
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In recent years, the importance of taking into account different value systems and the
diversity of ways in which people relate to nature has been recognised within the
ecosystem services discourse and the policy environment. For example, the National
Ecosystem Assessment Follow-On has developed a handbook for decision-makers
which provides suggestions on when and how shared, plural and cultural values can
be taken into account in their decision-making (Kenter et al. 2014). Kenter and Reid
(2014) echo the concern about economic (and individual) valuation limiting the
validity of valuation and consultation, in particular where elite voices dominate to the
exclusion of others. This recent work on shared social values and cultural ecosystem
services (Kenter and Reed 2014, Kenter et al. 2014, Kenter et al. 2015) recognises
that people’s shared, plural and cultural values shape how people relate to ecosystem
goods and services. Such values are not captured through economic valuation or
conventional surveys. Yet they inform and shape a concept of the common good and
should be taken into account by decision-makers in order to better represent the
values of those affected by decisions taken (Kenter and Reed 2014). Kenter et al.
(2015) use a variety of participatory and deliberative methods (such as citizens’
juries, multi-criteria analysis, participatory mapping and subjective well-being
indicators) to capture the diversity of ways in which people relate to nature.
Instrumental and deliberative paradigms operate on fundamentally different
assumptions in relation to rationality. While instrumental rationality is benefitdriven, the communicative rationality underlying deliberative paradigms recognises
that what is rational is shaped by different contexts. The pluralistic conception of
rationality inherent to deliberative paradigms acknowledges that the ways in which
social values are identified involve value judgements, including the choice of the
supposedly objective aggregation method (Raymond et al. 2014). As Midgley (2011:
45) observes:
‘Rationality does not actually demand the most economical account conceivable. It
demands the most economical one that will give us the explanation that we need. To
get this, we need to consider carefully which lines to pursue: how wide our
explanation needs to be, how large our question is and what other questions are
bound up with it. Mapping these surrounding areas is an essential function of a good
explanation’ (emphasis in original).
The inclusion of more cultural perspectives by this recent work on cultural
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ecosystem services is a welcome departure from the instrumental rationality of
narrow market-based approaches, such as the utilitarian trading-off and maximisation
of aggregated preferences (Knights et al. 2013). It recognises that a person can relate
to the human and natural aspects of places in multiple and competing ways,
sometimes at the same time (Flint et al. 2013, Schroeder 2007). However, the
concept of cultural ecosystem services still frames nature as a repository of benefits
for humans (see Kenter et al. 2011, Raymond et al. 2014), even though these benefits
are valued and perceived in very different ways. As such it is situated within a
conceptualisation of nature as separate from humans.

Although it is a significant step forward to bring deliberative and participatory
methodologies into the policy context, a conceptualisation of nature as separate from
humans cannot fully account for messier and more hybrid perceptions and
experiences of the human-nature relationship where the non-human elements of
‘nature’ are active and vibrant forces or agents in shaping societal (and naturesociety) concepts. Richardson-Ngenwya (2012: 1133) describes such vitality as ‘at
once an inherent quality and an emergent property, processually configured in
dynamic relation.’ Vitalism thus acknowledges a dynamic flux of life that we cannot
fully know or fix in time (Bennett 2010, Richardson-Ngenwya 2012). Different
‘modes of ordering’ (Law 2004: 112) appear as different simplifying ‘stories’ about a
material situation. Rather than one ‘story’ being more accurate than another, they
interact to enact or shape a more complex, and dynamic, ‘story’. Thus, the sea snail
(Rapana venosa) in the Black Sea is, at the same time, an invasive alien species, a
resource in a fishery and an animal that holds particular meanings for Muslims.
These meanings or enactments are not necessarily incommensurable (Knudsen
2013). In an analysis of the interaction of the multiple enactments of the sea snail
with concerns about biodiversity, Knudsen (2013: 63) notes that ‘although useful, a
focus on “valuation” would not, even when inserted into a networking approach,
sufficiently account for the character of the sea snail(s) since…valuation approaches
do not include material agency in the analysis.’ In this case, the sea snail ‘both
produces and is produced’ within different ‘stories’ or modes of ordering – the sea
snail as a resource and as an invasive species. The threads of these stories are more
than context – the ‘politics and social relations of fishing and science, the material
and design of the traps, and the prey, the weather and sea-currents, ideas about sea61

snails being aliens, a faraway market in the East – and much more’ all played a part
in constituting the different ‘stories’ of the sea snail (Knudsen 2013: 85). In a similar
vein, Nightingale (2013) describes how a fisherman on the west coast of Scotland
can move between different and contradictory fishing subjectivities depending on
environment. For example, the fisherman is regarded by the community in a positive
light as a provider engaging in a risky profession whereas the same fisherman, in a
fisheries policy meeting, is cast in the role of a threat to the sustainability of fish
stocks and therefore in need of regulation. Nightingale (2013: 2374) argues that ‘this
has significant implications for how individuals and collectives come into relation
with their fishery biologically, socially, economically, and politically…. By
understanding the way in which individuals are subject through socionatural
relations, it is easier to see how they come to inhabit contradictory—and often
damaging—relations to the resource, policy, and the sea that many of them deeply
respect and wish to sustain.’

The increasing dominance of the ecosystem services paradigm risks obscuring other
ways of thinking about humans and nature and creating ‘myths’ which shape a
‘partial way of organizing worlds’ (Haraway 1988: 583). The commodification of
those aspects of nature that can be assigned a monetary value implies that they can be
traded off. This is a particularly naïve view of the world and a dangerously limited
and limiting myth to put forward as the ‘truth’. As Midgely (2004: 1) observes:
‘Myths are not lies. Nor are they detached stories. They are imaginative patterns,
networks of powerful symbols that suggest particular ways of interpreting the world.
They shape its meaning.’

2.3.3(iii) Intangible Cultural Heritage
While the Habitats Directive aims to protect and conserve biodiversity, the more
recent UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
2003 (the ICH Convention) provides for the safeguarding of cultural diversity and
human creativity.

The ICH Convention entered into force on 20 April 2006 and has been ratified by
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161 countries as at May 201472 (but not yet by the United Kingdom). It was preceded
by the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity (adopted in November
2001), Article 1 of which emphasises that preservation of cultural diversity ‘is
embodied in the uniqueness and plurality of the identities and the groups of societies
making up humankind’ (Lenzerini 2011).

The ICH Convention recognises the dynamic nature of intangible cultural heritage,
defining it as:
‘the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the
instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated therewith – that
communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their
cultural heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to
generation, is constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their
environment, their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with
a sense of identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and
human creativity’ (CSICH 2003).73

The operational aspect of the Convention involves the creation of a Representative
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, a reminder of the protected
habitats and species lists in Annexes 1 and 2 of the Habitats Directive. Although the
Operational Directives of the Convention require the wide participation of the
relevant community, group or individuals concerned in the nomination of an element
of ICH, the state retains the primary role in proposing elements to feature on the
Representative List. While lists may be appropriate for safeguarding tangible
monuments, they are arguably not appropriate for safeguarding intangible cultural
heritage which is, by its nature, constantly changing. There is also the risk of giving
the impression that some (listed) elements of ICH (and, thereby, some communities)
are more valuable than others (Lenzerini 2011).

While the Habitats Directive refers to culture in its Preamble and in Article 2(3), the
ICH Convention refers to biodiversity in its meeting records. These records reveal
debate between members of the Intergovernmental Committee to the ICH
72
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Convention over the wording of the link between intangible cultural heritage and
biodiversity in the introduction to the ICH Convention. The original wording stated
that intangible cultural heritage ‘reflects’ biodiversity but the suggestion of a direct
link between intangible cultural heritage and biodiversity was challenged and led to
the redrafting of the concept as:
‘Considering that intangible cultural heritage bears witness to the cultural diversity
of humanity and is interlinked with biological diversity….’ (UNESCO 2008: 11).

The view was taken that the essence of the link between intangible cultural heritage
and biodiversity was thus maintained, but the effect of the rewording is arguably a
conceptual distancing between cultural and biological diversity. Support for this
argument is found in the diverse views of the Intergovernmental Committee on the
relationship between cultural and biological diversity. For example, for Peru and
Senegal, ‘intangible cultural heritage and cultural diversity were closely interlinked
with the environment and with biological diversity….there could be no intangible
cultural heritage if there was no biodiversity’. In contrast Brazil ‘queried whether the
environment and biodiversity were reflected as such in intangible cultural heritage’
as it did not see a direct linkage (UNESCO 2008: 11).
Hassard (2009: 285) sees the ICH Convention as marking an ‘epistemological (and
hermeneutical) shift in understanding heritage and its relationship to the present’ by
moving away from the established vision of heritage as residing solely in the
materiality of the past. This rethinking blurs the boundary between tangible and
intangible through the shift in focus from form and materiality to process, and the
realisation that tangible and intangible heritage are co-related and interdependent in
the context of preservation and safeguarding of such (Hassard 2009). Hassard traces
the tangible-intangible split back to the pre-Enlightenment European Church
Reforms which polarised humans and nature through its view of a world consisting
of subjective and objective realities, which in turn shaped the reification of the
objective science of the Enlightenment. As the subjective paradigm did not fit within
the rational and reductionist methodologies of Enlightenment science, this created a
split between tangible and intangible heritages leading to the intangible being
overlooked (Hassard 2009). The Intergovernmental Committee debates referred to
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above suggest that the epistemological basis of the relationship between cultural
diversity and biodiversity is still being debated.

2.4 Social mapping in the marine environment
As discussed in section 2.3.3(ii), many academics have argued that the
conceptualisation of land as a commodity is at odds with a collective and intertwined
understanding of the relationship between people and place. (Gibson 1999,
Mackenzie and Dalby 2003, Mackenzie 2004, Sullivan 2014). Economic geographer
Kevin St. Martin reveals the same conceptual tensions occurring in the marine
environment. St. Martin remaps fisheries in order to acknowledge the influence of
communities on fishing practices. He shows how fisheries scientists and fishers
perceive natural and social environments very differently. While the maps produced
by the former reflect stock quantities and individual competing fishermen, St.
Martin’s remapping makes visible a more diverse landscape (natural and social) from
the fishers’ perspective and identifies therein a potential for local management of
fisheries (St. Martin 2001). Later work (St. Martin 2006) shows how the discourse
and maps of fisheries science and management separate community and culture from
the dynamics of fisheries economics. While the fisheries management maps assess
the impacts of area closures, it is difficult to discern community presence from the
thousands of tiny black dots on the map which indicate fishing vessel locations. The
impression given is that the community is simply a terrestrial site of economic
impact. Using the same data to map community presence at sea, St. Martin reveals
community territories through the different patterns of unique communities and/or
ports, for example by showing whether fishers from a particular port regularly fish
together. Mapping community onto the commons provides community with more
meaning by showing how it is an integral part of fisheries economics rather than just
a site of economic impact (St. Martin 2006).
‘There is a fundamental difference, then, between mapping (and here mapping means
actual maps as well as representations derived from ethnographies, interviews, focus
groups, etc.) terrestrial sites of community and mapping their presence at-sea. The
former reduces community to a residence, separate from the essential economic
dynamic of fisheries. The latter suggests a role for community in determining where
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and how fishing effort is produced, and it implies a unit of analysis that would go
beyond an assumed individual fisherman to the investigation of the variety of social
relations that make up community (here we can imagine, amongst other processes,
class relations between owners, operators, and crew as relevant to production and
distribution decision-making). Mapping community onto the commons, in short,
suggests an opening, a place from which to produce a new discourse of community
and commons where the former is fundamental to the constitution of the latter.’ (St.
Martin 2006: 181)
Scotland’s Marine Atlas (Baxter et al. 2011) pulls together a vast amount of data to
assess the condition of Scotland’s seas and to inform the development of Scotland’s
National Marine Plan (SG 2015), using many different maps. The related National
Marine Plan interactive (NMPi) 74 is a dynamic series of maps which represent
multiple layers of activity at different scales. Marine Scotland interactive (MSi)75
provides access to data in different formats, including video and images. The
dynamic nature of the NMPi is a positive and welcome development. However, these
representations are based on ‘scientific evidence from data and analysis, supported
by expert judgement’ (Baxter et al. 2011: 1). These are partial representations
underpinned by unspoken assumptions which accord dominance to a particular
worldview and set of values. For example, as noted in section 2.2, Scotland’s Marine
Atlas (Baxter et al. 2011) defines and measures fishing effort in ‘kW days’, whereby
fishing capacity is multiplied by fishing activity. The efficiency of the boat-engine
does not figure in the calculation, but it does impact on how much time at sea is
required to reach a particular location and to achieve particular catch rates. A more
efficient boat engine means less fuel is needed to travel the same distances (Smith
and Brennan 2012).

Opening up space for different representations of social-ecological networks
inevitably involves questioning the nature of knowledge represented by maps. Recent
research suggests that there is increasing recognition that marine spaces are socially
produced (Levine, Richmond and Lopez Carr 2015, Rossiter et al. 2015). Maps can
produce reality as much as represent it through the choices made about what is, and
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is not, represented on a map (Crampton 2001, Smith and Brennan 2012). What is
intertwined in everyday life is often represented as separate (Eden, Tunstall and
Tapsell 2000, Latour 1993). The practice of ‘counter-mapping’ illustrates both the
partial nature of what is represented on a map and the power relations underlying
such representation. The term ‘counter-mapping’ was originally introduced by
Peluso (1995: 387) to describe the commissioning of maps by forest users in
Indonesia to challenge state maps of forest areas and stake claims to such areas. It is
now used more generally to refer to a contestation of power relations in relation to a
mapping process (Harris and Hazen 2006, Parker 2006). The creation of a
conservation map involves a deliberate choice of particular species, habitats,
ecosystems, geographic areas, biological concepts and understandings of nature over
others (Harris and Hazen 2006). It is arguable that counter-mapping in conservation
does not necessarily have to operate to undermine existing maps, but can be used,
instead to complement them. This of course depends on the power relations,
positionalities and potential for genuine cooperation between the different
‘mapmakers’. Parker (2006) suggests that the process of creating a ‘community
map’, whereby issues of place and representation are negotiated amongst members of
the community, is as important as the map itself, but cautions that such maps can
marginalize ‘outsiders’ in the community who do not agree with what the map
portrays. To the extent that community maps can help to ‘challenge map silences
that imply the absence of peoples or resources, heighten consciousness, and counter
deficit maps’ (Parker 2006: 477), they have the potential to represent a nature-culture
hybrid which reflects the social networks intertwined with the natural environment.

Even with participatory mapping, it is extremely difficult to capture the dynamism
inherent in a system of complex human behaviours, culturally specific values and
worldviews and mobile species and to articulate the complexity of the marine space
(see Levine and Feinholz 2015, Sullivan et al. 2015). The Sea Stories online cultural
map of the sea attempts to convey a sense of this complexity by representing a
version of the intangible cultural heritage in the marine environment surrounding
Barra (Hurrel and Brennan 2013). The process of co-producing the Sea Stories map
is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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2.5 Value struggles and universalising tendencies
Taking into account the relationship between the socio-natural environment and
socio-political institutions and processes complicates conservation (see Dove, Sajise
and Doolittle 2011). Making human values and assumptions explicit within the
conservation discourse reveals the inadequacy of conservation that is focused on a
biodiversity that is framed only as non-human nature. ‘Values and culture provide
the lens through which our understanding of environmental problems is framed, the
aspects of these problems that concern us, and the solutions that seem reasonable
and will be effective at addressing these problems’ (Schultz et al. 2005: 473).

Thinking more deeply about the implications of promoting a narrow environmental
agenda opens up questions about the assumption that biological heritage (or
biodiversity) must be conserved and that society must act to enable such
conservation to take place. The need to preserve biodiversity can be described as a
universalising concept. As discussed in section 2.1, much conservation thinking is
dominated by the assumption that the protection of biodiversity is ‘good’. Knudsen
(2013: 68) notes that Celia Lowe (2006: 51) has argued that ‘[o]nce a ‘species’ has
entered into the realm of biodiversity calculation, it hardly ever emerges again as
unworthy of protection; transnational biodiversity ideologies inhibit such reversals.’

Midgley (2011) criticises simple and universalising concepts which dangerously fail
to recognise the complexity of how such ideals are incorporated into the world, for
example through institutional arrangements. She gives the example of an overriding
insistence on freedom or individuality conflicting with ideals such as justice or
compassion. Asking what shape these ideals emerge in requires attention to the
complexity of the particular, as this is where anomalies and injustices will be played
out. This is echoed in the exhortation by Flyvberg (2001) to explore in great detail
the complexities of the particular (e.g. a single case study), not with the intention of
forming a universalising theory, but in the hope of producing socially-relevant
knowledge which can facilitate change through probing and reflecting on different
sets of values and interests and how they shape and influence human (and humannature) relationships (see Chapter 3). Berkes (2015) similarly cautions against
universal panaceas and argues in favour of case-by-case adaptive solutions. Knudsen
(2013: 84) provides a concrete example from the Black Sea of how the relevance of a
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biodiversity framework depends on the scale a scientist is working at (the reference
to a ‘“Turkish” practice’ indicates local level management practices and discourses
relating to the Black Sea):
‘Whereas fishers and managers are not concerned with species’ newness, scientists
increasingly are, especially in international settings. But in their “Turkish” practice
as scientists, bureaucrats, or NGO members, they employ more nuanced
understandings of the environment than the simplifying framework of biodiversity
conservation.’

The discourse surrounding conservation and value judgements as to its desirability is
evolving in contexts other than biodiversity, with calls for conservation to be
considered within a dynamic and evolving context of people and place. Orbasli
(2015: n.p.) points to a growing sense of frustration with World Heritage status for
historic towns and cities, noting the one-size-fits-all nature of the nomination
process, evaluation, management guidelines and subsequent monitoring. She
describes the UNESCO framework as ‘probably much better suited to neatly fenced
and managed archaeological sites than the complex nature of a functioning city’ and
notes that proposed schemes are reviewed by a small team of experts who have
‘limited…opportunities to establish a longer term understanding of a place.’ She
concludes by recommending rethinking current management plans for such historic
urban areas to take account of the area’s development aspirations in deciding on
limitations:
‘This way they can recognise the evolving nature of the area’s historic character, the
complexities of making decisions about cities and local aspirations….that could
ultimately allow historic areas to evolve within their broader urban context without
losing the characteristic that make them special in the first place.’

To take a marine example, a trilateral nomination by Germany, Denmark and the
Netherlands to apply World Heritage status to the Wadden Sea was met, in 2001,
with resistance from local stakeholders in the Netherlands (vander Aa, Groote and
Huigen 2010). The authors suggest that opposition to World Heritage listing is
becoming a more general trend and that local Dutch resistance to the proposed
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designation of the Wadden Sea as a World Heritage Site provides an example of
NIMBYism in the conservation context. Two reasons were identified for local
resistance in this case: a perceived loss of control and lack of transparency about the
possible impact of the designation. These reasons bear a marked similarity to a
surface understanding of the conflict on Barra (see Chapter 1). Both implicit and
explicit value judgements can be found in the authors’ analysis of local resistance.
They explicitly assume, for example, that locals should welcome such a designation
as being ‘good’ for local tourism. A more implicit value judgement is evident in their
questioning of ‘whether or not the present system of nominating sites, in which such
a major role is assigned to local actors, should be sustained, when their resistance
could negatively affect all humanity’ (van der Aa, Groote and Huigen 2010: 300).
This is a pertinent illustration of research outcomes being shaped by a
conceptualisation of humans and nature as separate. In this case, it led to the authors
suggesting that the Wadden Sea should be protected for ‘all humanity’. However, if
their research had questioned how they were framing the Wadden Sea (as non-human
nature) and considered more complex understandings of this environment (as
intertwined with the social and political contexts), the reasons identified for local
opposition may have been different, as might their suggestion of assigning a lesser
role to local actors.

Another example where value struggles are being played out is in the arena of
biodiversity offsetting (BDO). This concept supports economic development by
mitigating development-related harm to habitats and associated species through
conserving an equivalent habitat in areas located away from the development site, in
order to produce no overall net loss (or even a net gain) to biodiversity (Sullivan and
Hannis 2014). A textual analysis of different perspectives of non-state actors on
BDO in England revealed a marked polarisation of views between organisations
supporting and resisting BDO. The authors concluded that fundamentally different
value framings underpin the debate on the technical feasibility of BDO:
‘The key issues at stake are ethical, political and ideological, rather than technical,
involving questions about the desirability of further subsuming ‘nature’ within
‘capital’ value frames, and requiring reflection and deliberation on how those
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concerned understand the value of nature, and the nature of value’ (Sullivan and
Hannis 2014: 23).

This conclusion suggests that different ways of framing the human-nature
relationships have not yet entered the mainstream conservation discourse in a way
that makes sense within that discourse. It is crucial to find ways to do so, not least
because the resistance of an existing frame simply serves to strengthen it (Lakoff
2010).

It is not the intent of this discussion to deny the existence of benefits offered by
biodiversity both to humans and to nature. Rather, it is to consider the blinkers and
struggles that may be triggered by a value judgement about the ‘goodness’ of
biodiversity as an ecological concept. Proceeding on the basis of the assumption that
biodiversity conservation (such as the creation of an mSAC) is a desired outcome
(for example, due to international, EU and national obligations) means that research
into conflicts around such conservation is more likely to focus on identifying and
investigating the obstacles to achieving this goal. Thus, for example, communication
deficits are highlighted and ways around such problems suggested, all with a view to
achieving the goal of biodiversity conservation in as harmonious a way as possible
with broader societal needs and the needs of the more immediately affected
community. This research is valuable, but necessarily limited by the blinkers of
nature conservation as a desirable goal. It fails to take account of the ‘wicked’
problems (Jentoft and Chuenpagdee 2009, Ludwig 2001) engendered by humannature conflicts. ‘Wicked’ problems defy classification. They are difficult to define
and delineate from other problems, they have no right or wrong solution which can
be determined scientifically, it is not clear when they are solved, they need to be
dealt with by a collective process which is experiential, interactive and deliberative
and they entail more than one legitimate perspective (Jentoft and Chuenpagdee 2009,
Funtowicz and Ravetz 1991, Ludwig 2001). While wicked problems are complex
and messy, their very messiness opens up the possibility of connectedness, in stark
contrast to the separating foundation of the concept of ecosystem services (discussed
in section 2.3.3(ii)).
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If we ask ourselves how we think about non-human nature and the human-nature
relationship, how we understand that as operating, what worldview we bring to that
understanding, could that help us to understand what kind of management tool or
policy intervention might be appropriate in a given community? If we also ask how
people within that community understand non-human nature and their relationship
with it, could that open up a more nuanced approach to conservation rather than
simply proceeding on the basis of the assumption that biodiversity conservation or
environmental designation is ‘good’ and must be achieved? Would a more detailed
understanding of the values and worldviews of those involved in a conflict indicate
the appropriate place on a sliding scale of top-down to bottom-up governance? These
questions are considered in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis in the context of the
conflict on Barra.

2.6 Related research in the Outer Hebrides
Previous research has been carried out in the Outer Hebrides (North Uist) which
attempted to articulate a local understanding of sustainable development (Dùthchas
2001). Other research has looked at community resistance to change imposed by
‘outsiders’ (Billing 2015, Mackenzie 1998, Mackenzie 2006, Pasqualetti 2011,
Rennie and Billing 2015). Work carried out by Mackenzie (1998, 2006) is
particularly relevant to this research. On the isle of Harris in the Outer Hebrides, the
local community was divided as regards the proposed development of a coastal
super-quarry at Lingerbay during the 1990s. The opposition was grounded in a desire
for self-determination, expressed through an ideal of community that was described
as rooted in a unique Hebridean culture, crofting and religious observance. Their
arguments reflected a set of values which views land and people as necessarily
intertwined (Mackenzie 1998). These aspects of the conflict have distinct echoes in
the conflict on Barra. In the case of Harris the desire was for local control of
economic change, while on Barra it was for control over management of marine
resources. While it is too simplistic to say that the Harris conflict was about
development and the Barra conflict about conservation, the juxtaposition of both
conflicts serves to highlight how closely intertwined the notions of development and
conservation are. Indeed, conservation can be framed as a particular type of
sustainable development activity (see Rennie 1998).
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Later research by Mackenzie (2006) explored contradictory discourses of
‘conservation’ on Harris within the context of a community purchase of a previously
privately owned estate on the island (the North Harris Estate). This research
highlighted the portrayal of the North Harris Estate in the international sales
brochure as a ‘wilderness’ devoid of people and sheep, which obscured the
perspective of the working of the land by the people occupying the 104 crofts on the
estate. The purchase of the estate through a community trust whose membership was
open to all residents made visible a different way of seeing the island by creating and
mapping such collective rights (and power relations) onto the land. Although the
majority of the estate is subject to EU and UK conservation designations (including a
terrestrial Special Area of Conservation), the actions of the community trust
following the purchase have made visible the land as a worked environment rather
than a protected wilderness, honouring the intertwining of people and place. At the
same time, the trust has strategically recognised the land as ‘wild’ by adopting a
stewardship position in relation to the land. In so doing, it has implicitly recognised
an environmentalist discourse that separates people from the land. Finally, an
acceptance of ‘nature’ as a commodity is reflected in the trust’s support of
community-controlled renewable energy generation on the island (Mackenzie 2006).

References to ‘community’ are common in all of the above-referenced research
carried out in the Outer Hebrides. As noted in Chapter 1 (section 1.1), ‘community’
is a contested term and has long been recognised as being open to many different
interpretations and constructions (Hillery 1955, Olson 2005). The concept of
‘community’ is now seen as heterogeneous, dynamic and unbounded. For example,
Olson (2005: 250) has referred to ‘the production of communities through their
multiple, partial and heterogeneous relations with others.’ St. Martin (2006) has
mapped communities at sea to highlight how fisheries policy maps individual
competing fishermen in the same space and sees only terrestrial fishing communities.
Mackenzie (1998: 528) has described the continuous recreation of the notion of
community

through

‘the

daily

negotiation

of

social

relationships

through…cooperative and communal relationships’ in relation to crofting on Harris.
This observation could be extended to the daily reality of working in, and with, the
marine environment on Barra.
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The understanding of ‘community’ adopted by this research goes beyond the
identification of a particular geographic space (in this case, Barra and the seas
surrounding it) to which locals ascribe meaning and sentiment. It encompasses also
the social structures and processes which make up the Barra community. 76 This
follows the interactional perspective where ‘place is viewed as a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for a community…. In addition to place…community also
requires a more or less complete local society and place-oriented collective actions.
A local society refers to the social institutions and associations that span the broad
range of human interests in the shared life of a local population (e.g., economic,
educational, familial, medical, political, religious)’ (Theodori and Kyle 2013: 63).

Although the word ‘community’ in this research includes the people who share
geographic space on Barra and Vatersay, year round or seasonally, this should not be
read as implying the existence of a homogenous community who share similar
values, positions, interests and needs. Nor should it be read as framing the Barra
community as a site of impact as this would not adequately recognise the dynamics
of the social-ecological system. As Olson (2005: 249) has observed:
‘[T]he tendency to look at communities as simply the places that get impacted, plays
down their contexts and histories and brackets anthropology to the description of
impacts. This loses those more proactive senses of community that stress what
communities can do rather than what is done to them, and renders less visible the
multiplicities of interests, positions, and values in any given community.’

In summary, therefore, this research adopts an understanding of community as
heterogeneous, dynamic and unbounded. It views community as being continuously
created and re-created through social relationships and institutions and not limited to
a particular geographic space. As such, this research understands community as a site
of potential rather than a site of impact.
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2.7 Research focus and scope
Sometimes it is worth taking a step back and looking at what is right in front of us. In
this instance, it is instructive to reflect on the extraordinary triumvirate between land,
humans and the sea illustrated by machair. 77 This fertile and low-lying dune
grassland is particularly prevalent in the Outer Hebrides. Machair would not exist
without humans or the sea. For example, it is recognised that the ‘conservation value
of machair grassland is inextricably linked to active, skilled crofting’ (Angus 2001:
182) and that ‘habitat quality is directly dependent upon traditional land
management, with rapid and substantial reduction in wildlife interest where
management is reduced’ (Angus 2001: 179). Seaweed deposited by Hebridean gales
is ploughed into the machair by crofters, and acts as a nutrient provider and binding
agent for the light soils (Angus 2001). It is notable that machair is recognised by
Scottish Natural Heritage as: ‘… more than a habitat; more than just plants, birds,
and sandy soil: it is a blend of low-lying coastline, sand partly consisting of shell
fragments, the effects of strong winds combined with just the right amount of rainfall
and, most crucially, the involvement of people and their grazing animals’ (SNH
2015). Yet, machair grassland is framed by legislation and policy as a ‘natural’
habitat: it is listed in Annex I of the Habitats Directive as a habitat worthy of
protection and designated variously as a Special Area of Conservation, Special
Protection Area, Environmentally Sensitive Area and/or Site of Special Scientific
Interest (Angus 2001). Another anomaly is that only machair grassland is conserved
by legislation and policy even though it is only one part of the wider machair system.
The in-bye (land allocated to each croft) and the moor (common grazings land) are
not deemed worthy of protection even though, as noted above, the ecological value
of the machair grassland would be adversely affected by a lack of human input
through crofting. The conservation designations protecting machair grassland do not
appear to value the social-ecological system as a whole, even though it is recognised
that conservation of machair grassland ‘cannot be separated from the wider machair
system, the township as a management unit, and the socio-economic context of the
wider areas in which machair occurs’ (Angus 2001: 189-190).

In the Chapters that follow: Chapter 3 describes the research process, Chapter 4
discusses the analysis process and findings, Chapter 5 allows the narrative of the
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I am grateful to Prof. Laurence Mee for drawing my attention to the machair triumvirate.
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conflict on Barra to unfold through local voices without being swamped by theory,
and Chapter 6 draws the threads of the story together with the literature discussed in
this Chapter. By exploring the social processes of conflict between the Barra
community and Scottish Government, this thesis draws the reader’s attention to how
the marine environment on Barra is akin to machair. It is more than just a habitat. It
is an environment shaped as much by culturally, historically and politically driven
processes as by natural processes. As such, this thesis contributes empirically-based
insights to different ways in which marine spaces are produced and conceptualised
by users, managers and human-environment interactions, how this relates to marine
resource governance and, in particular what it means for community engagement
(see Levine, Richmond and Lopez-Carr 2015). It also contributes empirically to the
(largely theoretical) field of relational thinking in the society-environment literature
(see Castree 2005). By problematising conservation, this research responds to the
growing calls (noted in section 2.3) for the articulation and consideration of different
value systems, subjectivities and emotions in shaping natural resource management
decisions and participatory resource governance.

More specifically, this research highlights the inappropriateness of a conservation
and natural resource management process that does not recognise the social relations
attached to landscape and seascape. Through an art-science collaboration, it recasts
the natural marine environment on Barra as a culturally infused arena and visually
articulates how this environment is far more than simply a context or setting for
human (political) action or culture. On a practical level, these articulations form part
of a toolset that facilitates stewardship of the marine environment in several ways.
They help policy makers and local people to communicate with a greater awareness
of the ideologies shaping their understanding of non-human nature, and humannature relationships. They open up for consideration imaginative possibilities for
stewardship and management of the marine environment. They guide deliberations
between policy makers and local people in shaping more appropriate management
systems that better incorporate local community voices and values into the policy
environment. They suggest new languages that create space for the co-existence of a
plurality of legitimate perspectives and, in so doing, contribute to (and produce)
more complex understandings of society-environment interactions.
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3

Methodology, Methods and Research Process

‘Local cosmologies that shape how people perceive the land and the symbolic
realms within which people give meaning to the land provide the deep foundations
that are needed for building durable structures of conservation and/or natural
resource management. Without understanding these realms, we often miss important
realities that affect the failure or success of our work…. Seeking to understand,
rather than dismiss, the meanings and implications of such nonempirical systems
pertaining to natural resources can improve management and conservation policies.’
(Peterson et al. 2010: 8).
3.1 Why a qualitative research approach?
The flexibility and diversity of qualitative research approaches lend themselves well
to in-depth understandings of complex processes, such as the mSAC conflict on
Barra. Qualitative approaches excel at getting beneath the surface. Qualitative data
generation methods are non-standardised and adaptable, enabling a more sensitive
approach to the social context of the research issues and resulting in rich and
complex data. Qualitative data analysis retains complexity by remaining open to
emergent concepts and by focussing on a plurality of understandings rather than
trying to produce a ‘right’ answer. Qualitative approaches therefore provide in-depth
and contextualised understandings of the social worlds of research participants, while
acknowledging the role and perspectives of the researcher in the research process
(Ritchie et al. 2014).

This is a qualitative empirical research project based on a single case study with 61
respondents, not all of whom were interviewed in depth. 78 It therefore has
limitations. The empirical findings of this research provide insight into the dynamics
which have shaped and fuelled the mSAC conflict on Barra. However, this research
does not claim to be representative of the population of Barra, or generalizable to
other small island communities in the Western Isles or elsewhere. The research
sample is too small to confidently make such generalisations and was never intended
to make such generalisations as this is not a quantitative study. It is not claimed that
the sample is 61 respondents or even 11 research participants as I had different
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conversations, and conducted different interviews, with each individual. Each
interaction was used iteratively to inform and refine my approach to my next
interaction.

I engaged with those people on Barra (and in the related policy environment) who
were willing to speak to me, and do not claim that the attitudes of those I spoke to
reflect the attitudes of others with whom I did not engage. One of the limitations of
reflexive science is the effect of power dynamics such as domination and silencing
(Buroway 1998). This research did not capture those silent voices who may have had
different attitudes to the mSAC conflict to those actively engaged in the conflict. The
latter wanted to stop the mSACs going ahead. Several respondents made me aware
that while not everybody in the Barra community was against the mSACs, these
people by and large chose to remain silent rather than to challenge the dominant
voices. A snowball sampling technique was used to find people willing to talk to me,
whereby initial respondents nominated other participants to approach (Morgan
2008). This means that many of the people I engaged with are likely to be part of a
social network. To use the language of statistics, the sample therefore has an inbuilt
bias which has not been accounted for (Small 2009).

While the limitations of bias are acknowledged, and the absence of
representativeness and generalizability, it is also recognised that these are criteria
which are used to assess quantitative research methods and, as such, are not the best
concepts to apply to qualitative research (Mitchell 1983, Small 2009). Replicability
is another criterion which is often used to assess quantitative research but which can
be problematic if applied to qualitative research. The external field or context is not
only shaped by the social scientist in a particular way at a particular point in time, but
also consists of social forces which are constantly in flux. Replication is therefore
impossible (Burawoy 1998). This research is recoverable rather than replicable. By
‘recoverable’, it is meant that the process by which it was carried out is described in
sufficient detail and with sufficient transparency to allow it, or a version of it, to be
applied to other case studies in the future (Checkland and Poulter 2006).

A single case study was focussed on for this exploration of human-nature
conservation conflicts in order to explore in depth the larger social, historical,
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cultural and political contexts in which a conservation conflict was embedded and to
consider how the conflict had been shaped by those forces. A case study is an
appropriate research strategy for the exploration, description and explanation of
complex social phenomena in a holistic (rather than a reductionist) manner, using
multiple data sources (Yin 1994). Flyberg (2006) challenges the claim that a single
case study is arbitrary and subjective. He argues convincingly that, on the contrary,
situated knowledge is more valuable than searching for non-existent predictive
theories and universal knowledge in social science and observes that context-based
knowledge facilitates a more nuanced view of reality.

In 2009, before I had made my case study selection, I mentioned to a Marine
Scotland official that I was thinking of carrying out in-depth research on the mSAC
conflict on Barra. His immediate reaction was that Barra was quite a ‘unique’ case
and what I learnt there would not be useful as it would not be generalizable to
anywhere else. His reaction is understandable when his background (a trained
economist) is taken into account – he naturally equated useful research with the
quantitative criteria of representative and generalizable research. I was immediately
curious as to why Barra was considered to be unique.

Barra was chosen as the case-study area for several reasons. As discussed in Chapter
1, the challenges and forces conditioning the local community are both natural and
social. Buffeted by the Atlantic sea and perched at the periphery of the most westerly
inhabited islands in Scotland, linguistically different to mainland Scotland,
religiously different from much of the rest of the Hebrides and bearing the
psychological legacy of the nineteenth century Highland Clearances, this socialecological system promised a rich vein for exploring how a system with a wealth of
both social and natural capital responds to perceived challenges from the policy
environment at a variety of scales, from local to international. Its rich maritime
heritage suggested the presence of embedded values related to the marine
environment. These values appeared to be colliding head-on with the conservationist
values driving the SAC designation process. The polarised and seemingly intractable
nature of the conflict presented in the media (noted in Chapter 1) indicated a casestudy ripe for investigation. A less contentious case-study (for example the mSAC in
Loch Maddy, North Uist) would have been less likely to yield insights into the role
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played by competing value systems in conflict around natural resource management
and conservation.
Berkes (2004: 624) notes that ‘understanding the dynamic interaction between
nature and society requires case studies situated in particular places.’ Flyvberg
(2006) addresses the misunderstanding that it is not possible to generalize from a
single case by drawing on Karl Popper’s (1959) falsification test. Popper gave the
example of how a single observation of one black swan falsifies the proposition that
‘all swans are white’ and thereby promotes deeper reflection and encourages further
investigation to identify other apparent white swans that turn out to be black. Even if
Barra could be considered as a ‘unique’ or atypical case, this does not reduce its
value as a single case study. On the contrary, atypical cases can often yield richer
insights as they ‘activate more actors and more basic mechanisms in the situation
studied’ (Flyvberg 2006: 229). In addition, the closeness of the researcher to the
research participants in a single in-depth case study (as opposed to a quantitative
survey or a series of less in-depth comparative case studies) means that there is an
increased likelihood of researcher’s assumptions being challenged and corrected by
the participants (Flyvberg 2006).

From the outset, the research design took the form of a single extended case study
within a phronetic methodological framework (see section 3.3) which examined the
larger social, historical, cultural and political context in which the conflict was
embedded and considered how the conflict on Barra has been shaped by those forces.
It also considered in detail the mSAC process by examining the different stages of
the conflict since the Sound of Barra was first proposed as an mSAC in 2000. This
entailed tracing the activities of largely the same set of actors over an extended
period of time, which, in turn, provided insights into how the mSAC process
contributed to the dynamics of the conflict. The research design and framework
therefore sought to understand local conditions in a specific case in light of external
forces and historical context (Burawoy 1998, Yin 1994), to document the process
and to reveal the mechanisms at work within that process (Mitchell 1983). It also
reflected the aim of producing research which had the potential to facilitate dialogue
between members of the local community and policy makers in order to move
beyond the entrenched dynamics of the conflict which were apparent from the initial
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fieldwork. By ‘local’ it is meant people who live on Barra, rather than visitors to the
island.

While this research was initially designed around exploring in depth the local
understanding of the meaning of conservation,79 the hypotheses (described at the end
of Chapter 1) emerged a year later by logical inference (Small 2009) during the
course of the data analysis. By identifying and articulating a version of the cultural
diversity in the seas around Barra80 which is intertwined with the biological diversity
of that environment, this research makes visible a way of knowing in a form which
can be seen, heard and understood by the policy environment and the community.

The research design was shaped by case study logic such that it was not
predetermined at the outset how many people to engage with. Each interview and
conversation that was conducted refined the focus and the questions for subsequent
interviews as my understanding of the dynamics of the mSAC conflict increased
(Small 2009, Yin 1994). For example, the interviews and conversations conducted in
2011 were unstructured interviews where people talked about life on Barra and the
mSAC conflict in general terms. In 2012, semi-structured interviews were conducted
with a small group of research participants, which focussed on exploring the meaning
of conservation for people living on Barra.81

3.2 The thinking behind the methodological choices for this research
The book that most influenced the methodology of this study to explore the mSAC
conflict on Barra was historian Jim Hunter’s (1995) On the Other Side of Sorrow:
Nature and People in the Scottish Highlands. This work seeks to understand why the
worldview of environmentalists seems threatening to those who work and live in the
Scottish Highlands. Before reading that book, I had a clear sense of how I did not
want to explore the mSAC conflict: I did not want to become embroiled in the
dynamics of the conflict itself and get lost trying to establish who was ‘right’ and
who was ‘wrong’. I had no desire to take the approach of clinically identifying
threats within, or collecting data about, the local community. Nor did I want to
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reduce the local community’s needs, worries and feelings to a list of ‘interests’ to be
considered, discussed, bargained and balanced around a negotiating table as ‘[s]uch
participatory approaches may lead to short-term consensus, but agreements often
soon fall apart from deeper underlying tensions that have been left unexamined’
(Peterson et al 2010: 11). This kind of approach seemed too blunt. I knew I wanted
to take an approach which connected with a localised understanding of the conflict,
but I was not entirely clear how, or if, I could achieve that.

I immersed myself in books (both Scottish and further afield, historical and
contemporary) which dealt with human-nature relationships and which started to
spark ideas to guide my initial research on Barra. For example, McIntosh (2004) and
O’Donohue (1999) provoked thought about Celtic ecology, Mitchell (2004) about
nature conservation conspiracy theories, Friel (1981) about the nuances of the Gaelic
language, Ascherson (2003) about the dark underbelly of Scottish politics (and
Scottish people), Abram (1997) about deep ecology, and MacInnes (2006), Neat and
MacInnes (1999), Gunn (1998, 2006 and 2007) and Hunter (1982, 1991, 1992 and
1995) about Gaelic culture, literature and a sense of belonging. The various authors
in the Book of Barra (Campbell 1998) introduced me to life on Barra from various
perspectives throughout different historical epochs from 1549 to 1821.
Hunter (1995: 27) has observed that the ‘academic perspective on the Highlands is
typically external.’ It became apparent that, to understand the mSAC conflict in a
way which encompassed people and place, an internal rather than an external
perspective on Barra was needed – a sense of the history of the place ‘lived on the
bone rather than an intellectual creation’, to borrow the words of twentieth century
Highland poet and novelist Iain Crichton Smith (Nicholson 1992: 121). Intrinsic to
this methodology is the need to understand and empathise with the cultural, social,
historical and political contexts of Barra and to listen and move from there. The
background reading helped me to gain an understanding of (emotionally as well as
intellectually), and to question, how intertwined nature and people in the Highlands
(and Islands) are. In the context of Barra, this included the understanding that this
intertwining of people and nature is both literal and metaphorical. Thrift and
ingenuity are needed, by islanders in particular, to survive with limited resources. At
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the same time, a rich tradition of oral history, drawing from the sea, is bound up with
a sense of place on Barra.

Recent research (Buijs and Elands 2013) underlines the importance of expanding
communication within conservation from predominantly normative (how we value
nature) to include emotional connotations of nature (how we experience it
emotionally). This reflects, in turn, a broader shift in social science to contextual,
cultural, personal understandings of nature (as discussed in Chapter 2). I theorised
that I would be likely to find an emotional connection between people and place on
Barra, along with different sets of values and interests (both on Barra and in the
policy environment). I also theorised that the bitterness of the conflict between
certain locals and government bodies such as SNH might be rooted in a crisis of
identity exacerbated by a perceived disconnect between the mechanisms of political
decision making (in this instance, embodied in the Habitats Directive as interpreted
by the European courts) and a culture of independence and self-sufficiency
(safeguarded through local management and control of their natural resources) on
Barra (Brennan and Valcic 2012, Castells 2008). Castells (2008) suggests that such
claims of independence and control take the form of resistance identity and cultural
identity politics rather than enabling people to inhabit their political identity as
citizens. I questioned whether understanding these connections, values, interests and
defensive roles being played out on Barra could help to shed light on some of the
unseen dynamics of the mSAC conflict.

3.3 A phronetic methodological framework
The complex nature of the mSAC conflict (socially, culturally, historically and
politically) and the desire to understand it more than just intellectually, guided this
research towards a pragmatic and context-sensitive methodology which was iterative
rather than linear. It enabled exploratory and intuitive inquiry, which recognised the
existence of different worldviews from which different ‘realities’ are constructed,
and which prioritised the production of socially-relevant knowledge which could
facilitate change.
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O’Riordan (2001: xxi-xxii) has recognised the importance of intuitive methodology,
‘where each stage can only be interpreted in the context of its predecessor’, in
allowing new ways of examining and interpreting relationships to emerge. He has
also highlighted the relative difficulty of intuitive research due to the sensitivity
required of the researcher in order to conduct it and the scope it provides for the
researcher to be ‘an agent in the pattern of change’.

A phronetic social science methodology (Flyvberg 2001, Flyvberg, Landman and
Schram 2012) provides a framework for an intuitive research approach. ‘Phronetic
social science’ is a term coined and developed by economic geographer Bent
Flyvberg to describe a methodology that produces detailed knowledge of localised
understandings of subjective human relationships in order to support discourse and
praxis, and to facilitate change. This knowledge is gained experientially and can be
produced by the researcher or by the researcher together with research participants.
Phronesis (practical wisdom and judgement) contrasts to episteme (analytical
scientific knowledge or know-why), and techne (technical knowledge or know-how).
At its core, phronesis ‘concerns the analysis of values…as a point of departure for
action…. It focuses on what is variable, on that which cannot be encapsulated by
universal rules, on specific cases’ (Flyvberg 2001: 57).

The aim of phronetic social science is to produce situated knowledge about how to
understand and respond to certain contexts by probing and reflecting on different sets
of values, interests and power relations, and how they shape and influence human
(and human-nature) relationships. It asks 4 broad value-rational questions about a
problematic situation, while recognising that there is no unified ‘we’ or neutral
ground from which a final answer can be provided (Flyvberg 2001):
1. Where are we going?
2. Is this desirable?
3. Who benefits and who is losing out; and by which mechanisms of power?
4. What should be done about it, if anything?

While this research was not explicitly structured to answer these specific questions,
they have served as reference points throughout this research in piecing together the
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‘detailed stories of who is doing what to whom’ (Flyvberg 2004: 283). These stories
have been constructed through the problematisation of ‘tension points’ in the mSAC
conflict, with a focus on the point of intersection between the collective and the
particular. Tension points are areas characterised by contested knowledge and
conflict. As such, the power relations making up a tension point are susceptible to
problematisation. Challenges to tension points can contribute to social dialogue and
lead to change in social and political action. The phronetic researcher searches for
such tension points, akin to fault lines in a rock, and works on these existing
practices to open them up and create space for new understandings and practices to
emerge. The focus on a contextual analysis of values and power relations aims to
balance instrumental rationality with value-rationality. (Flyvberg 2001, Flyvberg,
Landman and Schram 2012).

Phronetic social science differs from action research in that the action researcher
typically tries to use the research to advance the goals of those being studied. This
does not necessarily follow for phronetic research where the emphasis is on research
supporting praxis and in understanding contextual power (Flyvberg 2001, 2004).
Since the mSAC conflict involved conflicting perspectives and goals (for example,
achieve mSACs vs. oppose mSACs), action research was an unsuitable methodology
for this research project. (As an aside, the presumption of many locals on Barra when
I conducted my initial research in 2011 was that I was an action researcher (although
they didn’t use that term) who was looking for a way to convince the local
community that the mSAC designations were necessary and worthwhile).

3.4 The scientific integrity of an intuitive methodology
Intuitive methodologies such as phronetic social science sit well within a view of
scientific knowledge as ‘contextual empiricism’. This perspective highlights the
relevance of context in constructing knowledge (Longino 2000). Context takes the
form of background assumptions by the scientist which support her reasoning and the
social and cultural context within which the research is conducted:
‘The intellectual practices of observation and reason do not exist in a purified
form.… If we understand integrity not as purity but as wholeness, the integrity of the
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scientist is honored when she permits her values to play a role in her scientific work.
The role is not to overwhelm the observational and experimental data but to guide
interpretations and suggest models within which the data can be ordered and
organized’ (Longino 1990: 219).

As a researcher with background assumptions and values, the data I gathered and
interpreted were to some extent constructed by the research process. My presence in
the field as an observer may have influenced the behaviour and activities I was
observing (Ritchie et al. 2014), particularly initially when people were more
suspicious of me and unsure as to what my purpose was. As time went on, as I
became more of a familiar face on Barra, people were more relaxed around me so my
influence on their behaviour, conversations and activities was modified. I constantly
reflected on this in my fieldnotes,82 which provided a rich source of observational
data. I was, however, aware that my background (a white Irish woman from a
scientific institute) and the ways I connected with people (for example, by playing
music in a pub rather than playing sport in a field) were influencing the kind of data I
was collecting both in terms of how I approached and related to people and how they
responded to me. If anyone else was to attempt to replicate this research on Barra at
another point in time they would necessarily come up with different observations
(Burawoy 1998).

The subjective nature of the qualitative data-gathering process was addressed by
triangulating data from different sources wherever possible, meaning that data from
my observations (fieldnotes), interviews and other archival data (e.g. media, third
party surveys) were analysed to see if they converged in what they were saying about
the mSAC conflict and the social, historical, cultural and political contexts of life on
Barra. There is support for the view that if different sources of data tend to agree
with each other, this indicates the reliability of the data (e.g. Burawoy 1998, Yin
1994). Rather than assuming reliability from convergence, I reflected (in fieldnotes)
on the rapport with each interviewee. At times, the fieldnotes indicated a suspicion
that the interviewee might be telling me what they thought I wanted to hear. Rather
then dismiss such data as unreliable, they were reflected on further during data
analysis using the code ‘Masks and Roles’ (see Chapter 4). As such, they informed
82
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the exploration of the dynamics of the conflict (see also section 3.6.2 on the
reliability and validity of qualitative interviews as a source of data).

3.5 Sample size and choice
As this is a qualitative study, the sample is not intended to be statistically
representative of the population of Barra. Rather, it is compiled of those people on
Barra who were engaged or interested enough in the mSAC conflict, and/or the
cultural and historical context of Barra, to come forward to talk to me, or be open to
talking to me if I approached them first. As such, it is a purposive sample (Ritchie et
al. 2014) that facilitated detailed exploration of the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1
and, more generally, a deep understanding of the complexities of the mSAC conflict
on Barra. Initially, key people such as members of SHAMED and the local
councillor were approached. As noted in section 3.1, snowball sampling techniques
(Morgan 2008) were used to find others who would be willing to talk to me.
Eventually I found that I was being pointed back to the people I had already spoken
to, or had already tried to approach, indicating a closure of the circle of
communication. Diversity was deliberately sought within the purposive sample by
using different settings to engage with people without knowing whether they were
engaged with the mSAC conflict – I did not limit myself to speaking to those people
I was pointed towards. The art-science collaborations I was involved in on Barra,83 in
parallel to this research, meant that I accessed members of the population who may
otherwise not have spoken to me. As this research was focussed on the mSAC
conflict, they may not have realised that I was interested in talking about life on
Barra generally, and its historical and cultural context, as well as the details of the
mSAC conflict. As a researcher from a scientific institute, there was an initial
assumption/suspicion that I was doing research on Barra in order to ‘sell’ the benefits
of an mSAC to the local population. During the course of this research, I found that I
got to know well two locals in particular (who were also formal research
participants). These friendships helped me to contextualise further my thinking on
the mSAC conflict.
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As described in Chapter 4,84 a total of 61 respondents were engaged with (49 local
and 12 non-local). Twenty-seven formal interviews (unstructured and semistructured) were carried out and 59 informal conversations documented about the
mSAC conflict and life on Barra generally. This resulted in 23 audio files, 24
interview transcripts, several hundred photographs and 61 fieldwork profiles (one for
each respondent). Fieldwork profiles were also created for events attended.85 This
sample size conforms with the bounds of recommended sample sizes for qualitative
research as somewhere between 12 and 60, with 30 being the mean (Adler and Adler
2012, Ragin 2012, and Ritchie et al. 2014). As there is, however, no widespread
agreement amongst qualitative researchers as to the ideal sample size (Bryman
2012), I also reflected on whether the sources used and the data gathered enabled me
to conduct a deep, rich and detailed exploration of the dynamics of the mSAC
conflict and to understand it in a variety of different contexts. There was no clear cutoff point where it was suddenly evident that there was no need to continue collecting
more data. Part of the difficulty was that the mSAC process was (and is) still ongoing
as members of the local community engage in dialogue with Marine Scotland and
members of the South Uist and Eriskay communities on what the management of the
Sound of Barra mSAC should look like in practice.

The concept of data saturation introduced by Glaser and Strauss (1967) indicates the
point where no new additional data are found to develop a particular concept.
Consideration was given to the practical data saturation guideline suggested by
Francis et al. (2010) of a minimum of 10 interviews, plus three further interviews
once no new themes, findings, concepts or problems emerged. However, this
guideline did not fit this research approach, since the mSAC process is still ongoing
and is now exploring uncharted territory in terms of community-led management of
the Sound of Barra mSAC. As such, new information is constantly arising which has
the potential to generate new themes, findings, concepts and a variety of problems.
Therefore this research cannot claim to have achieved data saturation in relation to
the mSAC process as a whole.
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the following pathway: ‘PROJECTS Volume (P:) – ECOLOGY – BARRA MSAC’.
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This shortcoming was addressed in three ways. Firstly, it was accepted that the
exploration of the mSAC conflict was not, and could never be, finite, given the
ongoing nature of the process which has the potential to provide new insights into the
conflict. Secondly, the patterns and repetitions which emerged from the data analysis
and the complexity of the coding process (described in Chapter 4) indicated that
enough deep, rich and detailed data relating to the conflict had been gathered (even if
they were not finite) to start to make analytic generalizations (Miller 2012). The
repetitions also indicated that saturation had been achieved in the sense of
identification of common patterns at play. Thirdly, a fixed time period was analysed
and fieldwork on Barra ended in November 2013.86

3.6 A mixed method approach
Charmaz (2006: 15) recommends letting ‘your research problem shape the methods
you choose’ while Burawoy (1998: 30) suggests that ‘[u]sually, it is not the problem
that determines the method, but the method that shapes the problem.’ Both happened
in this research. As the fieldwork progressed and my understanding of the mSAC
conflict deepened, the methods chosen became more evident (and, in this sense, the
research problem shaped my chosen methods). This resulted in an emergent mixed
method approach to data collection and analysis, as described in sections 3.6.1-3.6.6
below and as visualised in Figure 3.1. For example, after the first six weeks of
fieldwork in 2011, it was realised that visual methods were needed to capture what
could not be easily articulated verbally about the relationship between people and
place on Barra. This follows Gieryn (2000: 483) who suggests that ‘[m]aybe a placesensitive sociology is…a way to do sociology in a different key – a visual key.’
Participant observation was used concurrently with other methods, particularly
during the fieldwork and, more generally, throughout the course of this research
project. The inter-subjective nature of participant observation and the other methods
used meant that the methods shaped the research problem that was being
investigated.

However, I did not hesitate to return to the field for 3 days in July 2014 when I noticed an advertisement in Guth Bharraidh
(the local newsletter) for an open public workshop on community-led management of the Sound of Barra.
86
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Figure 3.1 A mixed method approach. Red shading indicates a data collection cluster; lilac shading indicates an analysis cluster;
blue shading indicates an additional level of data interrogation which feeds back into the data collection cluster.
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3.6.1 Participant observation
This section is entitled ‘participant observation’ rather than ‘ethnography’ as, from
my perspective, a method was borrowed from ethnography and applied without the
researcher being formally trained in its application. An ethnographer immerses
herself within a community and observes and records dialogue, activities, rituals and
routines in people’s lives over an extended period of time, in order to understand
how that community works. The longest single period of time I lived on Barra was
six weeks which is shorter than the lengthy periods normally spent in the field by
ethnographers. In total, between 2011 and 2014, I spent 16 weeks visiting, and living
on, Barra. Some might describe my participant observation as an ethnographic
process, as my aim was to understand groups and individuals within the Barra
community, and different contexts and settings on Barra, by examining and exploring
the cultural norms, behaviours and beliefs that I observed (Hammersley and
Atkinson 2007, Ritchie et al. 2014).

Participant observation was chosen as one of the methods of data collection in order
to help orient the research design towards issues which would be relevant to the local
community, and because I was trying to gain insight into processes and behaviours
which might be very difficult to convey verbally (Ritchie et al. 2014). I sensed that I
needed to listen at the edges to understand the complexities of the conflict which I
had theorised might be related to an emotional connection between people and place
on Barra, and a crisis of identity exacerbated by a perceived disconnect between the
policy environment and the local community. As emotions and identity are
influenced by unconscious patterns (or background assumptions), it was assumed
that the driving forces behind reactions to the proposed mSAC designations might
not be in the conscious awareness of participants or easily articulated. It was also
important to gain an understanding of the social norms and forces shaping expected
behaviours (for example, the opposition to the mSACs). Ritchie et al. (2014) support
the choice of observational approaches for answering research questions which seek
to understand contextualised participant behaviour, processes and social phenomena
from an insider’s perspective, and which cannot be answered by participants’ verbal
data alone. They also highlight the potential for creatively combining participant
observation with other methods in a mixed method design where it can serve to
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verify (or contradict) interview data, shed light on apparent inconsistencies and
provide a contextualised example of something which has been described in an
interview.

Although participant observation was not the sole method of data collection in this
research (interviews 87 and local media 88 were also used), it was a data collection
method used throughout the entire research process. While interviews had beginnings
and endings, participant observation was continued each time I visited Barra. When I
was away from Barra, it continued through emails, telephone conversations and
reading the local weekly newsletter (Guth Bharraidh) which was received by email
each week from October 2011 until May 2015.

The participant observation was based on a variety of considerations. I reflected on
my research purpose, which was to explore the nature of the mSAC conflict through
understanding the historical and cultural settings and, later, to understand the local
meanings of conservation. This was facilitated by being involved in and/or observing
any event which might be relevant to the mSAC conflict (directly or indirectly) and
the history and culture of the island. As this cast the net impossibly wide, I used
conversations with, and suggestions from, local people and Guth Bharraidh to
inform my decisions in selecting what to observe. I did not have a predetermined list
of events I wished to attend but they naturally emerged as my fieldwork progressed.
Locals tended to inform me about events they thought I might be interested in. I
attended cultural events such as the Mòd Bharraidh (a Gaelic music and culture
competition held over a weekend), Fisherman’s Mass (blessing the fishing boats for
the year to come) and the ritualistic St Bridget’s Day celebration at the Heritage
Centre. In order to gain an insight into life on the island, I joined in activities where
possible, for example by playing music in a local music session on a Sunday,
gathering cockles with a local fisherman on the Tràigh Mhòr beach and helping out
on a local fishing boat during a day’s fishing. I also engaged in participant
observation when I was involved in my own daily activities such as shopping for
food in the local supermarket and eating at a local restaurant by taking the
opportunity to talk about life on the island and about my research if people were
87
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interested and willing to engage. In summary, therefore, the selection of what to
observe was based on a combination of local recommendations, advertised events in
Guth Bharraidh, and emergent day-to-day interactions with people. As described in
Chapter 1, Barra is a thriving community with a rich social network so that there was
no shortage of events to attend or settings to become involved in.89 As much of the
observation took place in public settings, I did not need to seek consent to observe.
However, consent forms and research information sheets were used in relation to
other methods such as participant interviews90 and a participant workshop.91

Selecting what to observe inevitably imposed limitations on the completeness of my
observational data and the inferences I drew from them. The observational
information does not present a complete picture in itself, but rather is used to enrich
and amplify the other data. One way in which the limitations of the observational
data were addressed, was to visit Barra at different times of the year, so that I could
get a sense of the island year round. Between 2011 and 2014, the only months I did
not experience Barra were the months of June and December.

Another distinction of the observational data was that unstructured fieldnotes were
used to record observations, rather than video or dictaphone. As observational data is
rich, with body language as well as speech and interactions to be captured, along
with the setting itself, it was inevitable that there was an element of selectivity in
recording through fieldnotes (Ritchie et al. 2014). These constraints are discussed
further in section 3.6.3.
Ritchie et al. (2014) distinguish between the researcher acting in the role of
‘participant as observer’ and ‘observer as participant’ in carrying out participant
observation. The ‘participant as observer’ approach involves the researcher carrying
out her observation by participation in group activities. I did this, for example, by
participating in playing music at the Craigard Hotel on Sundays after Mass. The
‘observer as participant’ approach means the researcher is more unobtrusive and does
not attempt to form relationships – observation is the main focus here. The ‘observer
as participant’ approach was adopted when, for example, I attended the Mòd
89
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Bharraigh (the Gaelic music and culture competition) and engaged in conversations
with people there while watching the events. My role therefore moved between
‘participant as observer’ and ‘observer as participant’ depending on the
circumstances. Where it was not obvious which role should be adopted, the choice
involved reflection on whether active participation would indicate that I was
supporting or resisting the mSAC designations. For example, I did not voice
arguments or opinions at the Sound of Barra consultation meetings, either for or
against the designations. This involved a conscious decision to attend these meetings
using an ‘observer as participant’ approach. In the case of the Mòd Bharraigh
example above, a conscious decision was not necessary. As I was not a competitor, it
was obvious that the ‘participant as observer’ approach was not appropriate. The
description of the research process in section 3.7 below illustrates how the participant
observation moved from ‘descriptive observation’ at the start of the research process,
which helped to develop more concrete research questions, to ‘focused observation’
of the processes most relevant to my research questions (Ritchie et al. 2014).

3.6.2 Interviews
Respondents fell into three categories:92
Formal research participants (2012): respondents who signed up to taking or
selecting photographs and discussing them in an in-depth (semi-structured)
interview.
Informal research participants (2011-2012): respondents who were engaged in
conversation and were interviewed (unstructured) about the mSAC conflict and life
on Barra generally.
Non-research participants (2011-2012): respondents who were engaged in
conversation (but not interviewed) about the mSAC conflict and life on Barra
generally.

A constructivist perspective on knowledge highlights limitations on the reliability
and validity of qualitative interviews as a source of data. The constructivist
perspective holds that knowledge is generated and shaped through the interaction
between interviewer and respondent. This contrasts to the positivist perspective
92
Chapter 4 describes respondents in more detail, for example respondent backgrounds and the balance between local and nonlocal respondents.
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which views knowledge as pre-existing and the interviewer as a passive entity
through whom the knowledge flows as it emerges from the respondent (Ritchie et al.
2014). This research subscribes to the constructivist perspective of knowledge as it
was not assumed that the interview data revealed a whole and authentic picture of the
situations being described. Rather, interview data were considered to reflect different
and co-existing perspectives and worldviews.. As noted in section 3.4 above, the
interview data generated would have emerged in a different form had the interviews
been conducted by a different researcher, or even by the same researcher at a
different point in time (where background assumptions may have been operating to a
different extent or in a different form). These limitations were addressed in several
ways. Interviews were not relied upon as the sole source of data and the interview
data were treated as partial knowledge rather than an objective and accurate rendition
of facts. During the interview and when analysing the interview data, the context of
the interview was reflected upon, including the interactions and what was not being
said. For example, it was considered to what extent a respondent might be trying to
steer me in a particular direction to achieve an agenda. Active listening was used
during the interview to detect subtexts and nuances in the words and body language
of the respondent (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007). In this regard, the observational
fieldnotes made immediately after each interview formed an important part of the
analysis in addition to the content of the interview transcript. The aim in analysing
the interview data was to keep the interview conversation alive and ongoing rather
than focussing on producing one ‘true’ meaning, thus acknowledging the inevitable
partiality of knowledge reflected by such data. Despite the limitations of interview
data, the interview nonetheless provided an effective method for exploring how
respondents experience and construct their worldviews (Ritchie et al. 2014).

Throughout the fieldwork on Barra, I engaged with people through informal
conversations, interviews and conversations in context. By ‘interview’ it is meant
that a time and place was arranged to meet a respondent to listen to them and ask
them questions (unstructured and/or semi-structured). By ‘informal conversation’ it
is meant that I happened to talk to a respondent in passing, for example a
conversation in the local bar or at a community event such as the Mòd Bharraigh. By
‘conversations in context’ it is meant informal conversations which took place while
engaging in various island activities, also known as ‘the walking interview’ (Evans
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and Jones 2011). The contextual settings for these later conversations greatly
enriched my understanding of life on Barra. My basic knowledge of spoken Gaelic
(and ability to speak Irish Gaelic) helped me to add other windows of perception to
my observations. For example, when I sensed that a respondent was searching for a
word or phrase, they were often invited to give that word or phrase in Gaelic. With
the exception of the Marine Scotland interview, which is described in depth in
Chapter 5, all interviews were conducted face-to-face. Most of the structured and
unstructured interviews were audio-recorded. Where it was not possible to audiorecord (due to the wishes of the respondent or during the telephone interview)
detailed contemporaneous written notes were made of the discussion.

At the start of each unstructured interview during the 2011 fieldwork, informed
consent was obtained by giving each respondent a research information sheet which
provided background to the research and how the data would be used. It also made
clear that the respondent would not be referred to by name without their permission,
could withdraw from the research at any stage, and could ask for their data to be
destroyed. 93 In 2012, a different approach was taken. During a public research
meeting held to discuss ideas for the research design, and to find formal research
participants, I started by giving a more personal account of my background, and how
I had come to work as a social scientist. This created a more relaxed dynamic for the
in-depth interviews which were subsequently conducted with the formal research
participants. Power dynamics in interviews can establish a hierarchical relationship
between researcher and respondent. The sharing of personal details is a common
feminist research approach which redresses the power imbalance by framing the
interview as a reciprocal interaction which avoids objectifying the respondent
(Ritchie et al. 2014).

At the end of each in-depth interview in 2012, the respondent was asked to sign a
consent form to indicate which of their photographs could be in this research. 94
Photographs were labelled immediately after each in-depth interview to ensure it
would be evident which photograph the respondent was referring to when the
interviews were transcribed several months later. Immediately after conducting each
93
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interview, observations were recorded in the fieldwork journal. All interviews
conducted were transcribed personally by the researcher, together with the related
observational fieldnotes. In the course of transcribing, any supplementary detail was
added to the observational fieldnotes. This provided an initial layer of analysis and
helped form the codes that were used in the formal analysis at a later stage.95

3.6.3 Fieldnotes
Detailed fieldnotes were made constantly while in the field, several times a day,
contemporaneously where possible and otherwise as close in time as possible to the
event or behaviour being observed. Each time a field-note entry was made, the date,
time, location was recorded and (if relevant) who was present. The fieldnotes were
unstructured (rather than following a pro-forma guide) and included detailed
descriptions of the event/interactions being observed, preliminary analytic comments
as I reflected on observations made, and subjective reflections on how I felt at the
time. Even though these presented a rich form of observational data to augment the
recorded interview data, I was also aware of their limitations (referred to in section
3.4 above). Fieldnotes are necessarily selective and partial in whatever behaviour or
event they are capturing as they pass through the researcher’s own filters and
conditioning and reflect the researcher’s experience of what she is observing (Ritchie
et al. 2014). This was addressed by using the fieldnotes as a means of understanding
issues that needed to be addressed rather than as independent evidence of an issue. I
reflected critically on my perception of events and people and used the fieldnotes as
a way to enrich the data from other sources (e.g. recorded interviews) rather than
relying on them as the sole source of evidence for emerging patterns or issues.
Recording fieldnotes diligently in terms of detail and timing meant that there was as
little reliance as possible on recall at a later time or date, which reduced the selective
nature of the recordings. 96 Fieldnotes were also supplemented with photographic
records where it did not appear to be intrusive to take photographs. For example at
the Mòd Bharraigh in 2011, many audience members took photographs as they
watched the competitions so that it was not intrusive for me to do likewise. At the
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The formal analysis process is described more fully in Chapter 4.
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participant workshop in 2012,97 the group’s permission was asked before taking a
photograph. The set-up of the room was also photographed before people arrived to
the workshop, and this is the photograph used when presenting this research at
academic conferences.

As part of the data analysis process, a significant selection of the fieldnotes were
transcribed and rearranged, ordering them by events and individuals. This reordering
facilitated reflection on different pictures emerging from the fieldnotes, as profiles
were built up on individuals and events from fieldnotes written between 2010 and
2013. A social and political analysis of these fieldnotes was then carried out. This
analysis is discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.98

3.6.4 Local media
Between October 2011 and May 2015 I received a weekly electronic copy of Guth
Bharraidh, the local newsletter. This data source was used to continue participant
observation in between field visits, as archival data which formed part of this
research analysis and to alert me to events on the island which I might wish to
attend.99

3.6.5 Visual methods
The visual methods used in this project involved community-based photography
using digital cameras and two related art-science collaborative projects with a visual
artist and film-maker. These are described in detail in section 3.7 below. Visual
participatory methods involve using visual tools and methods in ways which are
highly participatory in involving the relevant community in the research. Visual
research designs assist in the blurring of boundaries (for example through raising
questions as to whether the work carried out is research or art). They encourage
reflexivity by speaking directly to the subconscious and, as such, can help people
shift their perspective on how they are located in the world (Harper 2002, Mitchell
2011). Visual methods allow people to tell their story in a way that can express
several layers of meaning, depending on who the viewer is. Discussing the
97
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photographs during in-depth interviews on Barra enabled respondents to be active
participants in the interpretation of data. In some cases, the photographic discussion
contributed to the re-balancing of power dynamics between respondent and
researcher. This was inferred from the ease and enjoyment of certain respondents in
discussing their photographs – there was no wrong or right answer. In other cases,
the photographic discussions appeared to create some unease. This may have been
due to the openness of the discussions. It may also have been related to the fact that
the purpose of these in-depth interviews was to ascertain hidden values.

The 2011 field visit enabled me to get to know research participants and their views
on conservation before engaging them in community photography (Mitchell 2011). I
chose not to carry out a photo trial session with the research participants due to (i)
familiarity of the formal research participants with taking photographs with digital
cameras and mobile phones and (ii) the active involvement of the research
participants in the issue being explored (all of them had already engaged with the
research topic in 2011, through interviews or otherwise) which meant they had
already been thinking about it. Before distributing the cameras to participants,
however, I tested one camera and compiled a basic guide for participants on how to
use the camera.100

3.6.6 Art-science collaborations
Collaborations between artists and geographers/social scientists are still very much
an emergent field (Hawkins 2011). During a Cape Farewell101 art-science expedition
to the Outer Hebrides in 2011 to explore ideas around sustainability, I became aware
that the research methods being used for this research were similar to approaches
used by artists with a socially-engaged art practice. From discussions with visual
artist Stephen Hurrel (one of the artists on the expedition), it became evident that
there were ‘meeting points between us in terms of working methods and areas of
interest and that we could both benefit from the sharing of information, ideas and
skills’ (Hurrel and Brennan 2014: 41). Our first collaboration (which also involved
human ecologist Iain MacKinnon) resulted in the illustrated publication Dùthchas na
100

See Appendix 5.
http://www.capefarewell.com/ Cape Farewell is a project created in 2001 by artist David Buckland to instigate a cultural
response to climate change. Accessed 28.4.15.
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Mara/Belonging to the Sea (MacKinnon and Brennan 2012) featuring photography
by Hurrel. This publication explored the cultural roots of maritime conflict on Barra
and Arranmore through describing the sense of belonging to the sea (dùthchas) and
the role this sense of belonging plays in the life of the communities on Barra and on
the Irish island of Arranmore. Following this, we developed a proposal that expanded
on the research for the publication, and that engaged further with the people of Barra.
That year-long project produced the online cultural map of the sea Sgeulachdan na
Mara/Sea Stories (Hurrel and Brennan 2013) and contributed to the development of
an interactive and sequential art-science methodology (Figure 3.2). The application
of this methodology in practice is identified in section 3.7 below.
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Figure 3.2 An interactive and sequential art-science methodology
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The sharing of the material generated by these two art-science collaborations
(discussed in more detail in the following section) reflected back not only the
characteristics of a place, but also the complexity that exists in how different people
may use, understand and interact with their marine environment. This form of
creative socio-cultural engagement functions as a bridge, or meeting point, between
different (and sometimes polarised) communities of interest. It helps make visible a
representation of what is often invisible, and has the potential to aid dialogue around
marine environments and related spatial planning.

The reference to non-threatening dialogue in Stage 5 of Figure 3.2 is not intended to
mean that controversial issues should be avoided. On the contrary, it is necessary to
grapple with such issues. By ‘non-threatening’ it is meant that attention should be
paid to the details of where and how the dialogue is held and facilitated in relation to
the shifting subjectivities of those involved in the dialogue. For example, what it
feels like to be a member of the Barra community can change completely when
discussing mSAC designation plans with policy-makers and scientists. A fisherman,
for example, may feel like a productive member of the community in his boat or
within his family. In the context of formal conservation discussions, he may feel out
of place and cast as an irresponsible exploiter of natural resources (see Nightingale
2013, Morales and Harris 2014). Such details were considered when organising and
carrying out the workshop described in section 3.7.6 below.

3.7 A mixed method approach in practice
This section describes the research process between 2010 and 2014. Due to the
emergent and iterative nature of the process, it is not possible to follow a strict
chronological order in the description.
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Figure 3.3 Overview of research process (which applied the mixed method approach in Figure 3.1)
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3.7.1 Overview of research process
Figure 3.3 provides an overview of the research process in practice and sits at a
higher conceptual level to the practical details of the process outlined in Figure 3.1.
Initially an emotional connection between people and place on Barra was theorised,
with the intention of trying to understand how, in Barra, people and place function
together within, and as, a social-ecological system (Berkes 2004, Maffi 2007). This
guided the research into a focus on understanding the cultural, social, historical and
political contexts on Barra (Turner 2004). While immersed in life on Barra, I listened
in a very open way to the people of Barra talking about the proposed mSACs and life
on Barra. As I responded to, and allowed ideas to emerge from, these interactions
(with both people and the ‘natural’ environment on Barra), I considered exploring
more deeply understandings of conservation on Barra. It became apparent that
intangible cultural heritage (Lenzerini 2011, and Maffi 2007) was intertwined with
the ‘natural’ marine environment which created a web of ‘belonging’ or dùthchas. It
was further evident that exploring local understandings of conservation required a
method which would go beyond words and into the realm of images.

The idea of creating a dynamic map of the sea emerged, to reflect intergenerational
knowledge, fishermen’s ways of knowing the sea and the intangible cultural heritage
contained in the marine environment. In collaboration with Iain MacKinnon, I started
to explore the cultural roots of maritime conflict on Barra and Arranmore through
describing the sense of belonging to the sea (dùthchas) and the role this sense of
belonging plays in the life of these island communities. In parallel, I gathered
photographs from research participants which gave me an insight into their sense of
belonging to their marine environment through reflecting what they wanted to be
conserved for their grandchildren. The insightful comments gathered from
participants at a co-facilitated workshop102 revealed a very different rhetoric to the
polarised picture of the conflict that has been portrayed in the media suggesting that
exploring the conflict from a sense of belonging to the sea was a productive way to
elucidate shifts in perspective on previously entrenched viewpoints. The
Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea revealed, in a visual
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and interactive way, this sense of belonging to the sea through the intangible cultural
heritage contained in the marine environment.
3.7.2 Early work in the field
Fieldwork took place in 3 main phases:103
Phase 0 - introductory visit to Barra (2010);
Phase 1 - scoping fieldwork from which research design emerged (2011 - early
2012);
Phase 2 - fieldwork with formal group of research participants (2012).

A three day introductory visit to Barra was made in 2010, during which I engaged in
informal conversations with people on the island. The main fieldwork began in 2011.
I spent 6 weeks during September and October 2011 on Barra listening to local
people talk about the proposed mSACs and about life on Barra generally. I
introduced myself to the local community via an advertisement in Guth Bharraidh
(the local newsletter) the first week of my arrival on Barra. This meant that even
when I attended public meetings in the early stages of my research, people were
aware of my role as a researcher. I was therefore an overt researcher (Ritchie et al.
2014) from the start and was open about my role as a researcher when people asked
why I was on Barra. Over time, many people’s perceptions of me on Barra moved
from suspicion to viewing me as a ‘friend of Barra’ as one local described it. I am
aware that certain people on Barra, however, continue to view me with suspicion. I
have not tried to change people’s perceptions of me either way, I have simply
observed.

During the second week of my fieldwork, I attended the SNH consultation meeting
for the Sound of Barra mSAC in the local Castlebay Hall, together with
approximately 70 locals. When SNH displayed their map of the Sound of Barra as a
Powerpoint slide, with a line drawn around the area of the proposed mSAC (Figure
3.4), I was struck by the static and one-dimensional nature of this portrayal of the
Sound of Barra. This same area was portrayed as alive and ever-changing by the
locals I had spoken to. I started to understand why there was such fierce resistance to
drawing a line around a section of ‘their’ sea. This understanding deepened during
103
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phase 2 of the fieldwork when visual methods were used to find out more about the
relationship between people and place on Barra (section 3.7.5) and through the artscience collaborations I later engaged in (sections 3.7.4 and 3.7.7). In more general
terms, Harris and Hazen (2006) have observed that conservation maps typically run
counter to the inherently dynamic ecological environment portrayed as they give the
impression of ecological processes and relationships being fixed in space and time,
regardless of changes in features or species under protection. On Barra, there is local
opposition, in particular, to the listing of seals as a reason for designating the Sound
of Barra as an mSAC on the grounds that seals are highly mobile and their
population in the Sound of Barra fluctuates. The point here is not to argue that the
Sound of Barra seal population should or should not be protected - scientific data
have underpinned their inclusion104- but rather to give a practical example of the
clash between the marine environment as expressed by conservation maps on the one
hand, and as understood and experienced by local people on the other.

Figure 3.4 Location of the possible SAC (pSAC) boundary for the Sound of Barra consultation in 2011 (SNH
2012b: 6)

Soon after the Sound of Barra consultation meeting, human ecologist Iain
MacKinnon arrived to work on Barra. While working for the Scottish Crofting
104

See SNH 2012c.
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Federation, 105 McKinnon had obtained funding to explore government-community
conflicts on the Irish-Gaelic speaking island of Arranmore (off the north-west coast
of Donegal in Ireland) and on the Scottish-Gaelic speaking island of Barra. Funding
was granted by Colmcille,106 which is a partnership programme between Foras na
Gaeilge (Ireland) and Bòrd na Gàidhlig (Scotland) to promote the use of Irish Gaelic
and Scottish Gaelic in Ireland and Scotland and between the two countries.
McKinnon invited me to work on the Colmcille project, called Connecting Coastal
Communities. We both attended an SNH consultation meeting on the Sound of Barra
mSAC on the neighbouring island of Eriskay – a very different atmosphere to the
meeting in Castlebay Hall which I had attended a few days earlier, but enough for
McKinnon to observe how the static map used by SNH to portray the Sound of Barra
proposed mSAC did not resonate with the locals who attended the meeting.

The fieldnotes written by me during the Eriskay meeting give a sense of the
atmosphere of both consultation meetings:
‘Atmosphere not as tense here at all compared to last night. It was literally seething
last night in the hall at this point. Even so, [Marine Scotland representative]’s
presentation is still coming across to me as almost flippant – maybe this is the
natural outcome of having ‘science’ isolated from its human context? Interesting that
I can ‘hear’ [Marine Scotland representative]’s presentation better tonight. I was so
aware of the tension last night it was really hard to focus on what she was saying.’107
The Connecting Coastal Communities project had an overt political angle before I
became involved and appeared to be an action research project. For example it
envisaged the drafting of a ‘manifesto…articulating the marine stewardship
aspirations of Gaelic speaking fishing communities of Ireland and Scotland…’
(MacKinnon 2012). This did not seem to be appropriate in light of the delicate line
that this PhD research on Barra required. In addition, the research methodology for
this PhD approached the mSAC conflict from a more cultural angle. Having agreed a
change in focus from action research to more exploratory research, we carried out a
105
Crofting is small-scale agriculture. The Scottish Crofting Federation (SCF) is a member-led organisation dedicated to
promoting crofting and the largest association of small-scale food producers in the UK. The mission of the SCF is to safeguard
and promote the rights, livelihoods and culture of crofters and their communities. http://www.crofting.org Accessed 28.4.15.
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key interview with one of the elders on Barra whose lyrical storytelling seemed to
transport us into the world of the fishermen on Barra in the past, and gave us a strong
sense of the dynamic relationship between the islanders and their marine
environment. Following this interview, the Connecting Coastal Communities project
started to take shape around fishermen’s ways of knowing the sea.108

The need for visual methods to explore the conflict started to become evident at an
early stage in the fieldwork. The idea of a dynamic map of the sea emerged, which
would reflect intergenerational knowledge, fishermen’s ways of knowing the sea and
the intangible cultural heritage contained in the marine environment.

3.7.3 An illuminating conversation in context
A day spent creeling109 with a local fisherman (Figure 3.5) gave me a visceral sense
of a Barra fisherman’s relationship with the sea by offering me an embodied
knowing of the dynamic and ever-changing nature of this environment. It is a good
example of the shared ‘mutual knowledge’ between observer and participants
described by Giddens (1982: 15) as a necessary precondition to describing social
activities. I had been on boats before and I had already perceived, while on land, the
tension between the static, one-dimensional map of the Sound of Barra presented by
SNH and the dynamic sense of the area conveyed by conversations with locals. But
the day spent on that creel boat seemed to reinforce that understanding from a
different angle. The inability of one representation alone to capture this dynamic and
complex environment came into sharp relief. I was struck, in particular, by the depth
of the relationship between the fisherman and the sea – it was akin to a relationship
between two beings (one human, the other non-human) in its complexity and
intensity. It was starting to become evident that the marine environment is far more
than simply a context or setting for human (political) action or culture. Rather, (as
discussed in Chapter 2), it is a dynamic or ‘vibrant’ force (Bennett 2010) which
shapes, and is shaped by, those social relations through space and time (Nightingale
2014).
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http://www.sams.ac.uk/ruth-brennan/connecting-coastal-communities-stage-1 Accessed 28.4.15.
Creeling is a static fishing method that uses ‘fleets’ of small cages or baskets (called creels) to capture shellfish. In Barra,
creels are used to fish for crabs and lobsters.
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Figure 3.5 Fleet of creels being hauled, rebaited and prepared for re-shooting. Image Stephen Hurrel

“Researcher: The more I’m hearing about the way you see the sea, understand the
ocean and name it, the more I’m realising how unique it is…”
Fisherman: …it’s all intertwined, you can’t separate it, and you can’t tamper with
some of it without affecting the rest of it…”110

I was intrigued that the fisherman’s response to my comment above could very easily
be attributed to a conservation body or an environmentalist. I took this as an early
indication that my desire to avoid exploring the conflict in a polarised way could lead
to a more fruitful research process. I had already been given a glimpse of the local
practice of naming features and areas of the sea around Barra, highlighting the
importance of contextualised knowledge there. For example, another local fisherman
had previously told me about an area recently named The Supermarket, which
describes a creeling area just behind Suidheachan in the north of Barra. It is called
The Supermarket because, said the fisherman, “you could go in there on a Monday
and there’d be nothing there and on Tuesday it would be teeming.” The original
fisherman who coined the name did so because, according to him, “it’s worse than
the bloody Co-op in Castlebay!” where the shelves are often empty. The problem
110
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was you never knew when it would be ‘delivery day’ in The Supermarket
(MacKinnon and Brennan 2012).

The same fisherman told of another recent English name for a fishing area off the
coast of Barra that refers to Amsterdam’s notorious red light district. The Dam was
the name given to a small creeling area about a quarter of a mile square. It was called
this when the fishermen in the three boats creeling this area agreed between them to
V-notch and return any berried lobsters (females carrying eggs) they caught. As
notched lobsters are not marketable, the V-notch (a ‘V’ cut into the lobster’s tail)
protects the female from being landed until her eggs have hatched, by which time the
notch has grown out. The fishermen’s theory was: “if the women are there, the boys
will walk” (i.e. the male lobsters would migrate towards a concentration of females).
According to the fisherman telling the story, the experiment worked. The year after
they started doing this “you could go out with a hairnet and catch a dozen lobsters!”
However, the Dam no longer exists. When one of the fishermen started keeping the
unnotched berried lobsters, the other fishermen decided there was no point in
continuing with the notching as the effectiveness of the whole scheme had decreased
for all of them, with fewer berried females being notched and returned overall.
According to one of the Dam fishermen, the system fell apart because of one
fisherman’s greed (MacKinnon and Brennan 2012). This is also a good illustration of
the difference between shared and social values on the one hand, and individual
values on the other (Kenter et al. 2015). In this case, the shared and social values of
this group of fishermen which supported stewardship and conservation of the worked
environment gave way to the assertion of the clashing, individual values of one of the
fishermen. This had the knock-on effect of the entire group of fishermen thereafter
asserting their individual values in relation to the Dam. This small community at sea
(St. Martin 2006) co-existed with another reality of fishermen as utility-maximising
individuals. The actions of one member of this community re-shaped the ‘map’ of
the Dam into one inhabited by individual competing fisherman. In time, this
produced an ecologically (and socially) different Dam, as berried lobsters were no
longer conserved. It is also arguable that the increase in lobsters as a result of the
initial conservation approach of the community at sea may have triggered the greed
of the fisherman who started to catch the berried lobsters.
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Figure 3.6 Gathering an embodied sense of a local relationship with the marine environment. Image: Stephen
Hurrel.

Back on the creel boat (Figure 3.6), I entered the Sound of Barra through a narrows
(a narrow sea channel) called ‘caolas boga’ mara’ – ‘the narrows of the dipping sea’,
so named, explained the fisherman, because “it gives you the impression of the dip
into the sea as you go through it.” While the north side of the caolas is always calm,
it is very different on the south side if there is a south or south-easterly wind, as the
boat dips into a head sea on the south side within a few boat lengths. The dipping of
the creel boat as we made our way through the caolas provided an embodied sense of
how the names for reefs, rocks, channels, gullies and other coastal features naturally
emerged from human interaction with the marine environment, and an insight into
this more dynamic ‘way of knowing’. This simple, but evocative, story behind the
name ‘caolas boga’ mara’ was subsequently developed as an illustrated ‘sea story’
in the Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories cultural online map of the sea around Barra
(see section 3.7.7). The fieldwork up to this point is an example of Stage 1
(exploratory research) of the art-science methodology described in Figure 3.2 above.
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3.7.4 An art-science-community collaboration
On that same creeling trip, artist Stephen Hurrel was inspired and fascinated by the
marks of the creels on the fisherman’s plotter in the wheelhouse (Figure 3.7). He
suggested that the dynamic map idea we had already discussed could take the form
of an interactive digital online map of the sea.

Figure 3.7 Creeling tracks on the plotter showing the history of where creels have been shot. October 2011.
Image: Stephen Hurrel

During the Connecting Coastal Communities project, the art-science team of
Brennan, Hurrel and MacKinnon spent 4-5 days on each of Barra and Arranmore (9
days in total), between January and March 2012, talking to fishermen within each
community and asking them to mark the names they knew onto photocopied
admiralty charts (Figure 3.8 below). This is an example of Stage 2 (interactive
approach) of the art-science methodology described in Figure 3.2 above.
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Figure 3.8 Local historian and fisherman Calum MacNeil (Calum a’Chal) being interviewed by Ruth
Brennan and Iain MacKinnon. Image Stephen Hurrel

The admiralty charts started to fill with the names and locations of fishing marks,
reefs, rocks, caves, gullies, and associated stories, like an invisible world emerging
from beneath the water’s surface (Figure 3.9). 111 As fishing marks identify the
location of good fishing spots, fishermen understandably only contributed the marks
for locations which were commonly known amongst fishermen for those waters.
One fisherman explained that the locations of certain (perhaps more lucrative)
fishing spots are not ‘given’ by fishermen to new entrants to the local industry. They
have to be earned by the novice through skill and attention to detail in the marine
environment. In addition, a fisherman will be loath to represent knowledge on a map
which may be exploited by competitors to his detriment. This raises the issue of how
secrecy necessarily impacts on fishermen’s ability and willingness to represent their
knowledge on maps. Such carefully selected knowledge will therefore always be
partial.

A short (1m47s) video of the research process for the Connecting Coastal Communities project (filmed and edited by
Stephen Hurrel) can be viewed online at http://vimeo.com/78978143 Accessed 28.4.15.
111
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Figure 3.9 Mapping the sea around Barra with local fisherman Neil MacNeil (Neil Handy). Image:
Stephen Hurrel

This mapping exercise started to make visible a representation of the intangible
cultural heritage bound up in the biological marine environment. St. Martin (2001)
sees fishermen’s place-names as evidence of the existence of rich and diverse social
spaces created and maintained by those who fish the marine environment. The
Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea (see section 3.7.7)
shows how these social spaces in the marine environment are created not just by
fishermen, but also by other members of the community who have a relationship
(working or otherwise) with the marine environment, for example by local children
singing Gaelic songs about the seas around Barra.
Maps of bio-cultural diversity tend to be terrestrial (e.g. Stepp et al. 2004) and do not
normally encompass marine social-ecological systems, although such diversity is
assumed to exist in the tropics, around coral reefs and in coastal areas of linguistic
diversity (St. Martin 2012, Stepp et al. 2004). There are, however, some recent
examples of the mapping of marine bio-cultural diversity. In Northern Norway,
various projects on mapping private and collective rights to marine resources have
remapped Northern Norwegian fjords as sites of language, knowledge, history,
culture and practices specific to the Sami (Brattland 2010, and Brattland and Nilsen
2011). A new Inuit atlas of the Northwest Passage shows an intricate series of trails
across the sea ice that intersect and join places where Inuit have lived. The purpose
of the atlas is to provide a sense of how the waters and adjacent lands of the
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Northwest passage were used by Inuit and to challenge typical perceptions of the
Arctic as uninhabited and sparsely populated.112 Recent work by O’Donnell et al.
(2013) has identified a range of values, from economic to intangible, in relation to
fishing communities on Canada’s Pacific North Coast. Their visual (as opposed to
more detailed textual) representation for values, however, locates communities and
their values on land, while the economic values (landed and wholesale) are at sea
(Figure 3.10). The two sea-located icons on the interactive map113 lead to more text
about projects rather than keeping the viewer in the sea. Although one of these icons
leads to a map entitled ‘Local Fishing Knowledge’ (Ecotrust Canada n.d.), the map
depicts fishing intensity which resembles a bio-economic approach rather than one
reflecting values or social networks (see Figure 3.11). Other recent work includes
participatory mapping for coastal and marine planning in Australia, 114 and the
inclusion of cultural data in the Shetland Marine Spatial Plan,115 although the focus
was on the tangible elements of cultural ecosystem services such as recreation and
aesthetic appreciation (ICES 2013).
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Figure 3.10 Understanding values in Canada’s North Pacific. Capturing values from commercial fisheries.
(O’Donnell et al. 2013: 17)

Figure 3.11 Mapping commercial fishing patterns on the West Coast of Vancouver Island (Ecotrust Canada n.d.)
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3.7.5 Photo elicitation reveals different understandings of conservation
As noted in section 3.7.3, the initial period of fieldwork in 2011 is an example of
Stage 1 (exploratory research) of the art-science methodology outlined in Figure 3.2.
By the end of this period of fieldwork, two main patterns had emerged. An
interactive approach (Stage 2 of the art-science methodology) had been used to build
the research design around these patterns. The first pattern concerned the meaning of
conservation and the second (see section 3.7.6) involved not feeling listened to. Two
very different understandings of the meaning of conservation emerged during the
initial six weeks of fieldwork on Barra in 2011 – the perception by the local
community of a ‘hands off’ and ‘keep out’ message from government agencies
applying conservation tools in their locality and, in contrast, a local sense of
conservation as one of ‘live with’ and ‘use/develop wisely’, underpinned by a sense
of thrift and ingenuity essential to human survival in a remote coastal community
(Brennan 2012a). It was hoped that exploring more deeply local understandings of
conservation would shed some light on the dynamics of the mSAC dispute on Barra.
In deciding how to explore further local understandings of conservation on Barra,
this research was influenced by my awareness of the different ‘ways of knowing’ the
marine environment which I had experienced during my 2011 fieldwork on Barra. In
particular, this research linked local fishermen’s ways of knowing the marine
environment to different ways of knowing in the human psyche as described by
Swiss psychologist C.G. Jung (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12 Jung’s different ways of knowing. Adapted from Harding (2006)

As described in section 3.7.3, while on the creel boat with Barra fishermen, it
became apparent that they ‘know’ the marine environment rationally (thinking),
through feeling (ascribing negative and positive evaluations to situations), in a
physically embodied way (sensing) and intuitively (for example, through gut
instinct). It followed that exploring local understandings of conservation required a
method which would go beyond analytical, scientific and technical knowledge
(Flyvberg 2001, Flyvberg, Landman and Schram 2012). Working with images can
help people shift their perspective on how they are located in the world (Harper
2002). Using images in a visual participatory methodology seemed appropriate to
anchor the exploration in the elusive sense of ‘belonging to the sea’ and to evoke
information from deep within the human consciousness.
Guth Bharraidh (the local newsletter) was used to advertise a public meeting in
March 2012 aimed at gathering research participants who were interested in
exploring their relationship to the sea. The Heritage Centre was chosen as a venue for
this meeting because the surroundings (which displayed local history) reflected the
kind of research project that was being proposed – one that was embedded in a local
context. As SNH had held their mSAC consultation meeting in Castlebay Hall (a
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larger and barer space, with harsh lighting), it was also considered important to
visually separate this research project from the antagonistic atmosphere that had
pervaded that earlier meeting. This is an example of Stage 2 (interactive approach) of
the art-science methodology outlined above.
Six locals attended the two hour meeting where the following was covered:
1. My personal background and how I came to work at SAMS.
2. My interest in Barra, culture, heritage and ‘ways of being’ as an intrinsic part
of the environment.
3. Where I fit in the scientific world as a social scientist, including a brief
reference to the Industrial Revolution and the mechanical, reductionist view
of the world compared to systems thinking.
4. Jung’s different ‘ways of knowing’ (using a diagram on a flip chart).
5. Patterns which had emerged from 6 weeks of observation in 2011:


Different understandings of conservation



Feeling not listened to

6. Research tasks (described below).
Participants were asked to sign a sheet if they were interested in participating, and to
indicate whether they would be willing to attend (on Barra) a workshop at a later date
which I would co-facilitate with a more experienced facilitator. Participants were
also asked to indicate on the sheet whether they were happy for people outside the
research group to know they were taking part in this research due to the practical
impossibility of achieving complete anonymity in such a small community. All six
attendees signed up to taking part in the research. Nine more research participants
were gathered (a total of fifteen) from subsequent conversations with other interested
locals who had indicated that they wished to go to the meeting but had been unable
to attend.
Each research participant was provided with a research information sheet, a digital
camera, a camera instructions sheet and a sheet with two tasks:


Take (or provide) some photographs of the Barra and Vatersay you would
like your grandchildren to enjoy when they grow up.



Find (or make) an image or object which represents your connections to, or
feelings about, the seas around Barra and Vatersay.
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Eleven out of fifteen participants completed their tasks and in-depth semi-structured
interviews were conducted during April and May 2012. An initial selection of
participants’ images were gathered, accompanied by captions taken from the in-depth
interviews, and published in a short photo essay in July 2012 (Brennan 2012b). In
compiling the publication, the selected images were arranged into a series of 5
themes: Community; A Functional Beauty; Connections to the Sea; Playgrounds;
Hidden Stories. The themes were generated by the words and images of the research
participants: they were chosen on the basis of what the research participants were
talking about when discussing a particular image with me. Stage 3 (collaborative
feedback) of the art-science methodology was applied in compiling the photo essay
by obtaining permission from each research participant regarding the captions
associated with each image and by compiling the photo essay using participant
feedback. In one case this involved a research participant choosing an alternative
caption from the transcript of their interview.

The images and text provided by participants show the rich and diverse nature of the
social-ecological system on Barra and represent a different reality to the bio-physical
maps used to show the delineation of an mSAC under the Habitats Directive. Their
significance is in their visual portrayal of a more nuanced understanding of the
meaning of conservation, by making visible, through their eyes and through their
words, the relationship of people on Barra with the marine environment. This
phronetic approach provided a localised understanding of these subjective human
relationships and helped to probe different sets of values and interests (Flyvberg
2001, and Flyvberg, Landman and Schram 2012) and how they shape human (and
human-nature) relationships.

3.7.6 Participant workshop - Make Your Voice Count
The second significant pattern that emerged from my 2011 fieldwork on Barra was
‘we’re not being listened to’. For example, a local fishermen asserted that
SNH/outside agencies should “take locals’ advice or at least listen to it!” When this
idea of being listened to was probed more deeply by asking what it would mean, in
practice, to be listened to if locals’ advice was not taken, he was not sure, but
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acknowledged that being listened to did not necessarily equate with doing what
locals suggested.116
Another respondent said he would know he was not being listened to if he was faced
with a fait accompli by the outside agency (in this case, the pre-ordained mSAC
process). On the other hand, bewilderment was expressed by SNH representatives
that locals felt they were not being listened to, despite all the information being
provided by SNH about the process. In fieldnotes written on 3 October 2011, I
realised how this was nonetheless possible, when I described a comment from a local
as follows:
‘[RP2.15] said to me in the pub afterwards that he didn’t hear any of the information
in the presentations from SNH or Marine Scotland as he was so angry.’
Given the evident complexity of this ‘we’re not being listened to’ pattern, I decided
to enlist the help of an experienced and sensitive facilitator (whose work I was
familiar with in practice) to explore this pattern further. Verene Nicolas117 works
with situations where there are power dynamics which are beyond a party’s control.
Her ethos and approach is to find ways of creating a shared connection between the
apparently ‘empowered’ and the apparently ‘disempowered’. Sometimes this can be
achieved through the identification of shared values. The aim is to maximise the
chances of the apparently ‘empowered’ party being willing to work with the
apparently ‘disempowered’ party within the structures that they are familiar with.
The research participants had already indicated their willingness to attend a
workshop on the theme of communicating across differences. Verene had been
thoroughly briefed on my research and on my thoughts about the dynamics of the
conflict.
Seven out of (by then) eleven research participants attended the workshop. A local
(non-research participant) also attended – he had heard about the workshop from a
research participant and was interested. Participants expressed a variety of reasons
for attending which are described in Appendix 4.

116
117

Interview carried out on 21.09.11.
http://www.verenenicolas.org/ Accessed 28.4.15.
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The approach adopted by Verene Nicolas of reframing and reflecting back
participants’ contributions skilfully brought the group to a place of reflection on their
underlying needs and those of SNH. Towards the end of the two hour workshop,
there was a discussion as to what was at the heart of the matter for the Barra
community with respect to the mSAC conflict. On the surface, the conflict was about
the islanders retaining control over their resources. When probed as to what it served
to have control over resources, the responses suggested that such control ensured:


Sustainability and resilience



Choice (of where and how they and their children can live)



Self-respect and well-being (physical, emotional, spiritual)



Self-fulfilment and meaningful choices



Wellbeing and thriving

The group suggested that the heart of the matter for SNH118 was:


Care for the environment



Sustainability

These comments, along with the reasons expressed for attending the workshop,
reflected quite a different rhetoric to the polarised picture of the conflict that had
been portrayed in the media up to that point. There was also a marked contrast with
the rhetoric of those opposed to the mSAC who, up to March 2012, had urged
islanders not to engage in dialogue with SNH or Marine Scotland about management
because engagement in such dialogue would imply acceptance of the legitimacy of
an mSAC.

The workshop was another aspect of the phronetic methodology employed in this
research. It was clear from the voices at this workshop that there now existed a real
desire to foster dialogue and to find a way forward in a manner that empowered the
local community while respecting and understanding the policy process. This marked
a major shift amongst certain members of the Barra community (albeit very fragile).
This shift had been called for in the SAMS response to the Sound of Barra mSAC
consultation the previous year (Brennan, Mee and Potts 2011) which recommended
118

A parallel workshop was not conducted with SNH. However, an in-depth interview was conducted in March 2012 with the
SNH representative responsible for the mSAC process on Barra and Vatersay.
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community-led management of marine resources on Barra provided that the local
community recognised the statutory commitment of the policy environment (via the
Habitats Directive) to deliver conservation outcomes and assumed responsibility to
help to deliver this outcome:
‘…calls from the local community for policy makers to trust them to manage their
coastal environment wisely and sustainably must be mirrored by a willingness on the
part of the community to engage with the prevailing policy context which now forms
a part of the local environment. Community-led initiatives to co-manage a local SAC
need to be documented as responsibilities which are seen to be complied with…’
(Brennan, Mee and Potts 2011: 5).

A catalyst for this shift appears to have come from a meeting that took place in
Stornoway in March 2012 between the Fisheries Joint Consultative Committee, four
councillors, fishermen (including Uist and Barra fishermen), SNH and Marine
Scotland. An action was agreed at that meeting that Marine Scotland would lead on
trying to prepare a management plan over the course of the following few months. It
was therefore unsurprising that the first discussion meeting on this very subject with
a representative of Marine Scotland took place on 3 July 2012 (Guth Bharraidh
2012f).119 These developments are described in further detail in a fieldwork report
(Brennan 2013) and Chapter 5 describes how the process has unfolded to date.

3.7.7 A second art-science-community collaboration
In January 2012, Hurrel Visual Arts and community organisation Voluntary Action
Barra and Vatersay (VABV) applied to Creative Scotland for funding to develop
(through an art-science-community collaboration) an online cultural map of the sea
for Barra - Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories. Hurrel created a prototype map in
advance, using stories and names gathered during the Connecting Coastal
Communities project. We presented the prospective Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea
Stories project along with the prototype map to the VABV board members on 2 May
2012. The joint funding application and this meeting are examples of Stage 3
(collaborative feedback) of the art-science methodology in Figure 3.2.
119

See Appendix 1, Figure A1.5.
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The prototype map was not visually appealing and we made it clear that the final
aesthetic of the online map would be very different. Mixed feedback was received at
the meeting, which was attended by approximately 10 board members. Some were
hugely supportive of the idea and suggested people who could contribute stories,
while one member felt strongly about keeping the heritage of the island in the
tangible form of books and images in the Heritage Centre. For this member, it
seemed that inclusion of the stories in an online map was too clinical and took
something away from the heritage of the island. The meeting also involved a heated
discussion about the ownership of the intellectual property rights of such a map and
whether it could provide a potential revenue stream for VABV through charging
other communities for the know-how to develop a similar map. When funding was
subsequently awarded, we considered not developing the map as we were not sure
we had sufficient community support. When presented with the option of returning
the money to funding body Creative Scotland, the director of VABV (who was in
control of the funding awarded) assured us that the doubtful VABV board members
were now supportive of developing the map.
Every two years there is a worldwide gathering of the Clan MacNeil on Barra,
involving four days of events for visitors and residents alike. At the Clan MacNeil
Gathering on Barra on 15 August 2012, the photo essay (Brennan 2012b) was
presented as a slideshow to the audience and copies of both this publication and
Dùthchas na Mara/Belonging to the Sea (MacKinnon and Brennan 2012) were
distributed to locals and visitors. The Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories project was
introduced to those who attended this event (predominantly visitors with some
locals). In hindsight, this was not the right context to launch the publications and the
map. I later discovered that the Clan MacNeil Gathering is perceived as an elitist
event by some locals and that many view the events as being for visitors rather than
for locals.120
Between September 2012 and October 2013, artist Stephen Hurrel and I worked with
a design team (a user interface designer, computer programmer, and 2 other artists,
including an illustrator) to develop the Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories map
featuring sound, image, story and naming, and articulating a version of the rich local
120

Conversation with IRP-1.23. Fieldnotes 3.12.12. See Chapter 1, section 1.7.3.
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knowledge, language and culture based on people’s relationships with the sea around
Barra. I provided cultural and linguistic guidance during this process and also helped
guide the ‘feel’ of the map – for example, it was essential that the map be imbued
with a sense of fluidity and flow. This is an example of Stage 4 (Production) of the
art-science methodology applied.
The data generated by the multi-method approach used to explore the mSAC conflict
significantly informed the design and content of the map. An artist does not generally
have the luxury of carrying out several years of in-depth research to inform the
artistic work created. The analysis of the research data indicated that it was important
for the stories contained in the map to emerge from the sea (rather than appear as
imposed from above) so that this could mirror the intangible cultural heritage bound
up with the marine environment. We drew on several key ‘sea stories’ gathered
during the Connecting Coastal Communities project. As the form of the map took
shape (Figure 3.13), we worked with VABV, and with teachers and students from
Castlebay Community School, in the recording and editing of new audio-visual
material gathered by them. As the older people of Barra were the main focus for
gathering local names, stories, etc. this created an interesting cross-generational oral
history project.

Figure 3.13 Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea (Hurrel and Brennan 2013).

A detailed view of the map below (Figure 3.14) shows some of the icons used on the
map (in this case, navigational buoys, mussel & pearl, red dots). Each icon can
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contain names and active media (such as video, audio, photographs, text,
animations).

Figure 3.14 Detailed view of Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea (Hurrel and
Brennan 2013).

The marker buoy icons (Figure 3.15) indicate 'fishing marks'. Once the buoy is
clicked blue lines are drawn. These lines connect to features on land that local
fishermen use to triangulate their position at sea, and to find their 'fishing marks'.
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Figure 3.15 ‘Fishing marks’ (Hurrel and Brennan 2013).

The story of the Rusty Lobsters (which can be found by clicking on the shipwreck
called the 'Cullen' (to the east in Brevig Bay)) is an animated text and audio piece
based on an anecdote from a local fisherman (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16 The story of the Rusty Lobsters (Hurrel and Brennan 2013).

Clicking on a navigation buoy called Bò Chlèirich (the Reef of the Priest), also on
the east coast of the map, leads to the story of how that reef got its name. The story,
called the Altair Mòr, is narrated by local historian Calum MacNeil and is illustrated
in an adventure-comic-book-style (Figure 3.17).
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Figure 3.17 The story of how Bò Chlèirich (Reef of the Priest) got its name (Hurrel and Brennan 2013).

The Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories map was officially handed over to the people
of Barra at a launch event in Barra’s Heritage Centre on Saturday 16th November
2013. The map is now a permanent feature within the Barra community and will
continue to be added to as further 'sea stories' are gathered by Castlebay School’s
media students and the wider community throughout the years. It is accessible to the
public via the Internet at www.mappingthesea.net/barra.

3.7.8 Creating reflective spaces
The What Lies Beneath photo essay (Brennan 2012b), the Dùthchas na
Mara/Belonging to the Sea publication (MacKinnon and Brennan 2012) and the
Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories map (Hurrel and Brennan 2013) have provoked
reflection on Barra in an informal manner about the islanders’ relationships with
their marine environment. For example, at the Clan MacNeil Gathering event in
August 2012, a local man who worked in the merchant navy told me that he was
inspired by the talks we gave at that event and that he would look at going back to
sea in a different way, reminded of where he belongs. This supports Harper’s (2002)
observation that working with images can help people shift their perspective on how
they are located in the world. At the Heritage Centre event for the hand-over of
Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories, the photo essay (Brennan 2012b) was shown as a
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slideshow, followed by examples of sea stories on the Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea
Stories map, which featured the voices of some members of the audience. This
provoked much discussion (and laughter) about other sea stories (as yet unrecorded)
and prompted one local to remark to me “you’re very close, you’ve got underneath
my guard.”121

Stage 5 of the art-science methodology is about using the material produced to create
reflective spaces. While we did not try to do this in a formal manner on Barra, there
is potential to use this kind of material to invite dialogue on different understandings,
uses and stewardship of the marine environment in a policy context.

3.7.9 Going forward
Representations of the marine environment for the purposes of marine planning
would, in practice, ideally reflect a plurality of value systems and thereby help make
more explicit the trade-offs which are required as part of the planning process. This
undoubtedly makes for a messier, more complicated and more time-consuming
planning process. It is not suggested that interactive cultural maps of the sea are a
panacea and should be created as a matter of course. Rather, the Sgeulachdan na
Mara/Sea Stories map is presented as an example of one way to make visible the
existence of, and to explore, different representations and perceptions of the same
marine environment. This opens up possibilities for a conservation and natural
resource management process which recognises the social relations which form part
of the environment.
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4

Analysis and Findings

4.1 Overview
This chapter is split into 4 main sections: Sources (section 4.2); Developing codes
(section 4.3); Social and political analysis framework (section 4.4); Findings (section
4.5). It describes the sources that have been interrogated during the course of this
project, charts a course through the analysis process and identifies findings that
emerged along the way.

4.2 Sources
As noted in Chapter 3,122 the sources for this research consist of formal research
participants, informal research participants and non-research participants.

Formal research participants (2012): respondents who signed up to taking or
selecting photographs and discussing them in an in-depth (semi-structured)
interview.
Informal research participants (2011-2012): respondents who were engaged in
conversation and were interviewed (unstructured) about the mSAC conflict and life
on Barra generally.
Non-research participants (2011-2012): respondents who were engaged in
conversation (but not interviewed) about the mSAC conflict and life on Barra
generally.

The distinction between each of these groups is shown in Table 4.1 below (see also
Appendix 14 for details of respondents engaged with).

122

Section 3.6.2.
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Number of
respondents

Interviewed

Engaged in
informal
conversation

Audio files

Transcripts

Fieldnote
profiles

Formal
research
participants
(phase 2)

15

11

15

12

11

15

Informal
research
participants
(phase 0)
Informal
research
participants
(phase 1)

4

0

4

0

0

4

16

16

14

11

13

16

Nonresearch
participants
(phases 1
and 2)

26

0

26

0

0

26

Totals
(without
doublecounting)

61

27

59

23

24

61

(with
photographs)

(one respondent
was interviewed
on two separate
occasions)

From/living
on Barra: 12
Not
from/living
on Barra: 4
From/living
on Barra: 18
Not
from/living
on Barra: 8

From/living
on Barra: 49
Not
from/living
on Barra: 12

Table 4.1 Sources interviewed and conversed with

A total of 61 respondents (49 local and 12 non-local) were engaged with. Twentyseven formal interviews (unstructured and semi-structured) and 59 documented
informal conversations were carried out about the mSAC conflict and life on Barra
generally. This resulted in 23 audio files, 24 interview transcripts and 61 fieldwork
profiles (one for each respondent). Fieldwork profiles were also created for events
attended (see Appendix 15). In order to safeguard the anonymity of respondents, the
fieldnotes analysis and interview transcripts have not been included in the
Appendices.123

4.3 Developing codes
This research includes formal (unstructured and semi-structured) interviews with 27
respondents which resulted in 23 audio files, 24 transcripts and several hundred
photographs. Appendix 7 sets out an overview of the analysis process from 20112014. The main steps are described in Figure 4.1 below. Nvivo software was used to

123

These documents have been archived in a secure folder at SAMS (accessible only by the IT department and by me) at the
following pathway: ‘PROJECTS Volume (P:) – ECOLOGY – BARRA MSAC’.
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assist the coding and analysis process. Nvivo provides a set of tools to assist with the
management, visualisation and interrogation of qualitative data. It supports increased
focus on ways of examining the meaning of the data and can open up new ways of
seeing the data and help with identifying patterns (Bazeley and Jackson 2013). For
example, the coding process in Nvivo means that sections of interview text can be
coded (or labelled) with a descriptive code or codes. A single code can then later be
searched in order to display together the sections of text across all of the data which
has been entered into Nvivo and coded with that particular code.

Figure 4.1 Overview of analysis process

The coding process mirrored the research process, in that initially a broad brush
approach to coding was taken by using the over-arching patterns discussed in
Chapter 3 (see sections 3.7.5 and 3.7.6). The first pattern concerned the meaning of
conservation and the second involved not feeling listened to. These were used as a
springboard for development of the codes. The first series of codes was thus
informed by the fieldwork in 2011 and 2012. For example the codes of 'meaning of
conservation' and 'not being listened to' emerged from listening to people on Barra
during Phase 1 of my fieldwork (2011) and noticing what patterns recurred (see
Figure 4.2) as the Phase 1 interviews were transcribed. These two patterns
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subsequently shaped the research design (in 2012) and later (in 2013) became codes.
Other patterns emerged from the words and contexts of the research participant
interviews from 2012, when transcribing these interviews and categorising the
related participant photographs (see Appendix 8). Patterns also emerged from
thoughts prompted when transcribing the interviews and analysing the fieldnotes (see
Appendix 9 for a snapshot in Nvivo of initial codes developed). These codes were
therefore based on words in context.

Figure 4.2 Patterns emerging from 2011 fieldwork (Phase 1)

Additional initial codes also emerged from a draft analysis model which was
developed from the fieldnotes, and later refined (see Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The ‘ways
of knowing’ code emerged from the collaborative project, Connecting Coastal
Communities, which informed, and was informed by, this PhD research.
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Figure 4.3 Analysis model – first draft

Figure 4.4 Analysis model – second draft
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These initial codes were tested by applying them to 4 pilot interviews (OctoberDecember 2013) which were selected on the basis of the richness and contrasting
nature of the interviews (see Table 4.2). The interviews chosen spanned 2 phases of
fieldwork.

Research
Phase
Interviewee
from/living
on Barra
Photographs
discussed

Pilot Interview 1
1

Pilot Interview 2
2

Pilot Interview 3
1

Pilot Interview 4
2





X



X



X



Table 4.2 Selection of pilot interviews (X means no;  means yes)

The pilot exercise revealed that too many codes had been generated to manage the
analysis effectively (see Appendix 10). The following analysis process was then used
to reduce the number of codes from 63 to 25.

Firstly, queries were run in Nvivo (a cluster analysis and tree-map analysis) to find
out which of the 63 initial codes had been used most frequently when coding the 4
pilot interviews. The results of this query were colour coded to group the most
frequently used codes into 3 groups (see Appendix 11) and to discard the non-colour
coded codes (as less frequently used). The 3 groups were colour coded as follows:
red indicated codes used from 50 to 70 times; blue indicated codes used from 20 to
40 times; yellow indicated codes used from 10 to 19 times.

Each emergent hypothesis (Chapter 1) was split into a pair of statements (Table 4.3)
and it was considered whether the data coded at each of the frequently used (i.e.
colour coded) codes, had the potential to say something relevant to each emergent
hypothesis statement. Thus, the first step taken to reduce the number of codes
involved winnowing the list of 63 initial codes to leave only those codes which were
most relevant to each emergent hypothesis statement (Table 4.3). The second step
involved using Nvivo to identify interview text that was linked to the relevant codes
(and hence to the components of the hypotheses). Thus, the second step involved
examining the data behind each code to determine whether the source data (in
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addition to the analytic codes) provided information which was relevant to answering
each emergent hypothesis statement.

The findings (which describe the relationships between the relevant codes and
emergent hypothesis statements) are set out in Table 4.4 below. Appendix 12 shows
models of the codes considered for each section of each hypothesis. In Nvivo, it was
possible to construct each of these models in a way which linked each code to the
data coded in the pilot interviews. Where a code was considered to be linked to an
emergent hypothesis statement (first step), this code was clicked on in Nvivo, which
then brought up the relevant coded data for review. The data were then checked to
see whether the data coded were relevant to answering the relevant section of the
hypothesis (second step). This made it possible to retain the most relevant and most
useful codes. Appendix 13 illustrates the revised codes which resulted from this
process of evaluation and refinement.

Emergent hypotheses (each split into a pair of statements)
1a. Making visible a local community’s relationship with their local marine environment

1b. facilitates engagement with the related policy environment

2a. Articulating and making visible the worldviews of members of a local community

2b. helps those members to feel listened to by outsiders to the community

3a. Feeling listened to

3b. helps members of community to ‘hear’ and ‘see’ the policy environment rather than push it
away
Table 4.3 Emergent hypotheses statements
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Hypothesis:

1a

1b

2a

2b

3a

3b

1

Codes considered (listed in
descending order of
frequency)
Norms

NA





?

NA



2

Roles

NA



?



NA



3

Values

NA







NA



4

Commodities of power

NA







NA



5

Images not lingered over

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

6

Worldview







NA

NA

?

7

Grandchildren: relationship



NA



NA

NA

NA

with nature
8

mSAC

X



X

NA

NA



9

Relationship with environment



NA



NA

NA

NA

10

Meaning of conservation



NA



NA

NA

NA

11

Policy environment

NA



NA

NA

NA



12

Historical and cultural baggage

?





NA

NA



13

Clashing worldviews

?

?



NA

NA

?

14

SNH

X



NA

NA

NA



15

Grandchildren – functionality



NA



NA

NA

NA

and aesthetics
16

Fixed mind

?

?



NA

NA



17

Cultural events

XX

NA

XX

NA

NA

NA

18

Not being listened to

NA









NA

19

Masks and roles which block

X

?

?

?



?

20

Projected masks and roles

?





NA

NA

?

21

Communication blockages

X



X







22

Grandchildren - constants



NA



NA

NA

NA

23

Fishing as a cultural activity



NA



NA

NA

NA

24

Strategy to achieve goal

NA



X

?

NA

X

25

Grandchildren- heritage and



NA

X

NA

NA

NA

NA

X

X

NA

NA

X

history
26

Awareness of fixed mind in self

Table 4.4 Codes and hypotheses relationship table
Key:
 = coded data clearly supports link between code and hypothesis
? = unclear whether data supports link between code and hypothesis
X = coded data not relevant to hypothesis
XX = code not linked to any data in pilot interviews (only to fieldnotes)
NA = code considered not relevant to hypothesis (and not included in this analysis)
Italics = codes discarded for insufficient relevance to hypotheses
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The codes considered were drawn from the Excel table which colour coded the
frequency of coding references in the 4 pilot interviews as described above (see
Appendix 11). Codes mentioned less than 10 times over all 4 interviews were not
considered and were discarded (except for ‘Golddust’ and ‘Images lingered over/not
lingered over’ codes). The ‘Images lingered over/not lingered over’ code was
retained because of its usefulness in indicating whether a participant had discussed a
particular photograph for more than (‘lingered over’) or less than (‘not lingered
over’) five minutes. ‘The ‘Golddust’ code was used to code data which appeared
particularly rich and pertinent. For example, it was applied to the following text:
“I think every society has to matter. It has to have pride in itself and in its future. It
has to have pride in its past! But only to lead you towards the future, not because it’s
something that needs to be preserved. It needs to be able to develop and continue
and to matter - in today’s and tomorrow’s society and to be a contributor to it.”124
Thus, the ‘Golddust’ and ‘Images lingered over/not lingered over’ codes were
exceptions to using only the most frequently occurring codes corresponding to an
emergent hypothesis statement.

4.4 Social and political analysis framework
As noted in Chapter 3 125 a social and political analysis was carried out on the
fieldnotes made between 2010 and 2013. This was part of the process of uncovering
the historically and culturally situated social processes underlying the mSAC conflict
as it prompted reflection on the strategic relations that shape lives and on researcher
participation in such relations (Bacchi 2012). As this analysis of fieldnotes was
carried out directly before the Nvivo coding process started, it contributed directly to
the coding process. For example, the profiles built up in the fieldnotes analysis
provided insights into the social roles played by respondents. Some of these roles
appeared to be obstructive or facilitative depending on the context. This informed the
emergence of the codes ‘masks and roles which block’ and ‘projected masks and
roles’ during subsequent coding of interview transcripts. Similarly, the influence of
history and culture on shaping power relations became evident through a
consideration of how power is expressed and the processes through which it is
exercised on Barra. This informed the emergence of the code ‘historical and cultural
124
125

RP-2.4 Excerpt from interview 10.4.12.
See section 3.6.3
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baggage’ during the coding of transcripts. The evaluation and refinement process of
codes described above subsequently indicated the relevance of these codes to the
hypotheses.

For the social analysis the following question was asked (following Checkland and
Poulter 2006):
‘What has this interaction (interview, conversation, reading a document etc) taught
me (if anything) about the roles, norms and values which are taken seriously here
and characterise this particular group?’

Roles are defined as the formal or informal position that people occupy, norms
describe their behaviour and values are the criteria for judgement of behaviour-inrole (Checkland and Poulter 2006).

The political analysis involved reflecting on power relations on Barra, how they are
expressed and the processes through which power is exercised. For the political
analysis the following was asked (following Checkland and Poulter 2006):
‘What are the commodities of power that signal that power is possessed in this
situation?; and
What are the processes by which these commodities are obtained, used, protected,
defended, passed on, relinquished etc?’

Examples of ‘commodities of power’ (suggested by Checkland and Poulter (2006))
are personal charisma; membership of committees; having regular access to powerful
role-holders; in knowledge-based settings, having intellectual authority and
reputation; having authority to prepare minutes at meetings; having access to
important information. These commodities of power were found to be relevant, and
were applied, in the fieldnotes analysis. For example, the committee position of one
respondent meant that he possessed the key to the main hall on the island. The first
interview was conducted, at his choice, in one of the offices above the hall.
Subsequent interviews took place at his home. The possession of the key enabled this
respondent to choose a more formal setting for the first interview and to establish a
perceptible (though polite) distance. It also effectively conveyed a sense of his
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standing within the community. One commodity of power, in particular, appeared to
be a double-edged sword on Barra. In two instances, power was consciously
relinquished by respondents considered to have ‘intellectual authority and
reputation’. They chose to step away from the mSAC conflict even though their
‘intellectual authority and reputation’ brought them under considerable pressure to be
actively involved in the dispute.
In addition to the commodities of power listed above, which were applied in the
fieldnotes analysis, other commodities of power became evident. One distinct
commodity of power that emerged during this analysis was the ‘for the good of the
community’ banner or theme. Voices branding themselves with this banner (for
example those of SHAMED) had the effect of silencing and marginalising other
voices who were not willing to voice different opinions. Such opinions risked being
labelled as ‘not for the good of the community’. Another distinct commodity of
power that emerged was that of ‘Gaelic cultural expert’. At the Mòd Bharraigh,
certain judges imposed their views of what Gaelic culture should look like by
criticising some of the children in a story-telling competition for being overly
expressive. In order to safeguard the anonymity of respondents, this detailed analysis
of fieldnotes has not been included in the Appendices.126 However, the coded table of
contents in Appendix 15 indicates the extent of the fieldnotes analysis.

4.5 Findings
As indicated in Chapter 3, 127 this research subscribes to a constructivist view of
knowledge. Qualitative research findings ‘are typically defined as the researchers’
interpretations of the data they collected or generated in the course of their studies’
(Sandelowski 2008: 350). This section presents the different formats in which the
findings of this research have been expressed. It does not, however, present standalone findings as distinct from other elements of this research process. To attempt to
do so would imply that ‘some reality exists that can be found, an objectivist stance at
odds with the constructivist position that everything about the research process is
generated within the unique social interactions and sociocultural and historical
milieu constituting inquiry’ (Sandelowski 2008: 350). As such, the main research
126
These documents have been archived in a secure folder at SAMS (accessible only by the IT department and by me) at the
following pathway: ‘PROJECTS Volume (P:) – ECOLOGY – BARRA MSAC’.
127
See section 3.6.2
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finding consists of the in-depth case story (in Chapter 5) of the historically and
culturally situated social processes underlying the mSAC conflict in the overall
context of a social-ecological system. Related findings are expressed as a rich picture
(section 4.5.1), an illustrated publication, an interactive online cultural map of the sea
(section 4.5.2) and insights from a participatory workshop (section 4.5.3). These
related findings elaborate on the two main patterns (different understandings of
conservation and feeling not listened to) which emerged from the fieldwork carried
out in 2011.128 The hypotheses described at the end of Chapter 1 were used to guide
the analysis process. As this research did not set out to prove or disprove the
hypotheses, observations relating to the hypotheses are discussed in Chapter 6
(section 6.2) rather than in this Chapter. I have deliberately chosen not to include in
this Chapter the key findings from the in-depth case story introduced in section 4.5.4
below, as this would prematurely reveal the end of the ‘story’ to date. Instead, key
findings are discussed in Chapter 6.

4.5.1 Rich pictures
Rich pictures help to gather and visualise information about a complex situation by
using drawings or pictures to think about issues (Checkland and Poulter 2006). The
main rich picture created during this research was a photo essay (Brennan 2012b). As
discussed in Chapter 3 (section 3.7.5), research participants provided images of the
Barra and Vatersay they would like their grandchildren to enjoy when they grow up
(see further Chapter 5). The selected images were arranged into a series of 5 themes:
Community; A Functional Beauty; Connections to the Sea; Playgrounds; Hidden
Stories. This photo elicitation process created space for different narratives to emerge
around the meaning of conservation by making visible, through their eyes and
through their words, the relationship of people on Barra with the marine
environment.
Community
The images and text under the theme of Community show, perhaps unsurprisingly,
the intertwining of humans with the sea ‘from time immemorial’ and the rich social
networks on Barra and Vatersay (‘If it’s in their power, they’ll give you a hand’).
128

See Chapter 3, sections 3.7.5 and 3.7.6. The discussion of these findings as part of the research process highlights the
difficulty of separating ‘results’ from critical reflection in qualitative social science.
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More than any other, the seemingly mundane image of clothes on a washing line
underlines in a very poignant way the importance of people being on the island. The
sense of freedom enjoyed on Barra and Vatersay communicated by many of the
research participants is evident in the image of the keys left in the ignition of the car.

A Functional Beauty
The images in this theme implicitly raise the question of whether it is justifiable, on
Barra, to protect or conserve something which does not also serve a function. Several
of the research participants perceived beauty in the functional – for example a boat, a
scrap heap at a local garage, oyster trestles. At the same time, the absence of
functionality called into question the cost of building a stone wall which does not
keep sheep out and the suggestion of renovating a pier which is no longer used as a
pier.
Connections to the Sea
Research participants’ connections to the sea ranged from the poetic (the hidden
treasure of a pearl in a mussel shell), to the practical (working fishing boats) to the
historic (an old boat nail from a great-grandfather).
Playgrounds and Hidden Stories
All of these images have hidden stories – the playground images hold memories of
children at play, past and present. The final image of the stern of a creel boat
contains a mostly unknown and forgotten story furled up in the mizzen sail (used to
stabilise boats while hauling creels). Apparently this sail was always used during the
time of the herring drifters, but then fell out of use until it wasn’t seen anymore on
Hebridean fishing boats. About 30 years ago, two fishermen (father and son) on
Barra reintroduced the mizzen on their creel boat (after the son had spent 3 months in
Cornwall fishing with the local fishermen there, where use of a mizzen is common).
For Barra creel fishermen, since then, “it’s become kind of normal for everybody to
put one on…. Even the ones that tried to resist it eventually went to it.” The irony,
according to the storyteller, is that many of the fishermen who now use the mizzen
sail (for example those that have started fishing during the last 10 years) have no
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memory of it ever not being used on Barra creel boats and are completely unaware
that it was re-introduced 30 years ago by two Barra fishermen.

This photo essay (Brennan 2012b) has been presented to a wide variety of audiences
as a slideshow with music and it has been found that the music adds yet another
dimension to this finding.

4.5.2 Art-science collaborative outcomes
The Barra-related art-science collaborations resulted in:
(i)

An illustrated publication – Belonging to the Sea/Dùthchas na Mara
MacKinnon and Brennan 2012); and

(ii)

An online interactive cultural map of the sea around Barra – Sgeulachdan
na Mara/Sea Stories (Hurrel and Brennan 2013).

These outcomes have been discussed in detail in Chapter 3.129

4.5.3 Participant workshop – Make Your Voice Count
A significant pattern that emerged from the 2011 fieldwork on Barra was ‘we’re not
being listened to’. This pattern was explored further with seven research participants
and an interested local islander (who was not a research participant) through a
workshop on the theme of communicating across differences. The findings from the
workshop (discussed in section 3.7.6) provided insights as to the motivations
underlying the position adopted by the islanders engaged in the mSAC conflict in
relation to retaining control of their resources. The responses of the workshop
participants suggested that there is a belief that retaining local control of resources
(through not having an environmental designation) would ensure:

129



Sustainability and resilience



Choice (of where and how they and their children can live)



Self-respect and well-being (physical, emotional, spiritual)



Self-fulfilment and meaningful choices



Wellbeing and thriving

See sections 3.7.4, 3.7.7 and 3.7.8
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The workshop participants suggested the following as some of the drivers for the
actions of SNH:130


Care for the environment



Sustainability

4.5.4 A thick description of the contested mSAC designation process
The findings and results described in sections 4.5.1-4.5.3 above contributed to the
complexity of the case story in Chapter 5. Following Flyvberg (2006: 238), ‘[t]he
case story is itself the result’ by sensitising the reader to issues which would
otherwise have remained hidden. The in-depth analysis and discussion in Chapter 5
provides insights into the historically and culturally situated social processes
underlying the mSAC conflict. The following Chapter tells this story in a way which
reflects its diversity and inherent contradictions, and is open to different
interpretations by different readers (Flyvberg 2006).

130

A parallel workshop was not conducted with SNH. However, an in-depth interview was conducted in March 2012 with the
SNH representative responsible for the mSAC process on Barra and Vatersay.
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5

Cultural Mindsets

‘[I]t is not the literal past, the ‘facts’ of history, that shape us, but images of the past
embodied in language…. [W]e must never cease renewing those images; because
once we do, we fossilise.’ (Friel 1981: 88)
“I think every society has to matter. It has to have pride in itself and in its future. It
has to have pride in its past! But only to lead you towards the future, not because it’s
something that needs to be preserved. It needs to be able to develop and continue
and to matter - in today’s and tomorrow’s society and to be a contributor to it.”131

5.1 The ‘long shadow’ of a victim-oppressor mentality
Chapter 5 builds on the social, historical and cultural contexts introduced in Chapter
1. It identifies the forces which have shaped the perceptions of many of the islanders
living on Barra today and which underlie the local resistance to the two marine
Special Areas of Conservation (mSAC). It attempts to understand how the roles of
victim and oppressor have been played out on Barra in the context of the mSAC
conflict, and considers recent events which indicate a change in these roles.

This chapter is primarily informed by the codes ‘historical and cultural baggage’ and
‘masks and roles’.132 The first part of the chapter (Sections 5.1-5.3) considers how:


historical events can be interpreted to have repeatedly cast the people of Barra
in the role of victim;



this victim-oppressor mentality/pattern has carried through to present day
Barra and influences local perceptions of outsider involvement in local life;



the mSAC conflict has become a symbol of oppression to some sections of
Barra society as a result of this pattern;



the resistance against the mSACs on Barra, and the reluctance by certain
members of the community to co-operate in devising ways of bringing the
policy environment into Barra’s social structure, is in stark contrast to the

131
132

RP-2.4 Excerpt from interview 10.4.12
See Chapter 4, section 4.4.
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ingenuity and adaptive behaviour displayed by the community in relation to
community-inspired changes to this social structure;


the existence of considerable social capital (as discussed in Chapter 1) and
adaptive behaviour can be seen in the willingness of key members of the
community to engage with the mSAC designation through meetings with an
official from Marine Scotland since July 2012.

The second part of this chapter (Sections 5.4-5.5) looks more closely at the masks
and roles forged by this historical and cultural legacy and reflects on the parallels
between the Scottish independence debate and the recent engagement of Barra locals
with the mSAC process.

To fully understand examples of how the roles of victim and oppressor have been,
and are, played out on Barra, it is necessary to understand in some detail the past
social and historical context which has given rise to these roles as ‘the past, in the
Highlands at any rate, casts a long shadow.’ (Hunter 1982: 214)

It is possible that the roles of victim and oppressor were seeded as a strong and
pervasive narrative in a collective Hebridean worldview as early as the 9th century as
a result of Viking invasions. The Hebrides (inner and outer) were long known as
Innse-Gall (the islands of the foreigners) and Norse influence in this region spanned
some 500 years (Mackenzie 1914, Stahl 2000). On Barra there is a prevalence of
Norse names (Borgström 1936).

It was, however, the Highland Clearances (the Clearances) of the nineteenth century
that unequivocally equated Highlanders with the role of victim in a collective
Scottish worldview. During the Clearances, the lairds (landlords, often absentee)
cleared their lands of the crofting families living and working on it, replacing the
people with more lucrative sheep farms and parks to hunt deer. The influence of this
past on shaping attitudes to current issues was recognised by the Taylor Commission
in 1954:
‘In order to make an appreciation of current crofting conditions,…it is necessary to
have regard to the historical background. This is important not only to enable the
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trend of events to be established but because the events of the past have a powerful
influence on the minds of the crofting population. It was clear from the evidence put
before us during our visits to the crofting areas that the history of the past remains
vivid in the minds of the people and, in some measure, conditions their attitudes to
current problems’ (DAS 1954: 35-36).

The Taylor Commission was set up in June 1951 by the Labour Scottish Secretary,
Hector McNeil to review crofting conditions in the Highlands and Islands (Hunter
1991). The Chairman of the Commission was ‘Thomas Taylor, Principal of
Aberdeen University and a prominent lawyer and educationalist who leaned
politically towards Labour. Among the other members of the Commission were the
Glasgow University economist Alex Cairncross, the leading Scottish literary figure,
Neil Gunn, the prominent Ross-shire farmer Alasdair MacKenzie and two crofters,
Robert MacLeod from Lewis and Margaret MacPherson from Skye.’ (Hunter 1991:
79f)

More recently, the influence of the Clearances on Scottish identity has been
recognised by Ascherson (2004: 185-186):
‘The Highland Clearance myth, employed as a sort of victim’s ticket to board the
world, remains an integral part of Scottish identity.
A ‘myth’ is not necessarily untrue. It means, as I use the term, a historical narrative
which is used to support wider assumptions about moral worth or national identity.
The Clearances happened, and they were a human disaster – at times, an atrocity –
on a grand scale. One of Europe’s small peoples, rich in its oral culture and its
ingenious forms of community, was uprooted, pauperized, not infrequently terrorized
and driven out of its own country. Living landscapes became dead, soggy
wildernesses. A beautiful language was treated as a shameful patois and pushed to
the edge of extinction.’

5.1.1 Victimhood - direct links to the distant past
The eighteenth century had witnessed voluntary emigration from the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland, a trend which was encouraged by landowners as a solution to a
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poverty-stricken population on their lands. The rise of the kelp industry from 1803,
however, saw a reverse in this trend, with landowners keen to retain tenants to work
in this booming industry. (Kelp was gathered and burnt to produce a chemical byproduct, alkali, which was vital for the soap, glass and textile industries). The
Passenger Vessels Act of 1803 required improved conditions for emigrants relating
to hygiene, food and comfort. It was passed, ostentatiously, for humanitarian reasons
but in reality it was a response to extensive lobbying by landowners to stop their
tenants from emigrating. The intended, but unspoken, effect of the Act was to raise
the cost of passage such that very few could afford to emigrate. The main industries
in Barra at this time were fishing, agriculture and kelp-harvesting (Campbell 1998,
Hunter 1982).
During the 1820s prices of kelp fell drastically due to import duties on barilla133
being lowered. There was a simultaneous reduction in the salt tax, which was
eventually abolished completely in 1825 (Hunter 1982). The laird of Barra at the
time was General MacNeill who, in 1822, had replaced his father Colonel MacNeill
as clan chief. This marked a turning point in the relationship between clan chief and
the people of Barra who, up to then, had enjoyed warm relationships with their clan
chiefs. Drawing evidence from the MacNeill letters 1805-1825, Campbell (1998:
116) describes Colonel MacNeill as ‘a chief of the old type, warmly attached to his
tenants and his property. His relationship between him and them was still personal
and not commercialized.’ The shift to a more commercialised relationship between
laird and tenants on Barra from 1822 was made evident by General MacNeill’s
calculated response to the fall in kelp prices when, between 1830 and 1833, he built
an alkali works on the island to process the kelp more cheaply there. To raise the
money for this costly project, General Mac Neill ‘divided every croft in Barra in two,
charged the same rent for a half croft as had formerly been paid for a whole croft,
and thus doubled the apparent value of the property. About 500 of MacNeill’s
crofting tenants emigrated rather than fall into line with their landlord’s plans…’
(Hunter 1982: 35).

General MacNeill’s bankruptcy on the collapse of his kelp processing venture a few
short years later led to the sale of his estate on Barra in 1841 to the Aberdeenshire
133

Barilla (a marine plant found on the Mediterranean coasts) was a much richer source of alkali than kelp.
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laird, Gordon of Cluny. Unable to pay the inflated rents (which were not reduced
after the collapse of the kelp works) and deprived of their cattle (which General
MacNeill’s creditors had seized in lieu of rent) the local population of some 2,300
people was dejected, demoralised, malnourished and in dire poverty. The new laird
was even more ruthless than General MacNeill – his solution was to evict most of his
poverty-ridden tenants (Hunter 1982).
‘Of all the many thousands of people who left the north-west Highlands and
Hebrides during the famine none were more brutally driven out than the people of
Barra, South Uist and Benbecula.134 Prospective emigrants who refused to board the
transports which Gordon had chartered for the occasion were hunted down with the
aid of dogs, bound and despatched willy-nilly’ (Hunter 1982: 81).

The Clearances (as these evictions became known) resulted in a decrease of the
population of Barra from 2363 to 1873 (approximately 21%) between the censuses of
1841 and 1851 (Campbell 1998). The crippling effect of the Clearances on the spirit
of the people was apparently still visible in the 1870s, when John Murdoch visited
the Highlands and Islands to talk about land reform (which would eventually arrive
in the form of the Crofting Act 1886).135 Murdoch’s writings provide an insight into
the psychological consequences of these evictions and how they had become
inextricably bound up with Scottish identity:
‘‘We have to record the terrible fact’, Murdoch wrote at this time ‘that, from some
cause or other, a craven, cowed, snivelling population has taken the place of the men
of former days. In Lewis, in the Uists, in Barra, in Skye, in Islay, in Applecross and
so forth, the great body of the people seem to be penetrated by fear. There is one
great, dark cloud hanging over them in which there appear to be the terrible forms of
devouring landlords, tormenting factors and ubiquitous ground officers’’ (Hunter
1992, 172).

134

Between 1848 and 1851 Gordon transported 2,715 of his tenants to Canada (Hunter 1982).
The Crofters' Holdings (Scotland) Act, 1886 (more commonly known as the Crofting Act) provided crofters with security of
tenure and created the a land court (the Crofters’ Commission) to rule on disputes between crofters and landlords (Hunter
1982).
135
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5.1.2 Victimhood - direct links to the not-so-distant past
A striking example of the influence of history on Barra was the demolition, during
the mid-1970s, of what was known as the Tigh Mòr (big house) in the township of
Eoligarry – the former (but long-abandoned) residence of the laird. One research
participant gave me a personal account of what the laird’s residence symbolised for
different generations:
“RP-2.4: Yes, I do remember as a kid, I probably told you didn’t I? The row over
knocking it down and how some people were saying how beautiful it was, and the
people locally couldn’t see any beauty in it at all. You can understand that. It was
hard for people who understood architecture, ‘how can’t you see anything beautiful
in it?’ But they weren’t seeing the architecture.
Researcher: So what were they seeing?
RP-2.4: Probably the presence, the, what word am I looking for? The subjugation
that was inflicted on them by the landowners of the day…. I think sometimes it’s
rather a shame…, if it had lasted ‘til now, it wouldn’t have been knocked down, we
would have tried to do something about it. But for people that were alive then it was
too raw. The father of the girl that comes in here…her father was one of the people
who tried to blow it up.”136

Another participant described how he represented Barra crofters in resisting a
proposed rent increase by the laird only three or four decades ago:
“MacNeill of Barra137 doubled the rent about thirty or forty years ago. We took him
to the Land Court. I represented the crofters. The Land Court, MacNeill’s legal
representative, asked me ‘what are your qualifications?’ They said that it was very
irregular.
And then I said, I am not looking at these – I am looking at the women that came
before them 200, 300, 400 years ago. We don’t have machair here, we have hillsides.
136
137

RP-2.4 Excerpt from interview 10.4.12.
At this point the Barra estate had made its way back into the hands of a MacNeill.
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The women have to cut the seaweeds and carry it on creels on their backs up the
hills. They tilled the land. The men were at their work fishing, or at the other end of
the world. If MacNeill and your Lordship will come with me I can show you one or
two of these areas. If MacNeill can point to a blade of grass that he has been
responsible for keeping green – I’ll bow out.
The first croft I chose was one with rocks all over it and I asked why double the rent
of this? Explain for justification for why anybody in Barra should have their rent
raised, as if any of the grass is green it is due to the people of Barra and especially
the women. And his Lordship said what do you want me to do?”138

This vignette brings back echoes of General MacNeill’s halving of crofts (and
consequent doubling of rents) in the 1830s to finance his kelp business (Section
5.1.1) and illustrates how the ‘long shadow’ of a victim-oppressor mentality
continued throughout the twentieth century on Barra.

5.2 The victim-oppressor mentality in present-day Barra
A victim-oppressor pattern has carried through from the distant and not-so-distant
past to present day Barra. It is most visible in the casting of outsiders, in particular
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), in the role of oppressor, which goes hand-in-hand
with the role of victim.

5.2.1 Casting SNH in the role of oppressor
Several participants described SNH in language which conveyed a sense of
powerlessness at the hands of an oppressive and domineering force:
“I would not even bother talking to them [SNH]…. ‘We are above you, talking down
to you’…. ‘Stop the world. Change nothing. We’re here now.”139
RP-2.7 variously described SNH as “despised”, as “judge and juror”, and felt that
Scotland had an “SNH government, not an SNP government.”140
138
139

IRP-1.16 Excerpt from interview 5.10.11.
IRP-1.16 Excerpt from interview 5.10.11.
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For RP-2.3, “it seems like they look after everything except the people that are in the
place, which is the culture and it’s destroying the culture if you take these people out
and it makes it more difficult for people to stay there, you change everything
really.”141

The perception of SNH as an oppressive dictator extends beyond Barra to other
communities and organisations. IRP-1.B (a non-local) described a senior member of
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (the Western Isles Council) as “shaking with anger” at
the mention of SNH. This respondent talked about SNH having such a reputation for
dictating what’s good for a community’s environment, that, even if they suggest
something that is in the interests of a community, such suggestions are often rejected
simply because they come from SNH. For example, on the isle of Harris the locals
are permitted to shoot a certain number of geese each year to prevent them from
destroying their crops. An environmental impact assessment carried out for the siting
of wind turbines on Harris found that wind turbines might kill 30 geese a year. SNH
objected to the proposed development on this basis. The locals suggested that they
simply set off the number killed by wind turbines against their allowable quota of
geese (i.e. they would shoot 30 less each year if the wind turbine went ahead). The
SNH representative “wouldn’t budge an inch even though it was him on his own
against everyone else in the room.”142

It would be inaccurate, however, to suggest that SNH is universally perceived in this
role, even on Barra. One local respondent disagreed with this portrayal of SNH,
partly because they are too ‘bland’ to be a convincing oppressor:
“I think there’s a perception that…I could be killed for saying, it’s like, it’s the old
drip, drip, drip thing. People have become convinced that SNH have some ulterior
motive…ludicrous language has been used, that they would be happy to see this
turned into another St Kilda. I know for a fact that is not the case.”143

140

RP-2.7 Excerpt from interview 21.09.11.
RP-2.3 Excerpt from interview 20.10.11.
IRP-1.B Excerpt from interview 12.3.12 .
143
RP-2.1 Excerpt from interview 27.9.11.
141
142
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“[A]nd, you know, SNH are so bland, they don’t go on about ‘we’re under threat’
headline or use that language….”144

Furthermore, it seems that the victim-oppressor dynamic, which can be detected in
the mSAC conflict, casts different parties in different roles at different times. When
writing about the conflict in 2011 (Brennan and Valcic 2012), it was suggested that
SNH should not be surprised that a hostile atmosphere would be facilitated by a
consultation meeting in the local hall set up with rows of seats for the audience
facing SNH and Marine Scotland at top tables. I was later fascinated to learn that
throughout the conflict, SNH have tried different modes of engagement but members
of the local community have insisted that the adversarial public meeting mode be
used.
“We tried consultation surgeries. I mean that was our first approach with Mingulay,
was to make ourselves available for as long as it took, for people to be able to come
along to speak to us like this, to find out what was happening, to be able to ask
questions and make points and we were told that that was completely unacceptable.
Not only was it deemed to be unacceptable, it was deemed to be an underhand way of
trying to collect information. It wasn’t open, it wasn’t transparent. How did the
whole community know what every single person was saying? So the community
insisted that the big hall presentations and shouting from the floor exercise took
place. Nothing else would do. When that’s demanded, it’s very difficult to say well
we’re going to do it in a different way.”145

On reflection, this insistence fits perfectly within the victim-oppressor dynamic,
where the ‘victim’ needs to be aggressive to protect something from the ‘oppressor’.
However, from SNH’s perspective, facing a hostile hall of 70-odd islanders lined up
in rows with arms folded puts SNH in the role of victim.

The SNH officer mainly responsible for engaging with the Barra community
regarding the mSACs and other issues is an islander, from the Outer Hebrides. As
such, he has first-hand knowledge and experience of the issues he faces from other
144
145

RP-2.1 Excerpt from interview 27.9.11.
IRP-1.C Excerpt from interview 21.3.12.
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island communities. He demonstrated great sensitivity throughout the mSAC
process. Yet this did not stop relationships deteriorating between the Barra
community and SNH. This serves to highlight the strength of the projection of the
role of oppressor on SNH.

5.2.2 Factors perpetuating the victim-oppressor dynamic
5.2.2(i) A history of being ignored and not listened to
Locals, non-locals and an SNH representative provided me with examples of how
people on Barra, and in the Western Isles generally, have not been listened to in the
past, both by SNH and by other outsiders. For example:
“Well this isn’t the first time that’s happened with the conservation areas. We’ve had
the air ambulance before, we’ve had the Vatersay causeway which have had major,
well the helicopter especially has had a major impact on the island so, if you put all
these wee things together they actually make quite a big thing, and again, we’ve
been ignored.”146 [emphasis added]
“I understand where the people are coming from. And straightaway they will put up
this brick wall and say no to everything because they fear that they’re not going to
be listened to and their part of the whole system, ecosystem, is not going to be taken
into account. And when you have it written in black and white that oh sorry, no,
socio-economic effects are not going to be taken into account….” 147 [emphasis
added]
“I think the key to, particularly in the Western Isles, the key to people believing that
they’ve been listened to, and I think it’s a quite reasonable position, is that people
do not come to them with a fait accompli. And if you look at the history of the
Western Isles, if you look at Lord Leverhulme, coming to Harris with a carefully

146

IRP-1.19 (local (indigenous)) Excerpt from interview 29.9.11 The reference to the air ambulance and helicopter refer to the
decision by the Western Isles Council to replace the former air ambulance (an aeroplane) with a helicopter. Locals objected to
this decision and their fears were borne out when, for example, a sick 3 year old child had to travel in the air ambulance without
his mother as there was no room for her to travel in the craft. The reference to the Vatersay causeway is to objections to the
building of a causeway in 1991 to join the islands of Barra and Vatersay. There were objections raised at the time, particularly
by older people in the community, that this would have an adverse effect on the marine environment and on local fishing
opportunities.
147
IRP-1.25 (local (incomer)) Excerpt from interview 14.10.11.
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worked out plan for herring and then for soap manufacture,148 if you look at people
going to the north end of Lewis with a carefully worked out plan for wind turbine,149
there’s a whole series of these things. If you come to a meeting with a Powerpoint
presentation of a carefully worked out plan, it looks as if it’s all been decided in
advance. And I think it’s possibly a lesson for the Scottish Government, it’s possibly
a lesson for all of us, that if you want to do something in a community like this, you
have to be much more straightforward at a much earlier stage….” 150 [emphasis
added]
“Because of what happened in 2000 and the perceptions that exist, and I use the
word perceptions deliberately, because it’s not true, because we did pass on every
word that was said but because the perceptions are there and they’re strong, that’s
what you started with in this case. You’re instantly up against they’re not going to
listen to us, what’s the point, this is all a waste of time. That’s a starting point.”151
[emphasis added]

5.2.2(ii) Misleading media
The historically entrenched nature of the victim-oppressor roles in the mSAC conflict
means that the wrong words can trigger a backlash and enforce perceptions which are
henceforth very difficult, if not impossible, to shift. Grant (1977: 22) observes that
‘[t]here are few villages in the Highlands where similar memories are not still
lurking in the recesses of the mind, quiescent for the most part, but sensitive as a
hairtrigger, so that crofters react instinctively to a contemporary situation, alert and
wary, looking for some hidden threat to their hard-won independence.’

An example of such unfortunately chosen words is a press release by SNH in 2000,
after a consultation event on Barra in relation to the Sound of Barra when it was
initially proposed as an mSAC. The headline read:
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When Lord Leverhulme bought Lewis and Harris in 1918, he invested large sums of money in developing the fishing fleet
and building a large fish processing plant and chemical plant for processing seaweed. This conflicted with the islanders who
wanted more land for crofting. His plans fell apart on his death in 1925.
http://www.undiscoveredscotland.co.uk/harris/leverburgh/index.html Accessed 28.4.15.
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‘PUBLIC MEETINGS REASSURE SOUND OF BARRA CONCERNS’ (SNH 2000).

Two islanders and a representative of SNH highlighted this article as a key turning
point (for the worse) in the mSAC conflict:
“[SNH have] just done so much underhand already that no-one believes them. The
consultation they did the first time, they gave the wrong impression – people were
against the SAC and SNH reported the locals were fine with it. This was the turning
point when relationships really soured. It had been souring a bit over some of the
land issues, for example the corncrake. But after the carry-on in 2000 over the SAC
nobody has any time for them.”152 [emphasis added]
“We had a meeting in Castlebay and it was done at the same time as we had a
Western Isles Fisherman’s Association meeting. And they [SNH] came along, gave
their presentation and that was fine. We told them we didn’t want it, didn’t want
anything to do with it, blah, blah, blah. That was fine, they went away, their job was
to present that, to present the findings to the government, the Executive as was. The
next thing we read was a press release headline saying the residents of Barra and
Vatersay were appeased, that wasn’t the word, were reconciled, SNH had
reconciled, had come and explained, we were reconciled with the need to go ahead
with that. So that’s what they told the government, they told the government that we
were ok with it. But that same meeting we’d had, so out of everyone that was present
and had a vote, did we want this, and it was unanimously ‘no’.”153 [emphasis added]

While the islanders felt frustrated at the headline’s misrepresentation of their true
feelings about the proposed mSAC, the SNH representative distinguished between
the misleading headline and the more detailed text of the press release:
“The headline to this piece, it was quite a long piece, but the headline said ‘People
reassured from SNH’ or something like that, which wasn’t right. Because they
weren’t reassured. The text of the article I think was reasonable, but the headline
wasn’t. But that headline has stuck. That one headline. I mean you’ve spoken to
152
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many people and you’ve read many things and there’s this perception that SNH has
constantly lied and misled people and it’s that headline. It’s that headline. I’m
convinced it’s that headline….”154

This is a good example of how easily the victim-oppressor dynamic can be
resurrected from the ‘long shadow’ of the past and how difficult it is to dispel, once
triggered.

5.2.2(iii) Different perceptions of the meaning of ‘conservation’ and ‘beauty’
As discussed in Chapter 3 (section 3.7.5), data from this research show that a local
perception of SNH’s understanding of conservation is one of ‘hands off!’ and ‘keep
out!’, an understanding which is, perhaps unsurprisingly, reflected in the mSAC
designation process with its separation of humans and nature. The sense of SNH as
an oppressive force, which is committed to preserving and conserving the natural
environment by minimising or preventing human interactions with this environment,
is reinforced by the kind of conservation they are perceived as trying to achieve.
“SNH and the islanders have completely different ideas of what conservation is.
SNH’s idea of conservation is that they don’t want animals grazing the ground, don’t
fish, don’t walk on the shore in case you disturb the habitat, don’t reclaim anything.
Recycling has always been there in the islands – you take the stone from an old
house and use it! SNH don’t want you to do this.”155

Functionality permeates life on Barra. As noted in Chapter 4, several research
participants perceived beauty in the functional – for example, a boat, a scrap heap at
a local garage, oyster trestles. At the same time, the absence of functionality called
into question the cost of building a stone wall which does not keep sheep out, and the
suggestion of renovating a pier which is no longer used as such. The theme of
functional beauty arose from my conversations with people on Barra in 2011.156 For
example, RP-2.7 talked about the local shipwreck, The Cullen, which sank just after
the Second World War – the hatch covers from the ship were recycled and made into
154
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sheds and other things. He remembered the smell of the wood – red pine.157 Other
research participants also alluded to a functional beauty in island life.
“All of this is not just scenery, it’s not pretty, it’s got nothing to do with that, but it’s
pleasing to the eye, some of it. But what are we about, we’re about sustaining
ourselves, within the society that we’re in.”158
One research participant (an incomer) was even of the view that “until visitors came
they weren’t very involved with aesthetics, with the beauty of the environment.”159

A functional beauty was also evident in some of the images chosen by the research
participants. For example, the importance of an environment worked by its human
inhabitants in the image entitled “People still working” (Figure 5.1) and the image of
the scrapheap at Eoligarry garage (Figure 5.2) which is “part of the things that we
need for our daily living and we try to sanitise too much.”160

Figure 5.1 “People still working” (Brennan 2012b)

Figure 5.2 “Raw elements” (Eoligarry garage)

Image: Gerard MacDonald

(Brennan 2012b) Image: Donald Manford

It seems to be the characteristic of dynamism and, with that, a recognition of the
ever-changing nature of this, which contributes to the importance of a functional
beauty on Barra:
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Fieldnotes 21.09.11. This same shipwreck became the source of an illustrated story on the Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories
online cultural map of the sea. Clicking on the navigation buoy labelled ‘The Cullen’ reveals the story of the Rusty Lobsters
recounted by a local fisherman who noticed the lobsters caught in the creels around the wreck are a very dark shade of brown.
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“…well it’s one of these things it’s a kind of trade-off isn’t it, I mean you can’t
have…. I mean you get people who just want to look at things, they want things to be
the way they were and I mean that’s just not practical. You get people like that they
don’t want buildings to be changed but it’s pointless in my opinion because at the
end of the day, Barra’s not a museum piece, it’s an island you live on.”161

This dynamism contrasts to the perceived stasis of conservation areas:
“It is a working environment and totally at odds with what our governments are
trying to create, a preserved environment. Conserved environment.” 162
Dynamism seems to be at the heart of the local understanding of the meaning of
conservation (a sense of ‘live with’ and ‘use/develop wisely’) in contrast to the
perception of a ‘hands-off’ and ‘keep-out’ message from government agencies
applying conservation tools in their locality (Brennan, 2012a). (The failure of the
informal fishing agreement in ‘The Dam’, described in Chapter 3, 163 shows,
however, that the local community does not always ‘use wisely’). The great Gaelic
scholar John MacInnes (2006: 464) describes systems of belief in Gaelic tradition as
‘not…static, but…dynamic systems of belief which change throughout the ages,
adjusting to changes in social circumstances.’ The role of the Gaelic tradition (and,
more generally, the way of life on Barra) in shaping the mSAC conflict is considered
in more depth in Sections 5.4.1-5.4.5 below.

5.2.2(iv) A designation process which artificially separates the social and the
ecological
The mSAC designation process (described in Chapter 1) has helped to perpetuate the
victim-oppressor dynamic by not allowing social and economic considerations to be
taken into account as part of the designation process. Only the scientific case can be
considered when making the decision to propose and, subsequently, to designate an
area as an mSAC. This has the unfortunate consequence of framing humans as
victims of the interests of natural environment, which is protected by a regulatory
process. The sense of imposition of natural interests over human interests makes the
goal of conservation difficult, if not impossible, to achieve, by ostracising the
161
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humans who interact with the relevant environment. Both locals and non-locals
expressed a sense of oppression by imposition:
“I think that many people feel that it’s an example of a form of environmental
designation process that doesn’t really pay any respect to the value of the human
population and I think that the fact the consultation process explicitly rules out
consideration of any economic factors or any human factors, I think causes offence
in a community like this where, I think people look to other parts of the Highlands
and Islands and actually realise that Barra is reasonably lively as a community and
the reason it’s reasonably lively and not dead, like some other places in the
Highlands and Islands is because it’s got a fishing industry and because it’s got
economic activity and I think people just feel that should be taken into account….
[T]he bottom line is, however, that we are stuck with an mSAC consultation process
which absolutely lends itself to people not feeling listened to because (a) you don’t
know what form the mSAC is going to take until after it’s designated, now that is an
absolute recipe for, you know, complete, people feeling completely in the dark….
That’s the first reason but the second reason is because it’s a process that essentially
has no exits unless you can provide scientific evidence, so I think it’s almost a classic
example of going to a community with a fait accompli, because I believe the whole
way it’s set up just lends itself to that sort of hostile situation.”164

Financial constraints involved in administering the designation process contribute to
a perception of Barra being unfairly targeted by SNH:
“They evaded the question. And I sympathise in some respects because I think the
answer is going to come back that they simply haven’t got the money to open up
brand new areas to open up new research. They have to in some respects use
historical data for a lot. So I can understand that their hands are tied from a
financial point of view. But I think the cost implications of basically destroying a
whole culture, way of life, and causing maybe even more loss of people from the
islands will ultimately end up costing more.”165
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“Get out of our hair! Go away! They [SNH] can go anywhere they want. Why don’t
they?”166
“Why haven’t you looked for somewhere else? It doesn’t mean that you would do it,
that you would designate it, but you haven’t even looked!”167

Along with the sense of oppression by imposition, the last two excerpts above
suggest that, at this point, locals who were involved in the mSAC conflict were not
ready or willing to engage with the policy environment. The ‘keep out’ message
conveyed by these excerpts is ironic. As discussed above, and in Chapter 3 (section
3.7.5), the local perception of the policy environment’s understanding of
conservation is one of ‘hands off!’ and ‘keep out’. Yet, this is the same message
conveyed by the excerpts above. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 below consider how locals
might accept and integrate the policy environment into their environment as a quid
pro quo to leading on management of their marine resources, and how this has started
to happen on Barra in recent years. To appreciate the importance of this shift, it is
helpful to understand how the mSAC designation process has become perceived by
some as a symbol of oppression since the Sound of Barra was first proposed as a
candidate Special Area of Conservation in 2000.

5.2.3 The mSAC designation process as a symbol of oppression
Given the historical pattern of victim-oppressor roles on Barra and the perpetuating
factors outlined above, it is unsurprising that the mSAC designation process, with its
exclusion of social and economic considerations, should become a symbol of
oppression.168

Local participants drew a distinction between the mSAC designations and the
designation process, highlighting the perceived unfairness of the process as a key
factor in the shaping of an oppressive symbol:
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“RP-2.4 said tonight that the truth of it probably is that they don’t really care about
the designation itself. It’s the (perceived) unfairness of the process that has made the
people so angry.” 169 Echoing this, RP-2.7 felt that the East Mingulay mSAC
probably had “a negligible effect if it stays the size it is.”170 The sense of victimhood
in relation to this process was also clear:
“People here are not against looking after the environment but it’s being forced on
them here.”171
“…we’re just a tiny, coherent, insignificant community and they’re infuriated that we
dare to question them….
….
…we are seen as outcast anyway. Mention anything that you don’t like about
environmentalism and you’re against the religion and therefore a heretic.”172

The opinion of a non-local also supports the idea that the mSAC designation process
has become a symbol of oppression, and for apparently quite rational reasons:
“IRP-1.A: I think there is a definite, and it’s quite a rational, I hasten to add, quite a
rational cultural issue here and that is that there is a history of, in the Western Isles,
but particularly somewhere in Barra, of decisions being made somewhere else.
Researcher: I’ve heard them refer to ‘Stornoway Town Council’…
IRP-1.A: Oh yes! I mean it must be said before the Western Isles Council the
decisions were being made in Inverness!173 I mean you only need to look at the fact
that in Uist and Barra until the 1970s, there were no secondary schools provided!
Which is difficult to believe looking back but you could not study school leaving
exams anywhere in the Uists and Barra, you had to go and be boarded in Inverness
or Portree. Now that does indicate a history it is fair to say, of just being forgotten
about. So there is all of that as I say entirely rational historical baggage there.”174
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Figure 5.3 Map of Scotland showing the location of Stornoway (the seat of the Western Isles Council) and
Inverness in relation to Barra. Lines show ferry routes. (Virtual Hebrides n.d.)
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Stornoway is the main town on the island of Lewis, at the northern end of the Outer
Hebrides (see Figure 5.3). The Western Isles Council is based in Stornoway. The
reference here to ‘Stornoway Town Council’ reveals the perception that the
Council’s decisions are Stornoway-centric rather than in the interests of the Western
Isles as a whole. As Barra is at the southern tip of the Outer Hebrides, there is also
the sense that the further away from Stornoway an island in the western isles is
located, the less likely it is to have its needs met by the Council’s decisions.

Not everybody agreed that the perception of oppression was a rational one:
“I’m getting lost here Ruth, this so frustrates me, I don’t know where this perceived
threat or what it is or what they anticipate is going to happen next!
….
I can’t get the answer out, what do you perceive as the threat? ‘Well if they can
come in and do that what will they do next?’ And then he goes on about the bloody
Highland Clearances again.”175

It is telling, however, that the ‘long shadow’ of the past as a trigger for this
perception was once again emphasised (through the reference to the Clearances).
Sections 5.4.1-5.4.3 explore more fully the link between these historical patterns and
the shaping of the mSAC designation process into a symbol of oppression.

More generally, it seems that ‘Stornoway Town Council’ and the Scottish Parliament
are taking steps to alter the perception of decisions for the Western Isles not taking
into account the southern islands of Barra, Benbecula and North and South Uist.
Formal meetings of the Council were held in Benbecula (rather than Stornoway) in
April 2014 (for the first time since 2002). On 2 May 2014, the Local Government
and Regeneration Committee of the Scottish Parliament held a meeting in Stornoway
to gather local views from the Western Isles on how local government structures
serve remote, peripheral and island communities. The Committee explicitly
recognised the difficulty for many communities in attending a meeting in Stornoway
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and proposed a digital link-up to facilitate attendance at the meeting (Guth Bharraidh
2014d).176

5.3 Resistant and adaptive behaviours exist side by side
5.3.1 Fear of change and the need for freedom to change
There is evidence on Barra of the existence of both a fear of change (for example the
resistance to the mSAC designations) and the need for the freedom to adapt to what
life on the island requires in order to meet the needs of the community:
“RP-2.4: Life continuously moves on. And we’re not good at adapting. We try to
protect things as they were instead of adapting and moving with nature and society.
Researcher: When you say we, who are you talking about?
RP-2.4: All of us. People. Myself. We don’t, that’s the big contradiction in us. We
push for change to make things better and we’re trying hard to keep things the
same. [laughing]”177 [emphasis added]
“[W]hen you try to do anything or develop a business…half of the local community
will go against you! Because you’re actually trying to change something or develop
something and ‘well it’s always been like that, we don’t want it to change.’ So the
community themselves are actually quite proactive in stopping development so do
you really need designations in place to prevent stuff from happening because the
locals do it themselves…. The locals don’t like to see a lot of change, they like their
quiet kind of way of life and it’s the way they are.”178 [emphasis added]
“People are fickle, they want the best of both worlds. They want to be able to have
lots of modern things, they want jobs, they want all this, so they do want to change
their way of life, but they like to hark back to the cultural crofting side of things when
they fear it’s going to threaten them, you know, the island as a whole if you like.
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Personally they want to change, but then they like to keep the island as it is….”179
[emphasis added]

Yet some changes are positively welcomed by the islanders (locals and incomers
alike) and show Barra as ‘forward looking and independent’180, such as the recently
unveiled community wind turbine Spàgan as discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.4.3).
Following Warren and McFayden (2010), the naming of the turbine by the
community could be argued to indicate a sense of ownership, community cohesion
and confidence on the part of the islanders.

It is interesting to contrast this championing of a wind turbine on Barra with the
rejection of a wind farm project on Lewis between 2004 and 2008. The developers
(Lewis Windpower) proposed installing 234 (later reduced to 181) turbines on a
Lewis moorland site, the majority of which included a Special Protected Area of peat
lands. The Scottish Government received 10,924 letters of objection to the
development and only 98 in support. The Minister for Business, Energy and Tourism
considered that ‘the Lewis Wind Farm would have significant adverse impacts on the
Lewis Peatlands Special Protection Area, which is designated due to its high value
for rare and endangered birds’, and refused to allow the development to go ahead
(SG 2008: n.p.). Pasqualetti (2011) has observed that the developers did not consider
the strong cultural heritage, long history of peat cutting and conservative lifestyles of
Lewis residents and has underlined the importance of developers taking into account
local culture and place attachment. There is also a huge difference between the
erection of 234 turbines compared to 1 community turbine on Barra. Almost a
decade after the initial proposal, planning permission was granted to a smaller, 36
turbine, partially community-owned wind farm – located within the boundaries of the
original Lewis wind farm. This suggests that adaptive behaviour which welcomes
change is more likely to emerge when it genuinely engages and empowers the local
community.
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The extent of the resourcefulness and adaptive behaviour that exists on Barra is
reflected in the words of the local councillor, commenting on the community wind
turbine Spàgan:
‘The significance of this achievement cannot be overstated. The single-minded
determination to succeed is a tribute to the entire community’ (Guth Bharraidh
2014a).181
More of Barra’s ‘single-minded determination’ was evident when several islanders
refused to accept the inability of the local Co-operative supermarket (the Co-op) to
provide for their food needs (Guth Bharraidh 2012c),182 and arranged for internet
orders from a different chain of supermarkets (ASDA) to be delivered to the island
(Guth Bharraidh 2012d, 2012e)183 by availing of local fish processor Barratlantic’s
refrigerated lorries which regularly return empty from the mainland.

The ingenuity and adaptive behaviour displayed by the community in relation to the
community wind turbine and the outsourcing of community food needs to ASDA’s
online supermarket contrast starkly to the resistance against the mSACs and the
initial refusal of local people involved in the mSAC dispute to engage in discussions
with SNH about a management plan for the Sound of Barra. This resistance was
described by a non-local as follows:
“I’ve been trying to discuss management with people for some time and as I’ve said
to you I find it very difficult when people don’t want to talk about it and I’ve
discussed this with [a local community representative] on numerous occasions and
his point has been, and he’s said at meetings in public, don’t speak to them about
management because there’s no need to unless there’s actually an SAC. So [the local
community representative’s] view (and [SHAMED] has articulated it many times
too), is that there’s absolutely no point in talking about management while no
decision has been taken about the status of the SAC. And because of that, they just
have not wanted to engage in such discussions.”184
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Support for this resistance was reflected in early 2012 by the written opposition of
both the Western Isles Council collectively, and all 31 Western Isles councillors
individually, to the Sound of Barra mSAC (Guth Bharraidh 2012a).185 A glimmer of
a shift in this non-engagement stance, however, started to emerge only a few weeks
later.

5.3.2 Changing roles which reflect adaptive behaviour alongside continued
resistance and intransigent roles
5.3.2(i) The Scottish Government displays empathy with the local community
The resistance to management plan discussions started to change after the protest
outside the Scottish Parliament in February 2012.186 On the day of the parliamentary
debate, the then Minister for the Environment and Climate Change, Stewart
Stevenson, met with the Chairman of SHAMED, Angus MacLeod, the local
councillor on Barra, Donald Manford, and the Clan Chief of Barra, Rory MacNeil, to
explore how the community could take the lead on management of the mSAC (if
designated) going forward.187

The Official Report of the Meeting of the Parliament (Scottish Parliament 2012)
provides evidence of the Minister’s thinking on the issue. The transcript (Appendix
16) highlights:


the Minister’s sensitivity to, and express recognition of, the needs of the
islanders, particularly visible in his acknowledgement of the islanders being
‘quite properly’ concerned about their economic interests and there being
‘nothing unreasonable’ about their wanting to protect both economic and
environmental interests;



the Minister’s acceptance ‘that relations between SNH and local people have
broken down’ and;



SNH’s duty to administer the designation process in accordance with EU law.
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See Appendix 1, Figure A1.9.
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The Clan Chief of Barra, Rory MacNeil, referred to this meeting with the Minister on responding to questions from the
audience at the Clan MacNeil Gathering on 13 August 2012. Fieldnotes 13.8.12.
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The empathy (visible in the transcript excerpts above) extended by the Minister both
to the locals and to SNH, could be seen as significant. Professor of neuroscience and
linguistics George Lakoff suggests that presenting fact and emotion together are
necessary for creating new neural pathways or ‘frames’ of environmental
understanding.
‘In short, one cannot avoid framing. The only question is, whose frames are being
activated – and strengthened – in the brains of the public.
There are limited possibilities for changing frames. Introducing new language is not
always possible. The new language must make sense in terms of the existing system
of frames. It must work emotionally…. And, of course, negating a frame, just
activates the frame…’ (Lakoff 2010: 72).

Lakoff (2010) provides some insight as to the importance of the Minister’s
empathetic words above. He did not seek to deny or negate the islanders’ concerns
(which would have reinforced their frames of analysis) and the empathy in his
acknowledgement of the needs of both the islanders and SNH, both ‘victim’ and
‘oppressor’ presented fact and emotions together and thus opened up the opportunity
for new neural pathways of human-environmental understanding to be established.

Subsequently, at a meeting of the Fisheries Joint Consultative Committee on 16
March 2012:
“…this question of a management plan was discussed for some time and there was
an action agreed at that meeting that Marine Scotland are going to lead on trying to
prepare a management plan over the course of the next few months….That meeting
concluded quite constructively…. So we’re hoping that it will be Marine Scotland
that will lead on trying to do this…. I think the intention is to hold local stakeholder
meetings throughout Uist and Barra which will feed into that….”188

In fact the minutes of the meeting (see Appendix 17) suggest that SNH were initially
tasked with leading such discussions:
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‘It was agreed to recommend that prior to Scottish Natural Heritage advising the
Minister on the proposed Sound of Barra SAC designation that Scottish Natural
Heritage undertake a detailed consultation with the local fishing industry and the
community on developing a Management Plan, including the development of the
razor fish fishery, which recognised all interests associated with the Management
Plan.’ [emphasis added]
These meeting minutes also show that the attendees discussed an ‘extract from the
SAMS submission’ which ‘included a social issues aspect to the designation
process’. They made an explicit reference to the recommendation made by Brennan,
Mee and Potts (2011) to take advantage of an opportunity to create ‘an exemplar comanagement agreement regime that would help to address local concerns and help
achieve the achieve the Special Area of Conservation’ (2012: n.p.).189 The ‘SAMS
submission’ referred to was the SAMS response to the Sound of Barra mSAC
consultation in November 2011 (Brennan, Mee and Potts 2011) which recommended
community-led management of marine resources on Barra provided that the local
community recognised the statutory commitment of the policy environment (via the
Habitats Directive) to deliver conservation outcomes and assumed responsibility to
help to deliver this outcome. The ‘social issues aspect to the designation process’
mentioned in the meeting minutes above refers to section 5 of the SAMS response
entitled: The key social issues: management and trust (Brennan, Mee and Potts
2011). The SAMS response was drafted directly after the first phase of fieldwork on
Barra (September and October 2011). Section 5 of the SAMS response was written
solely by Brennan on the basis of this first phase of fieldwork. A copy of this
document can be found in Appendix 18.

A telephone conversation with RP-2.5 a few weeks later about these potential
meetings with Marine Scotland revealed that the ‘bottom line’ was that those
involved in the conflict on Barra wanted the management plan to ‘cost’ SNH
something in terms of finding a local to actively manage the SAC.190 The chink in
the armour of resistance was still just that – a chink firmly embedded in a history of
victimhood and oppression. There was also an early indication of the split within the
189
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Barra community which engagement with these management plan discussions would
create - RP-2.5 was hesitant when I suggested using the management plan as the
subject for the ‘Make Your Voice Count’ workshop191 which I was planning to cofacilitate on Barra the following week.

Several other conversations took place between Minister Stevenson and Barra’s Clan
Chief Rory MacNeil after the initial 8 February 2012 meeting which led to a Marine
Scotland policy advisor (Michael McLeod) being tasked with opening a dialogue
with the local community.192 Progress was slow at the start, and the process did not
begin smoothly – for example, when McLeod visited Barra in April 2012 nobody on
Barra came to talk to him.193 This is hardly surprising given the shift in perspective it
would take for the people on Barra engaged with the conflict to step out of their ‘old’
role of victim and view government as something other than an external oppressor.
In addition, within the community there were already tensions emerging between
these engaged locals as to the implications of engaging in management plan talks
with Marine Scotland (see below).

5.3.2(ii) A management plan dialogue is initiated on Barra and tensions flare
The first meeting to discuss the drafting of a management plan for Barra took place
on the island on 3 July 2012 between Michael McLeod from Marine Scotland, the
local councillor, Donald Manford, and the Chairman of SHAMED, Angus MacLeod.
At this meeting, SNH were conspicuously absent. Guth Bharraidh (the local
newsletter) reported that:
‘A successful initial meeting took place on Tuesday 3rd July 2012 with Donald
Manford, Angus MacLeod and Marine Scotland official Michael MacLeod to explore
the practicalities of the Barra and Vatersay community leading a process to identify
and aim to overcome restrictive practices which thwart inventive sustainable use and
management of resources essential to our community’s future. Further discussions
are expected to take place with Community Councils to consider the future direction,
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aiming to secure the social, cultural and economic needs of our islands’ (Guth
Bharraidh 2012f).
However, less than 2 months later, a letter in Guth Bharraidh from SHAMED gave a
clear indication of the tensions around the management plan talks (see Figure
A1.10).194 Notably, certain members of SHAMED remained insistently against the
talks, despite the attendance of the Chairman of SHAMED at the initial meeting on 3
July. While some figures in the community were adapting and moving beyond the
victim-oppressor dynamic, others were still resisting and remaining entrenched. A
conversation with RP-2.4 in October 2012 suggested that SHAMED were
‘informally and discreetly’ involved in the management plan talks and that other
members of the community who were open to engagement were simply ‘listening at
the edges’ and ‘not contributing’.195 McLeod from Marine Scotland suggested that
the increase in the number of east coast fishing boats in the Minches (west coast
fishing grounds where Barra boats fish) in 2012, and a conversation with the Western
Isles Fishermen’s Association (WIFA) about this increase, may have influenced the
Chairman of SHAMED to take part in the 3 July meeting. It seems that this
conversation about east coast fishermen in west coast waters highlighted the fact that
Barra fishermen don’t have any control over these fishing grounds (which are not
subject to an mSAC designation) and that refusing to engage with Marine Scotland
might be detrimental to the Barra fishing community in the longer term. 196 This
reasoning was echoed by RP-2.5 who similarly pointed to this conversation between
a WIFA representative and SHAMED as persuading SHAMED to engage in the
dialogue with Marine Scotland on 3 July.197 However, tensions still remained (see
Figure A1.13).198

In October 2012, SNH provided their final advice to the Minister for Environment
and Climate Change (who had recently changed office-holder from Stewart
Stevenson to Paul Wheelhouse)199 which recommended the designation of the Sound
of Barra as an mSAC. In November 2012, the Minister asked for an independent
194
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review of the scientific case for the proposed Sound of Barra designation to be to
carried out before reaching his decision as to whether or not to designate, so that he
would have ‘a complete picture on which to base [his] decision’ (Guth Bharraidh
2012i).200 In response to Marine Scotland sending a proposal for managing the Sound
of Barra mSAC to the local community, SHAMED persisted with the old position
that discussing and developing a management plan indicated an acceptance of the
mSAC designation for the Sound of Barra (see Figure A1.13). 201 They were
concerned that they would be seen as negotiating a deal by engaging in the dialogue.
This contrasts with other figures in the community, notably the local councillor, who
were actively engaging with the policy process on the basis of the diametrically
opposed assumption that ‘[it] must not be considered that aspiring to manage our
affairs is in any way supportive of designations’ (Guth Bharraidh 2012h).202

In November 2012, Michael McLeod sent a draft management proposal to the Barra
community. The draft document reflected community concerns, such as the effect of
the mSAC designation on Barra airport, and was inspired by a paper prepared by the
local community company on Barra, Coimhearsachd Bharraidh agus Bhatarsaidh
(Barra and Vatersay Community) Ltd (CBAB) in August 2012 (CBAB 2012). The
quality of the CBAB paper reinforced the view of McLeod that the local Barra
community had the ability to lead the management of the Sound of Barra mSAC if
designated. 203 However, as the management proposal was drafted by McLeod, it
necessarily reflected the perspective of the Scottish Government, and was based on
the issues raised in a business and regulatory impact assessment (SG 2011), and on
advice provided by SNH about the implications for Sound of Barra fisheries of an
mSAC.204 The draft management proposal was not well received (see for example
the last paragraph in Figure A1.13)205 and made front page news and an editorial in a
local newspaper: the West Highland Free Press editorial likened McLeod to
Machiavelli and referred to ‘shadowy deals being dangled in front of communities
and environment ministers falling like nine-pins’ (see Appendix 20).
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It is important to point out that the Sound of Barra is an area relevant to more than
the Barra community alone. It lies off the shores of two other island communities:
South Uist and Eriskay. Alongside the dialogue which had opened up on Barra,
McLeod was also engaging in dialogue with Stòras Uibhist, the local community
landlord on South Uist. No talks were held on Eriskay as nobody in that community
had expressed any strong opinions on the mSAC. 206 Engaging in talks with two
different communities was creating tensions of its own, particularly within the South
Uist community where Barra was perceived as driving this new process with the
Scottish Government.
Tensions continued to be played out in Guth Bharraidh in the early months of 2013
when the Scottish Crofting Federation, Mallaig and North West Fisherman’s
Association and the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation opposed the Sound of Barra
mSAC designation and, more generally, European environmental legislation (Guth
Bharraidh 2013a, 2013b, 2013c). 207 Interestingly, RP-2.4 commented that, during
2012, the two main fish export businesses in the Outer Hebrides (on Uist and Lewis)
expressed an interest in the self-management initiative on Barra (represented by the
talks with Marine Scotland on the community leading on any management of the
Sound of Barra) as an alternative to the SHAMED ‘No. No. No.’ position. These
business interests were keen to see the self-management initiative expand beyond
simply a fisheries issue and to encompass managing the environment generally,
including a wider management of resources which would involve managing not just
accessing these resources but also marketing the relevant produce in a way that
buyers would embrace.208
In a bizarre twist in the tale, in the wake of many months of negative coverage of the
mSAC and SNH, the 1 February 2013 issue of Guth Bharraidh (Figure A1.17)209
reported the Chairman of SHAMED as feeling that ‘somebody is at last listening’ in
relation to an SNH response to a recent SHAMED press release (Munro 2013). The
SNH response referred to by the Chairman of SHAMED is as follows:
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‘Barra - We are confident that the scientific case for the Sound of Barra SAC is
robust. We don’t manage SACs. They are managed by those who live and work in
and around them, with us providing advice and information.’210

While it is encouraging that the campaign group SHAMED expressed that it felt
listened to (as this could indicate potential for constructive dialogue to find a way
forward), it is debatable whether there has in fact been any redefinition of SNH
powers as regards SACs. In a document entitled ‘Some questions you may have’,211
posted on the SNH website (SNH 2014b) along with the Sound of Barra consultation
documents in 2011, SNH clearly describes its role in the management of SACs as
follows:
‘13. What is SNH’s role in the proposed new SAC?
SNH is the advisor to the government on the Habitats Directive generally and
specifically on the science underpinning the identification of SACs and their
management. SNH does not, and will not, own or manage these areas. However,
regulating authorities (for example the Planning Authority with regard to a fishfarming development) need to consult SNH over any proposals that could affect an
SAC and take SNH’s advice into account when they decide whether a proposal can
go ahead.’ [emphasis added]

It is not a change of position or a redefinition of SNH power to say that SNH does
not manage SACs, as the 2011 document cited above clearly states that it is the
relevant regulating authorities, rather than SNH, who manage SACs. The significant
shift which has occurred is not related to SNH’s powers, but in relation to acceptance
by SNH, Marine Scotland and Paul Wheelhouse as the then Minister for
Environment and Climate Change, that management of the Sound of Barra mSAC (if
designated) should be community-led as opposed to simply involving the community
through a consultation exercise (see Figure A1.18).212 Regardless of the reasoning
behind the SHAMED Chairman’s assertion that ‘somebody is at last listening’
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(Figure A1.17), 213 this was arguably the first sign of a shift from SHAMED in
acknowledging SNH in a role other than that of oppressor. However, this shift
appears to have been short-lived. In February 2015, SHAMED responded negatively
to two proposed management approaches from Marine Scotland for the East
Mingulay mSAC (see Figure A1.19).214

5.3.2(iii) A pivotal ministerial visit
The change in rhetoric around the conflict that started in early 2012 (following
Minister Stewart Stevenson’s approach to the Barra community to open up a
dialogue on how the community could lead in management of its natural resources)
was cemented by Minister Paul Wheelhouse’s visit to Barra in early 2013, 5 months
before he made his decision to designate the Sound of Barra as a marine SAC.
Minister Wheelhouse was accompanied by Michael McLeod from Marine Scotland.
The Minister was honest with the locals at the meeting (a large proportion of whom
were fishermen) that the scientific case for designation, which had been reconsidered
by scientists in England, gave him no grounds to refuse to designate. He was not
delivering welcome news, yet two locals who attended the meeting, one of whom
had been actively involved in the SHAMED campaign to stop the mSACs going
ahead, both gave a positive account of the meeting which they described as “very
friendly” and “not emotional.” They attributed this atmosphere to the “nonconfrontational” way in which the Minister approached the meeting and his
“engaging” attitude. They remarked that on his arrival, the Minister apologised for
being late and went around the room to introduce himself to everybody individually.
He also made it clear that everybody would be asked to speak during the meeting,
that he listened to each speaker, and then responded only after he had heard everyone
speak. 215 Reporting on the meeting, Guth Bharraidh (2013e) noted that ‘Michael
MacLeod from Marine Scotland stated that in the event of a designation becoming a
reality, he considered that Marine Scotland and SNH would be viewed as ‘experts on
tap rather than on top’.216
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This meeting clearly illustrates (and arguably helped to orchestrate) a change in the
roles played by the Barra community and the policy environment up to this point.
The Minister was not cast in the role of oppressor, despite bringing unwelcome news.
The description of the meeting as ‘not emotional’ suggests that this meeting turned
an important corner in the mSAC dispute on Barra by enabling constructive dialogue
to take place about the potential integration of the policy environment into the local
environment on Barra. A Scottish Government press release on 19 July 2013 (SG
2013) and Michael McLeod from Marine Scotland 217 similarly identified the
Wheelhouse meeting on Barra as pivotal in leading to a new community-led
approach for management of the mSAC (see below), supporting the view that the
roles played by the community and the government significantly changed from this
point, and not just the rhetoric.

Perhaps as important as the Minister’s visit to Barra, however, were dialogues within
the policy environment initiated by Michael McLeod in the weeks leading up to the
Ministerial visit. Following the backlash to the government-drafted management
proposal in November 2012, and encouraged by his belief that the Barra community
had the ability to lead the management of an mSAC, McLeod had decided to find a
new way forward. He approached the relevant policy circles (Marine Scotland
colleagues, Natura 2000 policy advisors within the Scottish Government and SNH)
and suggested that “…instead of this [the draft management proposal], we could go
genuinely bottom up.” He realised, and emphasised to colleagues, that “it’s still going
to feel top down if Marine Scotland propose anything.” His suggestion was to “park
that and engineer a community-led approach.”218

The radical nature of these suggestions within the policy environment should not be
underestimated. Breaking out of structures which represent the norm tends to be met
with scepticism and nervousness within government and their agencies, particularly
amongst higher ranking officials who are not carrying out the on-the-ground work
with local communities. In parallel with the tensions within the Barra community and
between Barra and South Uist, feathers within the Scottish Government, SNH and
Marine Scotland were being ruffled by this proposed new approach which envisaged
217
218
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a genuinely community-led and community-devised management structure for the
Sound of Barra. It is notable that local level SNH officials were willing to support
any new approach which would help to find a way forward for the Sound of Barra.219
This could be seen as a mark of the genuine desire of local SNH officials to support
the local communities on Barra, South Uist and Eriskay and militates against
accusations against SNH of trying to wrest control away from these communities.

Progress was slow until after Minister Wheelhouse’s visit to Barra, when the
Minister apparently started to become more convinced that this new community-led
approach could work. 220 This meant that there was now someone in the higher
echelons of government supporting a change in direction in relation to the
management of the Sound of Barra. In more general terms, two other forces within
the policy arena were supporting this shift. Firstly, a consistent message from
Permanent Secretary Sir Peter Howsden (policy advisor to the First Minister),
disseminated to the whole of the Scottish Government, is not to be afraid to take
risks and to diverge from the existing way of doing things if there is a possibility of a
better outcome by doing things in a different way. 221 Secondly, the Community
Empowerment (Scotland) Bill, which was introduced to the Scottish Parliament on
11 June 2014, 222 provides a developing legislative backdrop to support the new
approach being proposed for the Sound of Barra mSAC. The Bill reflects the Scottish
Government’s commitment to ‘communities being supported to do things for
themselves – community empowerment – and to people having their voices heard in
the planning and delivery of services – community engagement and participation.’223
McLeod engaged in several further meetings224 with the Barra community (and with
South Uist) after the Ministerial visit to Barra, to continue the dialogue on how to
find a new way forward. While the members of SHAMED who attended these
meetings were still concerned about the role SNH might have, McLeod described
their attitude to the mSAC (which had not yet been officially designated) as a
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‘considered objection’ rather than a ‘total objection’.225 In May 2013, the head of the
Western Isles Council expressed agreement with the need to find a new way
forward.226

5.3.2(iv) Turning the process upside-down and starting at the bottom
The Sound of Barra mSAC finally became a reality on 19 July 2013 when Minister
Wheelhouse officially took the decision to designate it.227 The Scottish Government
press release announcing the designation emphasised that the local community would
have a ‘key role’ in SAC management:

‘Local community to have a key role in SAC management.
….
The Environment Minister Paul Wheelhouse visited the Western Isles earlier this
year to listen to the local community and hear their concerns. As a result of these
meetings the new SAC will be managed using an innovative majority communityled approach utilising local knowledge.
….
Mr Wheelhouse said:
….
“The concerns of the local community have been taken into consideration and we
will be implementing a new bottom up approach to the management structure to
ensure as much local involvement as possible. I want all those with an interest to
have the opportunity to work constructively together on securing a bright future for
Sound of Barra and the wider region. I look forward to visiting again shortly to
discuss the next steps with the local community….”’ (SG 2013: n.p., emphasis
added).

The language used by the Minister following the decision to designate supported and
elaborated on the innovative nature of the ‘new bottom up approach’, highlighting in
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particular the element of majority local control of any new management structure and
the Scottish Government’s ‘open mind’:
‘Mr Wheelhouse told the Free Press that he has “stressed to local stakeholders”
that, in a change of approach to previous designations, the management team for the
Sound of Barra will be “majority locally” controlled.
He added: “I have also indicated that the Scottish Government has an open mind on
the management team’s membership.
“Ministers and officials will therefore be speaking to key local stakeholders in the
near future to agree how the management team should be selected; hear their
thoughts on the best balance between individuals and organisations represented on
the group; and to discuss the management team’s working arrangements.
“The management team will be responsible for developing the management plan for
the Sound of Barra Special Area of Conservation to deliver the environmental
outcomes sought, and the Scottish Government will support and take forward the
implementation of statutory management measures, if they are considered necessary,
for achieving the plan. Marine Scotland will act as the lead agency and will liaise
with the team, on behalf of Scottish Ministers, to ensure co-ordination of any Scottish
Government action in support of the local management team.”
A spokeswoman for Mr Wheelhouse said a definition of “statutory management
measures” depended on what decisions the management group reached. This could
mean that ministers changed the existing rules governing the managing of SACs, she
added’ (WHFP 2013: n.p.).
The possible need for changing the rules which govern the management of SACs228
to accommodate genuine community-led management will be explored further in
Section 5.4.8.
Subsequently, a Scottish Government press release in February 2014 announced that
the local community organisation Voluntary Action Barra and Vatersay had ‘been
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appointed to facilitate the development of a community led management structure of
the Sound of Barra. Voluntary Action Barra and Vatersay (VABV) will be working
with the local communities to provide options for a governance structure that will be
presented to Ministers this summer, and then establish the management group later
this year. Marine Scotland will continue to provide support as required throughout
this process’ (SG 2014: n.p.).

The appointment of VABV as facilitator of the development of a community led
management structure was a direct response to the determination of the local
councillor on Barra and the head of VABV to ensure that the Barra community was
involved in leading on the management structure. Following the Minister’s decision
to designate in July 2013, they continued to reiterate to Marine Scotland during
several telephone conversations, that the Barra community wanted to lead this
process. In practical terms, the Minister had committed to providing a facilitator to
help to devise a new management structure for the Sound of Barra. Three facilitation
options were suggested by Marine Scotland, South Uist and Barra:


Marine Scotland could employ a facilitator who would live in the Barra
community for a year;



Stòras Uibhist proposed appointing an external consultant;



VABV put themselves forward as being prepared to fulfil the facilitation
role.229

The fact that Marine Scotland has funded VABV for a year to facilitate the
development, in-house, of a new management structure for the Sound of Barra,
underlines the genuineness of the intention of Marine Scotland and Minister
Wheelhouse to implement a truly innovative bottom-up approach to management of
the Sound of Barra. As part of this process, VABV organised an open public
workshop on Barra on 22 July 2014 at which two invited academics from Bristol
University shared management experiences from other MPAs (see Figure A1.20).230
The examples chosen were the Thanet Coast Project in the south of England, and the
Isle of Arran/Community of Arran Seabed Trust (COAST) in the Firth of Clyde, off
the west coast of Scotland. While attendance at the workshop was low (5 locals plus
229
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3 academics, including me), the locals who attended the workshop were extremely
engaged and knowledgeable. They surprised the University of Bristol academics with
the extent and depth of their questions, prompting one of the academics to comment
on how ‘switched on’ they were.231 Another indication of the ‘switched on’ nature of
the locals engaged in this dialogue, is the vision articulated for the Sound of Barra
(see Figure A1.20) which reflects the wording of the overarching vision of the
Scottish Government for Scotland’s seas (SG 2010: 1). This is also suggestive of
their willingness to work with the policy environment and to find ways of bringing it
into the local environment.
5.3.2(v) Going with the tide rather than against the tide
At the end of March 2015, VABV sent a thirteen page draft report to Marine
Scotland which highlighted the issues which need to be addressed in deciding on the
structure the local management group should take. Further work (which will be
funded by Marine Scotland) is needed in order to determine the management group
structure. This work will determine details such as who will be represented on the
management group, what criteria should be used to determine this, whether
representatives will be elected or appointed and how to access advice from Marine
Scotland without losing local control. 232 The latter point harks back to Michael
McLeod’s declaration at the Ministerial meeting on Barra in early 2013 that ‘Marine
Scotland and SNH would be viewed as ‘experts on tap rather than on top’ (Guth
Bharraidh 2013e).233 It therefore appears that the work to be undertaken to decide on
the structure of the management group will include practical details on how to ensure
that the government agencies remain ‘on tap’ rather than ‘on top’ in the comanagement relationship with the communities of Barra and Vatersay, South Uist
and Eriskay.234

The draft report from VABV also considered the relationship between these different
communities by emphasising that the management structure would need to be
equitable across the Sound of Barra by representing all of the communities. There
was a strong focus on the need for local decision-making power and authority so that
231
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management can be carried out ‘through the eyes of the local people’ rather than
through decisions made by those at a distance. 235 Once Ministerial approval is
granted, VABV will be responsible for constituting the management group. Marine
Scotland will not necessarily be part of the management group – it depends on
whether they are invited by the Sound of Barra communities. Marine Scotland are
prepared to be involved as little or as much as the management group wishes, and to
obtain help for the management group from other authorities as required.236

Once the management group is constituted, Michael McLeod will work with the
group to draft an Outcome Agreement. From the perspective of Marine Scotland, the
Outcome Agreement will need to ensure that the relevant statutory conservation
objectives are not hindered by activities being carried on in the Sound of Barra.
However, this agreement can include social and economic outcomes as well as
environmental outcomes to be achieved through management of the mSAC. An
example might be the development of ecotourism to offset restrictions imposed by
the mSAC which may have an economic impact. In order to ensure that objectives
set under the Outcome Agreement are achievable, McLeod anticipates that a baseline
ecological survey of the Sound of Barra will be carried out by SNH during the
summer of 2015, in order to update their evidence base. A particular aim of Marine
Scotland is to identify and survey the areas of the Sound of Barra where economic
activity is taking place in order to assess which areas are important to the Sound of
Barra communities. This would then provide a baseline to assess further
development of the Sound of Barra. The intention is to hire local boats from which
SNH will deploy underwater cameras. 237 Bringing SNH back into the picture,
however, will be a sensitive task. It remains to be seen whether local boats will offer
their services for hire (no local boats came forward when the survey was proposed in
the summer of 2014)238 and whether this might be the beginning of a rebuilding of
relationships between SNH and the people of Barra.

A management plan will build on the Outcome Agreement. The intention is to
develop and implement the management plan during 2015 and 2016, with the local
235
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management group leading this process. Once the Outcome Agreement and
management plan are in place, the Minister envisages handing over the management
of the Sound of Barra to the local management group. The goal of the Minister is to
have SACs well managed by the end of 2016.239 Section 5.4.8 discusses how the
provisions of The Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994 (as
amended) (the Habitats Regulations) do not facilitate the innovative and progressive
nature of this management approach and how they may need to be amended to allow
for this approach to work in practice.

In the meantime, ongoing developments such as the installation of a subsea cable
between Eriskay and Barra (in the Sound of Barra mSAC) to connect telephone
exchanges on the islands to the mainland network (see Figure A1.21)240 may help the
co-management process by dispelling fears that the mSAC designation will prevent
economic and infrastructural developments for these islands.

The co-management process which is currently unfolding around the Sound of Barra
mSAC reflects how Marine Scotland have ‘turned it [the process] upside down and
started at the bottom.’241 Or, as RP 2.3 put it:
“You’re going with the tide rather than against the tide.”242

Marine Scotland have expressed a willingness to replicate this new bottom-up
approach in other communities. The prerequisite to replication (according to Marine
Scotland) is the ability of a local community to bring together all of the relevant
stakeholder interests. Many communities may be too polarised in one direction or
another to achieve this – for example if a community is too focussed on conservation,
it might not be possible to bring fishermen to the discussion-table in a sensible
manner. Island communities seem to have more ‘cohesion’ in this respect and
therefore are well positioned to avail of a community-led approach to management of
marine resources.243
239
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The cohesion referred to is the positive social capital which (as discussed in Chapter
1) Barra possesses in abundance. Such positive social capital is evident in the
willingness of key members of the community to engage with the creation of a
management structure for community-led management of the Sound of Barra mSAC.
This willingness has been facilitated by a more sympathetic approach from the
Scottish Government, regular meetings with Michael McLeod from Marine Scotland
since July 2012 and, to date, the withdrawal of SNH into the background. However
this process is still at a very early stage and sensitivities run deep. During the
Scottish Government cabinet reshuffle in November 2014, a new Minister for
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform (Dr Aileen McLeod) was
appointed. It remains to be seen to how the new Minister will respond to the
community-led co-management process for the Sound of Barra which was so
strongly supported by her predecessor.

5.4 A deeper analysis
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 reflect further on:


the cultural and historical depth of the victim-oppressor dynamic;



the dissonance between the rhythms of the policy environment and rhythms
of life on Barra;



the parallels between the Scottish independence debate and the recent
engagement of Barra locals with the mSAC process;



the possible need for changing the rules which govern the management of
SACs (the Habitats Regulations) to accommodate genuine community-led
management; and



co-existence of the policy environment and the local environment in practice.

5.4.1 A sense of ‘placing’
Perhaps the mSAC conflict is not so much about a sense of place as about a sense of
‘placing’ that has been upset by the policy environment. Working this out may
involve finding a way to ‘place’ the policy environment within the local environment
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as currently ‘seen’ by the local people, in a way which has a recognised social
function within that environment.
The great 20th century Scottish novelist Neil Gunn was a Highlander who was
closely involved in the Scottish Literary Renaissance of the 1920s and 1930s. He was
also a member of the Taylor Commission (described in section 5.1). His nephew
Dairmid Gunn has written: ‘One of the essential beliefs of this movement was that art
could not be divorced from the nation’s social, economic and political life and that
cultural regeneration had to be at one with the regeneration of the country as a
whole…. Gunn was a Highlander and lived and wrote in the northern part of
Scotland where there was a strong sense of tradition, a tradition that created a
meaningful relationship between past and present. The present was the subject with
which Gunn was most concerned, and he felt that it could be nourished and
revitalized by cultural traditions and social patterns developed over long periods of
time. In all his work there is the feeling of the existence of two worlds, the world of
here and now and the other world of ‘then’ and ‘beyond’, a world of depth and
meaning that informs and permeates the present’ (Gunn 2007).

The imaginative literature of Neil Gunn (set in the Highlands and Islands)
emphasises the sense of connection with place in the Gaelic tradition, and the
language he uses is imbued with a sense of the eternal:
‘[L]ove and marriage here to the young and death to the old mattered profoundly
because it was the right place. True environment gives to a man’s actions an eternal
significance. A native’s natural movement is part of land and sea and sky; it has in it
the history of his race; it is authentic’ (Gunn 2007: 238).

Two locals echo Gunn, almost uncannily:
“We are acclimatised to tune in with what is here. The birds, the sea, the sky. It is all
ours to walk about in. It is a free world in which we live and we just want it left that
way.”244

244

IRP-1.16 (a community elder, originally an incomer). Excerpt from interview 5.10.11.
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“Probably one of the places left that you can see a bit of everything that you
wouldn’t have in a city or even a community, village. That you can see the land, the
sea, the sky, the, all of the food chains that depend so inextricably on each other.
That if I wanted to explain it, I can readily find something in the environment that I
can explain it with.”245

The ideas of relationship and interconnectedness are reflected in the origins of the
words Gael and Celt:
‘The word Gaedal is formed from cia, a man, and deal, a root, meaning light,
clearness, or whiteness…. Deal or dheal…has passed into geal, white or clear. In the
Gaelic language, whatever is loved is figuratively called geal, white; and whatever is
hated, dubh, black; so from geal, white, comes gaol, love, friendship, relationship;
hence Gael, one of the kindred…. Celtae is from gaolta, relatives, men of the same
nation’ (MacLean, 1886: 211).

The rational, logical, thinking mind alone is not warm enough to embrace these
notions of eternity, relationship and interconnectedness between humans and the
natural environment because ‘in any rationalising process the vivid nature of the
experience itself, its spirit, is lost, as life is lost when any germ is physically analysed
into its chemical elements’ (Gunn 1998: 163). Just as the beauty most appreciated on
Barra is functional (see Section 5.4.6 below), Gunn’s literature portrays the spiritual
nature of the ‘Celtic mind-set’ as an earthy and practical relationship between
humans and the natural world. One local (an incomer) remarked upon such
transcendent earthiness on Barra:
“Well they’ve got it with the whole spirituality thing. I’m dancing there [in the bar]
with this girl…and then we go up to the church and she lights a candle and we do the
spiritual thing, that’s all one.”246
“…for me, Barra is a place where one can be contemplative very easily, It’s easy to
find peace here. In fact you can find some empathy with the local people on that,
245
246

RP-2.4 (a local) describing a photograph. Excerpt from interview 10.4.12.
RP-2.11 Excerpt from interview 11.4.12.
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because they are thoughtful people. It’s not all hustle and bustle. There is time to talk
and time for ideas and time for spiritual ideas. Yeah, they’re not, they’re still in
touch with all that, yeah.”247

When I use the words ‘Celtic mind-set’ I am referring to systems of belief in Gaelic
tradition which are ‘not…static, but…dynamic systems of belief which change
throughout the ages, adjusting to changes in social circumstances’ (MacInnes 2006:
464). I am not claiming that such systems of belief are limited to the Celtic world.
Indeed McIntosh (2004: 21) points out that ‘it must be recognised that what we may
like about the ‘Celtic’ world is rarely uniquely Celtic. There is no monopoly on
beauty, community, or, for that matter, God….’
This research does not try to prove the existence of a Celtic mind-set on Barra.
Instead, the Celtic mind-set has been used (perhaps with elements of that mind-set
ingrained in my own psyche, through an Irish upbringing),248 as a lens through which
to reflect on the mSAC conflict as a way of offering insights into understanding it
from a cultural perspective.
One such insight comes from the importance of genealogy in Gaelic tradition.

5.4.2 The importance of genealogy on Barra
‘Genealogical claims…are commonplace in Gaelic society and central to the
construction of its kinship systems…. [T]hey function in such a way that they give the
individual a place, historically and psychologically, in the vision of his own people’
(MacInnes 2006: 478).

The importance of knowing who you belong to, and where you ‘fit’, is reflected in
the Gaelic tradition of a ‘sloinne’ which is a name or string of names (usually
paternal) indicating your father, grandfather, great-grandfather etc.) by which people
know you. As one research participant (an incomer) remarked:
“You’re very quickly given a label…. I think here you have to have an identity.”249
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RP-2.11 Excerpt from interview 11.4.12.
See Chapter 3, section 3.4.
249
RP-2.10 Excerpt from interview 9.4.12 .
248
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So, for example, if I asked someone on Barra if they knew Seanag MacKinnon from
the township of Ardmhòr, I would invariably be asked what Seanag’s sloinne was.
As soon as I said Seanag ‘Phop’, they would instantly know who I was talking about
(‘Pop’ being the name by which Seanag’s father was known).
The same incomer who was ‘very quickly given a label’ noticed how the importance
of being placed is reflected in the Gaelic way of asking ‘where are you from?’
“RP-2.10: I suppose in Gaelic what you say is ‘Cò as a thà thu? Whose are you?’ It’s
not ‘who are you?’ It’s ‘whose are you? who do you belong to? who do you fit
into?’”
Researcher: ‘Cò as’ is ‘where out of’, where out of have you come, literally like
which womb have you come from…
RP-2.10: Exactly. And so it’s not a sense of where do you come from. It’s who do you
belong to? And that’s hugely important here.”250

The importance of ‘placing’ through genealogy complements the sense of
connection with place in the Gaelic tradition, where naming and stories associated
with features on land and sea continue through to the present day. Evidence of past
and present naming in relation to the seas around Barra, illustrating the depth of local
people’s connections to their marine environment, can be found in the publication
Belonging to the Sea (MacKinnon and Brennan 2012) and the Sgeulachdan na
Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea (Hurrel and Brennan 2013). Gaelic
scholar John MacInnes underlines the importance of this connection in Gaelic culture
generally:
‘Traditional Gaelic culture in Scotland presents us with a strong sense of territory in
which place names are charged with historical and legendary associations in a
timeless order in which geography and history are merged’ (MacInnes 2006: 444).

These words were echoed by a local (who no longer lives on Barra):
250

RP-2.10 Excerpt from interview 9.4.12.
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“…geography is turned into history by Celts, as stories associated with geographical
features.”251

The importance of place and naming naturally leads to reflection on the Gaelic
language.

5.4.3 The Gaelic language
The importance and prevalence of Gaelic on Barra links directly to the discussion
earlier in this Chapter on the roles of victim and oppressor: historically and as a
means of repression, local people (on Barra and elsewhere in the Highlands and
Islands) were taught to be ashamed of speaking Gaelic.
‘‘The language and lore of the Highlands being treated with despite,’ John Murdoch
said more than a hundred years ago, ‘has tended to crush their self-respect and to
repress that self-reliance without which no people can advance.’
…A people taught by almost all those in authority to take such a poor view of
themselves is bound to be a people lacking in self-esteem, in dignity, in confidence, in
enterprise, in energy, in resolution; in all those qualities, in short, which have their
origins in proper pride in one’s own background’ (Hunter 1992: 185).

As discussed in Chapter 1 (section 1.2), more than 60% of Barra’s population speaks
Gaelic (GRO 2013a) which is an indication of the continuing significance of the
language on the island, particularly when this figure is compared to the Gaelic
speaking population of Scotland as a whole, which is just 1.1% (GRO 2013b).
Gaelic and English are very different languages. They feel different when speaking
(and hearing) them. As an Irish252 speaker, I can understand a considerable amount of
Scottish Gaelic and I can speak a little. The feel of Scottish and Irish Gaelic is
similar, if not the same. This is unsurprising given how closely related they are.
Many words and phrases are similar in both languages, as is a lot of the grammatical
structure. For example, ‘I am’ is ‘Thà mi’ in Gaelic and ‘Tá mé’ in Irish. The
251
252

IRP-0.47 Fieldnotes 11.11.10 .
By ‘Irish’ I mean Irish Gaelic. By ‘Gaelic’ I mean Scottish Gaelic.
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direction of the accents is different but they perform the same function – a
lengthening of the vowel. When I speak Irish, it feels like I am viewing the world
through a different ‘window’ in my brain, as if a different ‘frame’ is operating.
Similarly, it feels different when I express myself in French, or in Spanish (see
Athanasopoulos 2015).

The poetry of Rody Gorman provides an excellent visual example of the richness and
nuanced nature of Gaelic compared to English. One Gaelic word may translate as
any one of a number of English words. Gorman emphasises this point by including
all the possible English words without spacing, creating the impression of a complex
and bewildering compound word (see Figure 5.4). In Gaelic, all these possible layers
of meaning exist together, effortlessly. O’Gorman’s lengthy English ‘words’ seem
clunky and, at times, exhausting, by comparison. One research participant put it
simply:
‘You know there’s definitely ways in Gaelic you can say things that wouldn’t come
out right in English.’253
In a similar vein, the erudite character Hugh in the play Translations says:
‘English, I suggested, couldn’t really express us’ (Friel 1981: 23).254
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RP-2.7 Excerpt from interview 9.4.12.
In Brian Friel’s play Translations (1981), set in 1833, British soldiers are sent to make the first Ordnance Survey map for
Ireland. A detachment is sent to map a small Irish-speaking community in County Donegal (in the north west of Ireland). The
local Gaelic place names must be recorded and rendered into English for cartographical purposes. Friel’s play reveals the
cultural effects of this seemingly administrative undertaking and his insights into the Irish language are relevant to this
discussion.
254
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Figure 5.4 Beinn Ghulbain255 (Gorman 2014)

My fieldnotes reflect my awareness of this other world of meaning that I was missing
from participants, being unable to interview them in Gaelic:
“I wish I could talk to RP-2.7 in Gaelic. I know that there is so much I could get
from him that I am just getting glimpses of. Clearly a sensitive and skilful man…. A
key point was when I got him to give me the word in Gaelic for what he was trying to
capture in English – ‘coinniu’ – togetherness and ‘ceilidh’ the image he associated
with it. This was the real highlight of the interview for me.’256
It was a highlight because those words enabled me to sense, as an Irish speaker and
also in an intuitive way, what ‘community’ meant to this research participant.

255
This poem emphasises the importance of placenames in the text as its starting point. It forms part of a collection of English,
Irish and Scottish Gaelic poems entitled Sweeney: An Intertonguing (A Subversion from the Irish: Posemytrics in Sweenese,
English, Irish and Scottish Gaelic) based on the medieval romance Buile Shuibhne/The Frenzy of Sweeney (Gorman 2014).
256
Fieldnotes 9.4.12
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Table 5.1 shows the proportion of research participants (formal and informal) and
non-research participants (with whom I engaged) who are native Gaelic speakers.
While the numbers interviewed or engaged with are too small to be statistically
significant, it is nonetheless noteworthy that the number of Gaelic speakers in each
category, and overall, approximates close to 60%, which is a reflection of the
proportion of Barra’s Gaelic-speaking population in 2011 (GRO 2013a).

Native
Gaelic
speakers
(including
non-locals)
Native
Gaelic
speakers
(Barra
locals
only)
Native
Gaelic
speakers
(including
those who
did
not
complete
photograph
ic tasks)

Informal
Research
Participants
(IRPs)
Phase 0
n/a (because
all
are
locals)

Informal
Research
Participants
(IRPs)
Phase 1
10

Research
Participants
(RPs)
Phase 2

Non-Research
Participants
(NRPs)
Phases 1&2

n/a (because
all are locals)

10

Total native
Gaelic
speaking IRPs,
RPs and NRPs
on Barra
n/a

Total NRPs:
26
(10/26 = 38%)
10

3

8

6

29

Total IRPs:
4
(3/4 = 75%)

Total IRPs: 12
(8/12 = 67%)

Total RPs: 11
(6/11 = 55%)

Total NRPs:
18
(10/18 = 56%)

n/a

n/a

8

n/a

Total IRPs: 16
(10/16 = 63%)

Total IRPs +
RPs + NRPs:
49
(29/49
=59.1%)

Total RPs: 15
(8/15 = 53%)

Table 5.1 Native Gaelic speakers engaged with on Barra257

In highlighting the inability of English to capture the nuances which exist in the
Gaelic language I am not making an argument for policy processes to be translated
into, and carried out through, Gaelic. The point I am making is more complex: the
importance of genealogy on Barra alongside the richness of the Gaelic language
spoken by many of the locals as their first language provides some insight into how
the policy environment can feel alien to an island with such a distinctive sense of
place, belonging and ‘placing’. Finding a way to incorporate the policy environment
necessitates a radical re-imagining of the relationship between locals and government
as regards the management of local marine resources. Ideally, this would enable local
257
I define a ‘native Gaelic speaker’ as someone who has grown up speaking Gaelic and who either still speaks Gaelic fluently
or can easily understand Gaelic and converse in Gaelic (the latter might be someone who used to speak Gaelic fluently but,
having lived away from Barra at some point, has fallen out of practice).
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people to find a way to ‘place’ or incorporate the policy environment in a way which
respects and supports local systems of management, while complying with national,
European and international obligations. Such a re-imagining would have been
inconceivable on Barra before the change in roles which started to come about in
2012.

5.4.4 A policy process with insufficient flexibility to respond to local needs
Before 2012, the policy process facilitated the entrenchment of the victim-oppressor
roles through rules which not only made matters difficult for local people, but also
for SNH who, for example, were not permitted to show the consultation report to the
locals on Barra when the Sound of Barra was first proposed as an mSAC in 2000:
“The problem that I had with that document at that time was that because it was
deemed to be ministerial advice, I couldn’t release it. I wanted to release it. I wanted
to show it to every single person in Barra who had had anything to do with it. I was
told I couldn’t.”258

The consultation report referred to was compiled by SNH after a consultation
meeting held on Barra in 2000.259 Not being able to show this report to the local
community resulted in SNH being accused of not reflecting the local opposition to
the proposed mSAC. The situation was exacerbated by the SNH press release
headline described in Section 5.2.2(ii) above. This inflexibility in the policy process
contributed to the breakdown in relations between SNH and the local community and
created a huge sense of frustration on all sides:
“But going back to 2000, there’s been this constant theme that SNH didn’t pass on
the people’s feelings. Now if you read the 2000 consultation report…you will see that
we reported every single word that was said. The problem I had was that I couldn’t
prove it to anybody because I couldn’t show it to anybody. What I did do, and I can’t
tell you exactly when because memories are a little bit hazy, but at various meetings
I’ve attended in Barra, probably 2004, 2005, the people who were making the
loudest noises about it, I showed it to them. Even though I couldn’t, I did. ‘You’re
258
259

IRP-1.C Excerpt from interview 21.3.12.
See Chapter 1, section 1.11.1.
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saying that we didn’t say what was said at that meeting. There you are, there’s the
record of it.’ But despite having done that, that still didn’t help.”260

SNH grappled with the difficult task of trying to administer a policy process
described by a (non-local) community representative as ‘a form of environmental
designation process that doesn’t really pay any respect to the value of the human
population.’261

A few years later, to avoid a similar situation arising when East Mingulay was being
considered as a potential SAC site, and when the Sound of Barra arose for
consideration again, the same individual in SNH continued to try to find ways to
compensate for an inflexible and community-unfriendly process.
“…what we’ve done with the Sound of Barra and what we did with East Mingulay,
once the scientific cases were approved by the Minister, we released them, way
before consultation started. The Sound of Barra consultation started the end of
October last year. We released the scientific documents for that in August 2008, so 3
years before the consultation started. And that was a conscious effort on my part. I
persuaded people that that was the right thing to do. But that’s not the norm.”262

This break with the norm was brought about by one individual within SNH
persuading others that ‘it was the right thing to do’. However, the depth of
resentment against SNH meant that this change of approach failed to engage with the
local community.

These attempts at greater transparency were, however, acknowledged by a non-local
community representative:
“But I think what has to be said - although I’ve opposed this designation - that what
has to be said in SNH’s favour is that, quite unusually, that they have upfront
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IRP-1.C Excerpt from interview 21.3.12.
IRP-1.A Excerpt from interview 30.09.11.
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IRP-1.C Excerpt from interview 21.3.12.
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published the advice which they would give to Ministers about how an mSAC should
be implemented.”263

A far more significant break with the norm emerged a few years later when another
individual, this time within Marine Scotland, persuaded colleagues that a radical
change in approach was needed (see Section 5.3.2).

5.4.5 Culturally clothing the policy environment
It could be considered that the policy environment does not ‘belong’ to the local
environment. It is from another ‘world’, but it enters the local environment to set
limits on it. When discussions focus on logic alone, or ‘chemical elements’ (Gunn
1998: 163), this can be alienating for all parties, as the language of such a discussion
cannot necessarily articulate or recognise the embodied experiences of what is being
discussed. Another way of putting it is that there can be unwitting clashes between
the language of the policy world and the intangible cultural heritage264 intermingled
with the subject of discussion (and contained in the Gaelic language). For example, a
local man at the SNH consultation meeting for the East Mingulay SAC in January
2011 illustrated such a clash when he commented on the use of the acronym BRIA
(Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment) to refer to the local impact assessment
which was being carried out by independent consultants Halcrow in relation to the
proposed East Mingulay and Sound of Barra mSACs:
“The ultimate paradox is that the impact assessment is called BRIA which is the
Gaelic word for beautiful.”265

The first meaning a Gaelic ear hears from the word BRIA is ‘beautiful’. To a local
Gaelic speaker, it seems completely insensitive to describe as ‘beautiful’ a report
directly linked to a perceived threat to livelihood. In addition, locals recognise and
appreciate that their natural environment is ‘breagha’ or beautiful and point to their
own management of this environment as the reason for this. The layered nature of the
263

IRP-1.A 30.09.11.
See Chapter 2, section 2.3.3.
265
Fieldnotes 20.09.11 made while watching video footage of East Mingulay mSAC consultation meeting held in Castlebay on
26.01.2011. One of the Gaelic words for beautiful is breagha, pronounced in the same way as BRIA. The final Halcrow report
(Halcrow 2010) did not use the acronym BRIA or even refer to a ‘Business and Regulatory Impact Assessment’ – the report
was simply referred to as an ‘impact assessment’. It is not known whether this was a response to this local man’s comment. The
SNH website still refers to the ‘BRIA report’ (see SNH 2014b: n.p.).
264
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perceived insult becomes evident – a socio-economic report reduces their beautiful
environment/‘breagha’ to ‘chemical elements’. It then appropriates that beauty for
the title of the report (BRIA) which is written in the language of a world (the policy
environment) which wants to cordon off their beautiful environment/‘breagha’ and
protect it from the humans who might harm it. Yet these humans happen to be the
same humans who shaped that beautiful environment/‘breagha’ in the first place.
Although section 5.4.6 suggests that functional beauty is more important than
aesthetic beauty on Barra, this functional beauty is not the same as reducing
something to its chemical elements, if only because the functional beauty which is
valued on Barra is necessarily bound up with the spirit of the people and imbued with
a vibrant materiality (Bennett 2010).266

Article 2(2) of the ICH Convention (discussed in Chapter 2) provides that intangible
cultural heritage can be found in a variety of forms, such as oral traditions and
expressions (including language), social practices and knowledge and practices
concerning nature and the universe (CSICH 2003). The ICH Convention identifies
language as part of the intangible cultural heritage of a community. The Sgeulachdan
na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea (Hurrel and Brennan 2013) and
the publication Belonging to the Sea (MacKinnon and Brennan 2012) illustrate the
cultural diversity expressed in the rich intangible cultural heritage that exists on
Barra in relation to the marine environment. Providing space to articulate and
acknowledge the intangible cultural heritage of a community could help to avoid
unwitting clashes between that intangible heritage (as expressed, for example,
through the Gaelic language) and the language of the policy world.

‘Place’ has been defined as having three features: geographic location, material form
and investment with meaning and value (Gieryn 2000, Theodori and Kyle 2013). The
richness of the intangible cultural heritage on Barra falls within the third feature of
investment with meaning and value. The natural and human-made material forms of
place visible on Barra do not readily reflect the invisible and intangible cultural
heritage which shapes, and is shaped by, these visible forms. Gieryn (2000: 466)
maintains that ‘the three defining features of place – location, material form, and
meaningfulness – should remain bundled. They cannot be ranked down into a greater
266

See Chapter 2, section 2.3.2.
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or lesser significance for social life, nor can one be reduced down to an expression
of the other.’ The mSAC policy process appears to recognise location and material
form but does not allow space for meaningfulness in its conservation narrative.

Theodori and Kyle (2013: 62-63) make reference to material forms being ‘invested
with meanings and sentiments that are imagined, felt and understood in varying
degrees by residents and, often, non-residents’ and note that these meanings and
values are often expressed through ‘heritage narratives’. One such heritage narrative
is the photo essay What Lies Beneath (Brennan 2012b) which provides an example of
material forms on Barra containing different meanings. The images and text in this
publication operate on a variety of different levels depending on who the viewer is.
Outsiders, incomers, indigenous locals and the participants themselves who
contributed the images and text will all have varying depths of understanding of the
different layers contained in the images.
While the term ‘heritage narratives’ could be seen as implicitly referring to
intangible cultural heritage, it could be argued that for a community with a strong
fishing heritage and who are shaped by their relationship with their marine
environment, the definition of place needs to explicitly include immaterial forms.
This is not least because what lies beneath the surface of the ocean is largely
invisible to most people. Herein lies an important distinction between more
‘terrestrial’ communities and an island community such as Barra which has had,
throughout its history, a dynamic and complex relationship with the sea. MacKinnon
and Brennan (2012: 9) have observed emotional ‘communities at sea’ (St. Martin
2006) in relation to the islands of Barra and Arranmore: ‘while ‘dúchas/dùthchas’ is
a word of the land - it is derived from the Gaelic word ‘dú / dùth’ which can mean
‘earth’ or ‘land’ - our research suggests that the emotional energy of belonging and
responsibility the word conveys extends to the waters around the homeland.’
The concept of a constantly changing community field267 (Theodori and Kyle 2013)
reflects the social structure on Barra and the dynamic and functional nature of locals’
relationship with the sea and the related intangible cultural heritage. This concept is
wide enough to embrace tensions within local life which can nonetheless be created
267

See Chapter 1, section 1.12.
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by place-orientated collective actions, such as the tensions which exist on Barra
between certain members of SHAMED who are still deeply suspicious of, and
resistant to, the ongoing dialogue with Marine Scotland. Bridger and Luloff (1999:
384) observe that ‘the coordinating actions undertaken in the community field do not
necessarily harmonize diverse interests or completely bridge different perspectives
and viewpoints. Instead, the community field brings into focus common interests in
local aspects of local life. And, of equal importance, as the linkages that comprise
the community field proliferate, they lead to a more inclusive decision-making
process.’ This inclusiveness is currently evident in the development of a communityled co-management process on Barra. Despite the suspicions and fears of certain
members of SHAMED (see, for example Figure A1.19),268 they are included, and
apparently will continue to be included, in the discussions going forward.269

5.4.6 Rhythms of life and perceptions of time
The rhythm of life on Barra (where many earn a living from the land (crofting) and
the sea (fishing)) is inextricably linked to, and at the mercy of, natural cycles and
processes. At the same time, the different time consciousness of the policy world
with its deadlines and linear goals is relevant to Barra because it is also part of that
world and needs “to continue to be able to survive and to live in that sort of
environment…so that you can be part of the bigger world as well.”270

The link between social practices (day-to-day life) and natural processes on Barra is
strong. It can be seen in the decisions of local fishermen to set their creels in the
sheltered Sound of Barra in the winter, in the way many of the livelihoods (crofting,
fishing, oyster-farming) mark and measure time according to the cycles of nature –
day and night, the seasons, the tides, the flora and fauna.
“RP-2.5: [pointing to a photograph] Now that there is primroses, obviously, and that
is, for me, spring on Barra. You know spring’s arrived when they’re out….over the
next 2 or 3 weeks, the hill will be yellow with them. Before the grass grows high
enough, the place will just be a mat of primroses.
268

See Appendix 1.
Fieldnotes 22.7.14.
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RP-2.4 (local) Excerpt from interview 10.4.12.
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Me: And what makes that important to know that, that spring is here?
RP-2.5: Because when they’re out, you know it’s happened! [laughs] And that you’re
getting stretching days and you’re getting warmer, or less windy, or less wet, so it’s
all the good things of spring.
Me: Well what’s the difference between seeing it in that and looking at a calendar
and saying oh, it’s the 8th of April today, the days are getting longer.
RP-2.5: Because, eh, the 8th of April can be 2 degrees or it can be 22 degrees.
They’ll come out when it’s about 10! [laughing] And when the day’s a certain length.
It just seems more significant to me more than any date on a calendar. And you know
if it’s a warm year they’ll come out a bit earlier. But that’s when you know things are
going to start.”271

This marking and measuring of time according to natural cycles, however, exists
alongside, and is impacted by, the timeframes of the larger world, much of which
moves at a completely different rhythm. An example is the impact that high winds
and a series of cancelled ferries have on the small businesses of the island (see Figure
A1.22). 272 Drawing from the emerging field of the sociology of time, and on
environmental sociology, Pahl et al. (2014: 377) note that ‘social practices and
natural processes are bound together in a relationship of co-construction, in which
‘consonance or dissonance’ between the two is produced through different forms of
timing, tempos and rhythms.’

How we relate to, and perceive, time is subjective and is changed by our experience.
This changes the way in which we relate to, and attribute meaning to, past, present
and future (Pahl et al. 2014).

The ferries provide a strong symbol of the way of life on Barra:
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“I think the ferry is such a huge symbol, it’s the ferry that brings people on the sea,
it’s the tide coming in that brings these people and I think that’s a real, for an island
community I think the sea has so much more meaning than just it’s what surrounds
the shore. It’s what brings people, it’s what takes people, it’s what brings, it brings
life, it brings your food, it brings everything but it takes it away. Fishing boats sink,
people drown, so it takes life away in that sense but it also drains the life in that
sense in that it takes the young folk away to college and university.”273

Change has always been at the heart of island life, visible in both the cycles of nature
and the flow of islanders leaving (and returning) home. One respondent (an incomer)
likened to the rhythm of the tides the flow of people leaving and returning to the
island:
“It’s just accepted I think that when kids get to a certain age they’ll go. People talk
about ‘oh, you know, when they leave school they’ll go off’ and that just seems to
be. But there’s always that sense that they’ll come back. And so there’s that
acceptance that people will go because there’s a knowledge that the tide will return
again. It’s quite a fragile hold on life almost, because it’s hope. There’s a saying: if
you’ve lost something and you let it go, it’ll come back again.”274

There are two things to note here. First, the coming and going, leaving and returning,
of locals on Barra is part of the natural way of life there. However, the mSAC
designations have triggered a fear of making it more difficult to develop employment
opportunities on Barra and, therefore, endanger a fragile hope for the return of the
young people on the island, who naturally leave at a certain age. This fear has existed
through history (going back to the Clearances) and continues into the present day:
people leaving and not coming back. Secondly, if (as observed by the respondent
above) there is an acceptance by the people of Barra that family links can only be
‘conserved’ by letting their children leave (in the hope that they will return), then the
idea of an mSAC, which looks like it is trying to hold things in place, appears to run
counter to this natural flow which exists in people’s way of life. Key to this research,
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and key to the conflict, is this inherent contradiction in humans that “[w]e push for
change to make things better and we’re trying hard to keep things the same.”275
Indeed, this contradiction exists within conservation policy itself which is perceived
as trying to introduce change (designations) in order to preserve biodiversity,
according to objective measurements such as the lists of features and species in
Annexes 1 and 2 of the Habitats Directive. Such measurements are valued in the
policy world because the tools of measurement (unlike human perceptions and
values) normally do not change. The policy world can seem alienating and cold when
it does not facilitate exploration and acknowledgement of subjective and changeable
intangible cultural heritage as part of a conservation process. The Habitats Directive
reinforces this alienation. By not allowing social, cultural and economic
considerations to be taken into account as part of the mSAC designation process, it
artificially separates biodiversity and cultural diversity. In the current policy
environment, it is difficult to conceive of introducing the subjective and imaginative
elements of intangible cultural heritage into an ostensibly objective and rational
paradigm – the designation process. Yet this could help to shape new narratives
which link these seemingly separate worlds. Seemingly, rather than actually,
separate, because the rational and the imaginary are not hermetically sealed
containers which bear no relation to each other. Rather, ‘[t]he imaginary and the
rational - the visionary and objective vision – hover close together’ (Haraway 1988:
585). Indeed McIntosh (2004: 207) suggests that one cannot fully function without
the other, as ‘each represents a different facet in the totality of knowing.’ It is
arguable that the progressive community-led co-management process which is
currently unfolding on Barra is starting to shape a new narrative which links cultural
diversity with biodiversity. The form that this new narrative takes has the potential to
become an exemplar of a more integrated understanding of conservation and natural
resource management in practice which better reflects the complex and dynamic
nature of social-ecological systems.

Are people on Barra caught between, on the one hand, valuing what they have and
trying to protect that from being overwhelmed by a societal rhythm which appears
275
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dissonant, and on the other hand, needing to develop and move forward to facilitate
survival and retention of the young people on the island? As noted in Section 5.3.1,
there is a desire by locals to keep things as they are (static) which can be problematic
for islanders who want to introduce change (dynamic). These same tensions are
running through the new bottom-up approach to developing a management structure
for the Sound of Barra, as described above, and through the Scottish independence
debate, which bears striking parallels to the situation unfolding on Barra.

5.4.7 A maturing culture?
‘…the primary act of cultural creation is an act of perception rather than an act of
performance. You’re not performing your nationality, you’re not performing your
sense of who you are, you’re actually exploring it, and exploring it in ways which
include very much the possibility that it might be fragile, that it might be composed
of a tissue of lies, that it might be shifting continually, that you might have to
reinvent it’ (O’Toole 2014: n.p.).

There is a sense of seeking to find its own identity on Barra today, as it considers a
community buy-out of its land (Figure A1.23),276 and engages in dialogue with the
policy environment to lead the management of its marine resources, while respecting
the existence and requirements of the policy environment. This position of power,
which the people of Barra are tentatively stepping towards, is, paradoxically, a
tremendously vulnerable place to be. As leaders, they become responsible for their
own successes and failures. It is difficult, if not impossible, to occupy such a position
without a concomitant shift in perspective which engenders a sense of entitlement to
such a position. The changing roles discussed in section 5.3.2 provide evidence of
such a shift in perspective.

A source of insight into the mSAC conflict on Barra has been the debate on Scottish
independence which has, unsurprisingly, raised many questions about culture and
cultural distinctiveness. I was particularly inspired on listening to a talk given by
Irish author, journalist, literary critic and political commentator Fintan O’Toole in
January 2014 as part of a series of talks on the role and position of culture within the
276
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debate on Scottish independence. O’Toole (2014) reflected on Scottish independence
by exploring, from an Irish perspective, what it means to be culturally independent.
He emphasised that
‘[c]ulture is always about becoming, it’s not about being. While states want to have
fixed narratives of their foundations, cultures are entirely about reinvention,
continual reinvention’ (O’Toole 2014: n.p.).

It is easy to see how this ties in with the notion of intangible cultural heritage,
something which is continually changing, continually reinventing itself. Recall the
fishing area once called ‘The Dam’ off the coast of Barra where the male lobsters
would migrate towards a dense population of berried females, notched and released
by the fishermen, until that practice changed and the name was no more (MacKinnon
and Brennan 2012). One research participant echoed O’Toole’s sentiment:
“I think every society has to matter. It has to have pride in itself and in its future. It
has to have pride in its past! But only to lead you towards the future, not because it’s
something that needs to be preserved. It needs to be able to develop and continue
and to matter - in today’s and tomorrow’s society and to be a contributor to it.”277

This reference to ‘pride’ is significant. In 1926, the famous Irish poet William Butler
Yeats drew a distinction between mature cultures and immature cultures – the latter
marked by national vanity and the former by national pride:
‘Yeats said that immature cultures are vain because they are full of anxiety about
how they are seen and are worried about putting negative versions of themselves on
stage. By contrast, mature cultures are concerned with national pride rather than
national vanity. A key characteristic of national pride according to Yeats, was a lack
of concern around how you are perceived. Yeats roots his distinction between
national vanity and national pride in cultural anxiety. National vanity paradoxically,
arises from an anxiety in the legitimacy of your culture/identity and makes you wish
to present a mythological version of that identity; national pride arises out of a
confidence in your culture and makes you free from worry about how you are seen.
277
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This freedom from worry is akin to the artistic expression sprezzatura – a
nonchalance or studied carelessness marked by natural grace’ (O’Toole 2014: n.p.).
O’Toole (2014: n.p.) suggests that sprezzatura is the aim of cultural independence
and describes it as a ‘goal rather than an achieved thing’. This is a useful analogy for
the mSAC process on Barra as talks continue around the form that the management
group structure and management plan will take, and how the community will lead. It
has involved a huge leap of faith, and a considerable amount of courage and
foresight, on the part of both the Scottish Government and key people on Barra, to
create the opportunity that now exists for the four island communities (Barra,
Vatersay, South Uist and Eriskay) to lead the management of the Sound of Barra. For
people on Barra who are engaged in the dialogue with Marine Scotland, it has meant
looking beyond defining themselves in negative ways and realising that there is more
to be gained for the community by stepping away from the historical role of victim:
‘As national vanity consists of a sense of uniqueness, purity and exclusiveness, it
defines itself in negative ways – “we’re not them”. This knowing you’re not them is
enormously gratifying but it’s also useless in the long term’ (O’Toole 2014: n.p.).

In contrast:
‘…national pride consists in the willingness to say all the nasty things about yourself
because you don’t care what other people think. You are no longer the perceived,
you are perceiving. The shift between national vanity and national pride is the shift
in terms of who’s looking’ (O’Toole 2014: n.p., emphasis added).

This discourse on independence finds an echo in the words of a research participant:
“…too often, too often we have actually moulded ourselves to fit into the perception
that there is of us. And then are confused as to why we’re mixed up and unhappy.”278
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It is arguable that the role that key people on Barra have now stepped into in terms of
leading the management of their marine resources going forward draws on their
heritage of being a great seafaring nation:
“RP-2.4: I think the coasts of Scotland, the islands of Scotland, Ireland, have hugely
more significant history than even what we know and we have a totally different view
of our history to what the UK have of it and I think it’s hugely more significant than
even we imagine. But it’s gone. It is history.
Researcher: Significant in terms of global significance?
RP-2.4: Yes, the contribution to development and moving on of people and how, the
evolution to the society that we have today. Whether that is of any significance or not
is a moot point. But I like it, it’s an insight into us as people, why we are the way we
are, why we think the way we think. Because I think handed down to the generations,
we would have been entirely different people to what we are now - seen to be on the
edge of things, content with being on the periphery and out of the way. I think our
genes are people that were never on the edge of it and never out of the way. The
world moved on and some of the society were left behind. Ach, you know, it just
created different ways. And I think possibly the gene pool, there is still that
adventurous streak in us that is different from what normally you’d expect from
somebody in quite out of the way places. We’re not what, we’re different people from
what generally we might appear to be classified as, considered to be.
Researcher: And what do you think that you’re classified as or considered to be?
RP-2.4: People in out of the way areas that have you know, always in the back of
beyond, which you’d expect from small societies, on the edge of things. I often, often
hear in politics the description, I hear us using it ourselves, ‘we’re on the edge’.
We’re not on the edge! [laughs] Wherever I am happens to be the centre of my
universe. I’m not on the edge of any of it. But then everybody’s like that aren’t they?
[laughs]”279
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The shift in perspective that has occurred on Barra since 2012 (from victimoppressor to leading the management of their marine resources) is, however,
vulnerable to attack, particularly from those within the community who view the
dialogue with Marine Scotland as a sell-out. In addition, the task of engaging the
communities of South Uist and Eriskay in the process adds another layer of
complexity. Alongside the supportive voices, naysayers will undoubtedly emerge
from these communities too. It is important, however, that all of these voices are
included in the dialogue, so that a more inclusive decision-making process can
emerge.

A good example of this is the intention of VABV to open to public comment the
proposed governance structures for the Sound of Barra before the final report is sent
to Marine Scotland and the Minister. In keeping with the description of the process
as turning the norm upside-down (see Section 5.3.2(iv)), this approach is in direct
contrast to previous government practice regarding ‘Ministerial advice’ where SNH
were not permitted to show the Sound of Barra consultation report to the Barra
community when the Sound of Barra was first proposed as an mSAC in 2000 (see
Section 5.4.4).

5.4.8 Regulatory change
Section 5.3.2(iii) highlighted that the Scottish Government is open to changing ‘the
existing rules governing the managing of SACs’ (WHFP 2013). These rules are
contained in the Habitats Regulations280 which provide the legal basis for SACs in
Scotland (terrestrial and marine) (JNCC 2010). 281 Unsurprisingly, the Habitats
Regulations do not envisage a local community/communities management group codevising and co-leading the management of an SAC. Regulations 5 and 6 list
Relevant Authorities and Competent Authorities respectively as the key management
actors. These key management actors do not include a local community/communities
management group set up for the purpose of management of an SAC.
Regulation 5 states:
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‘For the purposes of these Regulations the relevant authorities, in relation to a
marine area or European marine site, are such of the following as have functions in
relation to land or waters within or adjacent to that area or site–
(a) a nature conservation body;
(b) a county council, district council, London borough council or, in Scotland, a
regional, islands or district council;
(c) the National Rivers Authority, a water undertaker or sewerage undertaker, or an
internal drainage board;
(d) a navigation authority within the meaning of the Water Resources Act 1991;
(e) a harbour authority within the meaning of the Harbours Act 1964(2);
(f) a lighthouse authority;
(g) a river purification board or a district salmon fishery board;
(h) a local fisheries committee constituted under the Sea Fisheries Regulation Act
1966(3) or any authority exercising the powers of such a committee.’
Regulation 6(1) states:
‘For the purposes of these Regulations the expression “competent authority”
includes any Minister, government department, public or statutory undertaker,
public body of any description or person holding a public office.
The expression also includes any person exercising any function of a competent
authority in the United Kingdom.’
To create a level playing field, the local management group for the Sound of Barra
(which may consist solely of community representatives and will not necessarily
include Marine Scotland or SNH) would ideally qualify as a Relevant Authority or a
Competent Authority. If the Outer Hebrides Inshore Fisheries Group282 qualified as a
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Relevant Authority under Reg.5(h) it could potentially delegate its powers to a local
management group as an ‘authority exercising the powers of such a committee’.
However, management of the Sound of Barra extends beyond inshore fisheries
matters, so this would arguably not provide a broad enough remit for the
management group. Another possibility could be to make the local management
group qualify as a Competent Authority under Regulation 6. It could become an
agent of the ‘government department’ Marine Scotland under the provision which
allows for a ‘person exercising any function of a competent authority…’ to be
considered as a Competent Authority. This would require an agency agreement to be
drawn up between Marine Scotland and the local management group in order to
define the terms and conditions of agency.283
Under agency law, Marine Scotland would remain responsible for the actions of its
agent. This would work against the important shift in the community-led comanagement process in practice whereby the local communities of Barra, South Uist
and Eriskay are assuming responsibility for management of local marine resources.
Repression of self-reliance has been identified (see section 5.4.3) as a historically
entrenched contributing factor to the victim-oppressor dynamic. This indicates the
importance of looking to the socio-historical and cultural context for guidance going
forward. As such, while the Scottish Government is ultimately responsible for
compliance with the provisions of the Habitats Regulations, it is important that the
legislative structure reflects a genuine devolution of responsibility to local level. This
would not be satisfied by an agency agreement. Ideally, the Habitats Regulations
should

be

amended

by

the

Scottish

Government

to

allow

the

local

community/communities management group to become a Relevant Authority.
Relevant Authorities may act alone or jointly to draw up a management scheme for
an mSAC (Reg 34(1)). While SNH qualify as a Relevant Authority under Reg.5(a),
Reg.33(2) provides that their role is to advise other Relevant Authorities as to:
‘(a) the conservation objectives for that site, and
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(b) any operations which may cause deterioration of natural habitats or the habitats
of species, or disturbance of species, for which the site has been designated.’
According to EU law, a local community can be a partner in the drafting of a
management scheme and can give opinions on prospective plans and projects via
consultation mechanisms. While there has been no case-law on the matter to date, the
accepted interpretation of the legislation by legal commentators is that the local
community cannot take the lead in decision-making for the management of the SAC
and must work in partnership with the Relevant Authorities and Competent
Authorities whose primary responsibility is to comply with the provisions of the
Habitats Directive to secure favourable conservation status of Natura 2000 sites
(Pieraccini and Cardwell 2014). This has been considered by Marine Scotland, who
have suggested that a management plan rather than a management scheme is a more
likely outcome of the co-management process unfolding on Barra, as a management
scheme would involve the loss of too much control by the management group.284
This is a good illustration of how the Habitats Regulations do not facilitate the
innovative and progressive nature of a co-management process where the
government is working in partnership with local communities to achieve
conservation objectives.
The academic literature reflects the need for empowerment of local communities for
successful management of mSACs. Jones and Burgess (2005) highlight the need for
local communities to have the ability to share power in the management of an mSAC
in order for the right balance to be struck between stakeholder participation and the
fulfilment of the statutory obligations under the Regulations. They cite ‘flat
management structures’ (Jones and Burgess 2005: 237), where relevant authorities
and resource users share power in a single-tier group, as the most successful structure
in the 15 mSAC case studies which they analysed. More research is, however,
needed to assess their effectiveness in relation to achieving biodiversity conservation
objectives (Jones and Burgess 2005). One of the case study sites which adopted a flat
management structure was Loch Maddy on the island of North Uist, to the north of
Barra. The community-led co-management process that is unfolding on Barra is,
however, far more radical than the flat management structure described by Jones and
284
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Burgess (2005). Given the November 2014 change of office-holder for the
Ministerial post of Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform, it remains to be
seen whether the Scottish Government will retain its open mind and amend the
Habitats Regulations to enable the creation of a management structure which reflects
a genuine devolution of responsibility to local level. It is important to emphasise that
a community-led management structure would still need to deliver the relevant
statutory biodiversity conservation objectives.

5.5 Moving forward
The probing, through this research, of local understandings of the meaning of
conservation, shows that this is inextricably linked with a human value system which
shapes, and is shaped by, the natural environment. Local relationships with the
natural environment (notably how people work and manage it) embody and express
distinctive cultural values (as described in earlier sections of this Chapter). In this
sense, the fear of loss of local control over marine resources can be understood as a
fear of loss of a distinctive way of knowing and sense of belonging to place. The
distinctive way of knowing and sense of belonging to place on Barra can be seen as
analogous to cultural independence (in the sense that the people of Barra value their
ways, often rooted in the past, of being and doing in relation to each other and in
relation to the natural environment). The engagement with the policy environment
through dialogue with Marine Scotland opens up the possibility of defining and
articulating, in a way which is visible not just on Barra but in the wider world of
policy, what such cultural independence means. It seems that key people on Barra
realise that having control of their marine resources is not a static concept and that
they need to be open, through dialogue, to coming to mutually acceptable ways of
describing this control. There appears to be an emerging acknowledgement that
control of marine resources in the Sound of Barra may not look like what it has
looked liked in the past, before the mSAC existed.

Both policy-makers and the people of Barra appear to be moving from existing
(static) to evolving (dynamic) conceptions of management of the marine
environment. The delegation of responsibility to local people by the Minister and
Marine Scotland suggests that policy-makers are recognising and acknowledging the
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relationship between cultural diversity and biodiversity expressed in local people’s
relationships with their marine environment. The people of Barra are in the process
of finding a way to articulate the management of local marine resources in a way
which respects these relationships and existing social structures and also meets the
needs of the policy environment. It is like asking two solo dancers to come together
and create a new dance – both need to compromise certain movements which were
possible in a solo dance but are not possible in a collaboration. In time, there is the
potential for new movements to emerge which would not have been created by either
dancer alone. Or, as Theodori and Kyle (2013: 66) put it, ‘the place that emerges
assumes a gestalt-like character that is greater than the sum of the parts derived
from individual social fields.’
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6

Turning Points and Transformations

6.1 New fields of possibility
This Chapter considers the unfolding community-led co-management process on
Barra in light of the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. It identifies the repositioning of
the various actors in relation to each other in a way which represents the complexity
of a social-ecological system and the power dynamics running through it. It suggests
that this is a time of huge potential for the Scottish Government and the people of
Barra to open up new possibilities for natural resource management and
conservation. It argues that the progressive community-led co-management process
which is currently unfolding on Barra is starting to shape a new narrative which links
cultural diversity with biodiversity. This marks a clear departure from mainstream
conservation policy and practice which, as discussed in Chapter 2, tends to treat
humans and nature as separate by assuming that non-human nature is ontologically
distinct from human culture. The form that this new narrative takes has the potential
to become an exemplar of a more integrated understanding of conservation and
natural resource management in practice which better reflects the complex and
dynamic nature of social-ecological systems. In particular, it is suggested that this
process has planted the seeds necessary to reflect the entanglement of nature with
culture and society, respect local ways of knowing and doing, and (potentially) create
a place for scientific knowledge ‘on tap’ rather than ‘on top’.

As illustrated by Chapter 5, it would be too simplistic to recount the mSAC conflict
on Barra as the story of a powerless community victimised by oppressive
conservation designations imposed by powerful governance structures. It is arguable
that, since 2012, the social-ecological network of relationships linking the policy
environment, the Barra community and the non-human environment of the Sound of
Barra are gradually being reframed as enabling rather than constraining. Building on
Foucault (1978) and Hayward (1998), the unfolding community-led co-management
process can be seen to provide several examples of the redefinitions of the positions
occupied by key actors in the conflict in relation to each other, both human and nonhuman.
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The transformation of underlying social norms within the Barra community and the
policy environment has created new fields of possibility. Taking Hayward’s (1998:
12) conceptualisation of mechanisms of power as ‘laws, rules, norms, customs,
social identities and standards’, and applying an adapted version of these to the
mSAC conflict on Barra, illustrates the nature of the transformations which have
been taking place since 2012.

6.1.1 Laws and rules
As discussed in Chapter 5,285 the Habitats Regulations do not facilitate the innovative
and progressive nature of a co-management process where the government is
working in partnership with local communities to achieve conservation objectives.
For example, a management scheme would not reflect the current repositioning of
actors in relation to each other as it would place Relevant Authorities and Competent
Authorities ‘on top’ rather than ‘on tap’. The Habitats Regulations do not envisage a
local community/communities management group co-devising and co-leading the comanagement of an SAC. As such the Habitats Regulations do not include in the list
of key management actors a local community/communities management group set up
for the purpose of (co)management of an SAC. The openness of the Scottish
Government to changing the existing rules governing the management of SACs286 is
a clear indication of a different field of possibility opening up through a change in
laws and rules to accommodate genuine community-led co-management.

6.1.2 Norms and customs
Although SNH has deliberately withdrawn into the background since 2012, it is
important to acknowledge that one individual in particular within SNH initiated a
departure from policy environment norms as early as August 2008. The SNH official
responsible for administering the mSAC process on Barra persuaded the relevant
people within the policy environment to allow SNH to release to the public the
scientific cases for the East Mingulay and Sound of Barra mSACs, well in advance
of the consultations. Before this, the norm was for SNH to determine the scientific
case and pass it to the Minister for approval, and for the local community to become
285
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aware of whatever was being proposed at the start of a 12 week consultation period.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the scientific documents for the Sound of Barra were
released in August 2008, which was more than three years before the consultation
started in September 2011. The Barra community was informed of the proposed East
Mingulay mSAC in November 2008, 2 years before the consultation started in
November 2010. As discussed in Chapter 5, SNH was not permitted to release the
2000 consultation report despite repeated requests to the relevant officials. The task
of changing this norm to permit the early release of scientific documents in 2008
should not be underestimated. It could be seen as planting a seed for the subsequent
changes in norms within the policy environment from 2012 onwards.

The 2014 appointment (and funding) of VABV as facilitator of the development of a
community-led co-management structure is a clear departure from the policy
environment norm of appointing an external ‘expert’ to fulfil this role. It is also an
important acknowledgement of local knowledge and expertise. The remuneration of
VABV to carry out this role conveys a powerful message, both symbolically and
literally, that Marine Scotland values and respects local ways of knowing and doing
on Barra. This message is being reiterated by Marine Scotland’s willingness to fund
VABV to carry out further work needed to determine the management group
structure and members. It is also evident in Marine Scotland’s hope that the Sound of
Barra communities will “take the next step, for us and with us.” 287 The active
involvement of VABV in leading the co-management process similarly marks a
significant shift on the part of key people within the Barra community and contrasts
sharply with the continued intransigence of SHAMED (discussed in Chapter 5).
These changes illustrate a repositioning of human actors in relation to each other. It
also illustrates a repositioning of different kinds of knowledge as resources within
the power field so that scientific and ‘expert’ knowledge are less likely to be
perceived as tools of oppression. The previous Chapter illustrated how ways of
knowing on Barra shape, and are in turn shaped by, the non-human environment, and
the marine environment in particular. As such (and building on Hayward (1998) and
Gaventa and Cornwall (2001)), the appointment and remuneration of VABV as
facilitator is a good example of the broadening and redefinition of the socialecological network.of relationships. The emphasis by VABV on the need for local
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decision-making power so that management can be carried out ‘through the eyes of
the local people’288 has the potential to expand the effect of the mSAC beyond the
protection of biodiversity to encompass the bio-cultural diversity of the Sound of
Barra. The co-production of knowledge by the policy environment, the Sound of
Barra communities and the non-human environment of the Sound of Barra is clearly
shaping the creation of new possibilities for action.

Another indication of a shift in a norm from constraining to enabling is the
acceptance by Marine Scotland that they may not be a member of the management
group – it will depend on whether they (and SNH) are invited by the communities.
The preparedness of Marine Scotland to be involved as little or as much as the
management group wishes shows the policy environment putting into practice a
repositioning of its experts as ‘on tap’ rather than ‘on top’. While the repositioning of
actors appears to be allowing Marine Scotland to move to a position of being ‘on
tap’, it remains to be seen whether the emerging field of new possibilities for action
is ready to ‘place’ SNH ‘on tap’ vis-à-vis the Barra community. Given the difficult
relations between SNH and the Barra community described in detail in Chapter 5,
perceptions of SNH as ‘on top’ will arguably be more difficult to transform. As SNH
provides scientific advice to the Scottish Government on the conservation of
Scotland’s natural heritage, this reinforces perceptions of SNH as being ‘on top.’ As
government agencies rely on such scientific knowledge in the performance of their
roles (see Brennan and Valcic 2012), redefining a place for scientific knowledge to
be ‘on tap’ is not easily achieved. Redefining a place for scientific knowledge is
conceptually distinct from redefining the role of a government agency as ‘on tap’
rather than ‘on top’.289 In practice, however, they are very difficult to separate. It is
possible that the closer the government agency is to the production of scientific
knowledge, the more difficult it will be for that agency to redefine its relationship
with a local community. It is suggested that the more the Sound of Barra
communities actively lead the co-management process, the easier it will be for the
expertise of SNH to be perceived as ‘on tap’ rather than ‘on top’. With regard to the
relationship between SNH and the people of Barra in particular, time and patience
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may be needed to allow the old positionalities to shift in order to fully reflect the
emerging field of new possibilities for action.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the Outcome Agreement for the Sound of Barra may
include social and economic outcomes as well as environmental outcomes to be
achieved through management of the mSAC. A particular aim of Marine Scotland is
to identify and survey the areas of the Sound of Barra where economic activity is
taking place in order to assess which areas are important to the Sound of Barra
communities. There is a participatory element involved in the ecological survey in
that local people would be asked to identify the sites of economic importance. The
survey is intended to provide an ecological baseline against which future
development of the Sound of Barra can be assessed. It appears that social and
economic considerations are being reframed as enabling factors which open up
potential for the continued and dynamic evolution of the social-ecological system of
the Sound of Barra. This is a very different approach to the more static approach to
conservation advocated by the Habitats Directive. It is in marked contrast to
DEFRA’s (2001: 15) description of the rationale for site selection of SACs being
based solely on assessment of scientific criteria with a heavy reliance on specialist
knowledge of the relevant nature conservation agency staff and not ‘constrained by
consideration of socio-economic factors’ (emphasis added). Admittedly, SAC site
selection cannot be compared directly to the creation of a management plan for the
SAC. As described in Chapter 1, it is permitted to take social and economic
considerations into account at the management plan stage, but not for site selection
or designation. The point being made here is to draw attention to the framing by
Marine Scotland of social and economic considerations as enabling rather than
constraining. This is conveyed by Marine Scotland’s intention to carry out
participatory mapping of the economic interests in the Sound of Barra in order to
facilitate future development of the area. There is an opportunity here to develop
further the innovative nature of the community-led co-management process by
creating maps which represent the sites of economic activity in the Sound of Barra as
sites of community presence as well as sites of individual competing actors. This is
discussed further in the following section.
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6.1.3 Social-ecological identities
Hayward (1998: 12) has described ‘social identities’ as one of the mechanisms of
power in her re-conceptualisation of power as a ‘network of social boundaries that
constrain and enable action for all actors – “powerful” and “powerless” alike’
(Hayward 1998: 1). Following Nightingale (2013) and Knudsen (2013), this research
argues that this mechanism of power should be expanded to social-ecological
identities. This expansion is necessary to fully understand the social-ecological
system of, in particular, the Sound of Barra in relation to the mSAC conflict and the
unfolding co-management process. It is contended that the complexity of this socialecological system is being made visible by redefinitions of the social-ecological
network of relationships linking the policy environment, the Barra community and
the non-human environment of the Sound of Barra. These redefinitions are
permitting multiple social-ecological identities to co-exist by making the bio-cultural
diversity of the Sound of Barra visible within the policy environment. They are also
reshaping conceptions of ‘powerful’ and ‘powerless’ amongst the actors in the
mSAC conflict.
As discussed in Chapter 3,290 bio-cultural mapping of the sea as a heterogeneous
space is practically non-existent in the global north. Instead the marine environment
tends to be viewed as a collection of competing industrial sectors and ‘stakeholders’
(St. Martin 2008, 2012). As a result, such social mapping is largely absent from
decision-making related to the marine environment (St. Martin 2005, St. Martin and
Hall-Arber 2008, St. Martin et al. 2007). The mapping of place-names and related
stories in the marine environment around Barra (Hurrel and Brennan 2013) has taken
a step towards filling this cartographic silence (Harley 1988, St. Martin and HallArber 2008). The work of Hurrel and Brennan (2013) makes a visual call for biocultural diversity to play a part within the discourses of marine science, policy and
governance in order to acknowledge the co-existence of multiple (and often
contradictory) social-ecological identities. It is argued that so doing would contribute
to the reframing of the social-ecological network of relationships linking the policy
environment, the Sound of Barra communities and the non-human environment of
the Sound of Barra as enabling rather than constraining. This in turn could lead to
new fields of possibility for natural resource management and conservation.
290
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What might such social-ecological identities look like in practice in the Sound of
Barra? Take for example, the sandy-bottomed sheltered area known as the Oitir in
the southern part of the Sound and the creel fishermen who make their living by
fishing mainly for velvet crab (Necora puber) there. In this enactment, the Oitir is a
site of individual economic actors and the social-ecological identities could be
represented as a series of competing Oitir-fisherman relationships. This
representation is likely to be captured by the ecological survey of areas of economic
importance which is proposed for the summer of 2015. While this survey is sure to
represent important ecological nursery areas in the Oitir (such as seagrass (Zostera
marina) beds), it is unlikely to capture the social-ecological identity of the Oitir as a
nursery ground for creel fishermen who are learning their trade. The smaller boats
used by these fishermen cannot fish the more exposed waters in the west of the
Sound of Barra. The same Oitir is also a site of community presence. For example,
older retired fishermen go out on their boats, ‘drink tea and tell lies to each other all
day!’291 Heading south on the way out of the Oitir, towards unprotected water, the
fairway known as ‘caolas boga’ mara’ (the narrows of the dipping sea) links the
community of fishermen navigating its waters through practical navigational
information provided by a name which has been handed down through the
generations. While the north side of the caolas (fairway) is always calm, it is very
different on the exposed south side if there is a south or south-easterly wind, as the
boat dips into a head sea on the south side within a few boat lengths. Enactments of
the social-ecological system of the Oitir as a site of community presence appear to be
in contrast to individual creelers competing for a fisheries resource. Yet those same
individual competing fishermen are regularly navigating the caolas and constantly
communicating and sharing information – on the radio, mobile phones and, more
recently, Facebook. The fishermen travel to their boats from different townships on
the island and, as illustrated by the photo essay (Brennan 2012b), the relationships
between people and place are constantly co-constructing social-ecological identities.
As noted in Chapter 2 (section 2.3.3(ii)), many academics have argued that the
conceptualisation of land as a commodity is at odds with a collective and intertwined
understanding of the relationship between people and place. (Gibson 1999,
Mackenzie and Dalby 2003, Mackenzie 2004, Sullivan 2014). Yet, the Oitir
291
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fishermen conceptualise fish as a commodity for which they compete in order to
make a living at the same time as they embody a collective and intertwined
relationship with the Oitir and its elements, both human and non-human.

In the context of community-based conservation, as discussed in Chapter 2, Berkes
(2004: 628) has called for a ‘more nuanced understanding of the nature of people,
communities, institutions, and their interrelations at various levels’ and recognition
that humans respond to the pressures and incentives of the larger systems within
which they are embedded. While the field of common property similarly emphasises
the complex and integrated nature of social-ecological systems (e.g. Ostrom 1990),
Olson (2005) has critiqued co-management thinking for reflecting a traditional idea
of community as small, cohesive and bounded. As noted in the previous section, the
unfolding co-management process for the Sound of Barra presents an opportunity to
pilot a truly innovative and forward-thinking approach through mapping multiple
communities at sea (St. Martin 2006) and by reframing the Barra community as a site
of potential rather than a site of impact (Olson 2005). Following the work of St.
Martin (2001, 2006) who has mapped community onto the commons, a
representation of the cooperative and communal social relationships of the Sound of
Barra would be a ground-breaking step towards making visible, within the policy
environment, the dynamic, unbounded, contradictory and interdependent nature of
the social-ecological system in the Sound of Barra. It could also be seen to address
the need, identified by the rationale behind Malawi Principle 10, ‘for a shift to more
flexible situations, where conservation and use are seen in context and the full range
of measures is applied in a continuum from strictly protected to human-made
ecosystems’ (CBD 2000: n.p.).

Mapping communities at sea would arguably visibly challenge the traditional frames
of reference of contemporary conservation policy by articulating different ways of
framing human-nature or nature-culture relationships which acknowledge the
existence of different conceptions of ‘nature’ in social-ecological systems. As
discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.4), multiple representations of social-ecological
systems are possible and this is illustrated by the description above of the Oitir.
However, frequently only one value system is represented (e.g. individual competing
fishermen who need to be managed to ensure that they do not damage the
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sustainability of the natural resource). It is not suggested that one single map should
(or could) represent a multitude of different social-ecological identities and
relationships. Nor is it accepted that different social-ecological identities and
relationships, along with different sets of values, worldviews and assumptions, are
necessarily represented simply by a series of maps representing multiple layers of
activity. It is more complex than that. For example, as noted in Chapter 2, the
National Marine Plan interactive (NMPi)292 represents multiple layers of activity at
different scales and its dynamic nature is a positive and welcome development.
However, its representations are based on ‘scientific evidence from data and
analysis, supported by expert judgement’ (Baxter et al. 2011: 1). These are partial
representations underpinned by unspoken assumptions which accord dominance to a
particular worldview and set of values while others remain unarticulated and hidden.

Chapters 1 and 3 argued that the mSAC designation process for the Sound of Barra
and East Mingulay mSACs displaced community and culture from the discourse of
conservation. Chapter 2 traced the broader context for this separation of humans and
nature. In contrast, the unfolding community-led co-management process for the
Sound of Barra is attempting to deal with community, culture, competing value
systems and worldviews as an integral part of the conservation of the marine
environment. As such, the proactive, dynamic and networked nature of the socialecological system is starting to become more visible. The redefinition of the socialecological network of relationships linking the policy environment, the Sound of
Barra communities and the non-human environment of the Sound of Barra is actively
reshaping conceptions of ‘powerful’ and ‘powerless’ amongst the actors in the
mSAC conflict. This reshaping is evident from the actual and potential changes in
laws, rules, norms and customs described in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 above.

Mapping the bio-cultural diversity of the marine environment and the associated
social and cultural networks, has the potential to broaden the understanding of
conservation to a concept which includes rather than excludes humans and their
activities in that environment. It could give recognition to communities and social
territories within the conservation science discourse, rather than considering them
after marine protected areas have been designed or designated on the basis of
292
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biological science. Such participatory re-mapping opens up an opportunity for all
actors to reconsider their identity and their roles. It enables community members to
engage with the policy environment on a more nuanced, and less hierarchical,
footing. The balance of power shifts when space is created for different narratives to
emerge and competing value systems to become visible. The work of scholars such
as Kevin St. Martin (see Chapter 2, section 2.4) illustrates how mapping different
representations of the same human-nature environment can allow different narratives
to emerge by challenging unspoken assumptions, for example those that frame
humans and nature as separate. Different narratives point to the existence of a
plurality of value systems which, as discussed in Chapter 2, are starting to be
recognised by policy-makers as an important part of the decision-making process in
conservation and natural resource management. In practice, representations of the
marine environment for the purposes of marine planning would ideally reflect a
plurality of value systems and thereby help make more explicit the trade-offs which
are required as part of the planning process.

6.2 What about the hypotheses?
This research used emergent hypotheses as a means of problematising conservation,
in order to open up new fields of possibility in community management of natural
resources. As stated in Chapter 1, three hypotheses emerged during the course of this
research and guided the analysis process. While this research did not set out to prove
or disprove the hypotheses, the following observations can be made in relation to the
community-led co-management process for the Sound of Barra.

6.2.1 Making visible a local community’s relationships with their local marine
environment facilitates engagement with the related policy environment
The actual and potential changes in laws, rules, norms and customs described in
sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 above are enabling the relationships of the people of Barra
and Vatersay, South Uist and Eriskay with the Sound of Barra to become legible (or
visible) within the policy environment. Engagement between the policy environment
and key community representatives is being facilitated by the new possibilities for
action which are being opened up as a result of this nascent legibility.
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6.2.2 Articulating and making visible the worldviews of members of a local
community helps those members to feel listened to by 'outsiders' to the community
A distinctive feature of the community-led co management process is that is it
unfolding. It was realised at an early stage that anything which suggested a fait
accompli would not achieve a workable partnership with the Sound of Barra
communities. For example, as discussed in Chapter 5, the draft management proposal
sent by Marine Scotland to the Barra community was not well received, despite its
reflection of community concerns, such as the effect of the mSAC designation on
Barra airport. The unfolding, and deliberately unrushed (on the part of Marine
Scotland), nature of the process has created a space and a process to enable the
values, worldviews and ways of knowing and doing of the Sound of Barra
communities to be articulated. The continued engagement of the Sound of Barra
communities in the process and, in particular, the leadership role assumed by VABV
suggest that locals are feeling listened to by the policy environment. Given the
protracted length of the conflict, which started in 2000, it is unlikely that the engaged
members of the Barra community, in particular, would continue to work hard at a
process that they consider as a fait accompli.

6.2.3 Feeling listened to helps members of the community to ‘hear’ and ‘see’ the
policy environment rather than to push it away
The unfolding community-led co-management process on the Sound of Barra
suggests that feeling listened to has the potential to do more than help members of
the community ‘hear’ and ‘see’ the policy environment. In this case, it has prompted
the Barra community to demand a leading role in the management of local marine
resources by taking on the role of facilitating the determination of a management
structure for the Sound of Barra. The progressive responses of Marine Scotland,
Minister Stevenson and, in particular, Minister Wheelhouse to the pro-active
demands of key members of the Barra community has helped to create a dynamic
which is not only reshaping conceptualisations of ‘powerful’ and ‘powerless’
amongst the actors in the mSAC conflict; it is respecting local ways of knowing and
doing, creating a place for scientific knowledge ‘on tap’ rather than ‘on top’. By
reflecting the entanglement of nature with culture and society, the community-led comanagement process is creating space for articulating different ways of framing
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human-nature or nature-culture relationships which acknowledge the existence of
different conceptualisations of ‘nature’ in social-ecological systems. It appears that
this is facilitating the ‘placing’ (as opposed to the imposition) of the policy
environment within the local social-ecological system through a ‘more nuanced
understanding of the nature of people, communities, institutions, and their
interrelations at various levels’ (Berkes 2004: 628).

At the start of the research process, I theorised that I would be likely to find an
emotional connection between people and place on Barra, along with different sets of
values and interests (both on Barra and in the policy environment). The emotional
connection between people and place on Barra is not only evident in its history, (and
in the literature and history of the Highlands and Islands generally) but continues to
permeate the lives of people living there. This is exemplified by the richness and
continued importance of the sea stories intertwined with the marine environment on
Barra, described in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 demonstrated that local relationships within
the marine environment on Barra (notably how people work and manage it) embody
and express distinctive cultural values. Perhaps most important is the finding, as
discussed in Chapter 5, that a worldview shared by those living on Barra is that
people and the marine environment are inextricably intertwined. In contrast, the
mainstream understanding of conservation in the policy environment is underpinned
by the separation of humans and nature (as discussed in Chapter 2). Chapter 5
described how key members of the Barra community and the Scottish Government
have moved from confrontation and separation to engagement by integrating into the
mSAC management process the intertwined relationship between people and place
on Barra, which provides space for different values underlying local understandings
of conservation.

I also suggested in Chapter 3 that the bitterness of the conflict between certain locals
and government bodies such as SNH might be rooted in a crisis of identity
exacerbated by a perceived disconnect between the mechanisms of political decision
making and a culture of independence and self-sufficiency (safeguarded through
local management and control of their natural resources) on Barra. Chapter 5
illustrated the legacy of the victim-oppressor dynamic that has carried through from
the distant past to the Barra of today, and how that has, at times, created confusion
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and contradictions in how the people of Barra portray themselves to the policy
environment. This, in turn, was not helped by the mSAC process which alienated the
members of the Barra community engaged with that process through restricting the
decision to designate the mSACs to consideration of the scientific case for
designation. Chapter 5 discussed how the distinctive ways of knowing and sense of
belonging to place on Barra can be seen as analogous to cultural independence, in the
sense that the people of Barra value their ways, often rooted in the past, of being and
doing in relation to each other and in relation to the natural environment. The
understanding of the distinctive cultural values on Barra described in Chapter 5
suggested that the fear of loss of local control over marine resources can be
understood as a fear of loss of a distinctive way of knowing and sense of belonging
to place.

The story told by Chapter 5 of the unfolding of the mSAC conflict on Barra, has
undoubtedly shed light on some of the unseen dynamics of the conflict through
probing and attempting to understand, from the inside, the connections, values,
interests and defensive roles being played out on Barra during the course of the
conflict. In addition, it appears that this values-focussed approach has helped to
inspire the community-led co-management process on Barra, as described in section
6.3.1 below.

6.3 Research contributions
6.3.1. Inspiring an exemplar community-led co-management process
This research has inspired the gradual reframing, as enabling rather than
constraining, of the social-ecological network of relationships linking the policy
environment, the Sound of Barra communities and the non-human environment of
the Sound of Barra. Evidence for this contention can be found (as noted in Chapter 5
(section 5.3.2(i))), in the minutes of the meeting of the Fisheries Joint Consultative
Committee (FJCC) in 2012. These minutes show that the FJCC discussed an ‘extract
from the SAMS submission’ and made an explicit reference to the recommendation
made by Brennan, Mee and Potts (2011) to take advantage of an opportunity to
create ‘an exemplar co-management agreement regime that would help to address
local concerns and help achieve the achieve the Special Area of Conservation’
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(FJCC 2012: n.p.). 293 Following this meeting, Marine Scotland was tasked with
taking the lead on opening a dialogue with the Sound of Barra communities on the
management of the Sound of Barra. It is not claimed that this research has created
this innovative community-led co-management process. Chapter 5 and section 6.1
above make clear that the unfolding process has been, and continues to be, created
through a radical reimagining of relationships, over time, between key actors within
the Sound of Barra communities, Marine Scotland and SNH.

6.3.2 Theoretical and empirical contributions
The problematisation of conservation carried out by this research responds to the
growing calls (discussed in Chapter 2) for the articulation and consideration of
different value systems, subjectivities and emotions in shaping natural resource
management decisions and participatory resource governance. More specifically, the
empirical findings of this research highlight the inappropriateness of a conservation
and natural resource management process that does not recognise the social relations
attached to landscape and seascape. As such, it contributes empirically-based insights
to different ways in which marine spaces are produced and conceptualised by users,
managers and human-environment interactions, how this relates to marine resource
governance and, in particular what it means for community engagement. It also
contributes empirically to the (largely theoretical) field of relational thinking in the
society-environment literature (see Castree 2005). The collaborative creation of the
Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea contributes to the
very few examples in the global north of bio-cultural mapping of the sea as a
heterogeneous space.

6.3.3 Methodological contributions
This research has contributed empirically to the field of visual participatory research
methods through the process used to create the What Lies Beneath photo essay
(Brennan 2012b) and the Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories online cultural map of
the sea (Hurrel and Brennan 2013). It has also contributed theoretically to the field of
visual research methods by collaboratively creating an innovative art-science
methodology which is currently being piloted by the art-science team of Brennan and
293
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Hurrel in the context of marine spatial planning at the case study site of Strömstad in
Sweden.

6.4 Coexisting
There is a performance art piece called Coexisting (Clark Beaumont 2013) where, for
eight hours a day over the course of 11 days, the artists position and reposition
themselves on a very small plinth (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 Coexisting (Clark Beaumont 2013). Image: Lyndon Mechielsen

The artists’ work addresses the idea of being one, or being one another, and
illustrates the collaborative process in a beautifully evocative way. Coexisting has
been described as follows:
‘Clark Beaumont investigate ideas and constructs around identity, female
subjectivity, intimacy and interpersonal relationships…. Explicitly positioning the
artists as artwork, the pair will spend the duration of the exhibition on a plinth with a
surface area slightly too small for two people to comfortably occupy. As a physical
manifestation of their creative relationship, as well as a durational challenge, Clark
Beaumont must continually navigate the complex terrains of negotiation and
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compromise that define collaborative artistic practice’ (Kaldor Public Art
Projects).294
This artwork could be seen as encapsulating the ongoing mSAC process and
management plan dialogue on Barra. It would be naïve to think that the multiplicity
of ‘worlds’, or different ways of knowing the marine environment, will ever be fully
comfortable with each other, or even within themselves. From another perspective,
Coexisting could be reflected on as a representation of human-nature relationships.
The actors (human and non-human) are constantly forced to adapt and shift their
positions in relation to each other. The piece recognises that endurance is needed to
exist together and that it’s not always comfortable - position shifting is constant, both
within and without.
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Appendix 1 Excerpts from Guth Bharraidh

Figure A1.1 ‘Spàgan’ Captures the Wind and a Community’s Aspirations (Guth Bharraidh 2014c)
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The Co-operative – Good with Food?
Not according to the dozens of customers who contacted the Editor this week. As has been witnessed
over the past number of weeks, even months, standards in food presentation, choice and variety have
slipped to a disgraceful all time low. Here is a snapshot of some of the comments.
“…a smaller store on Tiree has a better selection…”
“…NOT IN THE PLAN!!! They could do with getting another PLAN into action and listen to
customers…”
“I have a 7 month old daughter and who when born we went through various baby milk
varieties to finally find one she likes and they had in stock – over the last 7 months the
amount of times I’ve gone in and it’s not been on the shelves…”
“Think they should start listening to their customers’ requests and needs and not just supply
what management seem to predict what we all should be eating you and old!”
“Lack of consistency with daily food orders (one day you have lots on the shelf, next few days
nothing). Lack of staff to ensure produce is being put out on the shelf.”
On all the comments submitted to the Editor there was a clear support and sympathy for the hard
working staff who are working under extreme pressure. The Editor has passed all comments to the
Co-operative Food Operations Manager. Email: customer.relations@co-operative.coop Phone: 0800
0696 727.
Figure A1.2 The Co-operative Food – Good with Food? (Guth Bharraidh 2012c)

The COOP – Shopper’s Talk then Walk
Last week, the Guth Highland highlighted the various complaints by Coop members and shoppers at
our local store with regards to the range, quality and price of products on offer. Their complaints are
well noted and their comments were registered both at our office and online on Facebook.
Well this week it appears that shoppers have taken matters into their own hands by engaging with the
major food retailer ASDA to deliver a service to Barra! As rumours spread like wildfire on the street,
the power and speed of Social Media (Facebook) gathered momentum and it was not long before the
Asda Shopping Online Service was filling up with groceries bound for Barra.
Details of how to order online were placed on Facebook by disgruntled Coop customers and the Guth
has been informed that organisers of some of our major events coming up in the next few weeks are
considering ordering online.
As the new Asda shoppers wait anxiously for their goods to arrive on their maiden run and delivered
on Castlebay pier this Friday, it could be said that we have now turned full circle back to the days
when we had the same service from the old steamers, when islanders also waited and watched the
mails, bread and sausages being dropped at the same location.
Figure A1.3 The COOP – Shopper’s [sic] Talk then Walk (Guth Bharraidh 2012d)

New arrivals for Castlebay Pier
Castlebay Pier was once well known for its landings and last Friday evening was no different.
Disgruntled Coop shoppers took matters into their own hands and placed orders with Asda online.
Over 27 shoppers took advantage of the new service which is expected to grow in numbers.
The need for the service grew out of customers’ dissatisfaction with the local co-op in terms of its
poor quality and lack of choice. Facebook messages lead to individuals taking matters into their own
hands and orders were placed on-line and brought in by Barra’s haulage company Barratlantic.
Asda also announced this week that they would be waiving their delivery charge of £4.95 and
customers who paid it last week will be reimbursed.
Figure A1.4 New arrivals for Castlebay Pier (Guth Bharraidh 2012e)
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Figure A1.5 Excerpt from ‘By the Community, For the Community’, Guth Bharraidh 6 July 2012 (Guth
Bharraidh 2012f)

Figure A1.6 Taking the Fight to the Scottish Parliament. ‘Hands off our Future. No mSAC’296 (Guth Bharraidh
2012b)

296

The creation of the banner by local schoolchildren during school hours was itself the subject of controversy on Barra with
several parents objecting to their children being used as political tools and to the school sending out letters to parents on headed
paper asking people to go to a meeting with SNH and to vote against the mSAC. (NRP-1/2.34 Fieldnotes 15.8.11)
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Figure A1.7 (i) Comhairle meetings in Benbecula this week (ii) The Local Government and Regeneration
Committee of the Scottish Parliament in Stornoway (Guth Bharraidh 2014d)
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Figure A1.8 Community Wind Farms Give Power To The People (Guth Bharraidh 2014a)
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Comhairle Calls on Scottish Government
to Abandon Special Area of Conservation Process
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar has called on the Scottish Government to immediately abandon the
proposal to designate the Sound of Barra as a marine Special Area of Conservation. The Comhairle
has objected to the designation on both socio-economic and scientific grounds. Out of 31 Councillors,
each individual Councillor has also objected showing the strength of opposition throughout the islands
to the proposal.
In a letter to the Minister for the Environment, the Comhairle has indicated that a central flaw in
SNH’s approach has been their failure to investigate alternative sites. This lack of investigation of
alternative sites may be unlawful under the Habitats Directive, which mandates that a judgement can
be made only after all comparable sites have been investigated.
Angus Campbell, Leader of the Comhairle nan Eliean Siar, said: “SNH’s scientific approach has
been found sorely wanting and the Scottish Government should now comprehensively reject the
designation of the Sound of Barra as a Special Area of Conservation. The lack of investigation of
alternative sites amounts to a shocking degree of oversight, especially as this designations would have
such a detrimental effect on one of the most vulnerable communities in Scotland. To force an
economically damaging designation upon the Sound of Barra on the basis of inconsistent and
inconclusive scientific evidence would be a cavalier, retrograde and altogether damaging step.”
Figure A1.9 Comhairle Calls on Scottish Government to Abandon Special Area of Conservation Process (Guth
Bharraidh 2012a)
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From SHAMED (Southern Hebrides Against Marine Environmental
Designations)
SHAMED maintains determined stance against Scottish Natural Heritage
recommendations to designate marine Special Areas of Conservation
Since February, when the Environment Minister conceded in parliament that “relations between SNH
and local people have broken down..” (1), the Scottish Government has relied more on its own
officials in dealing with the SAC issue. Staff from Marine Scotland have been trying to win over the
disaffected communities by offering local people a greater say in how the SAC might be managed.
Discussions have also included the possibility of a Regulatory Order in the area. Whether this would
be as an alternative to the SAC or as a structure within the SAC is not clear.
Speaking in the Scottish Parliament on 8th February 2012, Environment Minister, Stewart Stevenson,
explained his intentions towards the Sound of Barra.
“If – for the avoidance of doubt, I said ‘if’ – I designate the Sound of Barra, my objective is to do so
when three conditions are fulfilled. First, I will invite local interests to participate in the
development of a management plan that has the objective of protecting those interests…..I am
asking my officials to bring forward proposals that address the issue of management..” (Emphasis
added). (2)
SHAMED now asks how Mr Stevenson can imply, on the one hand, that he has not yet decided to
designate the Sound of Barra as an SAC when, on the other hand, he refers to setting up a
management plan in order to protect it and deployment of officials to promote such a step.
SHAMED chairman, crofter-fisherman Angus MacLeod from Barra, speaking on the eve of SNH’s
report to Government said: “There are three aspects of Mr Stevenson’s statement that I want to
highlight. In the first place, there is no basis in law for the Minister to attach such conditions to his
decision to designate the Sound of Barra. This decision must be based on science alone, not on
whether local interests agree to participate in a management plan for the site. Pre-designation
discussions on management arrangements are not new but, as far as I am aware, no Minister has the
right to say that the decision to designate id actually dependent on them taking place.”
“Secondly, SHAMED is nevertheless of the view that for the same avoidance of doubt it is vital that
we do not take up an invitation ‘to participate in the development of a management plan’. To do so
could allow the Minister to say that he had fulfilled this first and most important condition. He has
created the condition. If we can ensure that it remains unfulfilled, the designation cannot go ahead.”
Figure A1.10 Excerpts from SHAMED maintains determined stance against Scottish Natural Heritage
recommendations to designate marine Special Areas of Conservation (Guth Bharraidh 2012g)
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Barra & Vatersay – A Community that Leads
On the 6th of July the Guth reported on an initial meeting with Marine Scotland. The objective is to
explore ways in which the community will lead in securing effective management of its own
traditional resources.
The Community Company embraced this initiative by responding instantly to the challenge and has
produced an extremely thought provoking discussion document.
“The Management of Marine Resources around Barra and Vatersay” is available on line at
www.vabv.org.uk
The document highlights crucial points for further discussion:
 To provide tailored management agreement which should include how to improve
opportunity for active fishers within the agreement area. This might include broadening the
species available, enabling a return to a more traditional approach to fishing such as allowing
fishermen within the managed area to fish for herring or mackerel by traditional methods.
Opportunities could be developed to encourage the marketing of a distinctive heritage
product with catch and geographical provenance.
 Issues surrounding the structure of any management group, board or committee, where the
primary stakeholders must be well represented to ensure local interest is fully considered.
 Addressing issues such as the management of resources should allow new practices that are
not damaging and that can encourage and take advantage of opportunities that might develop
to diversify income from agreement areas.
It is the proposal to designate areas which has forced the issue of control and management of local
resources to the fore. It must not be considered that aspiring to manage our own affairs is in any
way supportive of designations.
I also believe that the selection of SAC’s was not justified by the science produced by SNH but
consider that it was agenda led using the meeting of EU Quota as justification.
It is for that reason I have requested the Minister commission an independent review of the evidence
process for selecting East Mingulay Ridges Marine Special Area of Conservation. This request can
also be found online at :
http://www.vabv.org.uk
Donald Manford, Councillor, Barraigh, Bhatersaigh, Eirisgeigh agus Uibhist a Deas
Figure A1.11 Barra & Vatersay – A Community that leads (Guth Bharraidh 2012h)
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Next Steps on Sound of Barra
The Scottish Government has this week announced details for an independent review, first called for
on 14th September through Guth Bharraidh.
Donald Manford commented: “It is sad but entirely predictable that Scottish Natural Heritage have
proposed that the Sound of Barra should be a Special Area of Conservation. They have been trying
every way to do that since before the turn of the century. I welcome that the Minister has acceded to
my request for an Independent Review of the Evidence used to justify this proposal. Of the many
controversial designations imposed round Scotland over recent decades, this is the first time a
Scottish Minister has made such a referral and I complement him on that which is doubtless a
reflection of the deep anger this process has aroused. In order for there to be confidence and trust in
the outcome, it must be independent, and seen to be independent of that advocates of this process and
the evidence review must go back to the early 1990s and the beginning of this dreadful process. It
must also address the issue of why SNH considered Freedom of Information requests to be
“manifestly unreasonable”.
This review is to be carried out, as part of the decision making process. Scottish Natural Heritage have
completed their final advice on whether Sound of Barra in the Outer Hebrides should be designated
due to the important marine species it supports. The advice, which recommends designation, has been
received by Environment Minister Paul Wheelhouse, alongside a report on the public consultation
exercise.
Given the wide range of responses received, including a high number of individual objections, the
Environment Minister has decided that an independent expert review of the scientific case for
designation is to be conducted. It is expected the review will be completed before the end of 2012.
Mr Wheelhouse said: “Sound of Barra is home to important colonies of common seals as well as reefs
and sandbanks that support many species. That’s why we are considering taking steps to designate
that area as a Special Area of Conservation. However, the proposed SAC has resulted in a wide range
of views, some of which take issue with the scientific assessments carried out. So that I have a
complete picture on which to base my decision, I’ve asked for an independent review of the scientific
case to be completed. I would like to thank Scottish Natural Heritage for their comprehensive report
and I have asked them to make it available to interested parties. Once the independent expert review
of the scientific case has been completed I will consider all the information, including the consultation
responses, before coming to a final decision. There are many key considerations in reaching a
decision and I’m confident that the final decision will be fully informed and based on sound science. I
can assure the communities involved that if I choose to designate we will ensure the right balance will
be reached between environmental conservation and their social, economic and cultural
requirements.”
Figure A1.12 Excerpts from Next Steps on Sound of Barra (Guth Bharraidh 2012i)
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From SHAMED
(Southern Hebrides Against Marine Environmental Designations)
Dear Sir,
Environment Minister, Paul Wheelhouse, has announced a review of the scientific case for the Sound
of Barra pSAC. This is a step in the right direction. I hope that SHAMED’s call In Jan 2012 for an
independent enquiry when we replied to the Sound of Barra consultation played a part in the
Minister’s decision. He certainly seems to be acknowledging the many serious questions that have
arisen over the last four long years.
I am concerned, however, that the review is confined to science. There are many examples in the FOI
material we got from SNH and the JNCC showing inappropriate collusion between SNH and
government officials. Often it was government rather that SNH who wrote the text for SNH’s so-called
independent scientific advice.
There are SNH comments as far back as March 2008 saying that Sound of Barra and East Mingulay
would go to consultation. Would they have said this unless they already had agreement from the
Scottish Government? Were Ministers aware or misled? Only a full review, of science and process,
will reveal the truth and satisfy the public.
Every previous Environment Minister kept assuring us that no decisions had been made. Mr
Wheelhouse is beginning to sing the same tune. He says “if I decide to designate..” I hope he is
sincere in saying he wants an independent review because if he really is looking at it with an open
mind he will call a complete halt to all work on any management plan for the site.
The Environment Minister cannot say he is undecided if, during the same week he announced his
review, one of his officials sent a proposal for managing a Sound of Barra SAC to our community.
Angus MacLeod
Chairman for SHAMED
Figure A1.13 From SHAMED (Guth Bharraidh 2012j)

Crofters Urge Rejection of Sound of Barra Marine Designation
The Scottish Crofting Federation is urging the Scottish Government to turn down the proposal that the
Sound of Barra should become a marine Special Area of Conservation.
The SCF is also asking the Government to radically revise the way it enacts European environmental
legislation, arguing that the Sound of Barra case is only the latest in a long list of disputes between
communities and environmental administrators which waste time and resources on both side of the
argument.
Figure A1.14 Excerpt from Crofters Urge rejection of Sound of Barra Marine Designation (Guth Bharraidh
2013a)

Sound of Barra SAC Designation
Mallaig & North West Fishermen’s Association (MNWFA) have added their unreserved
condemnation to SNH’s pSAC plans to severely curtail and disrupt the traditional fishing aspirations
of local boats earning their livelihoods within the Sound of Barra. Thus adding to the growing outrage
felt within Barra’s community groups, The Scottish Crofting Federation and indeed within the wider
Western Isles communities generally against SNH’s “unwarranted and intrusive meddling in the
Islands economic future”.
There is no doubt that if the pSAC becomes a permanent designation, then the wishes of the local
communities and indigenous industries will be secondary to the nefarious claims on environmental
site necessity, made by SNH. Such designations stifle investment and prevent progress within the
surrounding Communities.
Figure A1.15 Excerpt from Sound of Barra SAC Designation (Guth 2013b)
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SFF Throws It’s Support Behind Mallaig and North West Fishermen’s
Association in Sound of Barra SAC Designation
The Scottish Fishermen’s Federation (SFF) is supporting its constituent member, the Mallaig and
North-West Fishermen’s Association, in its call for a moratorium of the proposal for a Special Area of
Conservation (pSAC) in the Sound of Barra until a proper enquiry is held.
The SFF says that given the weight of opposition and misgivings over the pSAC, and the way the
decision was reached, the logical step is for the Scottish Government to mount a full investigation into
the proposal. The SFF adds that this review process should be done carefully and not be rushed, given
that the fishing industry and a flourishing natural marine environment have always co-existed in the
area together.
Figure A1.16 Excerpt from SFF Throws It’s [sic] Support Behind Mallaig and North West Fishermen’s
Association in Sound of Barra SAC Designation (Guth 2013c)

SHAMED Fully Supports New Definition of Scottish Natural Heritage Powers
Within Special Areas of Conservation (SAC’s)
SHAMED’s chairman, Angus MacLeod, a crofter-fisherman from Eoligarry in Barra explains why the
campaign group is feeling optimistic for the first time in four years.
“SNH responses to one of our recent press releases in a way that made us feel somebody is at last
listening. Either the Scottish Government or SNH itself has finally taken on board what we and others
have been saying from the very beginning about SNH’s control freakery of conservation sites.”
Figure A1.17 Excerpt from SHAMED Fully Supports New Definition of Scottish Natural Heritage Powers Within
Special Areas of Conservation (SAC’s) (Guth 2013d)

Figure A1.18 Excerpt from Minister for Environment Visits Barra (Guth Bharraidh 2013e)
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Figure A1.19 SHAMED Response to Marine Consultation Asserts that Scottish Government is no Longer in the
Driving Seat (Guth Bharraidh 2015)
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Figure A1.20 Community Led Management of the Sound of Barra (Guth 2014e)

Figure A1.21 Fibre Optic Rollout (Guth 2014f)
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Figure A1.22 Ferry Service Disruption Threatens to Sink Island Economy (Guth 2014b)
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By the Community, For the Community
Over the last two weeks, readers of the Guth would not have failed to have been impressed by the
comments and content of Rory MacNeil of Barra’s speech, recently delivered at the Islands Book
Trust Conference on Mingulay.
In it he calls on this community “….to being to look, and urgently, at ways of making Barra and
Vatersay viable in the 21st century.”
So how do we do that? Over the years we have celebrated many successes, with individuals,
community groups and private enterprises delivering clear benefits to this island. We have considered
many options that have been practical, workable and possible, The reason for this success is because
as a community we know what works for us and what doesn’t.
So what doesn’t work for us? Take Education. We knew that we wanted to retain our early education
service in the best place but outside influences thought better.
Take Transport. We know how hard we worked to secure the Barra to Oban ferry service and the
service across the Sound. Through our own efforts and in partnership, we also secured our Barra to
Glasgow Air Service and the promise of an order for a new aircraft.
We also recognise the importance of retaining the air link to Benbecula and just how vital our air
ambulance service is.
As a community, delivering what is best for Barra and Vatersay has to be our responsibility, our
challenge but also it has to be on our own terms. If outside influences want to bring regulation orders,
limited budgets and service to bear, it is for us to consider how these are best managed by the
community and in everyone’s interest.
If Rory MacNeil of Barra is right, and it is for the residents on this island to decide if he is, we have to
being the process of discussion and consultation right away to consider the best way forward. There
are many forums in which that can happen, of course we are very good at talking, that is one thing!
A successful initial meeting took place on Tuesday 3rd July 2012, with Donald Manford, Angus
MacLeod and Marine Scotland official Michael MacLeod to explore the practicalities of the Barra and
Vatersay community leading a process to identify and aim to overcome restrictive practices which
thwart inventive sustainable use and management of resources essential to our islands.
Donald Manford explained, “Our communities expect us to strive to overcome the relentless
encroachment of competing interests which increasingly excludes us from the resources of our
traditional grounds and shoreline”.
The responsibility for steering these discussions must rest initially with the Community Councils,
properly elected to represent the island’s interests. The vehicle for delivery could be the Community
Company but let’s get the discussion started first.
Finally, this Community can take the lead role in managing its own resources, shores and future
interests. Let’s grasp the opportunity and explore ways to do this and put Barra and Vatersay’s
interests at the heart of it.
Figure A1.23 By the Community, For the Community (Guth 2012f)
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Appendix 2 Research Information Sheet
UNIVERSITY OF THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
(SCOTTISH ASSOCIATION FOR MARINE SCIENCE)

RESEARCH INFORMATION SHEET

Name of Principal Investigator: Ruth Brennan

Title of research: What lies beneath: probing the cultural depths of nature conservation conflict in the
Outer Hebrides

Aim of research: to gain insights into the roots of the conflict around the proposed designations of
East Mingulay and the Sound of Barra as marine Special Areas of Conservation (mSACs) through
exploring the local cultural and historical context of the Barra and Vatersay community and, in doing
so, to move beyond social research approaches which focus on how stakeholder interests can be
protected or traded-off against each other, towards an approach which focuses on how people and
place function together within, and as, an ecosystem.

Description of procedure:
(i) review of the relevant literature, (ii) listening to the views of locals on Barra and Vatersay in
relation to the proposed mSACs at East Mingulay and the Sound of Barra to gather ideas for a
research design, (iii) formulation of a research design together with locals interested in participating in
this research.

Description of risks:
N/a

Benefits of proposed research:

This will become clear from the research design, when co-created with research participants.
Use of research material:
Data gathered will be used to inform the content of my PhD thesis, publications in academic journals
and reports (eg to funders), and in conference presentations. Research participants will not be referred
to by name unless permission to do so is provided by the participant.
Funding:
This work is receiving funding from the MASTS pooling initiative (The Marine Alliance for Science
and Technology for Scotland). MASTS is funded by the Scottish Funding Council (grant reference
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HR09011) and contributing institutions. Funding for the fieldwork being carried out in September and
October 2011 has been provided by the National Trust for Scotland. The research strives to be
impartial and does not correspond to any external influence from funders or participants.

Right to withdraw:

You are free to withdraw from the research at any stage, and ask for your data to be destroyed if you
wish.
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Appendix 3 Consent Form

USE OF PHOTOS CONSENT FORM
I agree that Ruth Brennan can use the photos and video clips I have taken for the purposes of her
research. You can only use the photos (and video clips) I have indicated below. You can use them in
any way that helps to educate people about this study and its message. For example you can put it in
or use it at:







A dissertation
In book chapters
On a website
In journals
A conference presentation
Photo exhibitions or meetings to be held with community, school, church, not for profit,
funders, government, academic, civil society groups etc

I have considered my photos and video clips and feel that there is nothing that might cause me or
anyone I know harm or embarrassment.
These are the photos or video clips that you can publish:
All of the photographs (and video clips) I have given to you.
The following photographs (and video clips) I have given to you:
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
………………………………………………
Please give me credit with my full name at all times.
Never use my name when you show these images.

Print name: …………………………………………………………..
Signed:

…………………………………………………………..

Date:

………………………………………………………….
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Appendix 4 Participants’ Reasons for Attending Workshop
1. How to get islanders’ voices heard and understanding why these voices are not
being heard. Also, if islanders’ voices are heard, understanding why they are not
acted upon.
There was an interest in my research into the mSAC conflict because of the feeling
that collectively the island’s voice is not being heard. There was a desire to
understand why the voice of the island and/or voices of the islanders are not being
heard and how better to navigate situations to increase likelihood of island voice(s)
being heard.
2. How to build a strong ethos of working together
A small community needs to be skilful at putting its needs across so that its voice has
got weight in wider decision-making processes.
3. Understanding ‘their’ language – communicating across differences and
recognising that people have different interests
There was a desire to focus the debate more in order to be able to understand the
language of outsiders such as government bodies and to be able to speak to them in a
language they can hear so that they can listen.
4. A desire for the ‘human ecology’ of a place to be recognised as equally important
as its natural ecology (and perhaps a desire for people who make decisions at a
higher level to broaden their consciousness)
My research intrigued some people because they saw it as coming at the science
from a different angle, bringing the social side of things back into a policy process
where consideration of the social side is not permitted. The environment would not
be here without the people. The angle of my research appears to open up the
possibility of a way to get human voices heard.
5. Understanding how to work with people who have more perceived power, what
kind of power they have, what kind of power we have and how to reconcile those
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power differences. Recognising that not being fully included at the negotiating table
leads to building resentment.
There was a desire to understand how, collectively, the islanders on Barra can take
responsibility to make management happen. Also expressed was a need to
understand how to make the voice of islanders count with both outsiders and within
the community.
There was a desire to understand how to express what matters to the islanders in a
clear way and how to enable the other party to listen to them and for the islanders to
listen to the other party (i.e. how to foster meaningful dialogue).
6. Piercing the veil of perceived power and recognising the knowledge that is in the
room/within the community itself so that people feel valued for what they have to
contribute and so that meetings use people’s time effectively and constructively.
There was a desire for recognition that the knowledge of all parties can be
complementary as opposed to using that knowledge to fight each other. This
recognition flows from a clear articulation and acknowledgement of the resources
and knowledge of the respective parties. Trying to convey a convergent voice (held
by the community) when many different individuals voice their own opinion can be
frustrating and counter-productive. There is a need to find a way to articulate the
community’s voice to the outside in a strategic and united way.
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Appendix 5 Digital Camera User Guide
Vivitar digital camera – basic guide:


Insert 3xAAA batteries at the side of the camera (open the hatch marked BATTERIES by

pushing down in the direction of the OPEN arrow)


Insert SD card into slot at bottom of camera. If you hold the camera so that you are looking at

the screen at the back, the SD card should be facing up so you can see the writing (SanDisk on top).
Insert into slot in this direction.


Make sure Macro switch on left hand side of camera is pushed DOWN (i.e. Macro OFF) –

otherwise photos will be blurry. For close-up shots, switch to Macro ON.


To turn on camera, press power button



To turn flash on or off press the flash button (the one with the squiggly arrow) above the

‘SET’ button. There are 4 possibilities shown by 4 different icons on the left hand side of the screen –
flash on all the time (squiggly arrow); flash on automatically (squiggly arrow A) when needed (i.e. it
senses the light); red eye reduction (eye icon); flash off (squiggly arrow with line through it). Each
time you press the flash button, you will see one of these possibilities. The automatic (squiggly arrow
A) flash setting is probably easiest.


To take a picture, press the top button (to the right of the POWER button).



To zoom in and out, press the W and T buttons at top right of screen.



To view pictures taken press MODE button twice (quickly).



To get rid of all the icons on the screen while you view your photos, press and hold down the

MODE button for a few seconds until the icons disappear.


To get rid of all the icons on the screen before you take a picture, hold down the MODE

button for a few seconds and they will disappear.


To take a video: 1. press the MODE button and you will see the yellow icon on top left of

screen change to a video camera. 2. Press the top button (to the right of the POWER button) to start or
stop video recorder.


To view videos taken, press MODE button twice (quickly). Then press top button (beside

power button) to playback video. To stop video playing back, press the flash button.


To go back to photo-taking mode, press MODE button once (to take you to viewing mode)

then press MODE again and the yellow icon at top left of screen will change back to camera mode.


If you hit a button accidentally and find yourself in a menu you don’t want to be in, press the

MODE button and it will take you back out of it.


To delete photos and videos:



If you are in viewing mode (i.e. looking through the photos you have taken), press the SET

button and press SET again to accept the option of deleting the photo. (Press MODE to come back out
of this menu.)


If you are not in viewing mode (i.e. you can see images on the screen moving, as if you are

about to take a photo) then press the button with the dustbin on it (to the right of the SET button). You
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will see 2 options on the screen: Yes and No, with No highlighted in blue. Press the button to the left
of the SET button so that Yes is highlighted in blue. Then press the SET button to delete the photo.


To turn camera off, press power button on top of camera (camera will shut down

automatically after 3 minutes if it’s not being used.
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Appendix 6 Fieldwork Overview
August 2010
September-October
2011
January-February
2012
March-April 2012
April-May 2012
July 2012

4 days fieldwork on Barra - introductory visit to the island.
6 weeks fieldwork on Barra – observation and exploratory listening to gather ideas for research design.
1 week fieldwork on Barra to gather testimonies of older fishermen for Connecting Coastal Communities project.
3 weeks fieldwork on Barra: Held public research meeting to establish research group; provided participants with visual tasks as part of a
visual participatory methodology; carried out in-depth interviews with several research participants.
1 week fieldwork on Barra: Held a communications workshop (8 participants attended) run by external facilitator Verene Nicolas entitled
‘Make Your Voice Count’; carried out in-depth interviews with several research participants.
1 week fieldwork on Barra: attended Fisherman’s Mass (annual blessing of the boats on Barra); carried out in-depth interviews with
remaining research participants.
Self-published a trilingual short book – Belonging to the Sea/Dùthchas na Mara – outcome of Connecting Coastal Communities project.
This book was co-authored with Iain MacKinnon. Visual artist Stephen Hurrel provided photography and cover design.
Self-published a photo essay drawing research participants’ photographs and interviews.

August 2012

1 week fieldwork on Barra coinciding with Clan MacNeil Gathering: Launched Belonging to the Sea/Dùthchas na Mara publication and
photo essay publication on Barra (in collaboration with Hurrel and MacKinnon) with an audio-visual presentation in Castlebay
community hall; introduced to the Barra community the Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories project (in collaboration with Hurrel) as a
continuation of the Connecting Coastal Communities project.

October 2012

1 week fieldwork on Barra: Brennan and Hurrel ran a day workshop with the second year students in Castlebay high school to train the
students in the use of dictaphone, video camera and interview techniques. We also presented the Connecting Coastal Communities and
Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories projects to the elderly folk of Barra in the local care centre Cobhair Bharraigh to create the links with
the school children needed for the cross-generational Sgeulachdan na Mara/Sea Stories project.
1 week fieldwork on Barra: Presentation of prototype digital map of the sea and liaising with student ‘collecting’ teams from high school.
4 days on Barra with Hurrel to launch and hand over Sea Stories online cultural map of the sea to Barra community.
3 days on Barra to attend locally organised workshop on community-led management of the Sound of Barra mSAC.

March 2013
November 2013
July 2014
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Appendix 7 Analysis Process

October 2011February 2012
May 2012-February
2013

January-September
2013
June 2013

July 2013

October 2013

October 2013November 2013

Transcribed interviews from Sept-October 2011 (phase 1) fieldwork on Barra
Transcribed interviews from March-May 2012 (phase 2) fieldwork on Barra. My main focus was on transcribing interviews carried out in
March and early April 2012 and as I transcribed these I did a first layer of manual analysis by sorting out the images into thematic
categories that emerged from the transcripts. I also added comments and thoughts to the transcripts as I transcribed (‘REB note:’) and
copied at the end of the transcripts any fieldnotes I had made after carrying out the interviews (by cross referencing my fieldwork
notebooks and typing up the relevant sections)
Analysed fieldnotes using Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) which involved transcribing fieldnotes under the headings Roles; Norms;
Values; Commodities of power. This resulted in a 165 page document of analysed fieldnotes on people and events related to Barra
(Fieldnotes Analysis).
Imported data into Nvivo (interview transcripts, images, background documents). Completed 2 day Nvivo training course. Reorganised
data imported into Nvivo and coded transcripts and photographs to respondent casenodes. I set up 3 types of respondent (interviewed; not
interviewed; research participant). I systematically went through the folders in my sources (which I had compiled from my folders on my
external hard drive and my fieldnotes analysis document). I added to my case nodes the people I came across in my source folder labels
who I had missed out.
Stopped reading other people's work and immersed myself in reading my fieldnotes. From that came the idea of using ‘masks and roles’
as a way into the analysis.
Drafted an analysis model.
Developed subcodes through continued immersion in fieldnotes as I analysed fieldnotes using SSM.
This was the start of the development of my coding strategy.
Created codes within main ‘Nodes’ folder taken from new analysis model and added further codes reflecting thematic categories that
emerged from 2012 transcripts which discussed participants’ photographs. Added the 4 codes from the SSM analysis of my fieldnotes
(Roles; Norms; Values; Commodities of Power). I now had a main Nodes folder which contained all my codes and sub-codes (see
Appendices 9-10). Within the ‘Nodes’ folder, I divided my ‘People’ folder (containing my respondents) into 3 main nodes: 1. Interviewed
2. Non-Interviewed 3.Research Participants
I started to carry out a pilot analysis of 4 interview transcripts (2011 and 2012) using 4 codes (and their sub-codes) initially: Masks and
Roles; Surfacing; Worldview; Golddust.
I removed fieldnotes from transcripts and created 2 new memos (Fieldnotes 2011 and Fieldnotes 2012) which I coded to the case node of
the relevant respondent(s). I also removed my ‘REB note:’ comments from each transcript and transferred then to Nvivo annotations
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(external notes linked to transcript in Nvivo). This stripped the transcripts of my thoughts leaving only interviewee words and my
questions.
I went through the Fieldnotes Analysis document (imported into Nvivo as a memo) and coded each respondent to their casenode and each
event to the case node of the relevant respondent(s). I also coded my notes from the May 2012 workshop (imported into Nvivo as a
memo) to the case node of the relevant respondent(s).
As I carried out my pilot analyses, I changed my Nodes classification for my respondents (‘People’ folder) – I had initially divided it into
3 main codes for respondents: 1. Interviewed 2. Non-Interviewed 3.Research Participants. As research participants were also interviewed,
I created a new subcode ('Informal research participants’) under ‘Interviewed’ to cover those people I interviewed in 2011 fieldwork but
who never signed up formally to March 2012 phase of visual participatory research with digital cameras and in depth interviews. I then
moved the Research Participants code to become a subcode of the ‘Interviewed’ code. All my interviewees were now collected under the
‘Interviewed’ code. Then I re-arranged the structure again so that the Research Participants who I never interviewed (4 of them signed up
but either never took photos and/or were not available for interview after) were categorised under the ‘Not Interviewed’ code. My
research participants are now split into two groups under 2 main codes: ‘Interviewed’ and ‘Not interviewed’. I have also called my
informal research participants 'phase 1' and my research participants 'phase 2' (Sept-Oct 2011 fieldwork and March-April 2012 fieldwork,
respectively).
Coding the Fieldwork Analysis document to the relevant respondent casenodes prompted me to add a new ‘Events’ folder to the main
Nodes folder as a lot of my fieldnotes centred around attending events on Barra. Codes which emerged for ‘Events’ from coding the
Fieldnotes Analysis to respondent case nodes were: mSAC; Cultural; Religious; SNH; Marine Scotland.
I then shuffled around the Node categories again, creating a code for ‘Informal interviewees Phase 0’ to capture in-depth conversations I
had in 2010 before officially starting fieldwork on Barra in 2011.
November 2013
December 2013

Ran some word frequency queries on different combinations of transcripts. Searched relevant text for 50 most frequent words and at least
5 letter words. Noticed emphasis on ‘people’ and ‘think’ and no mention of ‘environment’ or ‘conservation’.
Coded pilot interviews with 4 more codes (and their subcodes): Ways of knowing; Communication; Environment; Conservation.
Coded pilot interviews with 4 more codes and their subcodes: Lingering; Heart of Barra; Things important for grandchildren; Connection
to the sea
Added 4 new emergent codes: Fixed mind; Historical and cultural baggage; Fishing as a cultural activity; Strategies - purposeful activity
to achieve a goal or deal with an issue. Recoded pilots with these 4 new codes.
Checked coding on pilot interviews to see if any new codes duplicated existing codes – some overlap existed but not to the extent of
duplication so retained new codes.
Coded pilot interviews with final 4 codes: Roles; Norms; Values; Commodities of power
Recorded codes/nodes as a model in Nvivo (see Appendix 9)
Reviewed hypotheses and started thinking about relevance of codes to pulling out info for hypotheses.
Created model of codes used to code pilot interviews (see Appendix 10)
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January 2014

Reviewed codes and colour coded frequency of number of coding references in pilots (see Appendix 11).
Cross checked each of colour‐coded codes with each part of each hypothesis and noted in table the codes (supported by data) relevant
to each part of each hypothesis (see Chapter 4, Table 4.4).
Cross‐checked a section of a pilot interview for each code listed as relevant to double check the data supported this conclusion.
Set out results in a model for each part of each hypothesis (6 models in total) which connects to the supporting data (see Appendix 12).
Created model of revised codes (see Appendix 13) – reduced from 63 to 25 codes.
Applied revised codes to 20 remaining interview transcripts (and images) and recoded pilots with revised codes
Added 3 more codes to revised codes:
Ways of knowing; (as one section of an interview clearly brought this out, and also since Belonging to the Sea publication focussed on
ways of knowing).
People; (added this as a subcode under 'things important for grandchildren to enjoy' as this was the most frequent word in a word
frequency search carried out on 2012 interviews).
Heart of Barra; (because it was a specific question I asked in most of the 2012 interviews so it should be easy to pull out for a word
frequency search).
Noted emerging patterns in Key Issues memo and used these to run queries on data.
Process used for coding photos:
1. Checked first for photos sorted into themes under ‘Lingered over’ and ‘Not lingered over’ folders on external hard drive.
2. If that code no longer existed in revised codes, made note of old code for photo in an annotation to interview
3. Coded photo (if relevant) with one of revised codes.
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Appendix 8 Patterns from Fieldwork and from Participant Images
Part 1
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Part 2
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Appendix 9 Nvivo Snapshots of Initial Codes and Sub-Codes
Part 1
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Part 2
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Part 3
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Part 4
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Appendix 10 Initial Codes and Sub-Codes
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Appendix 11 Review of Coding References in Pilot Interviews
Nodes

Number of coding references

Nodes\\SSM Analysis Two and Three\Norms
Nodes\\SSM Analysis Two and Three\Roles
Nodes\\SSM Analysis Two and Three\Values
Nodes\\SSM Analysis Two and Three\Commodities of power
Nodes\\Lingering over images\Not lingered over
Nodes\\Worldview
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\relationship with nature
Nodes\\Events\mSAC
Nodes\\Environment\relationship with environment
Nodes\\Conservation\meaning of conservation
Nodes\\Environment\policy environment
Nodes\\Historical and cultural baggage
Nodes\\Worldview\clashing worldviews
Nodes\\Events\SNH
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\functionality and
aesthetics
Nodes\\Worldview\fixed mind
Nodes\\Events\Cultural
Nodes\\Communication\Not being listened to
Nodes\\Masks and roles\Masks and roles which block
Nodes\\Masks and roles\Projected masks and roles
Nodes\\Communication\Communication blockages
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\constants
Nodes\\Fishing as a cultural activity
Nodes\\Strategy to achieve goal or deal with issue

65
64
62
56
40
33
32
29
26
25
25
23
23
22
20

Number of items
coded
5
4
5
3
18
5
13
4
3
3
2
4
2
3
8

20
15
14
14
14
13
13
12
12

2
1
2
2
2
3
7
2
3
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Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\heritage and history
Nodes\\Worldview\awareness of fixed mind in self
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\conserving current
environment
Nodes\\Golddust
Nodes\\Lingering over images\Lingered over
Nodes\\Connection to the sea
Nodes\\Events\Marine Scotland
Nodes\\Masks and roles
Nodes\\Emotions or feelings\righteous indignation
Nodes\\Surfacing\Invisible becomes visible
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\the sea as a way of life
Nodes\\Ways of knowing
Nodes\\Events\Research
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\growth and renewal
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\legacy for the future
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\people
Nodes\\Emotions or feelings\hatred
Nodes\\Emotions or feelings\offence
Nodes\\Environment\being forced to look after natural environment
Nodes\\Events\Religious
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\devilment-freedomirreverence
Nodes\\Communication
Nodes\\Emotions or feelings\designation fatigue
Nodes\\Emotions or feelings\frustration
Nodes\\Environment\caring for natural environment
Nodes\\Environment\not caring for natural environment
Nodes\\Events
Nodes\\Events\Organisational
Nodes\\Masks and roles\Masks and roles which facilitate or are successful
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11
10
9

4
2
4

8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

3
5
5
2
2
1
3
4
3
1
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

Nodes\\Masks and roles\Unmasking or dropping role
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\community
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\playgrounds
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\safety
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\views
Nodes\\Conservation
Nodes\\Heart of Barra
Nodes\\Sea Stories
Nodes\\Things important for grandchildren to enjoy when grown up\emotional response to
the sea
Nodes\\Worldview\transformation of worldview

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

1

1

Red: >50 but <70; Blue: ≥20 but ≤40; Yellow: ≥10 but <20; Green: included in revised codes due to relevance of these codes independent of hypotheses
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Appendix 12 Testing Hypotheses against Data
In the following models, the grey dotted lines indicate where I was unclear whether there was supporting data for hypothesis. The models only show codes where I considered data clearly supporting hypothesis or
unclear support for hypothesis.
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Appendix 13 Revised Codes and Sub-codes
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Appendix 14 Table of Respondents
Respondent code

Interviewed?

Occupation
(in many cases only one of several occupations is listed)


RP-2.1
Former community representative

RP-2.2
Provider of a community service

RP-2.3
Fisherman

RP-2.4
Community representative

RP-2.5
Businessman

RP-2.6
Businesswoman

RP-2.7
Fisherman

RP-2.8
Student (higher education)

RP-2.9
Fisherman

RP-2.10
Student (higher education)

RP-2.11
Airport employee
RP-2.12
X
Merchant navy
RP-2.13
X
Fisherman
RP-2.14
X
Fisherman
RP-2.15
X
Fisherman

IRP-1.16
Community elder

IRP-1.17
Provider of a community service

IRP-1.18
Community elder

IRP-1.19
Airport employee

IRP-1.20
Community representative

IRP-1.21
Charity employee

IRP-1.22
Community volunteer

IRP-1.23
Community volunteer

IRP-1.24
Community elder

IRP-1.25
Provider of a community service

IRP-1.26
Fisherman

IRP-1.27
Businessman
NRP-1/2.28
X
Community representative
NRP-1/2.29
X
Fisherman
NRP-1/2.30
X
Businessman
NRP-1/2.31
X
Mother
NRP-1/2.32
X
Unemployed
NRP-1/2.33
X
Community volunteer
NRP-1/2.34
X
Provider of a community service
NRP-1/2.35
X
Provider of a community service
NRP-1/2.36
X
Provider of a community service
NRP-1/2.37
X
Crofter
NRP-1/2.38
X
Provider of a community service
NRP-1/2.39
X
Businessman
NRP-1/2.40
X
Provider of a community service
NRP-1/2.41
X
Community volunteer
NRP-1/2.42
X
Businessman
NRP-1/2.43
X
Provider of a community service
NRP-1/2.44
X
Provider of a community service
IRP-0.45
X
Elder
IRP-0.46
X
Businesswoman
IRP-0.47
X
Designer
IRP-0.48
X
Provider of a community service
IRP-1.A
X
Community representative
IRP-1.B
X
Community representative (of another community)
IRP-1.C
X
Government adviser
IRP-1.D
X
Airline employee
NRP-1/2.E
X
Fisherman
NRP-1/2.F
X
Writer
NRP-1/2.G
X
Conservationist
NRP-1/2.H
X
Fisherman
NRP-1/2.J
X
Writer
NRP-1/2.K
X
Fisherman
NRP-1/2.L
X
Student (higher education)
NRP-1/2.M
X
Facilitator
Key: RP: Research Participant. IRP: Informal Research Participant. NRP: Non Research Participant
-0: Research phase 0; -1: Research Phase 1; -2: Research Phase 2; -1/2: Research Phase 1 and/or 2
Coded with numbers: Local respondent (i.e. from Barra and/or living on Barra and/or owning a property on Barra and living
there for part of the year). Coded with letters: Non-local respondent (i.e. not from Barra or living on Barra, and may have been
interviewed or engaged in conversation on or off Barra)
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Appendix 16 Extracts from the Official Report of the Meeting of the
Parliament on 8 February 2012297
’17:37
The Minister for Environment and Climate Change (Stewart Stevenson): I will start by
acknowledging some important points. There is absolutely nothing unreasonable about people in
Barra—Homo sapiens—seeking to protect their economic and environmental interests….
If—for the avoidance of doubt, I said “if”—I designate the Sound of Barra, my objective is to do so
when three conditions are fulfilled. First, I will invite local interests to participate in the development
of a management plan that has the objective of protecting those interests. In particular, it should
maintain a sustainable scallop fishery, the existence of which has, over many years, influenced the
local environment such that it is optimised for that activity. The second condition is that any such
management plan provides a continuing role for local interests in management of the area. Thirdly and
necessarily, any package of proposals has to conform to European Commission rules….
…. I fully accept that relations between SNH and local people have broken down. I cannot allow that
situation to endure, but I recognise that it will not be possible to fix it quickly. Rebuilding trust will
extend well beyond the resolution of the issue that is currently before us. Part of that process will
involve my officials being party to more of the discussions. However, it is necessary to avoid an
extended period of reflection on what has been. We must focus on what happens next.
One issue that has exercised the Barraich has been the limitation—which derives from EU law and
court judgments, not from SNH’s preferences—that, when considering possible SAC designations,
only environmental issues can be considered. That has caused huge angst—even at a substantial
distance, I have felt the intense frustration that it has caused for those who are concerned, quite
properly, about economic impacts.
The good news is that, in considering the management of SACs, the Government’s view is that we
should take account of economic factors. The law permits that….
In the relatively brief meeting that I was able to have with the people from Barra who are with us
tonight, I committed to have further engagement on economic issues, so I am on song with the
member’s point.
I take the opportunity to thank those who have travelled here, at no minor expense, to listen to the
debate and to meet me…. I absolutely understand, and I am committed to ensuring the economic
viability of the island both now and in the future.’
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Emphasis added. Full report available at http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=7164
Accessed 28.4.15.
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Appendix 17 Extract from Minutes of Fisheries Joint Consultative
Committee Meeting on 16 March 2012
COMHAIRLE NAN EILEAN SIAR
FISHERIES JOINT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
Minute of Meeting held in the Council Offices, Stornoway, on Friday 16 March 2012 at 2.00pm.

PRESENT
Representing Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

Representing Western Isles Fishing Interests

Mr Neil Campbell (Chairman)
Mr John Mackay
Mr Martin Taylor (by VC from Balivanich)
Mr Archie Campbell (by VC from Balivanich)

Mr Duncan Macinnes
Mr Finlay Macdonald
Mr Angus Campbell
Mr Donald W. Macleod (by VC from Barra)
Mr Hector Stewart (by VC from Balivanich)

IN ATTENDANCE
Mr Peter Middleton
Mr Joe Macphee
Mr Roddy Jardine

Mr David Maclennan, SNH
Michael McLeod, Marine Scotland

APOLOGIES
Mr Donald Manford
Catherine Macdonald

Welcome

Mr Peter Carlin
Mr Philip Maclean

WELCOME
The Chairman welcomed Mr David Maclennan, Western Isles Area
Manager/Marine Renewables, SNH and Michael McLeod, Marine Scotland to the
Meeting.
MINUTES
FISHERIES

Sound of
Barra pSAC

The Director of Development submitted a Report providing an update on recent
environmental designation consultations and seeking the Committee’s views on
community involvement in the environmental designation process. The Report
highlighted concerns regarding serious shortcomings in the consultative process
and, following representations by the Leader of the Comhairle, a meeting was held
on 3 February 2012 between Stewart Stevenson, Minister for the Environment,
Angus Campbell Leader, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and Duncan Macinnes,
Secretary Western isles Fishermen’s Association where the environmental
designation and the consultation process were discussed. A Note of the Meeting
was attached at Appendix 1 to the Report.
The Report stated that as part of the consultation process the Scottish Association of
Marine Science (SAMS) had submitted a response to proposed designations, which
included a social issues aspect to the designation process. SAMS had concluded
that adherence to the spirit of the Habitats Directive (1992) required clarification on
community consultation and engagement and evidence of a more transparent
designation process. SAMS had also commented that there was an opportunity for
an exemplar co-management agreement regime that would help to address local
concerns and help achieve the Special Area of Conservation. An extract from the
SAMS submission was attached at Appendix 2 to the Report.
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The Report stated that in order to ensure effective and consensual approaches to
environmental protection there was a requirement to put in place processes to
rebuild community confidence in designation issues and proposed a process to
develop and pilot an approach to ‘Community Designation’ as follows:
1. SNH/JCC to identify a site/reason for designation
2. SNH/Comhairle/Community begin process of assessment
3. designation consultation process, selection of locations and community
involvement
4. develop a Management Plan for environmental designations and community
representation
5. undertake a Business Regulatory Impact Assessment which reflected actual
economic activity in area
It had been agreed by the Comhairle on 15 February 2011 that the issue of the Barra
Special Area of Conservation be referred to the Committee to meet with SNH to
enable consideration of arrangements to allow economic activity to continue in areas
where there were designations. David Maclennan, SNH and Michael McLeod,
Marine Scotland presented their views to the Committee and Members were
afforded the opportunity to ask any questions.
It was agreed to recommend that prior to Scottish Natural Heritage advising
the Minister on the proposed Sound of Barra SAC designation that Scottish
Natural Heritage undertake a detailed consultation with the local fishing
industry and the community on developing a Management Plan, including the
development of the razor fish fishery, which recognised all interests associated
with the Management Plan.
It was further agreed that the Director of Development be requested to prepare
a Report concerning the proposed Management Plan for the Sound of Barra
for submission to the next meeting of the Committee.
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Appendix 18 Sound of Barra pSAC Consultation: Response of the
Scottish Association for Marine Science

Sound of Barra pSAC Consultation:
Response of the Scottish Association for
Marine Science 1
1. Overview and summary
This document summarises the considered view of SAMS regarding the proposal to create a Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) in the Sound of Barra under the European Habitats Directive
(92/43/EEC). Over its 126 years as an independent institution, SAMS has conducted several studies
in and around the region, including recent work with the local community, and considers itself fully
competent to express an opinion. While the site may comply with the criteria specified in the letter
of the legislation we express concerns on whether or not the process and management
arrangements follow the spirit of the Habitats Directive and the UK’s commitment to following
ecosystem‐based management as expressed in the Malawi Principles on the Convention for
Biological Diversity. Adherence to these Principles would require a much clearer statement on
community consultation and engagement, and evidence of a more transparent designation process.
We see an opportunity for an exemplar co‐management regime that would help achieve the SAC in
spirit and letter and ensure that local concerns are addressed to the benefit of the entire social‐
ecological system.

2. Our interpretation of the legislation
The Habitats Directive (the Directive) is currently the only effective instrument available in the UK to
ensure the protection of key habitats and species and thus to contribute to the creation of a global
network of marine protected areas by 2012 as envisioned in the 2002 Johannesburg Declaration and
endorsed by bodies such as OSPAR. Compliance with the Directive is an obligation, not an option.
The Directive has been designed to give primacy to the protection of key features on land and sea. In
practice, interpretation and implementation has steered away from an ‘ecosystem approach’ that
considers humans as a part of the system. Article II(3) of the Directive states that ‘measures taken
shall take account of economic, social and cultural requirements and regional and local
characteristics’. Given that the current designation process is based solely upon the significance of
the features, effort usually focusses on gathering evidence and benchmarking it against other sites
and potential sites and this is assumed to be a technical task conducted by experts using scientific
methods. Although we acknowledge that management planning is not a requirement under the
Directive, and we are aware of the existence of ECJ case law to the effect that only the scientific case
should be considered for designation of sites, effective biodiversity conservation nevertheless
requires management planning and this involves the engagement of local people. This step is often
1

Contact person: Prof. Laurence Mee, Director of SAMS‐Scottish Marine Institute, Oban, PA37 1QA
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the range of this group outside of the Sound/South Uist coast has not yet been conducted. SAMS
have collaborated with the University of St. Andrews to assess the genetic status of this group of
dolphins and from 2010 to 2013 SAMS‐SMRU Ltd are running a PhD study on these and the other
west‐coast bottlenose dolphins including seasonal monitoring of presence in the Sound of Barra
using acoustic recorders. Regarding our human social science knowledge, recent work has been
carried out with the local community on Barra to explore the social aspects of the SAC designation
process and we believe this work to be unique in the region.

4. The scientific case for designation
We have reviewed the site selection justification supplied by SNH. The document makes a strong
case for designation although the data presented are limited and the references sparse. The
presence of a large area of maerl is particularly significant as this is an important habitat for a
number of species, some of which are commercially exploited. Maerl is very slow growing and even
when dead is an excellent habitat. It is quite fragile however and loses its functionality if compacted.
Scallop dredging in particular, is incompatible with maerl conservation (and with sea grasses of
course). This is not the only area of maerl worthy of consideration: the Sound of Harris is another
excellent site and no doubt local people would wish to see a comparative study of the pros and
contras of the two sites.
An important factor could be the dolphin population, providing there is clear empirical evidence that
this part of their range must be protected in order to alleviate significant threats. Though the
population is small, their persistence over at least 15 years and presence of calves (and the survival
of some to sub‐adults) suggests that it is viable. As for harbour seals, protection of the haul out sites
is entirely appropriate but the argument that this justifies protection of the entire area is relatively
weak compared with a focus on managing direct threats.
A key factor in site designation could be how the different elements of the system interact to form a
functional and resilient ecosystem. The (not unreasonable) assumption is that the presence of key
features of the system are indicators of its functionality and representativity. There is a very limited
understanding of the role of local people in this system; levels of harvesting, implications for the
ecosystem etc. People are part of the system, potentially in a similar manner to crofters in the
machair but with the key difference that its habitats are largely invisible to them and that
technological development has the potential to damage habitats in some cases. Large multi‐dredge
scallopers from the outside are particularly destructive to sensitive habitats for example and may
undermine legitimate local economic interests. A more sophisticated understanding of the social and
economic drivers is needed, particularly the spatial and geographical intensity of activities and
drivers that impact the protected features.

5. The key social issues: management and trust
While the letter of the Directive may be complied with by designating the relevant features in the
Sound of Barra, unless the area is effectively managed with the support of the local community, then
there is a real risk that the ecosystem approach (managing the ecosystem with humans as an
3
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integral part of that ecosystem) will not be achieved. A concrete example of this is the case of the
bottlenose dolphin population in the Moray Firth, which led to the Moray Firth being put forward as
a candidate SAC in 1996. The designation of the SAC encouraged local fishermen to turn to dolphin
tourism as people became increasingly aware of the existence of the animals. Competition between
the tour operators became so intense that relationships broke down to the extent that restraining
orders had to be taken out between certain operators. In addition, after the SAC boundaries were
drawn, the known areas used by the dolphins shifted to include a far wider area, reducing the
relevance of the spatial designation and the degree of protection the dolphins as a population
received from the SAC. These changes in dolphin distribution took over a decade to develop and
could not have been predicted when the protected area was proposed (Wilson 2008). Thus,
compliance with the letter of the Directive in fact led to a situation where the spirit of the legislation,
was not achieved.
Conflicts such as the one described above have the potential to arise where humans (in particular
local communities) are not considered as part of an ecosystem, and are dealt with in a static and
linear approach which ranks humans after natural species and features and which is at odds with the
dynamic nature of an ecosystem. Current research on coastal bottlenose dolphins illustrates the
dynamic nature of the ecosystem, recognising that while coastal populations may appear resident in
the short term, they may be temporally and spatially dynamic at decadal and centennial scales
(Wilson 2008).
The polarisation of the situation in the Sound of Barra reflects two very different understandings of
the meaning of ‘conservation’. The intention of conservation bodies to protect the Sound of Barra,
and the process which has been carried out in administering the requirements of the Directive in the
Sound of Barra sends a ‘hands‐off’ and ‘keep‐out’ message to the local community. In contrast, the
local sense of conservation is one of ‘live with’ and ‘use/develop wisely’, which is underpinned by a
sense of thrift and ingenuity essential to human survival in a remote coastal community. It is hardly
surprising that the process of designation of the Sound of Barra should have engendered the hostile
response it has received from the community when it is clearly stated by SNH that regulating
authorities are responsible for managing SACs in consultation with SNH. This serves to increase the
sense of foreboding amongst the local community that a ‘hands‐off’ conservation model will prevail.
This fear cannot be resolved by reassurances emanating from the regulating authorities or
government advisors as the ‘consultation’ process for the Sound of Barra has served to increase the
sense of suspicion and distrust around the designation process. This suspicion and distrust is
exacerbated by the lack of transparency around this process.
The overall vision of the Directive would stand a better chance of being achieved through harnessing
the independent spirit and sense of ingenuity that is inherent in the local community in Barra to find
ways of identifying threats to important features in the coastal environment and devising ways of
managing such threats in partnership with the regulating authorities. This however can only be done
effectively if there is a recognition by the community of the statutory commitment (via the Directive)
to deliver conservation outcomes and if there is agreement by the local community to assume
responsibility for helping to deliver this commitment. The Directive has introduced a thread from the
international policy environment which needs to be incorporated into the local environment in a
way which sits comfortably with the dynamic nature of that environment and the needs of the local
community. Delivery of this statutory commitment needs to be clearly visible in the UK and EU policy
4
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context, not just to the local community, even though they have an inherent understanding of, and
interest in, their coastal environment. This means that calls from the local community for policy
makers to trust them to manage their coastal environment wisely and sustainably must be mirrored
by a willingness on the part of the community to engage with the prevailing policy context which
now forms a part of the local environment. Community‐led initiatives to co‐manage a local SAC need
to be documented as responsibilities which are seen to be complied with, thus making the thread of
delivery of the statutory commitment visible in the policy world. Given the polarised situation at
present, getting to this point will require investment by the local community, government advisors
and regulating bodies in an active process of conflict resolution (eg through mediation) in order to
arrive at a point where all parties can clearly identify, hear and understand their respective needs.

6. Potential ways forward
Two elements of the Directive underpin our response and illuminate ways forward:
Introductory text of the Directive:
‘Whereas, the main aim of this Directive being to promote the maintenance of biodiversity, taking
account of economic, social, cultural and regional requirements, this Directive makes a contribution
to the general objective of sustainable development; whereas the maintenance of such biodiversity
may in certain cases require the maintenance, or indeed the encouragement, of human activities.’
Article II(3) of the Directive:
‘Measures taken pursuant to this Directive shall take account of economic, social and cultural
requirements and regional and local characteristics.’
SAMS recognises that SACs play an important role in delivering conservation objectives at the
Scottish, UK and EU scale and that in the case of the Sound of Barra SAC there is a case for
protection of designated features, although the data presented are limited and the references
sparse. The Directive acknowledges that economic, social, cultural and regional requirements should
be taken into account. We believe that, in the case of peripheral island communities reliant on
coastal resources, a move towards co‐management is critical for achieving conservation outcomes
and for delivering an ecosystem approach as envisaged under the Malawi Principles on the
Convention for Biological Diversity.
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Appendix 19 Minister for Environment - List of Office-Holders

Name
Minister for Environment
Michael Russell
Roseanna Cunningham
Minister for Environment and Climate
Change
Roseanna Cunningham
Stewart Stevenson
Paul Wheelhouse
Minister for Environment, Climate
Change and Land Reform
Aileen McLeod

Entered Office

Left Office

17 May 2007
12 February 2009

11 February 2009
10 December 2010

11 December 2010
25 May 2011
6 September 2012

24 May 2011
5 September 2012
20 November 2014

21 November 2014
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Appendix 20 West Highland Free Press Front Page and Editorial
Issue No. 2118 30 November 2012
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